PREFACE
The School of Civil Engineering of Suranaree University of Technology extends a very warm welcome to all
participants of the International Conference on Advances in Civil Engineering for Sustainable Development
(ACESD 2014). The conference is being held at Suranaree University of Technology, Nakhon Ratchasima,
Thailand, during 27-29 August 2014 to commemorate the 20th anniversary of its foundation in 2014. ACESD
2014 is an international interdisciplinary conference covering practice, research and development in field of
civil and infrastructure engineering.
The conference aims at creating a forum for scholars, engineers, and researchers from around the world to
exchange experiences and new ideas face to face, to establish business or research relations and to find global
partner for future collaboration. The conference is for scholars and professionals of the fields of Soil behavior
and Foundation Engineering, Pavement Technology, Ground Improvement Techniques, Rock Mechanics,
Construction Materials, Numerical Method for Civil Engineering Applications, Water Supply and Water
Resource Management, and Sustainable Technology. All the conference papers were accepted after a double
blinded peer review process. In addition to conference papers, there are 8 keynote lectures and 12 invited
lectures from well-known and distinguished researchers, which are included in the first volume of the
SURFHHGLQJV7KLVFRQIHUHQFHDOVRSURYLGHVDVSHFLDOVHVVLRQRQ³*URXQG,PSURYHPHQW7HFKQLTXHV5HVHDUFK
and DevelopmenW´ ZKLFK LV VSRQVRUHG E\ WKH 7KDLODQG5HVHDUFK )XQG XQGHU75) 6HQLRU 5HVHDUFK 6FKRODU
program Grant No. RTA5680002. This session includes recent research works by Prof. Suksun Horpibulsuk
D75)6HQLRU6FKRODULQ ¶VUHVHDUFKWHDPFRQGXFWHGGXULQJ$XJust 2013 to August 2014.
The conference is supported by a large number of individuals and organizations without which this conference
would not have been possible. Many SUT administrators, faculties, staff and students play an important role
in the success of the conference, so we would like to take this opportunity to express our sincere gratitude and
highest respect to them all. We are grateful to the very generous support of our esteemed sponsors; namely,
the Thailand Research Fund, Metropolitan Waterworks Authority of Thailand, SEAFCO Public company
Limited, Electricity Generating Authority of Thailand, TPI Polene Public Company Limited, The Concrete
Products and Aggregate Company Limited, Pruksa Real Estate Public Company Limited, SYNTEC
Construction Public Company Limited, TENCATE GEOSYNTHETICS (Thailand) Company Limited,
CeTeau (Thailand) Company Limited, VIGOR MERGER Company Limited, Soil Testing Siam Company
Limited and WE CUBE 888 Company Limited.
We do hope all participants will have a technically rewarding experience, and use this opportunity to meet old
friends and make many new friendsand do not miss the opportunity to explore Nakhon Ratchasima, and other
cities in Thailand. We wish all participants enjoy truly ASESD 2014 for its high quality of papers, excellent
conference venue and local arrangements, as well as the vibrant Thai cuisine, scenery, culture and history.

Prof. Suksun Horpibulsuk
Chairman of organizing committee
August 2014
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Fire Resistance of Geopolymer Concrete
J. G. Sanjayan

Swinburne University of Technology, Hawthorn Campus, Victoria, Australia

ABSTRACT: In the event of a fire, conventional ordinary portland cement (OPC) concrete is susceptible to
chemical and physical degradation including spalling. Spalling is particularly a major issue with high strength
concretes. Spalling in its common form occurs by dislodgement of pieces from the surface of concrete, but
sometimes the entire concrete members have been known to explosively spall and disintegrate in fire. In addition to spalling, concrete also undergoes loss of strength and stiffness in high temperatures. This is due to the
CSH and Ca(OH)2 dehydration and transformation. Geopolymer concrete is based on Si-O-Al which are stable in high temperatures. Geopolymer is known to have ceramic like properties which gains strength after exposure to high temperature. Superior high temperature resistant property of geopolymer is a good basis for the
design of fire resistant concrete using geopolymer. However, addressing the issues such as the thermal incompatibility between aggregates and geopolymer at high temperatures and glass transition temperature of
geopolymer are important for achieving this goal.

1 INTRODUCTION
The safety of structures exposed to fire is a major
design consideration. Appropriately designed and
constructed concrete is one of the most fire resistant
building materials available. However, Ordinary
Portland Cement (OPC) based concrete, like most
materials, deteriorates and looses strength and
dimensional stability at high temperatures. With the
widespread use of high strength concrete, the risk of
spalling and damage has significantly increased.
Concrete suffers chemical and physical damage at
high temperature, with permanent loss of strength
and stiffness. For example, a 60% loss occurs after
exposure to 600oC temperature. This permanently
reduces the load carrying capacity of the structural
members.
Concrete in structures such as tunnels and columns in high rise buildings require special considerations since failure of such concrete in a case of fire
can have catastrophic consequences. In this context,
this paper explores an alternative concrete, namely
geopolymer concrete, as a fire resistant concrete to
be used for this application.

2 MICROSCALE DEGRADATIONS OF OPC
CONCRETE EXPOSED TO FIRE
The mechanisms of microscale deterioration of concrete at elevated temperatures can be categorised as
follows:
a) Degradation and break-down of the cement
paste;
b) Degradation of the aggregate-paste interface,
due to differential expansion of aggregate
and cement pastes; and
c) Deterioration of aggregates.
2.1 Degradation of OPC cement paste and
aggregate-cement interface
The degradation of concrete, both chemically and
physically, under the effects of high temperature exposure, can be traced to changes in the phase composition and the micro- and macrostructure of the
concrete as heating progresses. Changes in the
chemical structure, weakening of the bond between
the hardened cement paste and aggregates and dehydration of the free and chemically bound water are
some of the processes that lead to microcracking and
subsequent changes in the porosity and strength of
concrete when exposed to high temperatures. The
description below outlines the various processes the
concrete undergoes, as the temperature rises.
:1:

Desorption of evaporable water from the pores
occurs up to 105oC. At 120-140oC, the calcium aluminosulphate hydrates of the hardened paste becomes dehydrated, destroying the ettringite structure
and starting to affect some of the concrete strength.
Between 200 and 300oC, dehydration and compaction of the calcium silicate hydrate phases occurs. New structural bonds form in the contact areas
between the hardened cement paste and the aggregates. This increases the solid phase and therefore
the strength. Stabilisation of the strength occurs, as
well as a slow reduction in the elastic modulus.
Above 400oC, substantial cracking occurs and irregularly shaped pores develop in the concrete grout.
Calcium silicate hydrates crystallise on the crack and
pore surfaces and the macrostructure of the concrete
grout becomes granular. The large Ca(OH)2 crystalline compounds in the concrete facilitate the development of internal stresses resulting in a weakening
of the concrete structure. The contact area between
the hardened cement paste and the fine and coarse
aggregate is also weakened; reducing the microstrength 30 - 50 %, compared with the values for
the temperature range 200 - 300oC.
The most negative changes in the concrete structure occur above 500oC. The changes in the macrostructure result in a colour change of the concrete to
pink. The microstrength is 70% lower than the initial
one, illustrating the weakening of bonds between the
hardened cement paste and the coarse aggregates.
This is one of the main reasons the strength is reduced under the effects of short-term heating and
cooling.
Above 600oC, intensification of microcracks and
the dehydration of Ca(OH)2 indicates the starting
point for disintegration of the concrete and aggregate
structure and eliminates the possibility of re-use after a fire. These significant changes in the structure
of concrete have been confirmed by electron microscope investigations.
2.2 Degradation of aggregates
The type of aggregate has a significant influence on
the fire resistance of concrete (Harmathy 1993). It is
well known that the strength of normal weight concrete depends more on the bond between the aggregate and the cement paste than on the strength of the
aggregate itself. However, at elevated temperatures,
the bond is damaged due to differential thermal expansion of the aggregates and cement paste. Thus,
the thermal expansion of various rocks is a very important piece of information, particularly where
thermal compatibility between the aggregate and the
cement is concerned.
At room temperature, the coefficient of thermal
expansion for most rocks is lower than that of the
cement paste and this differential expansion causes
damage in concrete at low temperatures (room tem-

peratures). However, at higher temperatures (above
200oC), the cement paste shrinks with increasing
temperatures, further increasing the differential
thermal expansion between the aggregates and the
cement paste.
From the viewpoint of fire resistance, granites are
the least favourable aggregates. They undergo inordinate amounts of expansion between 650oC and
800oC. In contrast, anorthosites appear to be ideal by
virtue of their petrochemical stability and lower
thermal expansion (only 1% at 950oC).
Quartz, by virtue of its relative abundance in the
Earth’s crust (approximately 12 %), is a widely used
aggregate in concrete. Among its crystalline forms,
Į-quartz is the most stable at room temperature. At
575oC, it undergoes a polymorphic inversion and
becomes ȕ-quartz. The inversion is accompanied by
sudden expansion (amounting to 0.86 % by volume)
which severely disrupts the concrete. Although unfavourable, this is not much worse than most other
rocks given that the cement paste matrix shrinks on
heating and is badly cracked at 575oC, irrespective
of the aggregate type. Another feature of quartz is
that heat is absorbed during the polymorphic inversion, but its amount is not significant enough to be
noticeable in the performance of concrete in fire.
Some other aggregates are also susceptible to
physicochemical changes during heating that are potentially beneficial for fire performance. The superior performance of concretes made with carbonate
aggregates, such as calcite, magnesite and dolomite,
is commonly attributed to the absorption of heat in
the decomposition of these minerals. Although the
heats of decomposition are substantial (up to 1.76
MJ kg-1), the temperature intervals of the decomposition reactions (typically between 500 and 950oC)
are too high to be of real benefit to the concrete’s
performance.
3 MACROSCALE DEGRATION: SPALLING OF
CONCRETE IN FIRE
High strength concrete is often chosen when high
strength, low permeability and/or high elastic modulus are required. However, high strength concrete is
susceptible to a phenomenon termed spalling in fire
(Crozier and Sanjayan, 1999). Spalling of concrete in
fire is dislodgement of small pieces of concrete (~50
mm) popping out from the surface of the concrete,
sometimes explosive in nature (Figure 1). It is possible that the entire concrete can be lost layer by layer due to the spalling process. For example, on November 18, 1996, a fire on a shuttle transporting
trucks destroyed parts of the south tunnel of the railroad tunnel connecting England with France (the
‘‘Chunnel’’). The fire caused severe damage to concrete tunnel rings owing to the spalling of concrete.
Figure 2 shows a typical damage pattern in reinforced concrete tunnel rings as observed after the
:2:

Chunnel Fire (Ulm et al, 1999). The figure illustrates the role of reinforcement in preventing complete collapse the tunnel ring.

Figure 1. Spalling of Concrete Tunnel Lining in Fire.

Figure 4. Fire induced damage of the highway bridge at the I65/I-59 interchange in Birmingham, Alabama due to a tankertruck fire.
Figure 2. Typical Damage Pattern in Reinforced Concrete
Tunnel Rings As Observed after Chunnel Fire.

A fire in the Great Belt tunnel in Denmark in 1995
also caused severe spalling of concrete tunnel rings
(Hertz, 2003). Spalling occurs between 15 to 30
minutes after the commencement of fire (Sanjayan
and Stocks, 1993; Crozier and Sanjayan, 2000) – a
critical period for fire control and escape.
Figure 3 shows a high strength column after a fire
test. Figure 4 shows fire induced damage due to a
tanker-truck crash at the highway bridge at the I65/I-59 interchange in Birmingham, Alabama
(Yanko 2004). Judging from the condition of the
steel beams, it is clear the fire temperatures did not
reach the very high values anticipated in a hydrocarbon fire, possibly due to the open nature of the environment. However, spalling of concrete in columns
is evident; the spalling has predominantly occurred
in the cover concrete.

4 MECHANISMS OF SPALLING
Spalling is widely believed to be caused by the
steam pressure build-up in the pores of concrete in
fire, termed moisture clog spalling, first proposed by
Shorter and Harmathy (1961). However, a number
of failure modes have been identified by researchers
to fully describe the observed spalling in fire. They
are classified into three as follows:
a) Moisture clog spalling: first described by
Shorter and Harmathy (1961);
b) Spalling due to restrained thermal dilatation:
described by Bazant (1997) and adopted by
Ulm et al. (1999) and Nechnech et al. (2002);
c) Thermal incompatibilities between cement
paste and aggregates: described by Phan et al.
(1997).
4.1 Moisture clog spalling
Moisture clog spalling (Shorter and Harmathy 1961)
occurs due to steam pressure build-up in the pores of
the concrete. The moisture residing in small pores
of concrete expands as steam when heated, building
up pressure in the pore matrix, which takes time to
be released through the pores of concrete. In a fire
with rapid temperature rise (e.g. a hydrocarbon fire),
the pressure may not have enough time to be released, and when the bursting pressure exceeds the
tensile strength of concrete, the spalling (sometimes
explosive) occurs. Figure 5 shows the steam pressure profile in concrete exposed to fire. The peak

Figure 3. Column after fire test.

:3:

pressure occurs at a distance from the surface, where
the fracture is likely to occur.

Figure 5. Steam Pressure Development in Concrete exposed to
Fire.

4.2 Spalling due to restrained thermal dilatation
Spalling due to restrained thermal dilatation was
identified by Bazant (1997) and later adopted by
Ulm et al. (1999) and Nechnech et al. (2002). This
failure mode considers that the spalling results from
restrained thermal dilatation close to the heated surface, which leads to compressive stresses parallel to
the heated surface. These compressive stresses are
released by brittle fracture of concrete, i.e., spalling.
Due to the volume expansion of a growing crack,
and the slowness of release of additional water into
the crack, the pressure in the crack must rapidly decay after the crack begins to open. As a result, the
pore pressure can play only a secondary role as far
as the growth of a larger crack is concerned. The
pore pressure may affect the onset of instability in
the form of explosive thermal spalling (Figure 6).
Figure 7 shows a slab after a fire test exposing only
the middle region of the slab to fire, and illustrates
this failure mode (Hertz 2003).

Figure 6. Spalling due to restrained thermal dilatation.

Figure 7. Spalling due to restrained thermal dilatation.

4.3 Thermal incompatibilities between cement paste
and aggregates
When subjected to increasing temperature, the cement paste initially expands and when it is heated
beyond about 300oC, it starts to rapidly contract.
Due to thermal gradients in concrete, parts which are
still under 300oC would be experiencing expansion
while the other parts which are more than 300oC
would be experiencing contraction. This competition
between simultaneous expansion and contraction
damages the concrete matrix. This behaviour depends on the type of cement binders used.
With increasing temperatures, most types of aggregates undergo expansion. Aggregates typically
occupy about 60 to 80% of the total volume of concrete. Therefore, they have a very important effect
on changes in volume of the concrete exposed to elevated temperatures. The thermal incompatibilities
arising from expanding aggregates and contracting
cement pastes can lead to spalling of concrete (Figure 8). This failure mode is believed to be responsible for explosive spalling observed in many dry laboratory specmens.
The most important factor affecting the expansion
of aggregates is the mineralogical composition. For
instance, the thermal expansion of aggregates containing quartz (SiO2) is affected by polymorphic inversion of quartz, which occurs around 570oC. This
causes a significant increase in expansion resulting
in spalling of concrete. Generally, aggregates containing high silica contents are vulnerable to high
expansions. Aggregates with low expansions have
low spalling risk in concrete. The thermal characteristics and mineralogical compositions of the aggregates are important characteristics when assessing
spalling risk.
:4:

(a) Before exposure

(b) After exposure

Figure 9. Fly ash based geopolymer before and after
exposre to 800o.
Figure 8. Thermal incompatibilities in concrete at high temperatures.

5 GEOPOLYMER CONCRETE
5.1 Behaviour of geopolymer at elevated
temperatures
Geopolymer is a term used to describe inorganic
polymers based on alumino-silicates and can be produced by synthesizing pozzolanic compounds or
aluminosilicate source materials with highly alkaline
solutions (Davidovits, 1991). Due to their ceramiclike properties, geopolymers are believed to possess
good fire resistance. Therefore, concretes produced
using geopolymers may possess superior fire resistance compared to conventional concretes produced with Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC).
Figure 9 shows fly ash based geopolymer before
and after exposure to 800oC (Kong and Sanjayan,
2007). As can be seen, there were no visible cracks
or damage to the specimens observed. The strength
of the specimen before exposure to elevated temperature was 59 MPa. After the temperature exposure
the strength increased to 63 MPa. The strength of
geopolymer increased due to pore consolidation at
high temperature which is a ceramic like property.
This is evident in images of SEM before and after
exposure to temperature of 800oC.
The exposure to elevated temperature curing delivers superior mechanical properties in geopolymer.
The curing is done at 60 to 80oC for a few hours (6
to 24 hours) to achieve these desirable properties.
However, geopolymer age and length of curing period had little influence on the strength after elevated
temperature. This demonstrates that the exposure to
elevated temperature up to 800oC does not have any
further damage other than the curing effect (Kong
and Sanjayan, 2007).

(a) Before exposure

(b) After Exposure
Figure 10. SEM images of Geopolymer before and after exposure to 800oC temperature.

Figure 11 shows the strength geopolymer and
Portland cement (OPC) after exposure to elevated
temperatures. The OPC specimens lost strength in
the region of 300 to 400oC (Mendes). This is due to
dehydration of CSH at these temperatures. CSH is
the major chemical compound that provides strength
in cement paste.
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sistent 61.8% strength loss was recorded for concretes made with 10 - 14 mm and 20 mm sizedaggregates (Kong and Sanjayan, 2010).
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Figure 11. Strength of Geopolymer and OPC (Portland cement)
after exposure elevated temperatures.
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Geopolymer mortars (geopolymer + sand) sometimes can increase in strength and other times decrease in strength after exposure to elevated temperature of 800oC. This behaviour is closely related to
two opposing processes in action at high temperature
exposures. Process (1) is sintering and/or further
geopolymarisation at high temperature and has an
effect of increasing the strength. Process (2) is the
damage due to thermal incompatibility. Ductility or
brittleness of the mortar is a governing factor in the
level of damage due to Process (2). This is found to
be the overriding factor, regardless of the two types
of fly ashes used with significantly different properties (Pan, Sanjayan and Rangan, 2009). The Figure
12 shows this effect.
Elevated temperature strength is dependent on the
size of the geopolymer paste specimens. The significant temperature difference between the surface and
core of the specimen cross-section induces thermal
cracking. This is shown in results presented in Figure 12. Therefore, thermal incompatibility arising
from thermal gradient is likely to be the reason for
the size effects.
The size of the aggregates is an important factor in
determining the geopolymer concrete behavior under
elevated temperatures. Smaller sized aggregates
(<10 mm) promote spalling and extensive cracking
in the geopolymer concrete while geopolymer concretes containing larger aggregates (>10 mm) are
more stable in elevated temperatures. The results of
the compressive strength test on the geopolymeric
composites are summarized in Figure 14, which
shows the geopolymer composites made with aggregate sizes of below 10 mm spalled when exposed to
elevated temperatures. Concretes made with aggregate sizes between 2.36 - 5 mm and 5 - 10 mm
spalled at 420°C and 505°C respectively. A violent
outward explosion was recorded at these temperatures. Specimens split into several smaller pieces but
the bulk of it remained intact. Meanwhile, a con-

(a) Experimental Results on Geopolymers with two Fly Ashes,
A and B.

(b) Schematic Diagram Describing the Two Parallel Processes
in Geopolymer Mortars at Elevated Temperatures
Figure 12. Effect of ductility on strength when exposed to elevated temperature.
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Figure 13. Effect of specimen size on the geopolymer paste behavior.

Figure 14. Effect of aggregate size on the behavior of geoplymer concrete.
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The dependency of spalling on aggregates is explained by the size of lp. lp is the characteristic length
as defined by fracture process. The lp of concretes
made with large aggregate is long and the crack-tip
shielding by lp is thereby strong. As a result, the kinetic energy that can reach fracture front becomes
small and spalling resistance of concretes with large
aggregate will be improved (Pan, et al. 2012).
The strain behavior of geopolymer paste is presented in Figure 15. The geopolymer did not experience any expansions between 150°C and 220°C,
however substantial shrinkage occurred as the temperature increased to 320°C. This drastic shrinkage
is linked to majority of the thermal damage sustained by the geopolymer paste and is therefore considered the most critical aspect of this strain behavioral study. Thermal expansion data of basalt and
slag aggregates for temperatures up to about 800°C
are also represented in Figure 15. Observations show
that minimal damage occurred as the aggregates and
geopolymer paste both underwent thermal expansion
and are therefore compatible during the initial stages
of heating. The strength loss in geopolymer and geopolymer/aggregate concrete specimens at elevated
temperatures is primarily caused by thermal incompatibility between the geopolymer matrix and its aggregate components.
The thermal incompatibility between the geopolymer matrix and its aggregate components is the
most likely cause of strength loss in geopolymer
concrete specimens at elevated temperatures. This is
proven by comparison of geopolymer concretes
made two different aggregates with distinctly different thermal expansion characteristics, where the
sample with greater incompatibility led to higher
strength loss. The rate of expansion of the aggregate
with temperature is an influential factor in the performance of geopolymer concrete under elevated
temperatures.
2.5

Figure 15. Thermal Expansion of Geopolymer and Aggregates.

5.3 Glass transition of geopolymer
One of distinct features is that geopolymer specimens exhibited abrupt transition behaviour at high
temperature. In Figure 16, the geopolymer specimens behaved as a rigid specimen and exhibited a
brittle type of failure at temperatures less than
520°C, while the geopolymer specimens sustained
large extent of deformation before failure at 680°C,
indicating that geopolymer specimen transit from a
hard and relatively brittle condition to a viscous or
rubbery one in this temperature range. This is a typical glass transition behaviour exhibited by some materials such as organic polymer materials, however,
cementitious materials such as Portland cement
based materials do not exhibit such behaviour.
Therefore, geopolymer which is often benchmarked

against Portland cement, this glass transition behaviour is of interest (Pan and Sanjayan, 2010)
Figure 16. Stress-strain curves for specimens at various temperatures.

Figure 17 shows the photographs of specimens
after being subjected to loads during temperatures of
23, 520 and 680°C from left to right. The initial
specimen is also shown in the figure on the far right.
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Figure 17. Specimens after Testing at 23, 520 and 680°C (from
left to right); the initial specimen is on the far right.

When the materials proceed through the temperature region associated with the glass transition, they
exhibit a dramatic change in its slope of linear thermal deformation. Thus, the temperature that corresponds to the point of intersection of the slope of the
deformation against temperature curve before and
after the transition is generally assigned as the glass
transition temperature, Tg. In Fig.18, the intersection
point of the slopes for these two extrapolations suggests that Tg of geopolymer was approximately
560°C (Pan and Sanjayan, 2010).
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Figure 18. Strain at Peak Stress versus Temperature.

The important practical implication of the existence of Tg is that the structural usefulness of geopolymer concrete is limited to the temperatures below Tg. However, in structures exposed to high
temperature, which occurs in connection with accidental fires, the high temperature beyond Tg is limited to exposed surface regions and the bulk of the
geopolymer concrete may not reach this limit. Further, the Tg of polymers in general is strongly dependent on its chemical compositions. It is thereby
speculated that the Tg of geopolymer could also be
tailored by appropriate raw material selection and

mixture design. Further research in this area is needed.
The geopolymer is found to exhibit glass transition behavior at the temperature of 560°C. This temperature was determined by monitoring the strains at
peak-stress at various temperatures. The strains at
peak-stress did not significantly change up to about
520°C. Beyond glass transition temperature, these
strains rapidly increased reaching as high as 0.64 at
680°C, indicating significant change of material behaviour from solid to viscoelastic nature.
Two distinct behaviour patterns can be identified
prior to reaching glass transition behavior. In the
temperature range from 200 to 290°C, the geopolymer increased in strength while also undergoing significant contraction. This is attributed to the further
geopolymerisation. In the range from 380 to 520°C,
a further strength increase was observed, but the geopolymer expanded at this time.
6 CONCLUSIONS
1. Geopolymer are chemically stable in elevated
temperatures up to 580°C. Beyond this temperature,
they are still chemically stable however, they undergo glass transition at this temperature. This is a major advantage of geopolymer over the conventional
Portland cement paste which starts to disintegrate at
200°C and totally loses its strength around 500°C.
The chemical disintegration of Portland cement
paste is associated with dehydration of C-S-H which
commences around 200°C and continues at higher
temperatures up to 600°C. Further, the Ca(OH)2 decomposes around 500°C which causes disintegration
of cement paste at this temperature.
2. Superior chemical stability of geopolymer is
not directly transferrable to superior performance of
geopolymer concrete (or mortar) at elevated temperatures or in a fire. This is due to the thermal incompatibility between aggregates and geopolymer at elevated temperatures. This issue also exists in the
conventional OPC concrete. Degree of brittleness of
the matrix to accommodate the thermal incompatibility is of paramount importance in this situation.
3. Geopolymer undergoes glass transition behaviour around 580°C. At this temperature, geopolymer softens and accommodate large amount strains.
This may be advantageous in accommodating thermal incompatibility between aggregates and paste in
elevated temperatures.
4. Future research may focus on taking advantage of the superior chemical stability of geopolymer at elevated temperatures to develop a construction material with superior fire resistance. This
requires particular attention being paid to thermal
incompatibility considerations between expanding
aggregates and contracting matrix at elevated temperatures. The brittleness of the matrix is an important parameter in accommodating the incompati:8:

ble strains at elevated temperature and any improvements that can be achieved will reward with
better results in a fire.
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ABSTRACT One of the serious drawbacks of Portland cement is the high greenhouse gas emission from its
production process. Recently, a new form of binder called ‘alkali activated binder’ or ‘geopolymer’ has been
developed. The binding capacity relies on the forming of silica and alumina chain. The micro-particle pozzolans such as coal ash is thus suitable as a source material for making geopolymer. In Thailand, high calcium
fly ash with silica and alumina as major constituents and a significant amount of calcium oxide has been
shown to be a good starting material. The presence of CaO in fly ash accelerates the setting time of paste. For
the strength development, CaO reacts with silica and alumina and forms CSH and CASH. The products coexisted with geopolymer gel resulting in good strength and durability binder. The high calcium fly ash geopolymer, therefore, is a good alternative cement for Thailand.
1 INTRODUCTION
The problem of Portland cement is that its production process emits a large amount of greenhouse gas.
It is estimated that in producing a ton of Portland
cement almost a ton of CO2 is released to the atmosphere (Malhotra, 2002). Concerted effort is, therefore, needed to find ways to reduce the use of Portland cement. Several low carbon footprint binders
such as magnesia cement, belite cement and alkali
activated binder are now the subject of interest for
cement researchers.
In particular, the alkali activated binder is one of
the most attractive alternative binder. As it usually
utilizes by-products such as slag and coal ash as a
starting material. The solid powder is mixed with
different types of alkali solutions to form a cementitious material. Alkali activated cements are classified into five categories (Shi et al. 2011) as follows:
1. Alkali activated slag-based cements
2. Alkali activated pozzolan cements
3. Alkali activated lime-pozzolan/slag cements
4. Alkali activated calcium aluminate blended
cements, and
5. Alkali activated Portland blended cements
(hybrid cements).
The alkali activated pozzolan cements include alkali activated fly ash and other pozzolans. The term
‘geopolymer’ was introduced by Davidovits (1990)
as the binding capacity of the binder is based on the
geo-material i.e. silica and alumina chains. The

building blocks are formed with SiO2:Al2O3 proportions of 1:1, 1:2 and 1:3 with corresponding name of
polysialate, polysialate siloxo and polysialate disiloxo depending on the silica:alumina ratio of the
starting materials. The chemical formula is written
as:
Mn[-(SiO2)z-AlO2]nxwH2O
where M = alkalication
N = degreeofpolymerization
Z = , or, and
W= water molecule.
2 MIX COMPOSITION
2.1 Fly ash
In Thailand, high calcium fly ash is available from
Mae-Moh power station. The annual output of this
fly ash is around 3.0 million tons. A slightly more
than half is used as partial replacement of Portland
cement. However, a substantial amount is still left
over and poses some problem of as waste. It is
known that this fly ash contains a reasonable amount
of silica and alumina with significant amount of
CaO as shown in Table 1. This power plant uses
pulverized coal combustion (PCC) technique with
burning temperature between 1200-1300 °C. The fly
ash contains a high amount of glassy phase material
and thus makes it a good candidate for use as a starting material for making geopolymer.
:11:

Table 1. Major oxides of Mae-Moh high calcium fly ash.
Oxides SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 CaO LOI
Percent 38.7

20.8

15.3

16.6

2.5

2.2 Alkali solution and dissolution
The alkali solution can be sodium or potassium hydroxide solution with sodium silicate solution. It has
been shown that sodium hydroxide and sodium silicate are suitable alkali solutions for the activation of
high calcium fly ash (Chindaprasirt, et al. 2007). The
quality of fly ash also has a direct effect on the
strength development and performance of geopolymer. The good quality fly ash with fine particle produces a relatively high strength geopolymer as expected due to the high surface area and the high
reactivity of fly ash (Chindaprasirt, et al. 2011).
When fly ash (or other pozzolan) particle comes
into contact with the alkali solution, silica and alumina are leached out into the solutions and the concentrations of Si4+ and Al3+ ions increases with dissolution time (Van Jaarsveld and Van Deventer,
1999; Rattanasak and Chindaprasirt, 2009). Figure 2
shows the agglomeration of sodium-aluminosilicate-hydrate (NASH) gel in the form of spherical
products of 0.5–2.0 ȝm deposited at the surface of
fly ash particle leached with 5 molar (M) NaOH solution for 10 min.

Figure 3. Dense NASH matrix (Chindaprasirt, 2010).

The leaching of silica and alumina is dependent
on the alkali concentration. At low NaOH concentration, the leaching is slow and the strength of geopolymer is low. Higher concentration of NaOH produces better leaching and thus results in higher strength
geopolymer. However, at the very high NaOH concentration, the excess hydroxide ion concentration
caused aluminosilicate gel precipitation at the very
early stages (Lee and van Deventer, 2002) and further leaching is obstructed resulting in a decline of
strength (Somna et al. 2011). The optimum NaOH
concentration is around 10M-14M as shown in Figure 4. For reasons of practicality and cost, the NaOH
concentration of 10M is recommended.
The sodium silicate to NaOH ratio also has a significant effect on the leaching and strength development of geopolymer. In general, the increases in
the concentration of NaOH and the amount of sodium silicate solution decrease the workability of the
mixes. At low NaOH concentration, the high sodium
silicate content is preferred to offset the low leaching of Si ions. However, at high NaOH concentrations, the effect is not large as shown in Figure 5.
For the normal 10M NaOH solution, the sodium silicate to NaOH ratio of 1.0 is normally used.
3 CURING CONDITIONS

Figure 2. Formation of NASH gel at the surface of fly ash particle leached with 5 molar (M) NaOH solution for 10 min (Rattanasak and Chindaprasirt, 2009).

In the normal practice, when NaOH is used in
conjunction with sodium silicate, additional silicate
is available and the formation of NASH gel is enhanced. When the solution concentration reaches a
certain level, the paste starts to stiffen up and the setting and hardening of paste take place. The product
is dense NASH matrix as shown in Figure 3.

The alkali activation reaction of fly ash takes place
through an exothermic process of dissolution (Palomo et al. 1999). For Class F fly ash, the setting of
geopolymer at temperature lower than 30°C is,
therefore, extended and can be longer than 1 day.
Normally, temperature curing at 40-90 °C is thus required. For class C fly ash, the presence of CaO
helps speed up the setting. However, for as-received
high calcium fly ash which is usually coarse, some
temperature curing is preferred. The study by Chindaprasirt et al. (2007) suggested that some temperature curing is suitable for the strength development
of high calcium fly ash geopolymer as shown in
:12:

Figures 6 and 7. The curing of up to 60 °C for one or
two days produces geopolymer mortars with high
strength of 50.0 MPa. The higher curing temperature
of 90 °C produces mortars with reduced strength due
to the loss of moisture of specimen. The prolong
curing for 3 days produces only a little higher
strength compared with those cured for one and two
days. For the curing of 4 days, the strength starts to
decline. Curing for long period of time at elevated
temperature appears to weaken the microstructure of
geopolymeric materials (Van Jaarsveld et al. 2002).
For reasonable quality high calcium fly ash, the
ambient temperature curing is
applicable
(Pangdaeng et al. 2014). The normal moist curing at
23 °C results in geopolymer mortar with high 28-day
compressive strength of 45.0 MPa.

Figure 6. Strength and temperature curing of geopolymer mortar (Chindaprasirt et al. 2007).

OFA=original fly ash; GFA=ground fly ash
Figure 4. NaOH concentration, fineness of fly ash and strength
of geopoymer pastes (Somna et al. 2011).

Figure 7. Strength and duration of heat curing at 60 ºC (Chindaprasirt et al. 2007).

4 SETTING, STRENGTH AND DURABILITY

S=special mixing with 10 min leaching of fly ash in
NaOH solution; N=normal mixing
Figure 5. Effect of sodium silicate to sodium hydroxide (Rattanasak and Chindaprasirt, 2009).

In the presence of CaO, the setting time of geopolymer paste is shortened (Diaz et al. 2010). With additional CAO, the hydration products in the forms of
CSH and CASH gel are also formed and co-exist
with the NASH gel. They contribute to the strength
development of geopolymer (Somna, et al. 2011).
The setting of geopolymer paste is normally controlled by the formation of NASH gel. In the presence of CAO, the setting is affected by both hydration and geopolymerization processes (Chindaprasirt
et al. 2012). At high NaOH concentrations, the dissolution of Si and Al ions from fly ash increases and
thus the setting is governed by the geopolymerization process. The high NaOH concentration also
hinders the dissolution of calcium to the system and
thus the setting was slightly delayed. At low NaOH
concentrations, setting is controlled by the presence
of calcium and setting time is usually quite short.
For the normal range of mix proportion, setting
time is also affected by the SiO2/Al2O3 ratio as
:13:

shown in Figure 8. The early hydration and reaction
produces high pH environment and the setting is
governed by the formation of CSH or CASH resulting in short setting times. The optimum strength is
obtained with the SiO2/Al2O3 ratios of 3.0-4.0 with
the corresponding optimum setting time. The consummation of Ca ions and the reduction of OH ions
lead to the increase in the geopolymerization and
subsequent formation of NASH gel. With regards to
the durability, the high calcium coal ash geopolymer
mortar is also durable with good resistance to sulfate
solutions and acid (Sata et al. 2012)

Figure 8. Setting time of high calcium fly ash gepolymer paste
(Chindaprasirt et al. 2012).

5 CONCLUSIONS
The need for utilization of alternative cement with
low carbon footprint is evident. The availability of
starting material is one of the important considerations. In Thailand, the high calcium fly ash from
Mae-Moh power station is a good choice for use as a
starting material for making geopolymer. The presence of a high amount of calcium oxide in the fly
ash shortens the setting time. The strength is enhanced through the formation of the additional CSH
and CASH which co-exist with the NASH gel. The
normal curing at ambient temperature in moist condition is also applicable for the products. pages correctly.
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change and salinity intrusion on raw water supply in
the Lower Chao Phraya River, Thailand.

change and an association with managing flood and
drought risks are new challenge in Thailand and becoming increasingly important.

2 STUDY AREA DESCRIPTION
The proposed model was applied to Lower Chao
Phraya River catchment. Chao Phraya River is the
most important and largest river flowing from Chai
Nat Province to estuary at the Gulf of Thailand in
Samut Prakan Province, located at central part of
Thailand. Figure 1 shows the selected study area.
Cities along the Chao Phraya include Chai Nat,
Singburi, Ang Thong, Ayutthaya, Pathum Thani,
Nonthaburi, Bangkok and Samut Prakan, listing
from north to south. The climate of the Chao Phraya
River basin has a tropical wet and dry or savanna
climate, which generates wet and dry seasons of
more or less equal length. The monsoon season is
usually from May until late September and/or early
October. In the wet season, averagely 1-2 tropical
depressions occur over much of the area from August to October of the year. The average annual discharge is 718 m3/s and rainfall varied between 1,122
to 1,511 mm, depending on monsoon direction and
elevation.

Study area

Figure 1. Study area of the Lower Chao Phraya River.

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chao_Phraya_River)

However, some parts of the catchment continue to
suffer from drought problems due to the uneven distribution of rainfall. Some areas experience both
flooding and drought conditions in a single year, due
to temporal and spatial uncertainties in the monthly
rainfall or the poor management of the conveyance
infrastructure. The Chao Phraya River also imports
water from Mae Klong River (right bank) to boost
water supply, which can also multiply the risk of
flooding in the downstream and Bangkok metropolitan areas. The common practice in Thailand is to
manage the risks after considering which areas are
likely to be vulnerable to either flood or drought.
Failure to manage risk by addressing one aspect at a
time can lead to adverse results. Therefore, climate

3 MODEL DESCRIPTION
To assess the influence of the water flow and salinity
impacts on climate change of the Lower Chao Phraya River catchment, the MIKE11 model has been
used. This numerical model simulates water flow
and salinity as a consequence of low flow conditions. The shallow-water equation for onedimensional unsteady flow can be expressed as follows,
Continuity equation:

wQ wA

wx wt

q

(1)

Momentum equation:
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where, Q = flow discharge (m3/s), A = flow section
area (m2), q = side flow discharge (m2/s), h = flow
depth (m), R = hydraulic radius (m), g = acceleration
(m/s2), D = momentum correction factor, M = ManQLQJ¶V1XPEHU M = 1/n; n 0DQQLQJ¶VURXJKQHVV
coefficient), x and t = flow direction and time, respectively.
For transportation of mass, such as, salinity can be
obtained from,
Advection-Dispersion equation:
wAC wQC w §
wC ·

 ¨ AD
¸  AKC  qC2
wt
wx
wx ©
wx ¹

(3)

where, C = salinity concentration (mass/volume), D
= dispersion coefficient (m2/s), K = consumption
rate (s-1) and C2 = Source/Sink Concentration
(mass/volume).
To modelling the river network of the Lower
Chao Phraya, a digital elevation map (DEM) has
been used. The model input data were cross-section,
flow discharge, water level, side flow and salinity.
The MIKE11 program, 6-SRLQWV $EERWW¶V ILQLWH GLfference scheme was used to solve governing equations, consisting of separate modules each representing a different procedure in calculation process. A
first module calculated hydrodynamics of river flow
(HD module), and the next module of transportation
of mass (salinity intrusion; AD module). The model
setup of plan view and longitudinal profile of the
Lower Chao Phraya are shown in Figure 2.
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in the year of 2100, sea water level rising in A1FI
scenario was 0.48 m, and salinity values and intrusion distant were in the range of 0.38-0.45 g/l and
142.0-157.0 km (from Chao Phraya Dam), and salinity at Samlae Station were 0.29-0.37 g/l. The value
of 0.25 g/l exceeding standard and the pointed tip of
salinity was at Bang Sai District, Ayutthaya Province. The worst case scenario, a constant value of salinity of 30 g/l was adopted at the Gulf of Thailand.
It was found that salinity at Samlae Station was
0.99-1.70 g/l, the value of 0.25 g/l was at Pratuchai
Sub-district, Ayutthaya Province, 133.0 km from
Chao Phraya Dam. We could also observe these effects gained a more conspicuous large against higher
sea water level rising.
Sites:
(1) Singburi

2100, sea water level rising in A1FI scenario was
0.48 m.
Based on this information, the simulation showed
that salinity at Samlae will be exceeded 0.25 g/l.
Therefore, it suggested to add pump station at Samlae to site (4) at Klong Pongpheng, borderline of
Ayutthaya and Ang Thong Province). This will help
to balance level of salinity in river not over 0.25 g/l.
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Figure 9. Location of new raw water pump station.

However, Metropolitan Waterworks Authority
(MWA, 2011) reported that climate change affected
salinity intrusion and raw water supply in Lower
Chao Phraya River. The observed effects demonstrated that Samlae Pumping Station will not be
available when salinity is over 0.25 and/or 0.50 g/l,
and water supply shortage. The mitigation plan has
suggested that the diversion from Mae Klong River
and construction of new pump station for short-term
and long-term, respectively. Figure 9 shows the proposed locations of new raw water pump station
along the Chao Phraya River from Ayutthaya to
Singburi Province. It was found that the most suitable sites when evaluation by multi-criteria analysis
(MCA) is the site (4) (at Klong Pongpheng, Ayutthaya Province).
5 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
In this study, the MIKE11 model was exploited to
simulate the effects of climate and sea level changes
on the raw water supply of MWA in the lower part
of Chao Phraya River in the year 2100. The study
covered the area from Chao Phraya Dam, Chai Nat
Province to the Gulf of Thailand at Samut Prakan
Province. IPCC SRES predicted that in the year
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ABSTRACT: An empirical method for predicting the net maximum lateral displacement (nm) (maximum
outward value discounted by the maximum inward value) of prefabricated vertical drain (PVD) improved
ground under embankment load with/without vacuum pressure has been presented. nm normalized by the
surface settlement under the center of an embankment is designated as NLD. It is proposed that NLD is a
function of a synthetic parameter, referred to as the ratio of load to undrained shear strength (RLS). The factors included into the parameter RLS are the magnitudes of embankment load and vacuum pressure, the loading rate, and the undrained shear strength and consolidation properties of the soft deposit. The usefulness of
the method has been demonstrated by applying the method to three case histories, and it is suggested that the
method can be used in engineering practice.

1 INTRODUCTION
Preloading a soft clayey deposit with the installation
of prefabricated vertical drains (PVDs), by embankment loading, vacuum pressure loading, or
some combination of both, is commonly used as a
soft ground improvement method. In most preloading projects, predicting the consolidation settlement
as well as the lateral deformation of the ground is an
essential design requirement. Particularly in urban
areas, the lateral displacement of the ground may in
fact control the design.
There are researches on the characteristics of lateral displacement of natural soft clayey deposit under embankment loadings. The maximum lateral
displacement normalized by the settlement at the
ground surface under the center of an embankment,
referred as the normalized lateral displacement is
commonly used in prediction methods (Tavenas et
al. 1979; Tavenas and Leroueil 1980; Suziki 1988)
or as an indicator for embankment stability (Matsuo
and Kawamura 1977; Wakita and Matsuo 1994).
Numerical methods, typically finite element method
have been widely used to predict the lateral displacement of a ground, but their accuracy is usually
poor. It is generally accepted that the rate of consolidation of a deposit is one of the main influencing
factors for the lateral displacement. A faster rate of
consolidation will result in quicker increase of undrained shear strength (su) and reduce immediate
shear deformation; therefore lateral displacement of
the ground will be reduced. A PVD improved depos-

it will have much faster rate of consolidation than
the corresponding natural one. For PVD-improved
subsoils except numerical simulations, there are only
few publications about the behavior of the lateral
displacement of the ground (Chai et al. 2013; Xu
and Chai 2014).
In the case of an embankment loading combined
with a vacuum pressure, vacuum preloading intends
to result in inward lateral displacements of the
ground, while embankment loading usually results in
significant outward lateral displacements of the soil
deposit (e.g., Shang et al. 1998; Chu et al. 2000;
Chai et al. 2006). Under such a circumstance, except the properties of subsoil, the maximum lateral
displacement of the deposit may be a function of the
ratio of the magnitude of the embankment loading to
the vacuum pressure as well as the rate of application of the embankment load (Ong and Chai 2011).
In this paper, the characteristics of lateral deformation of PVD-improved soft clayey deposits under
an embankment loading with/without a vacuum
pressure are discussed first. Then methods for predicting the maximum lateral displacement under
combined embankment and vacuum loading by Chai
et al. (2013) and under embankment loading alone
by Xu and Chai (2014) are synthesized to form a
general prediction method for lateral displacement
of a PVD-improved deposit. Finally the usefulness
of the method is discussed using some selected case
histories.
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2 CHARACTERISTICS OF LATERAL
DISP LACEMENT
An embankment imposes not only consolidation
pressure to a soft clayey deposit but also shear
stress. The shear stress will induce immediate outward lateral displacement of the ground as shown in
Figure 1(a). Normally, the maximum value occurs
below the relative stiff crust layer. While a vacuum pressure will induce inward lateral displacement,
which occurs during the consolidation process and
generally with a maximum value at the ground surface as shown in Figure 1(b). Since the mechanisms
of the lateral displacements due to an embankment
load and a vacuum pressure are different, the combination of the both may not result in a zero lateral
displacement condition, but can reduce or minimize
the lateral displacement of the deposit. With the
combination of an embankment load and a vacuum
pressure, there are three possible lateral displacement patterns: (1) outward, (2) inward, and (3) inward near the ground surface but outward below it.
Figure 2 shows a case history with lateral displacement pattern (3) (Hayashi and Nishimoto 2012; Chai
et al. 2013).
&/
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This case is located in Mihara Bypass, Hok-kaido,
Japan. The PVDs installed had a square pattern
with a pitch of 0.8 m. For this case, a sand mat of
about 0.5 m was constructed first. Then a vacuum
pressure of about -60 kPa was applied using Airtight sheet method (Chai and Carter 2011). After
20 days, the embankment construction was commenced and lasted for 79 days. The vacuum pressure was maintained during the embankment construction and for 48 days after the embankment
construction.
Obviously, adopting either maximum outward or
inward lateral displacement cannot give a clear picture of displacement pattern (3). Following the work
by Chai et al. (2013), a new parameter, the net maximum lateral displacement (nm), is defined as the
maximum outward lateral displacement (mo) subtracting the magnitude of the maximum inward lateral displacement (mi), i.e.,

 nm   mo  |  mi |

(1)

Then a dimensionless parameter, normalized net
maximum lateral displacement (NLD), is introduced
and it can be expressed as:

NLD 

 nm
Sf

(2)

where Sf = the ground surface settlement under the
center of an embankment.
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3 PREDICTING MAXIMUM LATERAL
DISP LACEMENT
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3.1 Methodology
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(a) Embankment Load

(b) Vacuum Pressure



Figure 1. Deformation patterns.
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The factors influencing lateral displacement of a deposit induced by embankment loading with/without
a vacuum pressure are: (1) the magnitude and loading rate of the embankment load; (2) the magnitude
of the vacuum pressure; (3) the undrained shear
strength (su) of the subsoil; and (4) the consolidation
and deformation characteristics of the soft subsoil.
In order to predict the lateral deformations, all the
related factors need to be considered directly or indirectly.
Chai et al. (2013) introduced a parameter, RLS,
defined as the ratio of an index load (pn) to the average value of su of PVD improved zone, i.e.,

RLS 

25

(b) Lateral displacement

Figure 2. (a) Soil profile and cross-section of embankment
(OCR, overconsolidation ratio; PVD, prefabricated vertical
drain); (b) Lateral displacement profile.

pn
su

(3)

To calculate pn, the magnitude of load, loading ratio and consolidation parameter of a deposit are required. Therefore, it is considered that RLS can
capture the main factors influencing the normalized
lateral displacement of a soil deposit under the com-
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bined embankment and vacuum pressure loading or
embankment loading alone.
pn is defined as the embankment load (pem) reduced by the magnitudes of the “partial consolidation embankment load” and the “partial consolidation vacuum pressure” corresponding the time of the
end of embankment construction. It is generally
agreed that at the end of an embankment construction, the embankment system has lowest factor of
safety (FS). Therefore, the expression for pn is as
follows:
p n  p em  (| p vac |  p em )  U

(4)

where pvac = the vacuum pressure applied to the deposit; and U = the average degree of consolidation of
the PVD-improved zone at the end of embankment
construction. Then, it is proposed to use RLS as a
key parameter for estimating the value of the normalized net maximum lateral displacement, NLD.
Thus, if the values of NLD and Sf are known, the
value of nm can be simply calculated from Eq. (2).

same embankment, there are cases where the measured lateral displacements from the both toes are different (e.g. Kelln et al. 2007). Also, it can be seen
that the proposed relationship is bilinear, and the part
for embankment loading alone has a gentler gradient
than the part for the combined embankment and
vacuum loading. Generally speaking, embankment
loading alone will have a larger maximum outward
lateral displacement and cause more shear strain in a
deposit. The larger shear strain in the zones above
and below the depth where the maximum outward
lateral displacement occurs will induce larger shear
resistance and will restrict further development of
the maximum outward lateral displacement as illustrated in Figure 4.
Combined load

0.4
0.3

x = RLS
y = NLD

NLD

0.1

τa2

τb1

τb2

τa1 < τa2; τb1 < τb2

Chai et al. (2013)

Figure 4. Illustration of shear stresses induced by lateral displacement in the ground.
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Figure 3. Relationship between NLD and RLS.

3.2 Proposed RLS – NLD relationship
Based on the results of more than 30 case histories,
relationships between RLS and NLD have been proposed by Chai et al. (2013) for combined embankment and vacuum pressure loading and by Xu and
Chai (2014) for embankment loading alone, as
shown in Figure 3. The prediction equations are as
follows:

NLD  (0.168RLS  0.05) 0.05
(-1.5 <RLS < 0.55; for combined load)

(5)

NLD  (0.067 RLS  0.11) 0.05
(0.55<RLS <3.0; for embankment load) (6)
A range of the values of NLD (predicted NLD
0.05) is predicted from a known value of RLS.
This is because there are many factors influencing
the lateral displacement of a deposit and even for the

For calculating RLS, the corresponding values of su
and degree of consolidation (U) are needed. Further
for calculating the net maximum lateral displacement (nm) from the predicted values of NLD, the
surface settlement under the center of an embankment is needed. The methods for calculating these
values are summarized in Table 1. Some necessary
equations are presented in below.
3.3.1 Degree of consolidation (U)
In Hansbo’s solution (1981), the average degree of
consolidation due to PVD (Uh) can be evaluated by:

  8Th
U h  1  exp
 

(7)

where Th = time factor for PVD consolidation and

= a parameter representing the effect of PVD spacing, smear and well resistance. Th and can be expressed as follows:
Th 
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ch  t
De 2

(8)

De kh
ds 3
2H L 2  kh
  ln   ln   
(9)
d s ks
dw 4
3qw
where ch = the coefficient of consolidation in the
horizontal direction of a deposit, De = the diameter
of a unit cell (a PVD with its improvement area), ds
= the diameter of smear zone, dw = the equivalent diameter of PVD, kh, ks= the horizontal hydraulic conductivities of natural soil and the smear zone, respectively, HL = the drainage length of a PVD, and
qw = the discharge capacity of a PVD.

such cases, in which the average degree of consolidation (U2) of the layer is given by:
H v  De

H

Clayey
layer

Vertical
+ radial

Radial

PVD
Table 1. Methods for calculating U, Sf and su values.
Theory/Method
Embankment + Embankment
vacuum
alone
Hansbo’s solution (1981) and
Degree
of With
PVD
Terzaghi’s one-dimensional conconsolidation
solidation theory
(U)
Without
Empirical method by Ong et al.
PVD
(2012)
Settlement (Sf) Theory
One dimensional compression,
considering stress spreading effect with depth by Osterberg’s
Chart (1957).
Time
End of vacuum End of primary
pressure appli- consolidation
(basically the
cation
PVD improved
zone)
Undrained
Ladd’s empirical equation (1991)
Theory
shear strength Time
End of embankment construction
(su)
$s shown in Figure 5, for a layer near the ground
surface, the effect of vertical drainage will contribute
to the rate of consolidation of the layer. The analysis result indicates that if the smear effect and well
resistance are not significant, for the vertical drainage and the radial drainage (toward PVDs) to result
in approximately the same degree of consolidation,
Hv  De. For simplicity, it is suggested that the surface layer where the effect of the vertical drainage
needs to be considered has a thickness of De. Designate the degree of consolidation due to vertical
drainage as Uv, which can be evaluated by Terzaghi’s one dimensional (1D) consolidation theory;
the average degree of consolidation (Uav) due to both
the vertical and radial drainages can be calculated as
follows (Carrillo 1942):

U av  1  1  U v 1  U h 

(10)

Sometimes, a deposit is only partially improved
by PVDs, i.e., PVDs are not fully penetrated the deposit. Especially for a two-way drainage deposit
involving vacuum pressure, a clayey soil layer at the
bottom has to be left without PVDs to prevent vacuum leakage. To calculate the degree of consolidation of this layer, there are semi-analytical solutions
available (Tang and Onitsuka 1998; Zhang et al.
2005), but they are complicated and not convenient
for engineering use. It is recommended to use the
empirical method proposed by Ong et al. (2012) for

Hu
Permeable or
impermeable

PVD
unimproved

Figure 5. Illustration of a PVD partially improved deposit (De
is the equivalent diameter of a unit cell).

U 2   2U T

(11)

= a multiple factor, and UT = the average
where
degree of consolidation of PVD unimproved layer
calculated by Terzaghi’s 1D consolidation theory.
When the bottom boundary is permeable (PB) the
drainage length is taken as Hu/2 (Hu is the thickness
of the PVD unimproved layer). When the bottom
boundary is impermeable (IB), the drainage length is
taken as Hu. For PB case,
can be expressed as:

2 

(0.05U12

k /k
 0.48U1  0.30) h s
 2

0.07

(U1< 1.0)

(12)

where U1 = the average degree of consolidation of
the PVD-improved layer, located above the bottom
layer. For IB case:

2 

(0.33U12

k /k
 0.20U1  0.10) h s
 2
(U1< 1.0)

0.07

D
  0
 De
(13)

where Do = a constant (= 1.50 m). Eqs (11) to (13)
can be used whenever U2 is smaller than U1. The
criteria for judging the applicability of these equations can be found in Ong et al. (2012).
Terzaghi’s 1D consolidation theory and Hansbo’s
solution (1981) are for instantaneous loading. In order to consider the time dependent embankment
construction process, application of the embankment
load is simulated as a stepwise loading. The degree
of consolidation for each loading step is calculated
as follows (Chai and Miura 2002).
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0.3

(i) Suppose at time ti, the total applied load is pi,
and the degree of consolidation with respect to pi is
Ui. A load increment pj is applied instantaneously
at the time, ti, so that the degree of consolidation (Uj)
with respect to the loading pj = pi+ pj at time ti is
Ui 

U i  pi
pj

(14)

(ii) With Uj known, an imaginary time tj0 (or the
time factor Tj0) can be obtained from the corresponding consolidation theory.
(iii) Under the load pj, at time ti + t, the degree
of consolidation is calculated using a time of tj0 + t.
3.3.2 Undrained shear strength (su)
When the average degree of consolidation at the end
of embankment construction is known for each soil
layer, the average vertical effective stress increment
in each layer can'v) can be estimated and therefore the operative value of su can also be calculated.
It is recommended that the average value of su of
each soil layer can be estimated with sufficient accuracy by the empirical equation proposed by Ladd
(1991), as follows:

su  S   'v (OCR) m

Port, China. Overall, the treated area was about
7433 m2, which was divided into 3 sections. Lateral displacements were measured at sections I and
II and they were analyzed here as Cases 1 and 2, respectively.
For these two cases the embankments were adjacent to each other and the ground conditions were
similar. The cross-section of the embankment and
the soil profile for Case 1 are shown in Figure 6(a)
(after Chai et al. 2013). At the site, the thickness of
the soft clayey layer was about 16.0 m. The values
of t, eo, Cc, and OCR reported by Rujikiatkamjorn et
al. (2007) are included in the figure. For the values
of OCR, the reported lower bounds were adopted
because with those values the calculated settlements
are closer to the measured field values. Values of
cv were calculated using the known values of k and
mv0 (initial coefficient of volume compressibility).
The PVDs were installed to 20.0 m depth in a square
pattern with 1.0 m spacing. The ground water level
was almost at the ground surface. The parameters
related to PVD consolidation are listed in Table 2
and all these values are from Rujikiatkamjorn et al.
(2007).

(15)

where 'v = the representative vertical effective
stress in the soil layer, OCR = the over-consolidation
ratio, and S and m are constants. Ladd (1991) proposed that the range of appropriate values for S is
0.162 to 0.25 and for m it is 0.75 to 1.0. For most
cases, at the end of embankment construction the
soft clayey deposit will be either normally consolidated or close to it (OCR § 1.0), and the effect of the
parameter m will therefore be insignificant. In this
study for simplicity it is assumed that m = 1.0. The
value of S is suggested to be calibrated from the
measured initial values of su for the deposit, if these
data are available. If such data are not available, a
value of S = 0.25 is suggested, based on experience.
4 APPLICATIONS
The method described above has been applied to
three case histories to show its usefulness for predicting the net maximum lateral displacement of a
soft clayey deposit under embankment loading
with/without vacuum pressure. Two cases are with
combined loads and the third with embankment load
alone.
4.1 Embankments at Tianjin Port (combined loads)
Yan and Chu (2005), as well as Rujikiatkamjorn et
al. (2007), reported a soil improvement project involving combined vacuum pressure and embankment preloading for a storage yard located at Tianjin

(a) Cross-section of the embankment (b) Lateral displacement
and soil profile
profiles
Figure 6. Cross-section for Case 1 and lateral displacement
profiles for Cases 1 and 2 (after Chai et al. 2013).

Vacuum pressure was applied using the air-tight
sheet method. Vacuum pressures of about -80 kPa
were measured at six different depths from the
ground surface to 12.5 m below the ground surface
at an elapsed time of about 200 days (i.e., at the end
of the vacuum consolidation period). The vacuum
pressure was applied first and construction of the
embankments commenced after 55 days and 46 days
for Cases 1 and 2, respectively. For both cases, the
top width of the embankment was about 30.0 m but
the side slope was not reported and so it was assumed as V:H = 1:1.5 in this analysis. For Case 1,
the embankment was raised to a fill thickness of
about 2.53 m in 78 days. For Case 2, the embankment had a fill thickness of about 3.5 m and was
constructed in a period of 97 days. A silty clay was
utilized as the fill material and its average unit
weight was about 17.1 kN/m3 (Yan and Chu 2005),
:25:



which results in embankment loads of about 43 kPa
and 60 kPa for Cases 1 and 2, respectively.
Table 2. Loading conditions and parameters for PVD consolidation.
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Table 3. Predicted and measured net maximum lateral displacement.
Case

5HPDUN
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U
pn
su RLS Sf
(%) (kPa) (kPa) (-) (m)
84.0 -60.3 46.3 -1.30 1.21

-0.21

2

85.6 -59.9 50.0 -1.20 1.61

-0.35

3

60.9 32.6 19.5 1.78 1.28

0.2340.349

0

4.2 Embankment at Belfast, UK (embankment load
alone)
Kelln et al. (2007) reported a case history of an embankment on PVD-improved soft estuarine deposit
with two layers of non-woven geotextile placed at
the base in Belfast, UK, and it is analyzed here as
Case 3.

Settlement, S (m)

With the loading conditions and the necessary parameters described, using the method presented
above, at the end of embankment construction, the
estimated average degrees of consolidation (U) of
the PVD-improved zone are about 84.0% and 85.6%,
and the estimated average values of su of the PVDimproved zones are 46 kPa and 50 kPa for Cases 1
and 2, respectively. Therefore, the values of RLS
are -1.302 and -1.197 for Cases 1 and 2 respectively.
The predicted ranges of NLD are: -0.219  -0.119 for
Case 1 and -0.201  -0.101 for Case 2.
The reported maximum surface settlements were
1.21 m and 1.61 m for Cases 1 and 2 respectively.
Although the main purpose of this study is not investigating the method for predicting settlement, the
comparison of calculated and measured settlement
curves are shown in Figure 7 for reference. For
Case 1, at the time of terminating vacuum pressure,
the calculated value almost matches the measured
one, while for Case 2, the calculation underestimated
the field settlement. Nevertheless, using the measured surface settlements, the predicted ranges of net
maximum lateral displacement are: -0.144  -0.265
m for Case 1 and -0.163  -0.324 for Case 2.
The measured final lateral displacement profiles
under the toes of the embankments are shown in
Figure 6(b) (after Chai et al. 2013). Maximum inward lateral displacements of about -0.21 m and
-0.35 m were observed near the ground surface for
Cases 1 and 2, respectively. For Case 1, the measured data is almost in the middle of the predicted
range, but for Case 2, the predicted values are smaller than the measurements, although the predicted
upper bound is close to the measurement. Some of
the calculated and measured values are summarized
in Table 3.

nm

(m)

1

(PEDQNPHQW
DORQH

Note: Hem: embankment fill thickness;em: unit weight of embankment fill material; tem: time period for embankment
construction
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Figure 7. Comparison of simulated and measured settlement
curves for Cases 1 and 2.

The cross-section of the embankment is shown in
Figure 8(a). The embankment was constructed to
about 4.3 m thick within 218 days. At the site, the
soft estuarine deposit has an average depth of about
9.0 m, and below it there are alternative layers of
gravel, sand, till clasts and late-glacial clay. Soil parameters required to analyze this case are inserted in
Figure 8(a), in which the values of ¤t and Cc are
measured, e0 is calculated from¤t assuming that the
soils are fully saturated, while values of OCR and cv
are back-calculated. The PVDs were installed in a
1.5 m triangular pattern and fully penetrated the soft
layers. The PVDs improved zone was extended
laterally beyond the toe of the embankment by approximately half the thickness of the soft estuarine
deposit. The parameters for analyzing PVD induced
consolidation are listed in Table 2.
At the end of the embankment construction, the
calculated average degree of consolidation of the
PVD-improved zone is 60.9% and su is 19.5 kPa.
Then the RLS value is evaluated as 1.78, and the
predicted range of NLD is 0.179 to 0.279. The
measured and calculated surface settlement curves
under the center of the embankment are compared in
Figure 9. For this case, calculation simulated the
field curve very well. Using the final measured settlement of 1.28 m, the predicted range of the maximum lateral displacements is compared with the
filed data in Table 3. For this case, the lateral displacements at both sides of the embankment were
measured and the deformation is not symmetric,
which results in a measured range of lateral displacement. The predicted range almost matched
the measured one.
:26:
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Figure 8. Cross-section of embankment, soil profile and lateral
displacement profile.
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Figure 9. Comparison of calculated and measured surface settlement curves (Case 3)͘

5 CONCLUDING REMARKS
An empirical method for predicting the net maximum lateral displacement (nm) of prefabricated vertical drain (PVD) improved ground under the combination of an embankment load and a vacuum
pressure or an embankment load alone has been presented. nm is defined as the maximum outward
lateral displacement discounted by the magnitude of
the maximum inward lateral displacement. The
method considers the effects of the most important
influencing factors, such as magnitudes of the embankment loading and vacuum pressure, the loading
rate, and the undrained shear strength and consolidation and deformation properties of the soft deposit.
The usefulness of the method has been demonstrated by applying the method to three case histories. Although for one case history, the measured
nm is close to the upper bound of the predicted
range but outside it, considering the complicated nature of lateral displacement of a deposit and great
difficulties to predict it, it is suggested that the
method can be used in engineering practice.
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ABSTRACT: Sustainability of roadways can be enhanced in different ways: (1) the use of recycled materials,
(2) the use of vegetation, and (3) prolong of roadway life. Recycled materials often have high variability, low
strength and stiffness, and creep or degradation with time. The use of vegetation requires fine-grained particles, which reduce soil strength and stiffness. Geosynthetics can play an effective role in improving performance of roadways by reinforcing recycled materials and soils and providing drainage to base courses and
subgrade. This paper reviews and discusses recent advances in the use of geosynthetics to enhance sustainability of roadways. The focuses of this paper are on the use of geocell with recycled asphalt pavement (RAP)
as base courses, the use of geosynthetics for vegetated unpaved shoulders, and the use of wicking fabrics to
mitigate freeze-thawing problems in cold regions.
1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Sustainability of roadways
Sustainability has been defined in different ways by
different organizations; however, it mostly covers
economic development, social development, and environmental protection. One of the important measurements of sustainability is consumption. Roadway
construction requires resource and energy consumption. Many construction materials either directly or
indirectly come from natural resources, such river or
beach sand, aggregate, asphalt, cement, wood, and
steel. Production of aggregate from stone, asphalt
from crude oil, and cement from limestone and other
materials not only consumes natural resources but
also consumes energy and generates wastes and a
large amount of CO2. In addition, transportation of
construction materials from quarries, asphalt or concrete plant to job sites consumes energy and produce
CO2. Gambatese and Rajendran (2005) gathered the
information from difference sources and compiled a
table of energy consumption for construction of continuously reinforced concrete pavements (CRCP)
and asphalt pavements as shown in Table 1. It is
shown that the energy consumption mostly happened during the manufacturing processes. Extraction of aggregates and placement of pavements have
similar energy consumption. Furthermore, roadway
construction often generates waste materials, such as
milling of asphalt surface and removal of asphalt or
concrete pavements. In the past, a large amount of
waste materials have been transported out of job

sites and buried in landfill sites. Production, transportation, use, and disposal of construction materials
have negative impact on environment; therefore,
they are not sustainable.
Table 1. Energy consumption of CRCP and asphalt pavements.
______________________________________________
Process
Energy consumption (MJ/ton of material)
______________________________________________
Extraction of
24 to 74
Aggregates
Cement
4770 to 10200
manufacturing
Steel
6200 to 25300
manufacturing
Concrete mixing
7
CRCP pavement
34
placement
_____________________________________________
Production of
420 to 6000
Bitumen
Asphalt storage
543
Asphalt mixing &
320 to 390
Drying of aggregate
Asphalt pavement
13
placement
_____________________________________________
(modified from Gambatese and Rajendran, 2005)

To promote sustainable construction, Kibert
(1994) suggested six principles, among which the
top four principles are:
(1) minimizing resource consumption,
(2) maximizing resource reuse,
(3) using renewable or recyclable resources, and
(4) protecting natural environment.
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Sustainability has been well promoted in recent
years, which includes the sustainability of roadway
construction. Below are a few examples of roadway
construction that follow the above principles and
have been increasingly used in recent practice:
x Use of onsite and/or marginal material
x Use of recycled asphalt pavement (RAP), recycled concrete aggregate (RCA), and recycled ballast (RB)
x Minimized use of roadway materials by reducing roadway cross sections.
Prolonging of roadway life reduces the needs for
maintenance and re-construction so that the demand
for resource and energy consumption is reduced.
Therefore, it is also a sustainable method of roadway
construction.
Onsite and/or marginal materials and recycled
materials often have low strength, stiffness, permeability, and durability resistance and high variability.
They may not meet technical requirements for roadway performance. For example, clays and river or
beach sand are much weaker and compressible than
aggregate. Fine-grained soils are more susceptible
to moisture damage and freezing-thaw. RAP, which
contains asphalt, creeps under sustained loads. RCA
breaks down and degrades under traffic loading.
RB, which contains fouled fines, has low strength,
stiffness, and permeability. Chemical stabilization,
such as the use of lime, cement, and asphalt, can effectively treat these materials and improve their
properties. However, the use of chemical agents is
sometimes not environmentally friendly. Water is
one of the key factors contributing to poor performance of roadways. Proper management of water in
roadways can improve their performance. Geosynthetics have been increasingly used to improve the
properties of marginal and/or recycled materials by
reinforcement and drainage and enhance the performance of roadways. As a result, the roadway construction is more sustainable.
1.2 Geosynthetic types, functions, and applications
Geosynthetics are factory-manufactured polymeric
materials used for geotechnical applications. Geosynthetics have a variety of types, which include
x Geotextile
x Geogrid
x Geocell
x Geomembrane
x Geonet
x Geosynthetic clay liner
x Geofibers
x Geofoam
x Geomat
x Geocomposite.
Most geosynthetics are in planar sheets; however,
some geosynthetics have a three-dimensional configuration (e.g., geocell) or shape (e.g., geofoam).

Geotextile can be woven or non-woven. Geogrid
can be uniaxial, biaxial, or triaxial. Geofiber can be
continuous or short fibers (mostly random-oriented
fibers). Geomembrane can have smooth or rough
surfaces. Geomembrane and geosynthetic clay liner
have low permeability. Geofoam has low unit
weight. Geocomposite is a composite of two or
more materials, which can be a combination of two
geosynthetic materials, for example, geotextile and
geonet.
Geosynthetics have been mostly used for separation, filtration, drainage, reinforcement, barrier, and
erosion protection. One geosynthetic product may
have one or multiple functions. For example, woven
geotextile can be used for separation, filtration, and
reinforcement. The new product - wicking fabric,
which will be discussed later, has an additional function that can remove water from its surrounding soil.
On other hand, two or more geosynthetic products
can be used together to have multiple functions. For
example, biaxial geogrid and nonwoven geotextile
have been used together for roadway applications, in
which the geogrid mainly functions as reinforcement
but the nonwoven geotextile functions as separation
and filtration.
Since geosynthetics have the unique characteristics (e.g., high tensile strength and stiffness, small
openings for geotextiles, large apertures for geogrids, and varied cell heights for geocells) soils do
not have, they can interact with soil particles, improve soil properties, and enhance performance of
roadways.
The typical applications of geosynthetics for
roadways are illustrated in Figure 1. Geosynthetics
can be used for unpaved and paved roads including
railroads (Fig. 1a). The main functions of the geosynthetic(s) in this application are separation, filtration, drainage, and/or reinforcement. The geosynthetic products used in this application are mainly
geotextile, biaxial geogrid, and geocell. The key
functions of geotextile are separation, filtration,
drainage, and reinforcement as a tensioned membrane. Biaxial or triaxial geogrid and geocell provide lateral confinement to granular soil through interlocking with geogrid apertures or through passive
restraint inside cells (Giroud and Han, 2004a, b; Han
et al., 2011; and Qian et al. 2013). The benefits of
geosynthetic reinforcement are to prolong the life of
roadways and reduce roadway thickness.
Geosynthetics have been used as reinforcement to
stabilize slopes and embankments over soft soils and
reduce differential settlements between columns under the embankments as shown in Figure 1b (Han
and Gabr, 2002).
Instead of reinforced slopes, geosynthetics can also be used as reinforcement to stabilize earth retaining walls (Leshchinsky and Han, 2004; Han and
Leshchinsky, 2006). The use of earth retaining
walls as compared with reinforced slopes reduces
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required amount of backfill and therefore reduces resource and energy consumption.
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centage of RAP in new mixes is limited (mostly limited to 50%) to ensure their quality. As a result,
there is still a large portion of RAP to be re-used.
Engineers have started to use RAP as aggregate for
base courses. Since RAP contains asphalt binder,
which is a visco-material, it creeps under a sustained
load. When RAP is used as a base course material
in a roadway, it can have large creep deformation
under overburden stresses and traffic loading. To
reduce creep deformation, RAP has been mixed with
virgin aggregate or stabilized by chemical agents.
However, the use of virgin aggregate or chemical
agents is still not very sustainable. The first author
proposed the use of geocell with RAP for reconstruction of pavements as shown in Figure 2. In
this construction, the damaged asphalt pavement is
removed and processed to RAP, which is placed inside geocell. A thin new asphalt layer is placed
above the geocell-reinforced RAP base. The function of the geocell is to provide lateral confinement
to RAP so that its creep deformation can be minimized and its modulus can be increased. This technology has been successfully used in Colombia and
other countries to re-construct damaged pavements.
The advantages of this technology are: (1) re-use of
waste material (i.e., RAP) on site, (2) no need for
disposal of waste material, and (3) no need for import of new base material. Therefore, it is an economical and sustainable solution for roadway reconstruction.
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Figure 1. Typical applications of geosynthetics in roadways
(modified from Han and Jiang, 2013).

This paper presents recent advances in the use of
geosynthetics to enhance sustainability of roadways.
The focuses of this paper are on the use of geocell
with recycled asphalt pavement (RAP) as base
courses, the use of geosynthetics for vegetated unpaved shoulders, and the use of wicking fabrics to
mitigate freeze-thawing problems in cold regions.
2 GEOCELL-REINFORCED RAP BASE
COURSES
2.1 Introduction
A significant amount of recycled asphalt pavement
(RAP) material is generated worldwide through rehabilitation and reconstruction of old asphalt pavements every year. To sustain the world, RAP has
been increasingly used and mixed with virgin binder
to produce new asphalt mixes. However, the per-

Figure 2. Use of geocell with RAP for re-construction of
pavements.

2.2 Creep reduction
The benefit of creep reduction of RAP by geocell
confinement was evaluated by Thakur et al. (2013)
in the creep tests as shown in Figure 3. Four tests
were conducted, which include one fully confined
test of RAP inside a steel mold, one geocellconfined sample test, one unreinforced RAP base
test, and one geocell-confined RAP base test. The
fully confined test did not have any geocell but represents an ideal confinement condition. A single ge:31:

ocell was included in the tests shown in Figure 3(b)
and 3(d). Additional creep test with multiple geocells was also conducted. 100% RAP without mixing with virgin aggregate or any chemical stabilization was used in all the tests. All the test results are
presented in Figure 4.

Figure 3. Creep tests of RAP without and with geocell confinement.

Figure 4 shows that the unreinforced RAP base
had the largest creep strain under a sustained pressure. A single geocell confinement reduced this
creep strain by approximately 50%. When the single
geocell was embedded in the RAP base, the confining stress from the surrounding RAP further reduced
the creep strain. Neighboring geocells in the multiple geocell-confined RAP base provided additional
confinement which once more reduced the creep
strain. As a result, the creep strain of the multiple
geocell-confined RAP base was closest to that of the
fully-confined sample. These tests demonstrate geocell confinement is effective in minimizing creep deformation of RAP under a sustained load and making RAP more suitable as a base course material for
roadway construction.

2.3 Geocell-reinforced unpaved roads
To enhance sustainability of roadway construction,
stone aggregate bases, which typically come from
natural resources, may be replaced with geocellreinforced RAP bases. An accelerated pavement
testing of geocell-reinforced bases over weak subgrade was conducted by Pokharel et al. (2011) to investigate this possibility. This test utilized a fullscale, 80 kN single axle with dual tires traveling
back and forth on test sections of different base
courses with and without geocell confinement at a
speed of 11.3 km/hr. For comparison purposes, the
test results for the 300 mm thick unreinforced wellgraded aggregate base and the 170 mm thick geocell-reinforced RAP base are discussed herein. Both
test sections were constructed on 3% CBR weak
subgrade as shown in Figure 5. In the geocellreinforced RAP test section, one layer of nonwoven
geotextile was used as a separator between the geocell-reinforced base and the weak subgrade. The
height of the geocell used in this test was 150 mm.
The 20 mm thick RAP cover was used for protection
of the geocell. Ruts with the number of wheel passes were measured during the test.

Figure 5. Unpaved road test sections (modified from Pokharel
et al., 2011).

Figure 4. Creep strains of RAP without and with geocell confinement (Thakur et al., 2013).

The test results of these two unpaved road sections are shown in Figure 6. It is shown that the 170
mm thick geocell-reinforced RAP base, even though
130 mm thinner, performed better than the 300 mm
thick unreinforced aggregate base. Therefore, the
replacement of stone aggregate with geocellreinforced RAP is not only possible but also reduces
the roadway thickness and improves the performance of the unpaved road. Therefore, the geocellreinforced RAP base is more suitable than the wellgraded aggregate base.
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Figure 6. Rut versus number of passes for unpaved road sections (modified from Pokharel et al., 2011).

2.4 Geocell-reinforced paved roads
Figure 2 illustrates the use of geocell-reinforced
RAP base as an economical and sustainable solution
for roadway reconstruction. In addition to the use of
this technology in practice, it has been investigated
by Han et al. (2012) in laboratory using a large-scale
test box (2.0 m x 2.2 m x 2.0 m high) at the University of Kansas, USA. Five test sections as shown in
Figure 7 were evaluated, which include two unreinforced sections and three geocell-reinforced sections. The 300 mm thick geocell-reinforced RAP
base had two geocell layers. In all the tests, the
thickness of the asphalt layer was 50 mm. The
thicknesses of the RAP bases ranged from 150 to
300 mm. The subgrade under the base courses had a
CBR value of approximately 5%. A 300 mm diameter steel load plate with a rubber base was placed on
top of the asphalt layer and subjected to cyclic loading at a load intensity of 40 kN, which generated an
average contact pressure of 550 kPa. This load intensity was to simulate a typical truck wheel load.

that the geocell confinement reduced the required
RAP base thickness by more than 50%. The benefit
of geosynthetic reinforcement is often evaluated by a
traffic benefit ratio (TBR), which is defined as the
ratio of the number of loading cycles for a reinforced
section to that for an unreinforced section of same
thickness reaching the same permanent deformation.
If the permanent deformation of 25 mm is used for
analysis, the TBR values for 150 and 300 mm thick
base sections are 10.0 and 12.5, respectively. The
higher TBR values imply that geocell confinement
can prolong the life of the pavement. As a result, the
geocell-reinforced RAP bases are more sustainable
than the unreinforced RAP bases because less natural resource and energy consumption is required for
maintenance and re-construction of roadways.

Figure 8. Permanent deformation versus number of loading cycles for paved road sections.

3 GEOSYNTHETIC-REINFORCED GREEN
SHOULDERS
3.1 Introduction

Figure 7. Paved road test sections.

Permanent deformations of the test sections with
the number of loading cycles were monitored during
the tests. Figure 8 shows the results of these five
test sections. It is shown that the 150 mm thick geocell-reinforced RAP base section performed equivalently or even slightly better than the 300 mm thick
unreinforced RAP base section. This result indicates

Shoulders are constructed next to rigid and flexible
pavements to provide space for vehicles having
emergency stop, increasing road safety, and providing structural support for roadways. Slow moving
vehicles including combines, tractors and grain
wagons may use shoulders to allow other vehicles to
pass. Shoulders may also be subjected to run-offthe-road crashes. Shoulders can be paved or unpaved. Unpaved shoulders including aggregate and
turf shoulders are commonly constructed in rural areas. Aggregate shoulders are stronger than turf
shoulders. However, vegetation is hard to grow on
aggregate shoulders but it can grow on turf shoulders. Therefore, turf shoulders are often green and
sustainable. Unfortunately, unpaved shoulders are
typically not designed to support heavy trucks. As a
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result, many aggregate or turf shoulders require
maintenance on a recurring basis. Mekkawy et al.
(2010) pointed out that common performance problems associated with aggregate shoulders are rutting
and drop-offs along the pavement edge. These problems are typically repaired and mitigated by placing
more material with re-grading and compaction. This
solution is considered temporary and does not address the factors causing the problem; therefore, the
problem often recurs.
Gantenbein (2006) reported the use of geocell for
the stabilization of shoulders. In this project, a 0.6
m-wide asphalt shoulder was abutted by a 1.8 mwide unpaved shoulder, in which a 150 mm-thick
geocell-confined stone-top soil mixture was overlaid
by a 50 mm thick topsoil to sustain grass growth.
The mixture had 65% stone and 35% top soil. Florida Department of Transportation recently used geocell for aggregate shoulder re-construction of Route
SR83 in 2012.
3.2 Vegetation study
A vegetation study was conducted by Guo et al.
(2014) to investigate the effects of geosynthetic, top
soil, and soil mixture on the density of vegetation on
unpaved shoulders. Figure 9 shows a picture of the
vegetation test site, which includes unreinforced and
geocell-reinforced sections.

Figure 9. Vegetation test sections.

The information on test sections and their test results are presented in Table 2. The letter “C” in the
first column represents a control section while the
letter “R” represents a geocell-reinforced section.
Three materials were used for the top soil: turf soil,
50/50 mixture of turf soil and aggregate, and wellgraded aggregate. Two materials were used for the
base courses: turf soil and 50/50 mixture of turf soil
and aggregate. All the test sections had 50 mm thick
top soil and 150 mm thick base course. The dominant plant species used in this study were Perennial
Ryegrass and Tall Fescue. The plant density in each
test section was determined at 25 days after seeding.
Table 1 shows that the most test sections with turf
soil or mixture as the top soil had higher plant densi-

ty than that with aggregate as the top soil. Geocell
reinforcement did not influence vegetation growth.
Additional tests will be conducted to evaluate different test sections under cyclic loading or moving
wheel loading. The results of these additional tests
will be presented in future publications.
Table
2. Vegetation test sections and results.
______________________________________________
Section ____________
Top soil
Base course _________
Density
___________
Type
mm
Type mm
Plants/m2
______________________________________________
C1
Turf soil 50 Turf soil 150
392
R1
Turf soil 50 Turf soil 150
481
C2
Mixture 50 Mixture 150
481
R2
Mixture 50 Mixture 150
469
C3
Turf soil 50 Mixture 150
531
R3
Turf soil 50 Mixture 150
500
C4
Aggregate 50 Mixture 150
314
R4
Aggregate
50
Mixture
150
325
_____________________________________________

4 WICKING FABRIC TO MITIGATE FROST
HEAVE PROBLEMS IN COLD REGIONS
4.1 Introduction
When roadways are constructed, they are often built
with soils (subgrade and base course) compacted at
their optimum moisture contents. The surface soils
are exposed to the surrounding atmospheric environment and quickly start to dry as a result of the
relative humidity in the air (often less than 90%).
Such a relative humidity corresponds to a suction
value of 140 MPa, which can air-dry soils quickly.
When the surface soil is dry, it has very low permeability (nearly impermeable) to transport water from
inside the roadway to outside. On the other hand, the
soils inside the roadway tend to reach equilibrium
with the ground water through capillary rise as
shown in Figure 10. For soils completely covered by
an impermeable surface and underlain by a ground
water table, the suction at equilibrium above the
ground water table can be calculated using the following equation:

s J wh

(1)

where s is matric suction, Jw is unit weight of water
and h is distance to the ground water table.

Figure 10. A pavement structure with shallow water table.

When the surface soils are air-dried and have
cracks, they also have high permeability for water
infiltration. As a result, the soils inside the roadway
are often wet or have tendency to become wet with
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time. An increase in soil moisture content often reduces soil strength and stiffness. Figure 11 shows
the resilient modulus test results for Alaska D-1 materials at varying moisture contents. When the moisture content of the soil increased from 3.3% to 6%,
the resilient modulus was reduced by at least 50%.
Therefore, keeping the moisture content of the soil
low in the roadway is important for its performance.

4.2 Laboratory tests
4.2.1 Vertical wicking test
Vertical wicking tests were conducted at the University of Kansas by hanging a wicking fabric specimen
(300 mm wide) vertically into a water tank as shown
in Figure 13(a). The specimen above the water is in
air. The relative humidity difference between air
and water induces capillary force in the fibers, which
wicks the water upwards in the fabric. The relative
humidity of air during the test was approximately
30% and the temperature was approximately 15oC.
The wicking height was monitored visually with
time. The average wicking height with time is presented in Figure 13(b). It is shown that the average
wicking height increased rapidly initially and then
slowly with time. In 120 minutes, the wicking
height reached 266 mm.

Figure 11. Resilient modulus of Alaska D-1 materials at varying moisture contents (fines content= 3.15%, Southeast Region) (Li et al., 2011).

Drainage is one of the important functions for geosythetics. Conventional geosynthetics rely on
gravity to drain water out of soils. When soil is unsaturated, conventional geosynthetics are not effective in draining water.
A new type of woven geotextile, referred to as
wicking fabric, has recently been developed by Tencate. This wicking fabric can drain water out of soils
under an unsaturated condition. This wicking fabric
is made of special hydrophilic and hygroscopic
4DGTM (DG = deep groove) fibers with multichannel cross-sections as shown in Figure 12. The diameters of the micro-pores vary from 5.7 microns to
47.8 microns. The multichannel cross-section has a
high shape factor and a number of channels per fiber, which enable the wicking fabric to have capillary action and water transport in an unsaturated environment. The specific surface area of the wicking
fabric is 3650 cm2/g and it has a permittivity of
0.24s-1 (equivalent to a flow rate of 611 l/min/m2).

Figure 12. 3D view of 4DGTM fibers (Dugan, 2001).

(a) Wicking test set up

(b) Test result
Figure 13. Wicking test setup and result.

4.2.2 Drainage test
Drainage tests were performed on silt slurry at the
University of Alaska Fairbanks to investigate the
performance of the wicking fabric with soil. Figure
14 shows the setup for the drainage tests. For each
drainage test, soil slurry was placed into a cylindrical plastic mold and the top was leveled off. An initially saturated geosynthetic and impermeable membrane were placed on top of the plastic mold and
then the mold was put upside down. Holes were
drilled into the top of each plastic mold to reduce the
possible suction caused by drainage of water that
would otherwise inhibit water to flow. Four types of
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geosynthetics were used in this study, which include
the wicking fabric, a high performance (HP) reinforcement geosynthetic, a geotextile water filter
(FW), and a drainage composite board (DB). Water
was allowed to drain for 3 days.

than 100 MPa. When water in the soil slurry is
drained under gravity, suction (negative pore water
pressure) is formed at a magnitude of 10-33 kPa. As
a result, the evaporation process continues for a long
time to reach an equilibrium condition until the soil
is completely dry or the water transport path is broken at a certain point. In contrast, conventional
drainage geosynthetic has larger pore sizes, which
correspond to low air entry values. Under high suction outside the soil sample in the lab, air can easily
get into the geosynthetic pores and blocks the liquidphase water flow so that the drainage is stopped.
4.3 Field tests

Figure 14. Drainage test setup.

After 3 days, the molds were removed and the
soil specimens were cut into six equal layers to
measure the moisture content for each layer. For
each test, there were at least two replicates and the
results were averaged for comparison purposes.
Figure 15 shows the drainage test results for the
moisture content distribution in the silt slurry sample
at different height. It is shown that for the silt slurry
with an initial moisture content of 52%, all the geosynthetics can drain water. However, the wicking
fabric was more efficient to drain water out of the
soil. The average moisture content for the soil sample with the wicking fabric was approximately 2% to
4% lower than those with other geosynthetics in
three days.

Due to the unique characteristics of the wicking fabric, it can be used to remove water from the pavement structure and to improve its performance. By
installing a layer of wicking fabric in the pavement
structure as shown in Figure 16, the water in the
pavement structure can be transported along the
wicking fabric to the shoulder and vaporized to the
surrounding atmosphere which has much higher suction. If the water loss is continuous, it generates a
relatively dry zone in the pavement structure. This
relatively dry zone not only can help improve pavement structure, but also help prevent frost heave and
subsequent thaw-weakening in cold regions.

Figure 16. Wicking fabric to remove water from pavement
structure.

Figure 15. Drainage tests for silt slurry with different geosynthetics (Zhang and Presler, 2013).

Visual observations indicated that the wicking
fabric remained completely wet in the wicking fiber
direction during the whole testing period, while in
the direction perpendicular to the wicking fibers, the
fabric dried out quickly in one day. The DB remained damp after three days, while the FW and the
HP dried out quickly in less than one day. The
above difference can be explained as follows. Since
the wicking fabric is made of DG fibers with very
small pore sizes, they have large air-entry values,
remain saturated, and have high ability to transport
water under high suction. It is worth noting that suction outside the soil sample in the lab is often higher

The above concept has been verified through a
field study to be discussed below. Details of this
study can be found in Zhang et al. (2014). In this
study, the wicking fabric was used to prevent the
frost heave and thaw-weakening at the Beaver Slide
of the Dalton Highway by removing water in the
pavement structure. The Beaver Slide site is near
mile 177.8 km (110.5 mile) on the Dalton Highway
and it is about 8.0 km (5.0 mile) south of the Arctic
Circle. The road is downhill when heading north and
its gradient is approximately 11%. The road embankment is on a side hill. Each spring, there is
shallow groundwater running down slope, which
then comes up into the road embankment to cause
soft spots and subsequent road damage. These soft
spots are also called “frost boils” by engineers from
Alaska Department of Transportation & Public Facilities (AKDOT&PF) since their first occurrence is
often at the early spring. The soft spots remain all
summer and go away after freeze up. The soft areas
heal up if there is a period without rain, but as soon
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as there is a significant amount of rain they will reappear. When truck drivers saw the soft spots, they
tended to brake, which added loads to the road and
made the conditions even worse. While their exact
mechanism was not clear, the frost boils have resulted in extremely unsafe driving conditions and frequent accident occurrences. AKDOT&PF installed
French drains at a skew to drain water out of the
road section. Results indicated this conventional repair method did not work well. Another repair
method was to remove the existing road section and
replace with better material. However, it made the
repair cost extremely high due to the long transportation distance to remote areas. In addition, these
methods only fixed local frost boils and moved the
problem down slope. Therefore, the maintenance
and re-construction of such a road using conventional methods are not sustainable.
An 18.1 m long test section, which had most soft
spots during 2010 spring break, was selected and
constructed at the Beaver Slide from August 3-5,
2012. The existing road was firstly excavated to a
depth of 1.20 m below the original road surface and
a layer of wicking fabric was installed. The excavated soils were brought back to backfill the excavation area with a lift thickness of approximately 0.3
m. The backfill was then graded and compacted.
After that, a second layer of wicking fabric was installed and then the excavated soils were used to
backfill the excavated area and compacted to its
original level. To avoid possible introduction of water from the ditch to the road section, the west road
shoulder was not excavated. Care was taken to
make sure the direction of the wicking fabric was
along the transverse direction of the road section so
that water in the road structure was transported horizontally to the road shoulder. A total of 22 pairs of
sensors were installed as shown in Figure 17. Each
pair of sensors consists of a temperature sensor and a
water content reflectometer. Besides the temperature
and moisture sensors inside the test section, an air
temperature/relative humidity sensor was installed to
monitor the air temperature and relative humidity at
the test site. Excavation indicated that the road section was directly built on the original tundra on the
hill using the degraded granite, which can be classified as silt with gravel according to the USCS classifications. Sieve analysis of the soils indicated that
some soils had fine contents greater than 6%, indicating that they are frost susceptible. The top elevation of the original tundra is shown in Figure 17.
There was a 50 to 100 mm thick buried vegetation,
which was degraded into a dark yellow layer. Below the degraded vegetation layer was the in situ
crushed rock with sand. Ground water was found at
a shallow depth below the tundra surface.

Figure 17. Soil stratigraphy and sensor locations at the test section (Zhang et al., 2014).

The moisture sensors measured the unfrozen volumetric water content in the soil. Figure 18 shows
the temperature and volumetric water content
changes at a depth of approximately 0.45 m below
the road surface. The measured soil moisture contents by Sensor 22 are also shown for comparison
purposes. Sensor 22 was installed at a depth of 1.18
m below the road surface and closest to the drainage
ditch at the west side of the road. The bottom of the
ditch was about 1.09 m below the road surface and
water flow constantly in the ditch during the summer
months. Since the soils used for constructing the
test sections were relatively uniform, Sensor 22 was
used as a reference to evaluate the moisture contents
at other locations. It was found that the volumetric
water content of the soil during the summer months
was constant when the soil was unfrozen. Figure 18
also indicates that the soil volumetric water contents
decreased before the soil temperature decreased to
0oC. When the soil at the location of Sensor 22 was
completely frozen, the unfrozen moisture content of
the soil varied from 5.9% to 7%, depending on the
soil temperature.

Figure 18. Temperature and volumetric water content changes
at 0.45 m below the road surface (Zhang et al., 2014).

In August 2010, most soils were initially unsaturated and there were slight water content reductions
in all soils with time. The moisture contents suddenly increased on September 6, 2010 due to a rainfall
event. After the event, the moisture contents at all
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sensor locations decreased, due to the drainage of
water or reduced water supply. The unfrozen moisture contents further decreased to 7% - 12% when
the soils started freezing on October 10, 2010. In
April 2011, when the temperature increased from
-10oC to 0oC, the unfrozen moisture content increased. After thawed, the soil moisture contents at
these sensor locations increased gradually with an
increase of temperature until the end of July and
then decreased gradually with a decrease of daily
temperature until the next freezing process. During
thawing, the moisture contents were far below the
saturation moisture contents, indicating that there
was no frost heave within the first 0.45 m of soil.
Figure 19 shows the moisture variations in the test
section after the rainfall event in September 2010.
After the rainfall event on September 6, all the soils
in the road section were nearly saturated at a depth
of 0.91 m below the road surface. On September 17,
the moisture contents in the road section decreased,
which started from the right (i.e., the exit of the
wicking fabric) to the left along the wicking fabric.
This result indicates that the wicking fabric removed
water from the soils and allowed faster drainage of
water. The area of the high moisture content protrusion in the center clearly decreased while the soils
near the drainage ditch had no moisture content
change due to continuous water supply from the
ditch. Figure 19c shows further reductions in the
moisture contents in the road section with time. No
soft spots or frost boils occurred in the test section
treated with the wicking fabric so far.
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Figure 19. Moisture changes in the test sections during a rainfall event (Zhang et al., 2014).

5 CONCLUSIONS
This paper summarizes the recent research ideas and
results on the use of geosynthetics to enhance the
sustainability of roadways. As demonstrated, geocell confinement can minimize creep deformation of
recycled asphalt pavement (RAP) material. 100%
RAP can be used with geocell to replace well-graded
aggregate for aggregate base courses. On-site use of
RAP from damaged pavements with geocell can
eliminate the needs for disposal of waste material
and import of natural material; therefore, it provides
an economical and sustainable roadway construction
solution. Geocell does not interfere with vegetation
growth in turf soil or a mixture of turf soil and aggregate but is expected to increase bearing capacity
and stiffness for the support of traffic loads. Geocell-reinforced unpaved shoulders can offer a green
technology for roadway construction. The research
results also show that geocell reinforcement can reduce the required thickness of base course so that
less material can be used to achieve the equivalent
performance or the roadway can last longer at the
same base thickness. The outcome of this benefit
enhances the sustainability of roadways. Wicking
fabric is a new and promising technology to remove
water in roadways under an unsaturated condition by
utilizing deep grooved fibers and relative humidity
difference in soil and air. Both laboratory and field
tests demonstrate its effectiveness in removing water
from soil and preventing frost boils in cold regions.
As a result, the roadways are more sustainable.
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ABSTRACT: Soil-cement deep mixing method is usually used to improved soft ground under an embankment load. For a conventional construction of soil-cement deep mixed column (DMC) supported embankment, the installation of DMC is usually closely spaced. A compacted granular fill layer or a geosynthestic reinforced layer is needed to be placed above the top of DMCs to mitigate the differential settlement between
DMCs and surrounding soils and increase the embankment stability. Such a construction usually leads to a
significant increase in construction cost in China. In this study, a new type of DMC column is proposed as an
alternative method. Unlike traditional column, the cross-section of the new developed column varies along installation depth. With specific column installation equipment, larger amount of cement-slurry is injected to
the surface ground and is thoroughly mixed with the in-situ soil, forming a column with a larger diameter near
the ground surface. The shape of the new column is analogy to a letter “T”. In this sense, the proposed column is entitled “T-Shaped deep mixed column (TDMC)”. Field trial tests were conducted to investigate the
performance of the soft ground improved by TDMCs under the embankment load. The performance of the
conventional DMC improved soft ground under embankment load is also presented as a comparison. The
TDMC installation procedure, quality assurance and in-situ plate load test 28 days after column installation
are presented. Under the embankment loading, the stress concentration ratio, excess pore water pressure, total
settlement, and lateral movement at embankment toe are monitored. Analysis of these monitored results reveals that TDM method was a more economic as well as technologically sound solution for soft ground improvement under embankment comparing with the conventional DM method. And a simplified consolidation
calculation model for the ground improved by T-shape columns is presented based on one dimensional consolidation of layered soils. The consolidation behavior of T-shape columns composite foundation was analyzed, and the results show that the variation of excess pore water pressure, consolidation degree, and settlement of embankments are reasonable and consistent with the measured data in the field.
1 INTRODUCTION

were widely used to support embankment on soft
ground for highway and railway engineering (Han et
al., 2002; Chai et al., 2002; Liu and Hryciw, 2003;
Lin and Wong, 1999). A detailed discussion of the
state of practice of the use of DMM in China can be
found in the work of Han et al. (2002).
Case histories indicate that the magnitude of the
settlement of surrounding soils is always higher than
of DMCs under embankment load (Bergado et al.,
1999; Bergado and Lorenzo, 2002), due to the different compressibility behavior between DM column
and soil. The amount of differential settlement between DMCs and surrounding soils can be up to 8%20% of the average settlement at the ground surface
(Bergado et al. 2005), and can cause embankment
instability or pavement destruction.

The deep mixing method (DMM) is a deep in-situ
soil stabilization technique which delivers cement
and/or lime (slurry or powder) into the ground and
mixes it with in-situ soil using blades to form hard
treated soil (block type, wall type, lattice type, or
column type). DMM was put into practice in Japan
and Nordic countries in the middle of the 1970s, and
then spread to China, South East Asia, and recently
to other parts of the world (CDIT, 2002). The most
common objectives of DMM are to reduce settlement of soft ground and to increase the stability of
embankments or slopes (Terashi, 2003). DMM has
been introduced to China since the late 1970s and
spread rapidly through out the country in the 1990s.
Especially, soil-cement deep mixing (DM) columns
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For a conventional DM column supported embankment (shown in Figure 1(a)), DM columns need to
be excessively closely spaced (typical column spacing is among 1.0 m to 1.5 m in China), and compacted granular materials (e.g., gravels) or geosynthestic reinforced layer is also needed to be placed
above the column top as a load transfer platform
(LTP) to transfer surcharge loads through the soil
arching to the DMCs. As a result, the deflection between the columns and soil is mitigated. However,
the additional cost will result from the construction
of LTP. In the rigid pile supported embankment, the
enlarged pile cap is an alternative solution for this
problem (shown in Figure 1(b)). The increased percent coverage of pile caps can decrease the differential settlement of ground surface (Han and Gabr,
2002). But it’s not suitable to install concrete caps
on the DM columns because of the different material
behavior and economical consideration. In Japan, to
reduce the construction cost and decrease the differential settlement in the highway embankment construction, a column-slab system with floating soilcement columns (i.e., not fully penetrate the soft
layer) combined with a soil-cement slab installed at
the shallow depth has been developed (Shen et al.
2001) (shown in Figure 1(c)). The soil-cement slab
is usually installed by the shallow mixing method
with a thickness about 1 m. It is reported that the
presence of the soil-cement slab can well reduce the
differential settlement at the ground surface (Shen et
al. 2001). However, due to the low permeability of
the soil-cement slab, the soil-cement slab method
may suppress the dissipation of excess pore water
pressure in the soft ground soil induced by the embankment loading. On the other hand, due to the low
tensile strength of the soil-cement mixture, tension
cracks may develop on the slab surface when there is
a considerably potential differential settlement at the
ground surface.
To solve the differential settlement of ground surface in China highway engineering practice, a new
type of soil-cement deep mixed column called Tshaped deep mixed (TDM) column was proposed
(Chen and Liu, 2008; Yi and Liu, 2008). A TDMC
has a larger diameter in the shallow depth (hereinafter titled enlarged column cap), and a smaller diameter in the great depth (hereinafter titled deep-depth
column), resulting in the shape of the column analogy to the letter “T” (see Figure 2). The replacement
ratio of TDMC composite foundation in the upside
portion is much higher than that of conventional
DMC composite foundation.
The deep-depth column spacing can be installed
greater than that of conventional DMCs to decrease
the use of cement amount. The TDMC installation

method and the relevant DM machine were developed in 2004. It was applied for the field practice in
2005 and was proved to be both performances effective and cost effective than conventional DM column.

(a) conventional DM column.

(b) geosynthetic reinforced and rigid pile.

(c) DM column-slab (Shen et al. 2001).
Figure 1. Typical column/pile method for construction of embankment in soft soil deposit.

Currently, the TDMC, method has been applied in
more than 20 highway engineering projects in China, and the total volume of treated soft ground is up
to 220,000 m3. Similar to the TDMC method, Pinto
(2005) reported a solution for soil improvement using 1.2 m diameter cement slurry jet grouting columns for railway construction. The columns were
capped by enlarged columns with diameter of 2.5 m.
On the enclarged columns, a LTP of polypropylene
geogrids reinforced compacted granular fill was
placed.
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Figure 4. Top view of three test sites (not to scale, unit: m).

Both in-situ and laboratory tests were conducted
for site characterization before the installation of
TDMCs/DMCs. The in-situ tests included vane
shear test and cone penetration test (CPT). All of the
location of the sampling, CPTU, and vane shear test
were shown in Figure 4.
The CPTU tests results indicated that the soil disposition conditions in three testing sites were almost
the same. Based on the in-situ CPTU test data and
laboratory test data (Figure 5), the ground soil can
be classified as four layers from the shallow depth to
the deep depth including crust layer, muck layer, silt
layer, and clay layer. The average volumetric compression modulus of the muck layer at the depth of 4
m to 14 m was about 0.65 MPa-1(corresponding to
an average constrained modulus (D = 1/mv) of 1.5
MPa, which is classified as high compressive soil

Figure 2. TDM columns supported embankment.

In this study, field tests were carried out for both
TDMC and conventional DMC supported highway
embankments in soft deposit. The column installation, column quality control test, in-situ plate load
tests, and monitoring results under embankment
loads including stress concentration ratio, column efficacy, excess pore water pressure, ground total settlement, and the lateral movement at the embankment toe were presented. Then a simplified
consolidation calculation model for the ground improved by T-shape columns is presented based on
one dimensional consolidation of layered soils. The
consolidation behavior of T-shape columns composite foundation was analyzed, and the results show
that the variation of excess pore water pressure, consolidation degree, and settlement of embankments
are reasonable and consistent with the measured data
in the field.
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To verify the effectiveness of the TDM, pilot field
test sites were selected along the Husuzhe Highway
in Jiangsu Province, China.as shown in Figure 3.
There were three test sites named Site A, Site B and
Site C, contiguously planed in the middle of the
Husuzhe Highway. Each site was 50 m wide and
100 m long (see Figure 4). The highway had six
lanes in both direction, and the heights of the embankments at the test sites was about 4 m.
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Figure 3. Sketch of location of Husuzhe Highway.

Figure 5. Geotechnical profiles and soil properties.
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based on Lame and Whiteman (1969), which is
higher than those of other layers, indicating that the
muck layer has higher compressibility than other soil
layers.As a result, the presence of the muck layer
represents an undesirable condition and needs to be
treated appropriately. The groundwater table was
about 1.0 m from the existing ground surface.

The area replacement ratio as is defined as the ratio
of the column area over the whole area of the influence unit cell and expressed as:
as

Ac
Ac  As

(1)

where Ac = the horizontal area of a column, and
As = the horizontal area of the soil surrounding the
column. For the triangular pattern, the area replacement can be calculated from the Eq. 2 ˖

3 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND COLUMN
INSTALLATION
3.1 Design considerations

as

Site A and Site B were treated with soil-cement
TDMCs, while Site C was treated with conventional
soil-cement DMCs. The columns were arranged in
triangular pattern in each site. The designed length
(L) of all columns was 16.5 m in each site (i.e., penetration into the fourth soil layer). The conventional
DMC has a uniform diameter (D) of 0.5 m, while the
TDMC has two diameters named diameter of enlarged column cap (D1 = 1.0 m) and diameter of
deep-depth column (D2 = 0.5 m). The designed
heights of the enlarged column cap (L1) were 4 m
and 3 m for Site A and Site B, respectively. The geometry size of columns in each test site was illustrated in Figure 6.

S §D·

2

(2)

¨ ¸
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where D is the column diameter and S is the column
spacing (from column center to column center).
For TDMCs treated ground, there are values of Ds in
the upside and the downside locations. Both values
were calculated based on Eq. 2 by replacing D with
D1 and D2, respectively (see Table 1). Due to these
two different values for the case of TDMc, it may
not be easy to compare the performance of TDMC
and conventional DMC. In this study, an equivalent
diameter (De) is proposed based on the equivalent
volume of the TDMC (see Figure 7). The value of
De is calculated using Eq. 3:
De

D12 L  D2 2 ( L  L1 )
L

(3)

in which De = the equivalent column diameter,
D1 = the diameter of enlarged column cap of TDMC,
D2 = the diameter of deep-depth column of TDMC,
D = the column diameter of conventional DM C,
L1 = the length of enlarged column cap of TDMC,
and L = the total column length.
De

D1

(a) Plan view (not to scale, unit: m).

L1

Equal
volume
L

D2

(b) a-a cross section (not to scale, unit: m).
Note: S = the column spacing (from column center to column
center), D1 = the diameter of enlarged column cap of TDMC,
D2 = the diameter of deep-depth column of TDMC, D = the
column diameter of conventional DMC, L1 = the length of enlarged column cap of TDMC, and L = the total column length.

TDM column

L

Equal conventional
DM column

Figure 7. A TDMC and a conventional DMC with an equal
column volume.

Figure 6. Geometry design parameters of columns in test sites.
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Table 1. Area replacement ratio as in test sites.
as lower
Site Column type as upside
Equivalent as
side
A
TDMC
0.227
0.057
0.098
B
TDMC
0.280
0.070
0.108
Conventional
C
0.116
0.116
0.116
DMC

sition was near the column center but slightly away
from the center .Another sampling position was located near the column edge of the TDMC. The sampling of the TDMC was mainly to evaluate the variability of the soil-cement mixing quality during the
column installation.

In this study, the China produced cement # 32.5,
which is nearly equivalent to the Portland cement
Type I, was used in this project. The cement slurry
with a water-cement ratio (w/c) of 0.55 was used to
for deep mixing. Based on the laboratory trial tests,
the cement content aw, which is defined as the percentage of the weight of the cement to the wet
weight of the soil to be improved, used in field was
15 %.
4 COLUMN INSTALLATION PROCEDURE
For the installation of columns at all testing sites, the
double slurry mixing method was used. The details
of the mixing procedure of the double slurry mixing
method are described by Terashi (2003) and Shen et
al. (2003, 2008). During the installation of TDMC at
Site A and Site B, driven by the hydraulic pressure,
the blades of the TDMC construction machine
spread outward at the designed levels of the enlarged
column cap, while it shrunk inward at the designed
levels of the deep-depth column .Through the whole
construction process, the rotation direction of the
upper blades were opposite to that of the lower
blades.
In the column installation, the injection pressure
of cement slurry was 0.3 MPa and the rotation speed
was 60 rpm. For conventional DM columns (Site C)
and the deep-depth columns of TDM type (Site A
and Site B), the installation process includes grouting cement slurry from the outlets opened at the tip
of the shaft once and simultaneously mixing cement
slurry and in-situ soil twice. The column installation
rate was about 0.8 m/min. For the enlarged column
cap of the TDM type, the installation process was
designed as grouting cement for three times and
simultaneous mixing for four times. The column installation rate was 0.6 m/min. Figures 8 and 9 illustrate two processes for the installation of DM and
TDM columns.

Figure 8. Conventional DMC installation procedure.

Figure 9. TDMC installation procedure.

Field tests have shown that a column with a larger
radius would have greater variability in the horizontal direction than the vertical direction (column
depth) (Larsson et al., 2005). The length of the constructed column was then estimated by measuring
the length of the sampled cores. The continuity of
sampled cores was visually inspected. The strength
of the column was investigated by the unconfined
compressive test (UST) of sampled cores with cylindrical shape, diameter of 50 mm, and length of 100
mm.
Then the uniformity difference of single slurry
mixed columns and double slurry mixed columns is
discussed in this paper. The electrical resistivity of
the soil-cement was measured using the twoelectrode probe method and a test apparatus developed by the Institute of Geotechnical Engineering,
Southeast University (Liu, 2006). The electric frequency of the test apparatus was set at 50 Hz, which
is consistent with it routine use in China. The reliability of the test apparatus was discussed by Liu
(2006) by comparing the measured electrical resistivity of soil-cement admixtures with the measured
values using the ASTM G187-05 standard test

5 FIELD TESTING PROGRAM
5.1 Column quality control test
To evaluate the soil-cement column quality, six columns were randomly selected in each site for sampling at 28 days after installation. The sampling po:45:

method. The schematic of this test method is shown
in Figure 10, in which the electrical resistivity of the
soil-cement admixture, ȡ (ȍ·m), is calculated based
on the following equation:

U

'UA
IL

column composite foundation 28 days after installation. A circular steel plate with thickness of 30 mm
was used as the loading plate. The area of the plate
was the same with the single column influence area
(or unit cell). Before loading, a 100 mm thick sand
mat was placed between the composite foundation
and the loading plate.
The plate was loaded by jacking against steel
beams on which sand bags were placed (Figure 11).
A slow maintained-load test method was adopted for
loading tests. The test load was applied in increments and the loading plate was allowed to move
under each maintained-load increment until a certain
rate of displacement was achieved. The load increments in this study were 20 and 30 kPa, and each
load increment was maintained after loading until
two consecutive displacements in each hour were <
0.1 mm. Two failure criteria are commonly used in
China for loading tests (Han and Ye, 2006): (1) the
load was maintained for 24 h but with the rate of
displacement still exceeding 0.1 mm/h; and (2) the
total displacement exceed 10% of the width of the
plate. The failure load is the lesser of the loads corresponding to these two criteria. Unloading started
right after the termination of the last load.

(4)

in which ǻU = the electrical voltage applied to the
soil (volts), I = the electrical current (amps) A = the
cross section area (m2) through which electrical current conducts, and L = the length of the soil-cement
admixture specimen (meter) parallel to the electrical
current.

'U

Figure 10. Schematic of the two electrode probe method.

In this study, the copper electrode probes were
placed on the top and at the bottom of the soil–
cement specimens during the measurement of the
electrical resistivity. All of the measurements of the
electrical resistivity were performed under the controlled temperature of 20 ± 3ºC. A vertical pressure
of 20 kPa was applied on the copper probes to ensure a well contact condition between the probes and
the specimens during the electrical resistivity tests.
Based on the horizontal electrical resistivity (ȡv) and
vertical electrical resistivity (ȡh), three parameters of
electrical resistivity including the formation factor
(F), the shape factor (f), and the anisotropy factor
(A), can be derived using the method suggested by
Arulmoli (1980)
F
f

A

Fv  2 Fh
3
f v  2f h
3

Fv Fh

Figure 11. A photo illustrating the static plate loading test of
the single-column composite foundation.

5.3 Field monitoring instrumentation

(5)

After the installation of soil-cement columns but before the embankment filling, a monitoring section
was selected in the middle of each testing site. The
monitoring instruments include earth pressure cells,
piezometers, and inclinometers were installed, as
shown in Figure 12. The earth pressure cells with diameter of 120 mm were installed on the top of columns and on the ground surface. Piezometers were
installed at depths of 2.0 m and 10.0 m (corresponding to the depths of the lower level of the enlarged
cap and the tip level of the deep-depth column of
TDM type) in the surrounding soils. Settlement
plates were installed on the surrounding soil surface.

(6)
(7)

where Fh=ȡh/ȡw, Fv=ȡv/ȡw, fh=-lnFh/lnn, fh=-lnFv/lnn,
ȡw is the electrical resistivity of water, and n is the
void ratio of soil.
5.2 Bearing Capacity Behavior
In each testing site, three columns were randomly
selected for the static plate loading test of the single-
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It is pointed out that the installation of settlement
plates and settlement monitoring were carried out by
the construction company while installation and
monitoring program of other instruments were performed by the research group. The Settlement plate
was placed at the centroid of three consecutive columns surface at the centerline of a section which is
parallel to and 10 m away from the monitoring section. As a result, there were some differences in the
observed embankment filling rate and monitoring
frequency between these two sections as will be discussed in the later section. For each testing site, except for two inclinometers which were installed at
the embankment toe, other instruments were installed along the embankment centerline. In each
testing site, two earth pressure cells were placed at
the point of the ground soil surface which represents
the centroid of three columns and two earth pressure
cells were placed on the column surface .Two pizonmeters were installed at the depth of 2.0 m and
8.0 m just below the centroid in each testing site.
The staged construction and surcharge techniques
were used in the embankment.

Site A, Site B, and Site C, respectively. The coefficient of variation value (COV) of UCS is 0.259,
0.206, and 0.262 for coring samples at Site A, Site
B, and Site C, respectively. Therefore, it was considered that the qualities of soil-cement columns installed at the three sites are almost the same.
Burke and Sehn (2005) summarized more than
1,000 UCS data of soil-cement column coring samples from 11 projects. Their statistic analysis showed
that the COV ranged from 0.22 to 0.76 with an average value of 0.42, which is larger than that of this
study. In this study, it is found that the distribution
of UCS with depth is almost uniform.
Unconfied compressive stength (MPa)
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Figure 13. Variation of unconfined compressive strength of
coring samples with depth.






To investigate the horizontal variability of column
quality in enlarged caps of TDM columns, the UCS
of coring samples near the center (UCScenter) was divided by that near the edge (UCSedge) at the same
depth. The values of UCScenter / UCSedge were statistically analyzed and the result was shown in Figure
14. It can be seen that 82 % of values of UCScenter /
UCSedge range from 0.8 to 1.2, which indicates the
horizontal variability of UCS in enlarged column
cap is not significant in this study. The relatively
low vertical and horizontal variability of UCS of installed soil-cement columns was mainly attributed to
that the double mixing method was adopted for column installation. Yi and Liu (2008) found that variabilities both in horizontal and vertical directions of
deep mixed columns installed by the double slurry
mixing method are much less than those installed by
the single slurry mixing method currently widely
used in China engineering practice.
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Figure 12. The locations of the instruments in monitoring section (not to scale, unit: m).

6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
6.1 Unconfined compressive test
Figure 13 shows the variation of the unconfined
compression strength (UCS) of coring samples with
depth in three testing sites. It can be seen that most
of the UCS varies from 1.0 MPa to 1.6 MPa. The
horizontal variability is higher than the vertical one,
which is consistent with the observation by Larsson
et al. (2005). The mean values of UCS are 1.32
MPa, 1.24 MPa, and 1.25 MPa for coring samples at
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of coring samples near the center of the enlarged cap of TDM
column, and UCSedge is the UCS of coring samples near the
edge of the enlarged column cap at the same depth for a particular column.

single slurry mixed column
double slurry mixed column

Figure 15. Electrical resistivity of deep mixed columns.

6.2.2 Formation factor of core samples
The formation factor of samples denotes mainly the
void ratio of soil (Mitchell et al., 2005). With the increase of chemical reaction productions, the void ratio of the soil-cement admixture decreased. As a result, the formation factor of the soil-cement
admixture increased. The formation factor of core
samples along the depth of double and single slurry
mixed columns is presented in Figure 15. A decrease
trend of horizontal and vertical formation factors of
single slurry mixed columns core samples is clearly
shown with the increase of depth, while the horizontal and vertical formation factors of double slurry
mixed columns core samples are almost constant.
This comparison can be explained that cement slurry
running in one direction in single slurry mixied
method results in insufficient mixing.

Figure 14. Statistic distribution of of the value of UCScenter
/UCSedge.

6.2 Electrical resistivity test method
6.2.1 Electrical resistivity of core samples
The electrical resistivity of single slurry mixed columns and double slurry mixed columns is shown in
Figure 15. The results clearly show that the horizontal and vertical electrical resistivity of double slurry
mixed columns core samples were almost uniformity
along the depth (i.e., about 20ȍ·m), while those of
single slurry mixed columns were variable along the
depth (i.e., from 10 20ȍ·m to 40 20ȍ·m). This
comparison indicates that the double slurry mixed
method can improve mixing uniformity of columns
by providing effective mixing than the single mixing
method. The main reason for the difference is that
with the improvement of mixing efficiency, the reaction between soil particles and cement was enhanced
so that the chemical reaction producted calcium silicate hydrate (CSH) and calcium aluminate hydrate
(CAH) both in horizontal and vertical directions. Fine soil particles were bonded together resulting in a
more homogeneous soil structure. This process leads
to more homogeneous pathways for the flow of electrical current in the soil-cement mixture both in horizontal and vertical directions. Therefore, the horizontal and vertical electrical resistivity of the core
samples was invariable along the depth.
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Figure 16. Formation factor of deep mixed columns.
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4

6.2.3 Shape factor of core samples
The shape factor of sample reflects the shape and
bond degree of soil particles (Mitchell et al., 2005).
An increase of bond degree of soil particles results
in an increase shape factor of sample. Figure 17 presents the shape factor of core samples along depth of
double and single slurry mixed columns. It can be
seen that the double slurry mixing method yielded a
more homogeneous shape factor of core samples
than the single slurry mixing method. The shape factor of single slurry mixing core samples decreased
from 5.5 ȍ·m to 3.2 ȍ·m along depth, while that of
double slurry mixing core samples did not change
(i.e., 4.3 ȍ·m ).
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Figure 18. Anisotropy factor of deep mixed columns.
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6.3 In-situ plate loading test

6
Depth/m

1.0
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Figure 19 presents the load-response in plate loading
test of single-column composite foundations in Site
A (A-1, A-2, A-3), Site B (B-1, B-2, B-3), and Site
C (C-1, C-2, C-3). Since diameters of load plates
were different in testing sites, the measured settlements under surcharge loading were normalized by
the plate diameter. It can be seen from Figure 19 that
under the same surcharge loading, the normalized
settlement for the cases of Site A and Site B is much
lower than that for the case of Site C. This difference
increased with the increase in the surcharge loading.
There is a slight difference in the load response for
the same site, which is mainly due to the variability
of column quality as discussed above. From the plate
load test, the ultimate load was determined as the
load prior to the failure criteria being reached as discussed in the earlier section. The ultimate bearing
capacity of the single-column composite foundation
(qult) was then calculated as the average value of the
measured ultimate loads. The estimated values of qult
for the case of Site A, Site B, and Site C are 270
kPa, 300kPa, and 126 kPa, respectively. The former
two cases are nearly 2.1 times and 2.4 times of the
later one, indicating that the bearing capacity of the
ground treated by TDM columns are higher than that
treated by conventional DM columns. It is pointed
out that the surcharge loading influence depth is limited because of the limited load plate area, therefore,
the bearing capacity of deeper composite ground
was not well mobilized. However, under the conditions presented in this study, it can be concluded that
the composite ground improved by TDM columns
has greater bearing capacity that that improved by
conventional DM columns.

8
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16
18

0.8

single slurry mixed column
double slurry mixed column

Figure 17. Shape factor of deep mixed columns.

6.2.4 Anisotropy factor of core samples
The anisotropy factor of sample reflects the alignment of soil particles. The installation of deep mixed
column destroy the nature alignment of soil particles, and the alignment of soil particles in soilcement mixture becomes out-of-order. Therefore,
the anisotropy factor of sample is a direct indicator
of uniformity of soil-cement mixture. Figure 18 presents the anisotropy factor of core samples along the
depth of double and single slurry mixed columns.
The figure shows that the double slurry mixing
method yielded a more homogeneous anisotropy
factor of core samples than the single slurry mixing
method. The anisotropy factor of the single slurry
mixing core samples varies from 0.8 to 1.2, while
that of the double slurry mixing core samples is almost 1.0.
The electrical resistivity and its derived parameters, such as the formation factor, the shape factor,
and the anisotropy factor, are direct indicators of
uniformity of deep mixed columns. The double slurry mixing method can significantly improve the mix-
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mainly caused by the surrounding soil at Site A and
Site B would be less than those at Site C, as discussed in the next consecutive sections.
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Figure 19. Load-displacement responses in plate loading tests
of column composite foundations.
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6.4 Stress concentration ratio and column efficacy
The measured average stresses on the surface of columns and soils in each testing site were used to calculate the stress concentration ratio (n) and column
efficacy (Kc ) as presented in Figure 20. The stress
concentration ratio is defined as the ratio of the
measured stress (kPa) on the column (Vp) surface to
that on the ground surface (Vs). The column efficacy
is defined as the ratio of the load (kN) on the column
to the entire load act on the treated ground. From
Figure 20 it can be seen that the stress concentration
ratio increased with the embankment height (loading) for three testing sites. During the beginning 120
days of embankment loading, values of n for Site A
and Site B increased rapidly and were higher than
that for Site C. n is the highest for the case of Site B
while it is the lowest for the case of Site C. After
120 days, the increase in the n value for Site A and
Site B became steady and were lower than that for
Site C. For Site A and Site B, n is nearly the same,
whereas n is the highest for Site C.
Figure 20 c) shows that the value of Kc at Site A
and Site B are higher than that at Site C through the
whole monitoring duration. The reason for this observation is again mainly attributed to the greater
upper side area replacement ratio at Site A and Site
B. During the beginning 120 days of the embankment construction, Kc at Site A is greater than that at
Site B with the increase in the embankment height,
whereas Kc tended to become the same for both sites
after 120 days. The higher efficacy value at Site A
and B relative to that at Site C indicates that larger
portion of the additional stress induced by the embankment loading was transferred to the column
(and then to the bearing layer, the silty soil layer),
while less embankment loading was acting on the
surrounding soil. Therefore, the excess pore water
pressure in the surrounding soil and the settlement
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Figure 20. Em.bankment height, Stress concentration ratio and
Column efficacy with time.

6.5 Excess pore water pressure
Figure 21 shows the measured excess pore water
pressure at the depth of 2.0 m and 10.0 m of the surrounding soil. It was shown that the excess pore water pressure generally increased with the increase of
the embankment before 180 days. After 180 days, it
decreased with time owing to the dissipation, increased after about 240 days due to the increased
embankment height, and then decreased due to the
dissipation after the completion of embankment construction.
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Embankment height (m)

5

From Figure 22, it is found that the measured settlement increased with the increase in the embankment height. At Site A and Site B, 164 days after the
completion of filling, embankment heights reached
nearly the same. At Site C, 207 days after the completion of filling, the embankment height was practically the same with those at, Site A and Site B. The
final reading at 290 days shows that the total settlement of the TDM column treated composite ground
(Site A and B) was only about 65 % of that of the
conventional DM column treated ground (Site C).
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Figure 22. Embankment height and settlement at ground surface with time.
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In the highway engineering, the post-construction
settlement is concerned by engineers. In this study,
the hyperbolic method (Tan 1971, 1995; Chin 1975;
Suematsu et al. 1984) is used to predict the final settlement and the post-construction settlement using
the monitored reading after the embankment construction. Based on the hyperbolic method which assumed that the rate of settlement decreases hyperbolically with time, the settlement-time curve can be
expressed by the following equation (Lin et al.
1999):

Figure 21. Excess pore water pressure dissipation under embankments.

6.6 Total settlement
Due to the total settlement plates and monitoring
program were carried out by the construction company, the frequency and cross-section location of the
embankment height measurement were different
from the monitoring section. Therefore, there is
some difference between the variation of the embankment height with time measured at the monitoring cross-section and that measured at the total settlement plates installation section .However, it is
thought that the difference may not have a considerable effect on the discussion on the performance of
TDM column and conventional column treated
ground.

t  t0
S  St 0

D  E (t  t0 )

(8)

where Į and ȕ= gradient and intersection of the
straight line between (t - t0) and (t - t0)/(S - S0), respectively, t0 = the time at the completion of em-
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bankment filling (164 days for Site A and Site B,
207 days for Site C), St0 = the measured total settlement at the completion of embankment filling (122
mm and 145 mm for Site A and Site B, and 207 mm
for Site C) , and S = the measured total settlement
after the completion of embankment at any specific
time t.
The final total settlement (Sf) can be calculated
using Eq. 9 by assuming t =f. The post-construction
settlement (SP) is defined as the final settlement minus the measured settlement at the completion of
embankment filling (St0), as expressed by Eq. 10:
1

Sf

St 0 

SP

Sf - St 0

O t-t0P /O S-S0P (days/mm)

2.0
1.8

The reason is mainly attributed to the higher area replacement ratio for former two cases.
7 CONSOLIDATION CALCULATION
7.1 Assumptions
A simplified cross-section of the TDM composite
foundation is shown in Figure24 In order to establish
the consolidation equations, assumptions were made
as follows:
(1) The ground can be simply divided into three
layers: the layer with enlarged columns, h1; the layer
with normal columns, h2; and the underlying layer, h3.
(2) Only one dimensional compression in the vertical direction is taken into account. Column and soil
have equal strain at any depth.
(3) Lateral movement, soil arch effect, and disturbance of soil induced by construction are not considered.
(4) At the moment of the load being applied, all
the load is carried by in the excess pore water pressure in the surrounding soil.
(5) Other assumptions are the same as those used
in Terzaghi’s one dimensional consolidation theory.

(9)
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Figure 23. (t - t0)/(S - S0) versus (t - t0).

Figure 23 shows the fitting result using the hyperbolically model expressed by Eq. 8. Based on Eq. 9,
the final total settlements at the centerline of Site A,
B, and C were estimated as 278 mm, 179 mm, and
435 mm, respectively. The former two cases (Site A
and Site B) are 63% and 41% of that of the third
case (Site C). Using Eq. 10, the values of SP are calculated as 156 mm (278 mm-122 mm), 34 mm (179
mm -145 mm), and 228 mm (435 mm-207 mm) for
Site A, B, and C respectively. The former two cases
are 68% and 15% of the third case. The aforementioned analysis indicates that the TDM column provides a better solution for reducing settlement of the
soft ground presented in this study.

Figure 24. Simplified cross-section of TDM composite foundation.

7.2 Equations and solution
Define the original point of z coordinate on the
ground surface (Figure11).The thickness of each
layer is divided as the assumption (1) as:
z0

0 , zi

i

¦h

j

j 1

,

i 1,2,3 , z 3

H.

Based on Terzaghi’s one dimensional consolidation
theory, the surrounding soil satisfies the following
equation:

6.7 Lateral movement
At a given construction date, the measured lateral
movements at Site A and Site B are lower than that
measured at Site C. The maximum lateral movement
for Site A (20.84 mm) and Site B (18.18 mm) were
less than half of that for Site C (47.69 mm). The result is consistent with the measurements of loading
test, total settlement, and excess pore water pressure.

k vi w 2 u si

J w wz 2

wH vi
wt

(11)

At any time, both TDM columns and the surrounding soil share the applied load, i.e.,
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M iV pi  (1  M i )V si

q i 1,2,3

where C vsi is the vertical consolidation coefficient

(12)

of the soil in layer i .
Equation (18) is the one dimensional consolidation differential equation for the TDM composite
foundation. In order to obtain the solution for Eq.
(18), boundary conditions and initial conditions are
necessary as follows:

The equal strain assumption between the column and
the surrounding soil yields
wH vi

mvsi wV sic

mvpi wV pi

(13)

where V si , V sic , and u si are the total stress, the effective stress, and the pore water pressure in the surrounding soil in layer i, respectively, V pi is the

ȡz

Ni

1 Mi
wu si

1  M i ( N i  1) wt

(15)

wu si
wt

C vi

w 2 u si
,i
wz 2

1,2,3

[1  M i ( N i  1)]

k vi
J w mvsi

[1  M i ( N i  1)]Cvsi

k vi
, bi
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Ui

hi
, Pi
H

Em

(un-permeable bottom side),

[1  M i ( N i  1)]mvsi
,
[1  M 1 ( N 1  1)]mvs1
(1  M i )Cv1
Cvi

f

¦C

(1  M i )bi
i
ai

1,2,3

(20)

m

g mi ( z )Tm (t ) i 1,2,3

(21)

u s 0 e  E mt

(22)

O 2m C v1 / H 2

g mi ( z )

Ami sin( P i O m

(23)

z
z
)  B mi cos( P i O m )
H
H

(24)

From boundary conditions ȡ, ȡ, ȡ, there are
Am1  0  Bm1  1 0 , it means Bm1 =0

(25)

Am1  A1  Bm1  B1

(26)

Am 2  C1  Bm 2  D1

(1  M 1 )k v1 P1

 Am1  B1  Bm1  A1
(1  M 2 )k v 2 P 2

(17)

where A1 sin( P1O m
C1

(18)

where C vi is the vertical consolidation coefficient
of the composite foundation,
Cvi

ai

where Tm (t )

Equation (17) can be simplified as:
(1  M i )

u0 .

0

m 1

(16)

1 Mi
wu si
mvsi
1  M i ( N i  1) wt

0 : u si

u si

Substituting Eq.(16) into Eqs.(14) and (11)
yields:
k vi w 2 u si
J w wz 2

u s3

The solution for Eq.(18) can be presented as follows:

where N i mvsi / mvpi .
Considering the assumption that the applied load
is maintained constant during the consolidation, i.e.,
wq / wt 0 , the following equation can be obtained.
wV sic
wt

 (permeable bot-

Define

(14)

q  (1  M i )(V sic  u si )
M i Ni

  0 L  NYL wXVL   w] ,

H : wXV   w]

tom side),
ȡt

Combining Eqs.(12) and (13) and the relationship V si V sic  u si yields,
V pi

(1  M i 1 )Qi 1 , it can also be described as

layer i , ȡ z

ement, M i is the area replacement ratio in layer
i (i.e., the ratio of the column cross-sectional area to
the soil area, when i=3, M 3 0 ).
The rate of the soil volumetric strain change with
time can be expressed as:

V sic

zi :

i 1,2 , Qi is the quantity of vertical water flow in

J w is the unit

wV sic
mvsi
wt

u si 1 , i 1,2 ,ȡ z

z i : u si

  0 L NYL wXVL  w]

weight of water, H vi is the volumetric strain of el-

wH vi
wt

0 ,ȡ z

(1  M i )Qi

stress on the column in layer i, q is the total load
applied on the composite foundation, mvpi , mvsi are
the coefficients of volumetric compressibility of
TDM (If i =1, it represents the enlarged part and if
i =2, it represents the normal part) and soil, k vi is
the vertical permeability of soil,

0 : u s1

sin(P 2 O m

Define d 1

z1
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H

z1
) , D1
H

Am 2  D1  Bm 2  C1 (27)

cos( P1 O m

cos(P 2 O m

(1  M 1 )k v1 P1

(1  M 2 )k v 2 P 2
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).
H

(1  M 1 )
(1  M 2 )

(19)

From Eqs.(26) and (27), there is
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Thus, the value of C m can be determined as
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where S 2 can be expressed as
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where S1 >1 0@T .Substituting Eq.(15) into Eq.(12)
yields the following equation:
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From Schiffman(1970), the eigenfunction can be
established as follows:
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When the values of M i ( i 1,2 ) in Eq. (17) are
all set as zero, the solution is the same as Terzaghi’s
one dimensional consolidation formula for natural
soil. Therefore, the consolidation of natural soil can
be considered as the special case of the TDM composite foundation consolidation model in this paper.
Figure 25 shows the calculated degree of consolidation of the TDM composite foundation, in which
the layer with enlarged columns (U1) is much higher
than that of two other layers for its short draining
path from the ground surface. The layer with normal
columns consolidates slightly slower (U2) than its
upper layer but quicker than the underlying layer
(U3). Consolidation degree calculated by Eq. (24)

tive root,
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The degree of consolidation can also be obtained
based on settlement as follows:
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Substituting Eqs. (22), (24) and (37) into Eqs.(21)
can obtain the value of excess pore water pressure.
The consolidation degree of the soil layers can be
calculated,

From the boundary condition ȡ, Eq.(28) can also
be obtained:
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(Up) is close to that by Eq.(25) (Us). All these results prove that the TDM method can accelerate the
soil consolidation. The consolidation property of the
underlying soil should not be ignored and need to be
further studied.

the TDMCs supported embankment had better performance.
(6) The field study indicated that the TDM method was a more economic as well as technologically
sound solution for soft ground improvement under
embankment comparing with the conventional DM
method.
(7) This study established the differential equations which can describe the consolidation of the
ground varying with depth.
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foundation.

8 CONCLUSIONS
The results from this study can be summarized as
follows:
(1) The cement and construction time used in
TDMCs improved ground was less in conventional
DMCs improved ground. And the unconfined compression strength of coring samples of TDMCs and
conventional DMCs were almost the same.
(2) The electrical resistivity and its derived parameters, such as the formation factor, the shape factor, and the anisotropy factor, are direct indicators of
uniformity of deep mixed columns. The double slurry mixing method can significantly improve the mixing uniformity of columns than the single slurry
mixing method.
(3) Plate loading test results shown that ultimate
bearing capacity of TDMCs improved ground was
much larger than conventional DMCs improved
ground, more than 2 times in this study. It indicated
the TDMCs generated a stiffer foundation upside
than conventional DMCs, at least.
(4) The stress concentration ratio in TDMCs improved ground was lower than conventional DMCs
improved ground, which indicated the differential
settlement between columns at the ground surface
would be lower than conventional DMCs. But the
column efficacy in TDMCs improved ground was
much larger than in conventional DMCs improved
ground.
(5) The last measured settlement, final settlement,
post-construction settlement and largest lateral
movement of TDMCs improved ground under embankment load were much lower than those of conventional DMCs improved ground. This indicated
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ABSTRACT: The increase in generation of waste from human and construction activities along with significant increase in global population has led to major issues over waste disposal. The reuse of waste material is
an important topic from both sustainability and economic point of view. In this paper, application of Construction and Demolition materials (C&D) in road works is reviewed and discussed. C&D material were evaluated by laboratory testing methods to assess their viability for reuse in roads and footpaths. Several unique
field case studies where C&D materials have been used are also reported. The environmental risks associated
with use of C&D materials in road is also discussed. The types of Construction and demolition wastes that
were studied include Recycled Concrete Aggregate (RCA), Crushed Brick (CB), Reclaimed Asphalt Pavement (RAP), Fine Recycled Glass (FRG) and Waste Rock (WR). C&D materials were found to be suitable for
road and footpaths applications such as embankment fills, pavement base/subbase and pipe bedding applications.
1 INTRODUCTION
Waste materials are any type of material by-product
of human and industrial activity that has no lasting
value (Tam and Tam 2007). The disposal of solids
waste is a major problem throughout the world. The
sustainable usage of waste materials in engineering
applications is of social and economic benefit to all
nations. Due to the shortages of natural mineral resources, available land space and increasing waste
disposal costs, recycling and reuse of solid wastes
has become significant in recent years.
Construction and Demolition (C&D) materials are
the excess or waste materials associated with the
construction and demolition of buildings and structures, including concrete, brick, reclaimed asphalt,
steel, timber, plastics and other building materials
and products (Sustainability Victoria 2010). Recycling and subsequent reuse of C&D materials will
reduce the demand for scarce virgin natural resources and simultaneously reduce the quantity of
this waste material destined for landfills (Arulrajah
et al. 2014a; Disfani et al. 2011; Hoyos et al. 2011).
The usage of C&D materials in civil engineering applications such as road and footpaths is a viable and
sustainable option to minimise the C&D waste while
reducing the demand for scarce virgin quarried materials (Poon and Chan 2006; Tam and Tam 2007;
Hoyos et al. 2011; Puppala et al. 2011; Arulrajah et
al. 2013c).

In Australia, approximately 8.7 million tons of
RCA, 1.3 million tons of CB, 3.3 million tons of
WR, 1.0 million tons of FRG and 1.2 million tons of
RAP are stockpiled annually (Arulrajah et al.
2013c). Reuse of C&D materials would clearly provide substantial benefits in terms of reduced new
material supply and waste disposal cost, increased
sustainability, and reduced environmental impact
(Sivakumar et al. 2004). Removing obstacles for the
reuse of C&D materials in road work applications
will have a profound impact in moving toward a
more sustainable global environment.
In this research the geotechnical characteristics of
five major categories of C&D materials, and several
of their blends, have been characterized through an
extensive series of geotechnical tests to address their
usage in road pavement and footpath applications.
Field tests results from several unique case studies
utilizing C&D materials are also presented. The
properties of the C&D materials were tested and
compared with typical road authority specified requirements for usage as a subbase material. Environmental assessments have also been carried out.
The C&D materials studied in this research were
Recycled Concrete Aggregate (RCA), Crushed
Brick (CB), Reclaimed Asphalt Pavement (RAP),
Waste Rock (WR) and Fine Recycled Glass (FRG).
RCA is the by-product of construction and demolition activities of concrete structures (Arulrajah et
al. 2012a; Sustainability Victoria 2010). CB is a by:57:

product of demolition activities of buildings and
other structures (Arulrajah et al. 2012b). WR used in
this study originates from “basalt floaters” or surface
excavation rock (basalt) which commonly occurs
near the surface to the west and north of Melbourne,
Australia (Arulrajah et al. 2012c). RAP is the name
given to spent asphalt that has been recycled during
removal from roadways which is done on a regular
basis (Arulrajah et al. 2014b; Rahman et al. 2014).
FRG is the by-product of crushing mixed color bottles and other glass products collected from both
municipal and industrial waste streams (Landris
2007).
2 PREVIOUS STUDIES
2.1 Recycled Concrete Aggregate (RCA)
In an experimental research work performed by
Chidirogou et al. (2008) on crushed concrete aggregate, the researchers emphasized that the findings of
research on one demolition waste should not be applied to other recycled materials, as many different
types are produced (Chidirogou at el. 2008).
Tam and Tam (2007) investigated the physical
characteristics of variable grades of recycled aggregates and reported that the larger the size of the aggregate, the smaller the percentage of cement mortar
attached to its surfaces and the better the aggregate
quality will be. Tam and Tam (2007) concluded that
recycled concrete aggregates have a larger amount
of porosity and can potentially undergo a higher degree of deformation.
Poon and Chan (2006) conducted a study on use
of crushed concrete in road subbase layers and concluded that recycled coarse and fine aggregates of
different nominal sizes conform to the required grading limits specifications for pavements, embankments, roads and bridges (Poon and Chan 2006).
Sivakumar et al. (2004) in an experimental study
found that recycled construction wastes have significant shear strength which makes these materials an
alternative to natural aggregate in various geotechnical applications. The authors reported reductions
in the frictional resistance of these materials caused
by repeated loading (Sivakumar et al. 2004).
McKelvey et al. (2002) studied the shear strength
behavior of recycled construction materials for projected use in vibro-ground improvement applications. It is found that for both dry and wet material,
the drained internal angle of friction is approximately 39°, which reduces to 32° when the recycled concrete was mixed with clay slurry (McKelvey at al.
2002).
Papp et al. (1998) and Bennert et al. (2000) studied the permanent deformation characteristics of
RCA, RAP and a dense-graded aggregate by conducting cyclic load triaxial tests and reported that
RCA accumulated the least amount of permanent

strain out of the three materials (Bennert et al. 2000;
Papp et al. 1998). Gabr and Cameron (2012) studied
the resilient modulus and permanent deformation of
RCA and reported that the material was suitable for
unbound base courses.
2.2 Crushed Brick (CB)
Chidirogou at al. (2008) conducted an experimental
study on particle size distribution, water absorption,
flakiness index, particle density, compaction characteristics, aggregate impact and aggregate crushing
value of CB concluding that crushed brick had significantly different engineering properties to crushed
concrete.
Poon and Chan (2006) investigated the possibility
of using CB aggregates in unbound subbase layers in
Hong Kong and noticed the inferior shear performance of crushed brick in CBR tests compared to
RCA.
A study on recycling and reuse of brick in United
Kingdom was undertaken by Gregory et al. (2004).
Their study discussed UK’s current brick recycling
strength and proposed new brick recycling technology to achieve higher economic and environmental
performance.
2.3 Reclaimed Asphalt Pavement (RAP)
Taha et al. (2002) conducted a laboratory evaluation
of cement stabilized RAP and RAP-virgin aggregate
blends as an alternative for base layers. Test results
suggested that optimum moisture content, maximum
dry density and strength of RAP increases with the
addition of virgin aggregate and cement as a stabilizer (Taha et al. 2002). Test results suggested that
pure RAP aggregate can be utilized as a conventional base material only if stabilized with cement (Taha
et al. 2002). The ability of RAP aggregate to function as a structural component in road pavements is
more pronounced when it is stabilized with cement
rather than when blended with virgin aggregate
(Taha et al. 2002).
Hoyos et al. (2011) carried out tests on RAP materials treated with different percentages of Portland
cement and with alkali-resistant glass fibers (Hoyos
et al. 2011). Test results confirmed the potential of
cement-fiber-treated RAP material as an environmentally and structurally sound alternative to nonbonded materials in base and subbase layers of road
pavements (Hoyos et al. 2011).
Puppala et al. (2011) conducted a series of repeated load triaxial tests in a research study to evaluate
the effectiveness of adding cement in enhancing resilient characteristics of RAP aggregates with promising findings on cement stabilized RAP.
2.4 Fine Recycled Glass (FRG)
There are several research publications available on
using recycled crushed glass in concrete mixtures
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(Meyer 2001; Taha and Nounu 2008) and also in asphalt aggregate as a replacement to sand and gravel
material (FHWA 1998; Halstead 1993; Landris
2007; Meyer 2001).
Recycled glass has been also suggested in applications such as backfill material (Wartman et al.
2004), embankment fills (Halstead 1993) and in
pavements (Landris 2007; Pratt 1993; Senadheera et
al. 2005).
2.5 Waste Rock (WR)
Rodgers et al. (2009) studied the behavior of sandstone and shale aggregates under cyclic loading for
the purpose of using them in unbound forest roads.
Test results suggested that sandstone had very good
resistance to deformation and rutting while shale had
poor resistance (Rodgers et al. 2009).
Jitsangiam and Nikraz (2009) studied the mechanical behavior of treated crushed rock used in road
base layers through a range of static and repeated
load triaxial tests. Akbulut and Gürer (2007) conducted a research on using marble and andesite quarry wastes in asphalt pavements. Test results implied
that physical properties of these waste aggregates are
within specified limits and consequently they can
potentially be used as aggregates in light to medium
trafficked asphalt pavement binder layers (Akbulut
and Gürer 2007).
McKelvey et al. (2002) examined the shear behavior of 40 mm uniform crushed recycled rock (quarry
waste) in a study of their use in ground improvement
works in the UK. Test results suggested that the
presence of slurry has adverse effects on shear
strength and settlement potential of quarry waste aggregates (McKelvey et al. 2002).
Nunes et al. (1996) carried out a research use of
secondary materials for pavement construction in the
UK and undertook a range of tests including repeated load triaxial test on mine-rockwaste and slate
waste.
3 LABORATORY EVALUATION
3.1 Materials and methods
C&D aggregates were obtained from several recycling sites in the state of Victoria, Australia. The recycled CB, RCA, WR and RAP used in this research
had a maximum particle size of 20 mm. FRG has a
maximum particle size of 4.75 mm and comprises of
sand size and a small percentage of silt size particles
(Disfani et al. 2011). During sampling; ASTM practice for sampling aggregates was carefully practiced
and all necessary precautions were taken to capture a
sample containing representative particle sizes and
all contaminants (ASTM 2009).
Laboratory tests were subsequently undertaken on
these recycled C&D aggregates, and several of their
blends. The laboratory investigation included basic

characterization tests such as particle size distribution, particle density (coarse and fine fraction) and
water absorption (coarse and fine fraction), organic
content, pH, hydraulic conductivity, flakiness index,
Los Angeles (LA) abrasion, modified Proctor compaction and CBR tests. Shear strength tests were
subsequently undertaken with static triaxial tests.
RLT tests were undertaken to determine the permanent deformation and resilient modulus characteristics of the C&D materials. The room temperature
was maintained at 20±1°C for the triaxial and RLT
tests.
Using sieve analysis results, Unified Soil Classification System (ASTM 2010) was implemented to
classify the recycled materials. Organic content of
all the recycled material sources in this research was
determined following ASTM 2007. pH values of the
recycled materials were determined following the
Standards Australia 1997a.
The test specimens for hydraulic conductivity
tests were compacted with modified Proctor compaction effort, at optimum moisture content (OMC)
to reach at least 98% of maximum dry density
(MDD). The falling head test method was chosen for
all recycled aggregate with the exception of FRG
which was tested by the constant head method.
The flakiness index tests were carried out following British Standard, 1989. Oven dried samples that
passed 63.0 mm and retained on the 6.30 mm were
selected for testing.
CBR test specimens were prepared by applying
modified compaction efforts to recycled aggregates
mixed at the OMC obtained in compaction tests. A
surcharge mass of 4.5 kg was placed on the surface
of the compacted specimens and then the samples
were soaked in water for a period of four days. This
is to simulate the confining effect of overlying
pavement layers and also the likely worst case inservice scenario for a pavement (VicRoads 1998).
The static triaxial tests were performed in an automated triaxial testing system with specimen dimensions of 100 by 200 mm (diameter by height) for
all recycled material types except FRG which was
tested with the dimensions of 50 by 100 mm. The
test specimens were compacted to 98% of MDD
from modified compaction test in a split mold in
eight layers. The compaction was done by mechanical compactor with around 15 blows of modified
compactive effort of 2700 kN-m/m3 for each of the
eight layers. Triaxial compression (shearing) was
executed on the saturated and consolidated specimens. The samples were compressed at the given
consolidated confining pressures under drained conditions (CD test). The shearing was performed under
strain-controlled condition at the selected strain rate
of 0.01 mm/min. Replicate samples were tested for
the triaxial tests at the various stress levels.
Repeated load triaxial (RLT) tests were conducted
to determine the resilient modulus and permanent
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deformation of the recycled materials. In this investigation, the RLT test was performed according to
Austroads Repeated Load Triaxial Test Method AG:
PT/T053 (AustRoads 2000). The RLT testing consists of two phases of testing, permanent strain testing and then resilient modulus testing. Permanent
strain testing consists of three or four stages, each
undertaken at different deviator stresses and a constant confining stress. The resilient modulus testing
consists of sixty six (66) loading stages with 200
repetitions. In this test, the specimens were compacted to 98% MDD based on modified compaction
effort and tested at three target moisture contents of
70%, 80% and 90% of the OMC based on modified
compaction effort, so as to simulate the dry-back
process in the field. Replicate samples were tested
for the RLT tests at each of the various moisture
levels.
Total Concentration (TC) and leachate analysis
were carried out for a range of heavy metals on
samples of C&D material. In the preparation of
leachate, the method described in Australian Standard was followed and slightly acidic leaching fluid
(pH = 5) and alkaline leaching fluid (pH = 9.2) were
used as leaching buffers (Standards Australia
1997b).
3.2 Results and discussions
The geotechnical properties of the various recycled
C&D materials and discussions on the laboratory
evaluation results are presented in this section.
3.2.1 Classification, index and geotechnical prop
erties
The particle size distributions of the five recycled
materials are shown in Figure 1. The “after compaction” grading curves show that some breakdown has
occurred during compaction especially for CB and
RAP material. However, all the recycled C&D materials, except for FRG, satisfied the guidelines for
type 1 gradation C road base material according to
ASTM D1241-07, except for slight deviations in the
finer side for some materials. The grain size distribution parameters including D10, D30, D50, D60, Cu, Cc,
percentage of gravel, sand and fine particles, USCS
symbol and description are summarized in Table 1.
RCA, CB, WR, and RAP have approximately
equal amount of sand and gravel sized fractions, enabling them to be classified as well-graded gravelly
sand or sandy gravel.
The fine fractions used for Atterberg limit tests
(i.e. particles smaller than 0.425 mm) are low or
non-plastic and are mainly sand or silt by nature, so
the plastic limit and liquid limit could not be obtained for any of C&D material studied in this research.

Figure 1. Particle size distributions of the five recycled materials before and after compaction (Arulrajah et al. 2013c).

Figure 2 shows the modified compaction curves
of C&D materials which possess characteristic convex shaped curves similar to natural aggregates
(Wartman et al. 2004). The modified compaction
test results indicated that WR had the highest MDD
while FRG had the lowest value. The fact that FRG
indicated the lowest MDD is consistent with the finer gradation curve of FRG and its lower particle
density for both fine and coarse fractions. The flatter
compaction curve of FRG suggests its low sensitivity to water content changes in comparison to natural
aggregate which gives FRG stable compaction behavior and good workability (Disfani et al. 2011;
Wartman et al. 2004). The OMC of the C&D materials indicated that RAP had the lowest OMC of
8.0% while CB had the highest of 11.25%.

Figure 2. Modified compaction curves of C&D materials
(Arulrajah et al. 2013c).

Organic contents were found to be low for the recycled materials and high for the RAP. This could
be due to the presence of bitumen in RAP that is rich
in carbon.
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Table 1. Geotechnical Properties of Recycled C&D Materials (Arulrajah et al. 2013b).
Geotechnical parameters
D10 (mm)
D30 (mm)
D50 (mm)
D60 (mm)
Cu
Cc
Gravel content (%)
Sand content (%)
Fines content (%)
USCS classification
Particle density—coarse fraction (kN/m3 )
Particle density—Fine fraction (kN/m3 )
Water absorption—coarse fraction (%)
Water absorption—fine fraction (%)
MDD (kN/m3 )—modified compaction
OMC (%)—modified compaction
Organic content (%)
pH
Hydraulic conductivity (m/s)
Flakiness index
LA abrasion loss (%)
CBR (%)
Triaxial test (C&D): apparent cohesion (kPa)
Triaxial test (C&D): friction angle (degree)
Resilient modulus: target 90% of the OMC
Resilient modulus: target 80% of the OMC
Resilient modulus: target 70% of the OMC

RCA
0.24
1.3
5.0
7.5
31.2
0.9
50.7
45.7
3.6
GW
27.1
26.0
4.7
9.8
19.13
11.0
2.3
11.5
3.3 × 10-8
11
28
118–160
44
49
239–357
487–729
575–769

CB
0.18
1.7
5.6
8.0
44.4
2.0
53.6
39.8
6.6
GW
26.2
25.8
6.2
6.9
19.73
11.25
2.5
9.1
4.5 × 10-9
14
36
123–138
41
48
301–319
303–361
280–519

The pH values of all blends are above 7 and this
indicates that the blends are alkaline by nature. Hydraulic conductivity of the recycled materials ranges
from 1.75×10-5 to 4.50×10-9 m/s. These values can
be described as low permeability for RCA and CB
and high permeability for WR, RAP and FRG. The
hydraulic conductivity values of RCA and CB are
lower and WR, RAP and FRG are higher than that of
6.59×10-8 m/s of reported for natural aggregate with
similar classification (Poon and Chan 2006).
Flakiness index is relevant for aggregates used in
bituminous mixtures. The flakiness index values for
the recycled materials varied from 11 to 23. This is
however still within the requirements of typical state
road authorities for usage as a base material, which
specifies a maximum value of 35. Tam and Tam
(2007) also suggested 40 as the flakiness index upper limit for aggregates to be used in pavement applications. Flakiness index values are not relevant
for the FRG as flakiness index is not applicable to
material passing 6.30 mm sieve.
Particles crushing and degradation is considered
as a significant issue in certain geotechnical applications and accordingly any attempt to utilize recycled
materials in geotechnical engineering applications
should examine this issue carefully (Sivakumar et al.
2004). An LA abrasion maximum value of 40 is
normally adopted by state road authority specifications for pavement subbase materials (VicRoads
1998). RCA, WR and FRG meet this maximum criteria, CB is just below the limits while RAP with a
value of 42 is above the limits. This indicates that
RCA, WR and FRG are more durable in abrasion
than CB and RAP. This further substantiates that the
gradation curves of CB and RAP showed the highest

WR
0.075
1.5
3.9
5.6
74.7
5.4
44.7
45.1
10.2
SW
28.1
28.0
3.3
4.7
21.71
9.25
1.0
10.9
2.7 × 10-7
19
21
121–204
46
51
121–218
202–274
127–233

RAP
0.24
1.9
4.5
5.9
25.6
2.5
48.0
46.0
6.0
GW
23.5
23.4
2.2
2.4
19.98
8.0
5.1
7.6
3.5 × 10-7
23
42
30–35
53
37
—
—
—

FRG
0.16
0.45
0.85
1.2
7.5
1.5
0.0
94.6
5.4
SW
24.4
24.3
1.0
1.8
17.40
10.5
1.3
9.9
1.7 × 10-5
—
25
42–46
0
37
—
—
—

Typical quarry
material
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
<10
—
>19.62
>19.62
<10
<10
>17.5
8–15
<5
7–12
>1 × 10-9
<35
<40
>80
>35
>35
125–300
150–300
175–400

change after modified compaction tests. This further
suggests that RAP may have to be blended with other aggregates to enable its usage in pavement subbase applications. The abrasion loss value obtained
for RCA in this study is very close to the value of 25
for a recycled concrete investigated by Courard et al.
(2010).
3.2.2 Shear strength properties
A CBR value of at least 80% is typically required by
state road authorities for a subbase material in Victoria (Arulrajah et al. 2013c). RCA, CB and WR meet
the CBR requirements for usage as a subbase material. However, FRG and RAP would need to be
blended with other aggregates to improve their CBR
performances to become suitable for road subbase
layers. These two recycled materials are however
suitable for usage as a fill material in embankments,
which need far lower CBR requirements.
Consolidated Drained triaxial tests undertaken on
the recycled materials indicated that RCA, CB, WR
had a drained cohesion ranging from 41 kPa to 46
kPa and a drained friction angle ranging from 49° to
51°. This indicates the shear strength parameters for
these recycled materials are in the range of coarse
aggregates. FRG had a drained cohesion of 0 kPa
which indicate the properties of FRG are similar to
coarse sand with little to no cohesion. RAP and FRG
had similar low drained friction angles of 37°, similar to that of loose sand.
WR in this study originates from basalt floaters or
basalt surface excavation rock which is commonly
found during subdivision and excavation works.
When these waste materials are excavated and disposed, they are disposed together with excavated fi:61:

ne materials which contribute to high cohesion values for the WR material. Furthermore, the addition
of water to the WR during the compaction to the
OMC could result in the fines present forming a
paste which subsequently contributes toward a higher cohesion value.
RCA comprises a high amount of cement dust
and fines. Cementing and bonding could result when
water is added to the crushed concrete when the
samples are compacted to the OMC and MDD. Unreacted cement in the crushed concrete would react
with water to provide cohesion and this would result
in the high cohesion noted from the crushed concrete
in the triaxial shear tests.
The RLT test provides resilient modulus–
permanent deformation parameters that uniquely describe the material response to traffic loading under
prevailing physical conditions. These parameters are
used as input to the design and analysis of pavement
structures (AustRoads 2004). The test results are
used to establish a material selection criterion based
on its ability to perform effectively in terms of permanent deformation sustained. Results of resilient
modulus testing for RCA, CB and WR are presented
in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Results of resilient modulus for RCA, CB and
WR (Arulrajah et al. 2013c).

The RLT test results indicated that RCA, CB and
WR performed satisfactorily at 98% MDD and at a
target moisture content of 70% of the OMC. RCA,
CB and WR materials showed sensitivity to moisture
and produced higher limits of permanent strain and
lower limits of resilient modulus, particularly at
higher target moisture contents in the range of 80%90% of the OMC. The performance of RCA, CB and
WR were found to be affected by increasing the target moisture contents and the density level. This is
apparent particularly for CB which failed at the
higher target moisture contents of 80%-90%. The results of permanent strain and resilient modulus for
RAP and FRG could not be reported as these two
materials possess very low cohesion values and their
samples failed within a few cycles at a target moisture content of 60% of the OMC. Consequently, the

tests for higher target moisture contents were not attempted for RAP and FRG. RCA and WR have
much smaller permanent strain and much higher
modulus than natural granular subbases, which indicate their performance as superior or equivalent to
typical quarry subbase materials.
3.2.3 Total concentration and leachate tests
Using the method described previously, ASLP tests
with two buffer solutions (acidic and alkaline) were
conducted on representative samples of C&D materials.
Fill material consists of soil (being clay, silt
and/or sand), gravel and rock of naturally occurring
materials and is often referred to as clean fill by industry, and may be suitable for site filling or leveling depending on an assessment of contaminant levels and intended use (EPA Victoria 2010). Soil and
aggregates may be classified as fill, when an assessment demonstrates that the material is not contaminated or the contamination levels in form of TC
are not higher than the values specified as maximum
TC for fill material (EPA Victoria 2010).
TC values of C&D samples were compared with
EPA Victoria (Australia) requirements for fill material. The comparison implies that for all the contaminant constituents with the exception of chromium,
TC values of C&D samples are far below the threshold. The chromium metal is found in a few oxidation
states such as hexavalent chromium (chromium VI)
and trivalent chromium (chromium III). The values
reported for C&D samples are the total chromium
(chromium III + chromium VI) while the EPA Victoria requirement is on hexavalent chromium (chromium VI). As such, C&D materials will go beyond
the chromium boundary only and only if all the
chromium found in the test is of type chromium VI
which does not seem to be the case here (Disfani et
al. 2011).
According to the US EPA, a material is designated as a hazardous waste if any detected metal occurs
at concentrations larger than 100 times the drinking
water standard (Wartman et al. 2004). The ASLP
values were found to be below the threshold of hazardous waste proving that they will not be categorized as hazardous waste according to U.S. EPA.
4 FIELD CASE STUDY 1: RECYCLED GLASS
IN PAVEMENT BASE
4.1 Materials and methods
Samples of recycled aggregates were obtained from
a recycling site in the state of Victoria, Australia.
FRG has the maximum particle size of 4.75 mm
while the other recycled aggregates (WR, RCA) had
a maximum particle size of 20 mm. FRG has also a
lower compacted density compared to RCA and
WR. The RCA and WR are stiffer, more durable and
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readily accepted materials in pavement construction.
FRG was researched as a supplementary material in
limited combinations with the more robust and
readily accepted RCA and WR materials. Laboratory
tests were undertaken on these various recycled aggregates by using specified international standards.
Nine sections of unbound granular base pavements, comprising of up to 30% Fine Recycled
Glass (FRG) in blends with Recycled Concrete Aggregate (RCA) and Waste Rock (WR) in the pavement base were constructed on the main haul road at
a recycling site in Melbourne, Australia. Each of the
pavement sections was 80 m in length and 4.75 m in
width. The design of these granular base pavements
was based on the outcomes of the initial laboratory
testing phase of this research. FRG/RCA and
FRG/WR blends were found to satisfy the requirements of a pavement subbase material in the laboratory testing phase of this research, however it was
decided to use this material in the pavement base
and assess its performance as a higher quality pavement base material in the field trials. The 200 mm
thick base layer comprised of FRG blends was
placed and subsequently overlaid by a 50 mm thick
glass asphalt (glassphalt) cover comprising of asphalt with 5% glass content. The base materials
composition was with blends comprising of 10% to
30% content of FRG/WR or FRG/RCA.
Two control sections comprising 100% of WR
and RCA were also built. These aggregates are
commonly accepted for usage in pavement base applications in Australia. Four sections were constructed with RCA with 10%, 15%, 20% and 30% of
FRG. Another three sections were constructed with
WR with 10%, 20% and 30% of FRG. Figure 4
shows the laying of the base layer at one of the sections.
The 200 mm thick pavement base layer was constructed with various FRG/RCA or FRG/WR blends
in 7 sections and with RCA and WR for the 2 remaining control sections. Each granular base material was mixed to the appropriate optimum moisture
content in the pugmill at the recycling site and immediately transported by truck to the site. A minimum 3 day dry-back period was applied to each lift.
During the dry back periods, Nuclear Density testing
was conducted for each lift to check density and
moisture content. Nuclear Density tests were also
conducted to measure the final compaction levels of
the combined 200 mm base. Final levels of the base
surface were also taken to confirm base thicknesses.
For the assessment of the geotechnical performance
of the recycled materials and their impact on base
strength and stiffness, field testing was conducted at
various locations after the placement of the pavement base layers. The field tests were undertaken 3
days after the placement of the subbase and base
layers with a Nuclear Density Gauge (NDG) and
Clegg Hammer (CH). It was expected that the field

moisture conditions at the time of testing would be
lower than the optimum moisture conditions at the
time of compaction, as the materials were delivered
within the recycling site and haulage time was 1-2
minutes.

Figure 4. Laying of the base layer at one of the sections including a fraction of FRG (Arulrajah et al. 2013a).

4.2 Results and discussions
Direct transmission method of nuclear density and
moisture testing was conducted on the granular bases after the construction of each layer at 10 meter
intervals along 2 wheel paths for each of the pavement sections. Field density values were calibrated
by using oven moisture tests obtained from the same
locations as moisture contents attained by using the
nuclear gauge. Samples of base materials being
FRG/RCA and FRG/WR blends were obtained from
the base layers from each section placed on construction and subsequently tested in the laboratory to
obtain their corresponding Maximum Dry Density
(MDD) and Optimum Moisture Contents (OMC).
The average field densities of the FRG-WR sections are noted to be higher than that of the
FRG/RCA blends. The FRG/WR blends also had
higher field density and laboratory density results
than corresponding FRG-RCA blends with the same
glass contents. The results indicate that average density ratios in individual sites varied in the range of
96% to 100% MDD. The Control Sections (RCA,
WR) as expected achieved the highest density results
in the field and laboratory density tests as compared
to the FRG/RCA and FRG/WR sections. The field
results indicate that WR is a higher quality material
than RCA.
It was noted that the FRG30/WR70 blend containing 30% recycled glass content produced the
lowest density ratio compared to other FRG/WR
blends with less glass additive content. Similarly, the
FRG30/RCA70 blend containing 30% recycled glass
content also produced the lower density ratio compared to other FRG/RCA blends. From this finding,
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it can be concluded that, a blend containing a recycled glass additive content of greater than 20%,
would likely result in a lower field dry density being
achieved.
Road authorities require material to have minimum mean values of density ratio of 100% for base
materials for light duty pavements. The base layers
were also found to be marginally below these requirements except for the RCA and FRG15/RCA85
sections. Road authorities also require material during compaction to have a moisture content of not
less than 85% of optimum during compaction and,
after completion of compaction of a layer.
The field moisture content results indicated that
for the FRG/RCA blends, the average moisture contents varied in the large range of 6-8.3% which is
due to variation in their respective OMCs and differing dry back times. The overall moisture variations
were higher than the average moisture contents of
the FRG/WR blends, which varied within a much
smaller range of 4.9 to 5.2%. The control sections
(RCA, WR) had field moisture contents of 6.9% and
5% respectively, which were fairly consistent with
the FRG/RCA and FRG/WR blends.

Figure 5. Clegg Hammer results for various combinations
of C&D pavement base sections (Arulrajah et al. 2013a).

The results from the Clegg Hammer tests were
analyzed to determine CBR values of the various
pavement sections as well as to determine the
strength ratios after field compaction. Figure 5 presents the Clegg Hammer results for CBR for the various pavement base sections that have been transposed into the same figure for easy reference.
Results of Clegg Hammer tests meet the minimum
soaked field CBR of 100% for base materials in all
sections except in FRG10/WR90, FRG10/RCA90,
FRG20/RCA80 and FRG30/RCA70. Also, Clegg
Hammer tests Results meets the specified minimum
soaked field CBR of 80% for subbase materials in
all sections except over short stretches of
FRG10/WR90, FRG20/RCA80 and FRG30/RCA70,
for 10 to 20 m in which it was marginally below the

specified requirements but is still deemed acceptable
for haul roads.
The results seem to indicate that FRG blends
should be limited to pavement subbase applications
and may not meet requirements for a pavement base
material. The Clegg Hammer results seem to also
indicate variation in the recycled blends within each
pavement section and between pavement sections.
Both RCA and WR satisfied the requirements as a
subbase material. Limited blends of 20% FRG with
coarse sized recycled concrete aggregates
(FRG20/RCA80) and waste rock aggregates,
(FRG20/WR80), appears to be the optimum limits of
glass additives with recycled aggregates based on
the field testing results.
5 FIELD CASE STUDY 2: RECLAIMED
ASPHALT PAVEMENT IN PAVEMENT
SUBBASE
5.1 Materials and methods
RAP was used as a subbase material in nine pavement sections for a haul road at a recycling site operator’s facility. RAP was selected as it was available in large stockpiles at the recycling site and there
was interest from various parties to evaluate the field
performance of untreated RAP in subbase layer.
Each of the pavement sections was 80 m long and
4.75 m wide. The pavement sections comprised of a
200 mm thickness RAP subbase, overlying a subgrade with a design soaked CBR greater than 5%.
After placement and spreading, the RAP material
was graded to a uniform level using the controlled
grader. A minimum 4 days dry-back period was applied for the RAP subbase in all pavement sections.
Nuclear density checks were undertaken during the
dry back period to measure the final compaction
levels of the RAP subbase. Final levels of the subbase surface were also taken to confirm subbase
thicknesses.
For the assessment of the geotechnical field performance of the RAP and their impact on subbase
strength and stiffness, field testing was conducted at
various locations after the placement of the RAP
pavement subbase layer using a Nuclear Density
Gauge and Clegg Hammer 3 days after the placement of the subbase layers.
5.2 Results and discussions
The earlier phase of laboratory evaluation of RAP
indicated that it did not meet the local road authorities’ requirements for usage in pavement subbase
layers, particularly in terms of RLT and CBR requirements. Nevertheless, the field trial pavement
constructed was for a private haul road in the recycling operator’s site and as such did not have to meet
the specified requirements of the local road authorities.
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Direct transmission method of nuclear density
and moisture testing was conducted on the granular
base and subbase layers after the construction of
each layer at 10 meter intervals. Field density values
were calibrated by using oven moisture measurements obtained from the same locations as moisture
contents attained by using the nuclear gauge. Samples of RAP were obtained from the subbase layers
from each section placed on construction and subsequently tested in the laboratory to obtain their corresponding MDD and OMC.
The field densities for RAP were in the 20 kN/m3
range. The results indicate that density ratios in individual sites varied in the range of 94 to 97 % MDD.
The results indicated that for the various sections,
the average moisture contents obtained were in a
similar range for the various pavement subbase sections varying from 4.9% to 5.5%.
Road authorities require material to have minimum mean values of density ratio of 98% for subbase materials for light duty pavements. Based on
this requirement, the RAP subbase layer was found
to be marginally below these requirements. Road authorities also require material during compaction to
have a moisture content of not less than 85% of optimum during compaction and, after completion of
compaction of a layer. Based on the results in construction of the subbase for the RAP pavement trial
complied with target minimum moisture content requirement of 85% OMC.
The results from the Clegg Hammer tests were
analyzed to determine CBR values of the various
pavement sections as well as to determine the
strength ratios after field compaction. Figure 6 presents the Clegg hammer results for CBR for the various pavement subbase sections with RAP. The CBR
values calculated from Clegg Hammer appear to
vary significantly within each pavement section and
between pavement sections.

by local road authorities. Based on the field and laboratory testing, RAP, had insufficient strength requirements to meet the local road authority pavement subbase requirements.
6 FIELD CASE STUDY 3 : RECYCLED GLASS
IN FOOTPATHS
6.1 Materials and methods
Laboratory tests were undertaken on representative
samples of FRG and WR and their blends. An asphalt footpath for shared use by pedestrians and cyclists was constructed using the outcomes of the laboratory testing phase of this research by a local
government council in Melbourne, Australia. The
shared path comprised of a base layer of nominal
100 mm thickness, overlying a subgrade with a design soaked CBR greater than 3%. The base layer
was subsequently overlaid by a 30 mm thick asphalt
cover. The asphalt footpath was constructed in three
sections, with three different material blends of
FRG/WR in the footpath base layer. The three trial
sections constructed were 15% FRG section
(FRG15/WR85) of 30 m length; 30% FRG section
(FRG30/WR70) of 85 m length and a control section
comprising basaltic WR of 125 m length. Figure 7
shows the FRG15/WR85 and FRG30/WR70 sections after completion of field compaction of base
layer.

Figure 7. A sections of shared path after field compaction
of base layer (Arulrajah et al. 2013b).

Figure 6. Clegg hammer test results for the various pavement
subbase sections with RAP (Arulrajah et al. 2014b).

The Clegg Hammer tests indicate RAP did not
meet the minimum soaked field CBR of 80% for
subbase materials in the various sections as advised

The local government council specifications for
the state of Victoria (Municipal Association of Victoria 2010), for aggregates in footpath bases were
used to assess the geotechnical performance of the
recycled materials. The local government councils
specifications for a shared footpath specifies: a minimum laboratory soaked CBR of 40% (at 95% modified compaction); a maximum LA abrasion loss value of 60%; a maximum flakiness index value of 35%
and a minimum soaked field CBR using the Clegg
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Impact hammer of 28% at 92% modified compaction (Municipal Association of Victoria 2010). In
addition, there are recommended particle size distribution upper (fine) and lower coarse bound limits
(Municipal Association of Victoria 2010) for the
footpath base materials as shown earlier in Fig. 1.
The base material blends were mixed to the appropriate optimum moisture content in a pug-mill
and transported by truck to the site. The material
was planned to be placed and compacted at field
moisture content close to the optimum moisture content, with the use of plant mixed wet mixes, to
achieve a uniform density within the base. The final
prepared surfaces for all base materials were regarded as very uniform. Field samples were collected in
sample bags from three locations in each section of
the footpath base and combined into a single sample
(>7 kg) for laboratory testing for the determination
of compaction and particle size distribution properties.
For the assessment of the construction variability
of WR blended with FRG and their impact on base
strength and stiffness, field testing was conducted at
various locations along the pavement using a Nuclear Density Gauge and Clegg Hammer after the
placement of the base layers. The tests were conducted two days after the placement of the base layers.
6.2 Results and discussions
Field samples of the footpath base materials were
collected from each section during the footpath base
construction and sent for testing in the laboratory for
particle size distribution and compaction tests. The
results from the testing of the field samples in this
phase were also compared to the earlier laboratory
characterization phase results.
In the laboratory characterization tests, gradation
curves were plotted for the materials before and after
the compaction tests, to determine the degree of
breakdown of the particles, which was found to be
minimal. WR and FRG15/WR85 materials had a
similar grading, whereas the FRG30/WR70 blend
with higher glass content have a grading exceeding
the finer grading limit due to the higher glass content
of 30%. FRG possesses a gradation curve that exceeds the upper bound curves (finer grading limits),
and this is the reason that FRG material could not be
considered as a base material in the field trials. Furthermore, FRG may not meet requirements for
workability during field construction due to the same

reason. All the various material blends apart from
FRG were found to plot within acceptable limits of
the specified upper and lower limit requirements,
except for some of the smaller fines at the lower particle sizes which were considered acceptable.
Comparisons were undertaken between the field
dry densities ratios obtained from the nuclear density
gauge with compaction results obtained from the
field samples. FRG15/WR85 base had a minimum
relative compaction of 94% and the FRG30/WR70
base also had a minimum relative compaction of
93%, which are both greater than the minimum specified required relative compaction of 92% modified
compaction. The variations between maximum and
minimum dry density ratios along the chainage were
found to be very small (i.e. maximum of 4%). This
indicates the field densities were achieved very consistently along the chainage. The WR base in the trial shared path had a minimum relative compaction
of 91%, which was on the borderline of the 92%
minimum required relative compaction for base layer for modified compaction. It was noted that the
density ratios between standard and modified compaction for these blends are in the normal range of
94% to 96% of modified compaction typically obtained for quarried crushed rocks. A comparison of
these field samples with samples tested during the
initial laboratory characterization phase indicates a
very good match and confirms the quality of the recycled materials provided for the construction were
consistent with those tested earlier in the laboratory
characterization phase. Moisture content variations
were high (i.e. maximum of 22%). This variation in
the moisture contents could be due to the exposure
to sunlight and drying of the materials after compaction.
Clegg hammer tests results were analyzed to determine CBR values of the various footpath sections
as well as to determine the strength ratios based on a
required minimum soaked field CBR of 28% after
field compaction. Figure 8 presents the Clegg hammer strength ratio results for CBR assessment of the
various footpath sections. The following assessments can be made based on the field results obtained.
Clegg hammer tests on the FRG15/WR85 section
indicated field CBR values in the range of 30-52%.
CBR values meet the specified minimum soaked
field CBR of 28% using the Clegg hammer for all
chainages. Strength ratios were in the range of 106184% (at the moisture condition of 66% of the optimum water content.
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spread of remaining pollutants (Dalgren et al.,
2011). Application of C&D materials in road works
requires a comprehensive study on the environmental effects of these materials to ensure that their environmental impacts are considered throughout the life
cycle of the project (Häkkinen and Vares, 2011).
7.1 Approach and methodology

Figure 8. Clegg hammer results for CBR assessment of the various footpath sections (Arulrajah et al. 2013b).

Clegg hammer tests on the FRG30/WR70 section
indicated field CBR values were in the range of 2535%. CBR values meet the specified minimum
soaked field CBR of 28% using the Clegg hammer
for all chainages, except Chainages 39-50, in which
it is just marginally below the specified requirements. Strength ratios were in the range of 88-126%
(at the moisture condition of 76% of the optimum
water content).
Clegg Hammer tests on the WR section indicated
field CBR values in the range of 33-55%. CBR values meet the specified minimum soaked field CBR
of 28% using the Clegg hammer for all chainages
Strength ratios were in the range of 116-197% (at
the moisture condition of 79% of the optimum water
content).
The FRG15/WR85 blend produced a high compaction ratio and moderately lower strength ratio.
Therefore, adding 15% FRG to WR appears to significantly improve field workability, but marginally
reduces base strength. Between the FRG30/WR70
blend and the other two sections, the FRG30/WR70
blend was found to produce a reasonable compaction
value, but substantially lower strength ratio. Therefore, finer grading (exceeding the fine grading limit)
was found to significantly reduce the footpath base
strength for FRG30/WR70. Limited blends of fine
sized recycled glass with coarse sized rock aggregates, particularly FRG15/WR85, appears to be the
optimum recycled material blend for a footpath base
material.

Prior to using C&D materials in road work applications (such as embankment fills and pavement layers) all the possible environmental risks including
the leaching hazard, exposure of contaminant constituents into soil, surface and ground water as well
as the potential to spread into surrounding areas during the service life of the project should be investigated. This is mainly done through Total Concentration and Leachate tests for a range of contaminant
constituents particularly heavy metals and polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons). These values then need to
be checked with Environmental Protection Authority
requirements of the country (or state) that material is
going to be used at.
7.2 Minimizing possible environmental impacts
Figure 9 shows the water flow balance in a recycled
glass layer used in a subbase layer of a typical road
pavement. It shows that part of the rainwater evaporates or flows off on top of the surface and does not
get into the pavement layer constructed out of C&D
material (Hellweg et al., 2005). The remaining part
which is shown by gray arrows eventually seeps into
the base layer and then fraction of it (indicated in
solid black arrows) enters into the recycled glass
layer. From the recycled glass layer the leachate will
either move toward the drainage pipe (and consequently will flow into surface water streams or alternatively will be redirected into a buffering zone) or
it will seep directly into ground water table.

7 ENVIRONMNTAL SUITABILITY
While there are several studies available on geotechnical properties of C&D material, few of them focus
on road work applications and among these only a
small number of them have discussed the environmental concerns of using these materials in road applications (Clean Washington Center, 1998; Wartman et al., 2004).
This is despite the fact that one of the primary arguments against using recycled material including
C&D materials in road applications is the possible

Figure 9. Water flow balance chart for a layer of recycled glass
in road pavement (Disfani et al. 2012).

While in Figure 9 the cumulative widths of the arrows indicate the rough proportions of the seepage
flow (Hellweg et al., 2005); an appropriate design
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tries to minimize the width of the arrow showing the
percentage of leachate moving towards the groundwater.
Appropriate design in road construction using
C&D materials including road pavements and embankment fills if required set targets in a way to
minimize the percolation of mineral recycling materials. As a consequence contaminant release can be
minimized or partly prevented (Susset and Grathwohl, 2011). On the other hand, the possible environmental impacts of using C&D materials in road
pavement applications can be minimized by using
these materials in places where it is capped (for example beneath a sealed road surface as shown in
Figure 9) or in locations that are elevated above the
ground level (such as in an overpass) (EPA Victoria,
2009).
Another appropriate design is to perform the construction geometries and selection of soil materials
in a way that the seepage water bypasses C&D materials or its infiltration into layers of C&D materials
is minimized. This will reduce the average concentrations (averaged over the cross-sectional area of
the construction) at the bottom of such constructions
(Beyer et al., 2009).
However part of the water flow will eventually
pass through the C&D material layer as shown in
Figure 9. If required and deemed necessary designing a water purification plant connected to the recycled material layer with a drainage system, can help
in diverting the leachate into the water purification
plant (Hellweg et al., 2005). If the infiltration capacity of the subsoil is very low, the leachate might
flow laterally away and reach the surface water (Disfani et al. 2012).
Nevertheless, it is always essential to assess the
leachate hazard of C&D materials during their service life in pavement applications. This is reached
by conducting leachate contaminant concentration
tests to make sure that the leachate is not putting any
negative impact on the groundwater resources and
water streams (Disfani et al. 2012).
7.3 Human health concerns
In the event of using C&D material specially recycled glass in road work applications, human health
risks needs to be assessed including risks to site
workers placing the material, maintenance workers
(after development) and also incidental site users
(EPA Victoria, 2009).
The most common health concerns for FRG are
the potential for skin cuts and breathing glass dust
during physical handling (Landris, 2007). Laboratory and field experiences indicate that recycled glass
used in this research (FRG with a Dmax equal to 4.75
mm) does not harm people in the form of skin cuts
and punctures any more than natural aggregates like
crushed rock (Disfani et al. 2012). Other researchers

including Landris (2007) mentioned that recycled
glass smaller than 9.5 mm will not cause problems
unless it is squeezed or compressed in an ungloved
hand. Wearing gloves during working with recycled
glass eliminates the concern for skin lacerations
(Disfani et al. 2012). Exposure to glass dust is another health concern with recycled glass aggregate
(Clean Washington Center, 1998). Research outcomes show that glass dust contains silica which in
an amorphous structure is not considered to be a
health hazard (Clean Washington Center, 1998). In
any case jobsite monitoring and proper personal protective equipment should be included in any construction site safety plan (Landris, 2007).
8 CONCLUSIONS
This paper has reported on a comprehensive laboratory evaluation of the properties of C&D materials.
In addition, several unique case studies are also reported in this paper, comprising of actual field implementation of recycled C&D materials in pavement bases, pavement subbases and footpath base
applications.
C&D materials were found to be suitable for road
and footpaths applications such as embankment fills,
pavement base/subbase and pipe bedding applications. The sustainable usage of C&D materials in
sustainable civil engineering applications will result
in a lower carbon footprint for our future roads,
footpaths and other civil engineering infrastructures.
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ABSTRACT: This study demonstrates the applications of life cycle assessment (LCA) as well as social and
economic evaluations for two different infrastructure systems to help in understanding their respective contribution on striving towards inclusive growth and overall sustainability. The two different infrastructure systems considered were (a) alternate deep foundations: pile and caisson, and (b) earth-retaining structures: cantilever retaining wall and mechanically stabilized earth (MSE) wall. SimaPro 8.0 software was used to
investigate the environmental impacts of these alternate infrastructure systems over their entire life stages
consisting of raw material excavation, construction and maintenance, and demolition or disposal efforts. In
this study, global warming, respiratory inorganics, smog and acidifications were found to be primary factors
adversely affecting the environment and human health for all selected infrastructure systems. Thereafter, social and economic evaluations of both infrastructure systems were performed. It was concluded that for the
given site specific conditions, in the case of earth-retaining structures, a mechanically stabilized earth (MSE)
wall is overall more sustainable than a cantilever retaining wall, while a caisson foundation is more sustainable than a pile system over their respective design life considering environmental, social and economic aspects. Overall, this study provides a guideline on how a life cycle assessment can be performed, and several
factors that determine whether one infrastructure system is more sustainable as compared to another.

1 INTRODUCTION
Currently, several civil engineering infrastructure
systems such as foundation systems and earthretaining structures are designed primarily by considering their long-term stability, cost evaluation,
and system preference. Overall sustainability assessment of these infrastructure systems from environmental, social and economic standpoints is not
performed. Various life cycle stages of infrastructure
systems, such as material extractions, construction,
environmental impacts, and maintenance and demolition/disposal efforts must be incorporated, while
keeping in mind the overall sustainability of different civil engineering infrastructure systems.
This study first evaluates the environmental impacts of two different geo-structural systems, namely
(a) alternate deep foundations: pile and caisson, and
(b) earth-retaining structures: cantilever retaining
wall and mechanically stabilized earth (MSE) wall.
This was done to determine the overall environmental sustainability of each infrastructure for its design
life period of 50 years. As mentioned above, different life cycle stages were considered while assessing
the environmental effects. Moreover, technical designs were carried out by assuming the total structure dimensions and subsurface soil profiles to be
the same for both geo-structures for the compassion
purposes. More details regarding the technical de-

signs can be found elsewhere (Giri and Reddy
2014a,b).
In addition, social sustainability matrices were
employed to investigate the social acceptance of
each selected civil infrastructure. Cost analyses were
also carried out to look into the economic viability
for all considered infrastructure systems.
2 SUSTAINABILITY AND TRIPLE BOTTOM
LINE
Eventhough, there is no universally accepted definition of sustainability; the most commonly used definition was given by 1987 UN World Commission on
Environment and Development as: “Development
that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their
own needs”. However, it is worth mentioning that
the concept of sustainability or sustainable development means different things to different people. For
example, economists are concerned with growth, efficiency and resource use. Similarly, sociologists focus on human needs (i.e. equity, empowerment, social cohesion, cultural identity), whereas,
environmentalists want to preserve the integrity of
environment, live within the carrying capacity of the
earth, and deal with the pollutants.
Sustainability evaluation of any given structural
system should be based on the triple bottom line
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concept of environmental, economic and social considerations. Environmental assessment invariably
focuses on diversity and interdependence within living systems, the goods and services produces by the
world’s ecosystems, and the impacts of human
wastes. Economic evaluation determines the flow of
financial capital, and the facilitation of commerce.
While, the social impacts are evaluated based on interactions between institutes/firms and people, functions expressive of human values, aspiration and
well-being, and ethical issues.
3 LIFE CYCLE ASSESSMENT (LCA)
According to SETAC (1999) (Society of Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry) life cycle assessment is a process to evaluate the environmental
burdens associated with a product, process, or activity by identifying and quantifying energy and materials used and wastes released to the environment; to
assess the impact of those energy and materials used
and releases to the environment; and to identify and
evaluate opportunities to affect environmental improvements. The assessment includes the entire life
cycle of the product, process or activity, encompassing, extracting and processing raw materials; manufacturing, transportation and distribution; use, reuse, maintenance; recycling, and final disposal.
In this study, life cycle assessment (LCA) was
conducted using SimaPro 8.0 software that allows
users to assess the life cycle of a product or a system
for environmental impacts, from raw material extraction through material processing, manufacture,
distribution, use, repair and maintenance, and disposal or recycling. LCA compiles an inventory of
relevant energy and material inputs, and uses this data to evaluate the potential impacts.
In SimaPro, environmental impact assessment
can be performed using different methodologies, of
which the three commonly adopted methods are:
TRACI, BEES, and the Eco-Indicator. TRACI (Tool
for the Reduction and Assessment of Chemical and
other environmental Impacts) is a midpoint oriented
LCA methodology developed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency specifically for the US using input parameters consistent with US locations.
Eco-indicator 99 defines three types of environmental damage: Human Health, Ecosystem Quality, and
Resources. Each damage category consists of a
number of impact categories all measured in the
same units (kPt). This structure facilitates interpretation of the results, allowing analysis of the data separately for each damage category without applying
any subjective weighting. BEES measures the environmental performance of building products by using the life cycle assessment approach specified in
the ISO 14040 series of standards. In this study, only
Eco-Indicator 99 method is adopted for the LCA.

4 LCA APPLICATION
4.1 Structural foundation systems
The detailed background on the project and details
on the foundation systems design is provided by Giri
and Reddy (2014a). Technical designs were carried
out based on load transfer mechanism by evaluating
side frictional resistance and end bearing capacity. A
dead load of 600 kips and a live load of 400 kips
were applied on both caisson and pile systems.
Moreover, it was assumed that the loading is purely
concentric meaning that there will be no moment
applied. Therefore eccentricity for both cases was
given a value of zero.
The total capacity of piles and the caisson was as
a result of skin friction and the toe bearing resistant.
Since the coefficients of friction are the same for
steel and for concrete, and both foundations are to be
the same depth, the size was a key factor for the resistance. The final design of the piles was a group of
14 pipe piles with an outside diameter of 20 inches
and a wall thickness of 0.375 inches. The caisson’s
final design was a 3 feet diameter shaft with a 4 feet
high bell and an 8 feet diameter at the bottom. Both
the piles and the caisson had a length of 55 feet.
Similarly, the total capacity of 1040 kips and 1020
kips, respectively, was obtained for pile groups and
the caisson system. In addition, both foundation alternatives resulted in settlements below one inch,
therefore they are satisfactory.
For the piles, on the steel for the actual piles was
taken into consideration, therefore ignoring the materials required to build the pile cap. For the caisson,
concrete and integral reinforcement was taken into
consideration. This included the longitudinal and
spiral reinforcement to increase the accuracy of the
results. A total volume of 124 ft3 of steel was used
for piles construction while the caisson required
about 7.8 ft3 of steel and 462 ft3 of concrete.
Long-term environmental impacts of both potential foundation systems, namely piles and caisson
systems were evaluated using Eco-Indicator 99
V2.08 method in SimaPro 8.0 software. Figure 1
shows the environment impact assessment due to
various impact categories using Eco-Indicator 99
method for both foundation systems. Higher percentage represents more adverse environmental impacts. Based on the Figure 1, it is implied that how
the pile foundation is, for the most of the aspects,
almost twice as likely to have a negative impact on
the environment as the caisson foundation. For example, if we look at global warming, we realize that
there is a 90% higher damage potential associated
with piles as compared to the caissons.
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Figure 1. Impact characterization of different variables for two foundation systems based on Eco Indicator method

Figure 2. Damage assessment for the two foundation systems based on Eco-Indicator 99 method

Figure 2 shows the damage potential in three different sections: Human Health, Ecosystem Quality,
and Resources. It is implied from the results that pile
foundation has a higher damage potential in all aspects. For instance, looking closely at the human
health results in the graph, we can see that the piles
have 5.25 points where as the caissons gets 3.2
points; the higher the points the higher the damage
potential. The damage potential for the piles was
40% more than the caisson.
Similarly, Figure 3 shows the actual energy demand for different foundation systems obtained using Eco-indicator method. It is noted that the energy
demand is mainly derived from various environmental impact categories (Figure 2), such as, climate
change, ozone layer, eco-toxicity, acidification and
fossil fuels, human health, ecosystem quality and resources. Based on the results, it is clear that fossil
fuel contributed the most to energy demand for both
foundation systems, and the piles require more energy than the caisson. In addition, it is important to
remember that manufacturing steel requires a great

deal of energy. Furthermore, shaping the steel piles
takes even more mechanical work. As a summary,
for the caisson foundation, about 80 gallons of fuel
were needed where as for the pile foundation about
480 gallons were needed. More detailed discussion
on these results can be found elsewhere (Giri and
Reddy 2014a).
Figure 4 shows the single score results for two
foundation systems as a result of different environmental impact classes. Caisson foundation scores a
value of 1.4 kilo point (kpt) while the pile foundation scores 4.8 kpt. It is implied that the caisson
foundation has about a 60% less damage potential
than the pile foundation. Therefore, it can be concluded that the caisson foundation is a better choice
as supposed to the pile foundation if we are concerned with the damage potential to human health,
ecosystem quality, and natural resources. Hence,
caisson foundation is more environmentally sustainable than pile foundation over the entire design life
period for the given site-specific conditions.
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Figure 3. Energy requirements for the two foundation systems based on Eco-Indicator 99 Method

Figure 4. Environmental impact (single score) for the two foundation systems

4.2 Earth retaining wall systems
The technical designs of two different retaining systems (reinforced concrete cantilever wall and mechanically stabilized earth (MSE) wall) for the given
project specific requirements and site conditions are
presented in Giri and Reddy (2014b). The retaining
wall dimensions were selected to satisfy the stability
criteria against sliding, overturning and bearing capacity failure phenomena. A total wall height of 7.9
m and backfill height of 6.5 m was selected. Coulomb theory was used to evaluate lateral earth pressures on the retaining wall. It was assumed that the
angle of wall friction is equal to the angle of backslope. For our design, surcharge loads, live loads,
and passive earth pressure resistance were neglected.
Also, the hydrostatic pressure due to ground water
behind the cantilever was neglected, because the
backfill material is granular soil, and therefore, acts
as drainage system. Moreover, the structural reinforcements are provided in stem slab, toe slab, and
heel slab. The Shear key in a cantilever retaining

wall was not provided as the wall was safe against
sliding.
MSE wall was designed for both external as well
as internal stability. Since, our study was focused on
comparing the two earth wall alternatives, therefore,
soil profiles and wall dimensions of MSE wall are
the same as that of the cantilever wall. However, unlike the retaining wall design, MSE wall was also
designed for a traffic live load (15kN/m2). The MSE
wall facing and the backfill material were taken as a
composite structure for external stability calculation.
The external stability of MSE wall was satisfied
by checking stability criteria against sliding, overturning, eccentricity, and bearing failure. Based on
the calculations, the MSE wall found to be externally stable. For internal stability, MSE wall design
calculation was performed for the following cases:
(a) computation of the pullout resistance of the reinforcement elements at various depth levels, and (b)
computation of the tensile capacity of the reinforced
elements. Furthermore, based on the calculations,
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inextensible reinforcements were provided for the
MSE wall design.
Based on LCA, Figure 5 presents the material assembly for cantilever wall and MSE wall, respectively, using Eco-Indicator method. Based on the results, it can be interpreted that in the case of
cantilever wall, concrete is the primary contributor
(56.7%) followed by reinforcing steel (37.4%). In
the case of MSE wall, the primary contributor was
reinforcing steel (63.2%) followed by granular backfill material (21.1%).
Figure 6 shows the environmental concerns as a
result of impact variables for both retaining structures based on Eco Indicator method. Higher value
corresponds to more adverse (negative) environment
effects. Figure 6 indicates that for each impact category, cantilever wall caused more damage to environment and human health than the MSE wall. Furthermore, three impact variables, namely respiratory

inorganics, fossil fuels and usage of land contributed
the most to adverse environment scenarios.
Similar to the foundation systems, three different
settings, namely human health, ecosystem quality,
and resources were considered for determining the
damage potential associated with cantilever wall and
MSE wall based on Eco Indicator 99 method, as
shown below in Figure 7. Based on the results, it is
shown that the cantilever wall has higher damage
potential for environment compared to the MSE
wall. For example, in human health setting, damage
potential associated with the cantilever wall is 225
kpt, which is approximately nine times (25 kpt) the
damage potential as a result on the MSE wall.
Moreover, ecosystem quality seems to have the least
potential to cause environmental damage in the case
of both the earth-retaining structures (Giri and Reddy 2014b).

a.

b.
Figure 5. (a) Cantilever wall assembly and (b) MSE wall assembly based on Eco-Indicator 99 Method
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Figure 6. Environmental impact characterization of different
variables for selected retaining systems

Figure 7. Damage assessment for retaining systems

5 SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY

Finally, once both design alternatives are implemented, an evaluation of the satisfaction was made.
A matrix was assembled for both foundation systems, which is shown in Table 1. For this, there was
a focus on the functionality, maintenance, space occupied, architectural, and service life for both designs. Both foundation systems yielded favorable results in all categories, except pile foundation in the
space occupied and architectural issues. This is because the number of piles is too high that it requires
a large pile cap to properly transfer the load from the
column to the piles. In this case, it requires a pile cap
of 16.5 ft X 15 ft rectangle. With such relative size,
it could interfere with the accommodation of other
structural members in the building, such as neighboring columns, requiring a modification in the
building layout. Therefore, the caisson foundation
obtained a higher score in satisfaction.

5.1 Foundation systems
First, the issues of health and safety were evaluated
using streamlined life cycle assessment (SLCA)
health and safety matrices as shown in Figure 8(a).
This evaluates the concerns of physical, chemical,
shock, ergonomic, and noise hazards over the entire
life cycle of both foundation systems. The life cycle
consisted in raw materials excavation, product manufacture, product delivery, construction, field service
and disposal of the foundation. Each element of the
matrix received a rating ranging from 0 to 4 along
with its assigned color code. In other words, the
higher the rating, the higher the safety of the design.
Due to the fact that there are no clearly defined limits on the boundaries of the scale, these assessments
were subjective and were based on engineering
judgment. Comparing the matrices for each foundation system, it was determined that the caisson foundation produced better results scoring an 82.5% unlike the pile foundation which only scored an 80.3%.
Thereafter, the comfort and well-being was examined. For this, the working conditions were considered for both foundation systems separately as
shown in Figure 8(b). This consists of another set of
matrices evaluating the diversity, work unions, safety, child labor, community involvement, accessibility, time invested and wages over the life stages of
material excavation, product manufacture, construction and disposal. Again, analyzing results showed
that the caisson foundation obtained a higher score
of 69% unlike the pile foundation which only scored
a 65.6% showing that the caisson foundation is a socially sustainable design alternative.

5.2 Earth retaining systems
A social sustainability for both retaining systems
was assessed throughout their entire life cycle. Several important social factors such as human rights,
employment, community demographic, human
health and safety, governance, quality of life, product value, public services etc. were considered for
sustainability evaluation. The social matrix (Table 2)
scoring is given from 0 to 4, where 0 – highest impact (negative evaluation), 1-substantial impact, 2moderate impact, 3-minimum impact, and 4-no impact. Scores in red and italics are for cantilever wall
and scores in black are for MSE wall.
It is clear that MSE wall is more socially viable
option compared to cantilever wall. However, it is
important to note that the scoring can be subjective
and changes significantly depending on the project.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 8. (a) SLCA and safety matrix, and (b) Working condition matrix for the foundation systems
Table 1. Design satisfaction for the foundation systems.

Functionality
Maintenance
Space Occupied
Architectural Aesthetic
Service Life
Column Score

Caisson
4
4
4
4
4
20/20
100 %

Piles
4
4
2
2
4
16/20
80 %
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Table 2. Social sustainability matrix for the cantilever wall and MSE wall systems.

6 ECONOMIC SUSTAINABILITY
6.1 Foundation systems
The economic aspects of the two foundation systems
included the purchase, transportation, and construction costs. The cost estimates of these were made
based on the data obtained from several online suppliers and construction databases. The driving of the
piles and the drilling of the caisson were specified at
a rate per vertical linear foot (VLF). For the splicing
of the piles; and excavating the bell shape at the bottom of the caisson, the rate was listed for each unit.
The piles were driven to a depth of 55 feet. Since the
piles 20” x 0.375” are available with a maximum
length of 50 feet, splicing was required for all 14
piles. The total construction cost was calculated to
be $43,461 at $50.0/VLF. To purchase the units, the
rate of $595/metric-ton was multiplied by the weight
of steel. The volume and weight were related by the
density of steel. The price of 14 piles was $16,410.
The caisson was also designed to extend to a depth
of 55 feet and required reinforcement and special
excavation of the bottom bell. The price to drill the
bell shaped shaft and fill it with concrete was calculated to be $10,221 at $158.62/VLF. The price to
purchase the concrete and rebar was $4,208.
The cost of piles constitutes four times to that of
the caisson; this is due to the fact that there are 14
individual piles with a splice for each. The caisson
was much cheaper because it is a single unit. In addition, the transportation costs were assumed to be
part of the purchase cost to avoid any possible discrepancies in the side-by-side comparison of the
foundation systems.
6.2 Earth retaining systems
Cost analysis of earth retaining systems consisted of
purchase, transportation and construction costs. Table 3 and Table 4, respectively, show the overall cost

associated with cantilever wall and MSE wall. Based
on these results, it is implied that an MSE wall is
more cost effective than a cantilever retaining earth
wall.
Table 3. Overall cost analysis for cantilever wall.
Material
Quantity
Rate
Reinforcing
88 t
$3/m
steel
Steel
240 kg
$0.8/kg
Concrete
2070 t
$37.5/t
Oregon Pine
540 kg +
$150/m3
16 t
Gravel,
1200 t
$10/t
crushed
Gravel, round
1920 t
$12/t
Sand
1680 t
$23/t
Total
Table 4. Overall cost analysis for MSE wall.
Material
Quantity
Rate
Reinforcing
3895 kg
$500/t +
steel
+ 48 t
$0.82/(bolt
+nut + washer)
Concrete pan27 t
$10/m2
els
PVC
540 kg
$16.4/m
Gravel,
2250 t
$10/ton
crushed
Gravel, round
3600 t
$12/ton
Sand
3150 t
$23/ton
Total

Total Cost
$88731
$200
$77,625
$4,352
$12,000
$23,040
$38,640
$244,228

Total cost
$29400

$8,00
$1,700
$22,500
$43,200
$72,450
$177,250

7 CONCLUSION
This study shows the LCA based approach and triple
bottom line that can be followed for the design of
sustainable infrastructure systems in civil engineering practice. Firstly, SimaPro 8.0 software and its
associated databases and methodologies were used
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for life cycle assessment (LCA) of two different civil engineering infrastructure systems (i.e. foundation
system and earth-retaining systems) to study their
corresponding impacts on environment. In addition,
social viability and cost analysis were performed.
Overall, the results for the specific project and site
conditions considered show that caisson foundation
system is more sustainable than pile foundation system, whereas an MSE wall system is more sustainable than a cantilever retaining wall system. Furthermore, it should be noted that the social assessment
of infrastructure systems, in this study, was mostly
subjective, and future research should be aimed at
this specific aspect to accurately incorporate various

societal aspects in order to achieve overall sustainability.
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ABSTRACT: Soil-bentonite vertical cutoff walls, consisting of a sandy soil mixed with Na-bentonite as backfill, are used extensively as engineered barriers for contaminant containment. However, suitable sandy soil
and Na-bentonite may not be available at some sites. Consequently, locally available clayey soil and Cabentonite are then used as an alternative backfill. The use of clayey soil-Ca-bentonite backfills may be advantageous to achieve both relatively high contaminant sorption capability and low hydraulic conductivity when
compared to the conventional sandy soil-Na-bentonite backfills. However, studies on the compressibility and
hydraulic conductivity of these clayey soil-bentonite backfills are very limited. This paper presents a comprehensive laboratory investigation of the compressibility and hydraulic conductivity of clayey soil-Ca-bentonite
backfill through a series of oedometer tests. Kaolin is used as the control clayey soil and it is amended with
different contents of Ca-bentonite, 0 (kaolin alone), 5, 10, and 15% (by dry weight basis), to prepare the kaolin-bentonite backfills. The initial water contents for the kaolin-bentonite backfills are 0.75, 1.0, 1.25, and
1.50 times their corresponding liquid limits. The results reveal that the kaolin-bentonite backfills exhibit a noticeable inverse ‘S’ shaped e-log(σ’) compression curves attributed to the existence of the remolded yield
stress (σ′yr). The compressibility, in terms of σ′yr and the compression index (Cc), is significantly affected by
the initial water content and bentonite content. The results demonstrate that the void ratio at an effective vertical compression stress of 1 kPa (denoted as e1) is a useful characteristic parameter to uniquely correlate with
Cc for the kaolin-bentonite backfills as well as for sandy soil-Na-bentonite and sandy soil-clay backfills that
are reported in earlier studies. Unique relationships also occur between the σ′yr, initial void ratio (e0), e1, and
the void ratio at wL (eL). It is found that the hydraulic conductivity (k) of the kaolin-bentonite backfills are
significantly affected by the bentonite content, with a hydraulic conductivity that is generally lower than 10−9
m/s. Finally, three empirical methods are assessed to predict the hydraulic conductivity of the kaolinbentonite backfills. The predicted hydraulic conductivity values using these methods are found to fall in the
range of 1/3 to 3 times those obtained from the oedometer tests. However, the equation based on the frameworks of the Kozeny-Carman (KC) equation is shown to estimate the hydraulic conductivity for both the kaolin-bentonite backfills in this study and the sandy soil-bentonite backfills from earlier reported studies with
reasonable accuracy.
1 INTRODUCTION
Improper waste disposal practices in the past and accidental spills at numerous sites worldwide have resulted in the contamination of the subsurface soils
and groundwater with high amounts of heavy metals
and organic pollutants (The World Bank 2011, Du et
al. 2013a, b). Vertical cutoff walls are widely used
as in-situ barriers to control the subsurface migration
of contaminated groundwater (USEPA 1998, Sharma and Reddy 2004). Soil-bentonite vertical cutoff
walls installed with the slurry trenching technology
have been applied extensively in the United States,
Canada and Japan; while slag-cement-bentonite
(SCB) and cement-bentonite (CB) vertical cutoff

walls are commonly employed in European countries by the deep soil mixing, trench cutting remixing deep (TRD) soil mixing method, and selfhardening slurry methods (Malusis et al. 2009). Soilbentonite vertical cutoff walls are often preferred
because they possess relatively low hydraulic conductivity (typically ranges from 10-9 to 10-11 m/s)
and are generally cost-effective (Sharma and Reddy
2004).
The effects of the fines content (FC), bentonite
content (BC), grain-size of sand, and any other
amendment content (e.g. zeolite and activated carbon) on the compressibility and hydraulic conductivity (k) of sandy soil-Na-bentonite (hereinafter re:81:

ferred to sandy SB) and/or sand-clay (SC) backfills
have been extensively investigated in previous studies (Yeo et al. 2005, Malusis et al. 2009, Castelbaum
and Shackelford 2009, Hong et al. 2011, Fan et al.
2014). The chemical compatibility of various types
of sandy SB backfills was also evaluated by measuring the hydraulic conductivity of the backfills when
permeated with salt solutions (Thomson and Foose
2005, Mishra et al. 2009, Malusis and McKeehan
2013).
Soil-bentonite backfills generally consist of Nabentonite, on-site sandy soils, and amendments such
as zeolite and activated carbon to provide low hydraulic conductivity and high contaminant sorption
capacity (Yeo et al. 2005, Malusis et al. 2009, Hong
et al. 2011). However, previous studies have shown
that soil-bentonite backfills and Na-bentonite undergo a considerable increase in hydraulic conductivity
when they are exposed to salt, heavy metals or organic solutions (Lo and Yang 2001, Thomson and
Foose 2005, Mishra et al. 2009, Fan et al. 2013, Fan
et al. 2014). Moreover, at some sites, especially
those found in developing countries such as China
and India, high-quality natural Na-bentonite is
scarce, but Ca-bentonite is often available as alternative to make up soil-bentonite backfills. Cabentonite has a lower sorption capacity and higher
hydraulic conductivity relative to Na-bentonite,
which is unfavorable to mitigating the transport of
contaminants through soil-bentonite vertical cutoff
walls as the sorption capacity and hydraulic conductivity are two important factors that control the performance of the soil-bentonite vertical cutoff walls
(Du and Hayashi 2006, Du et al. 2009, Malusis et al.
2009, Jin et al. 2010, Hong et al. 2011, Fan et al.
2013, Fan et al. 2014). Under such circumstances,
clay fraction rich soils (e.g., clayey soils) and Cabentonite may be used to prepare clayey soil-Cabentonite (hereinafter referred to clayey SB) backfills that could possess lower hydraulic conductivity
and higher contaminant sorption capacity as compared to the most common sandy SB backfills. It is
significant to note that very few studies have systematically investigated the compressibility and hydraulic conductivity of clayey SB backfills.
The workability of soil-bentonite backfills (for
both sandy and clayey SB backfills) is also an important design consideration, and it is often defined
by a target slump (-∆H) via slump tests. The initial
water content (w0) of the soil-bentonite backfills
should be designed to achieve -∆H = 100 - 150 mm
in order to ensure a sufficient workability (Yeo et al.
2005, Malusis et al. 2009, Hong et al. 2011). The ratio of the water content (w) satisfying the target
slump to wL ranges from 1.03 to 1.60 and from 1.06
to 1.25 for sandy and clayey SB backfills, respectively (Malusis et al. 2009, Hong et al. 2011, Fan et
al. 2014). The previous studies, on the other hand,

often set the initial water content of the sandy SB
backfills at a constant value approximately corresponding to –∆H = 100 or 125 mm (Yeo et al. 2005,
Malusis et al. 2009, Hong et al. 2011). Very few
studies have investigated the effects of the initial
water content on the compressibility of sandy or
clayey SB backfills. Assessment of the impact of the
initial water content on the compressibility of clayey
SB backfills is an importance issue since the compression behavior of the reconstituted clays is significantly affected by its initial water content (Cerato
and Lutenegger 2004, Hong et al. 2010). In addition,
the lateral deflection of the soil-bentonite vertical
cutoff wall is closely related to the compressibility
of the soil-bentonite backfills (Ruffing and Evans
2010).
In this research, a comprehensive laboratory investigation is undertaken to: (1) investigate the compressibility and hydraulic conductivity of clayey SB
backfills via a series of oedometer tests; (2) evaluate
how the initial water content and bentonite content
affect the compressibility and hydraulic conductivity
of the clayey SB backfills; and, (3) assess empirical
relationships to predict the value of k for the clayey
SB backfills based on e, eL or wL. The results obtained from this study are useful to facilitate the design and construction of vertical cutoff walls using
clayey SB backfill.
2 MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 Constituent soils
The clayey SB backfills are prepared using kaolin
and Ca-bentonite. Commercial kaolin is used here to
simulate a clayey soil because: (1) it is one of the
most common minerals found in natural clays (Grim
1968); (2) it has a low organic content, and a consistent and uniform mineralogy (Yukselen-Aksoy
and Reddy 2013); and, (3) it has a relatively lower
wL and activity, while hydraulic conductivity for kaolin is nearly 10 to 1000 times higher than that for
bentonite in general (Mitchell and Soga 2005). Thus,
kaolin is a good control soil for laboratory tests as
the base component of the backfills in order to investigate the effects of bentonite content on the
compressibility and hydraulic conductivity.
Table 1 shows the physico-chemical properties
and mineralogical compositions of the kaolin and
bentonite clays used for this study. Based on the
Unified Soil Classification System (ASTM D2487),
the kaolin and bentonite clays are classified as lowplasticity clay (CL) and high-plasticity clay (CH),
respectively. The grain size distribution of the soils
was measured with a Mastersizer Micro (Malvern,
UK). The specific surface area (SSA) was determined by the Ethylene Glycol Monoethyl Ether
(EGME) method (Cerato and Lutenegger 2002). The
evacuation duration for measuring the SSA using the
:82:

EGME method was 48 hours. The EGME method is
repeatable and gives reliable results, yet it generally
yields lower SSA values than the methylene blue
(MB) method (Yukselen and Kaya 2006, Chittoori
and Puppala 2013). Based on the x-ray diffraction
analysis, the dominant minerals of the kaolin and
bentonite clays are kaolinite and montmorillonite,
respectively.
Table 1. Properties and composition of constituent soils used in
this study.
Property
Constituent soil
Kaolin
Bentonite
Specific gravity a
2.66
2.73
Clay fraction (%) b 25%
33%
c
Liquid limit (%)
29.1
331.4
c
Plastic limit (%)
19.5
88.2
Plastic index
12.8
243.2
Classification
CL
CH
Specific surface ar45.7
378.5
ea (m2/g)
Principal minerals
Kaolinite
montmorillonite
Exchangeable cations (cmol/kg) d
Ca2+
1.44
22.74
Mg2+
0.08
1.41
Na+
4.75
53.39
K+
0.34
0.53
Sum
6.61
78.07
pH d
8.7
10.0
a
Based on ASTM D854
b
Based on laser particle analyzer (Mastersizer Micro, Malvern,
UK)
c
Based on ASTM D4318
d
Based on ASTM D7503
e
Based on ASTM D4972

2.2 Preparation of clayey SB backfills
The bentonite content of the kaolin-bentonite (KB)
backfills was selected to be 5, 10 and 15% (dry
weight basis). The bentonite content (BC) in the KB
backfills is calculated using Eq. 1:
BC =

mben
mkao +mben

(1)

where mkao and mben are the mass of kaolin and bentonite in the mixture (on dry mass basis), respectively. This study also assessed and compared the compressibility and hydraulic conductivity of the kaolin
specimens to the KB backfills. The values of bentonite content, specific gravity, liquid limit, and plastic
limit for the various KB backfills are tabulated in
Table 2.
The KB backfills were prepared by thoroughly
mixing a predetermined mass of air-dried kaolin and
bentonite clays with a predetermined volume of distilled water for 10 minutes using an electronic mixer.
The initial water content of the kaolin specimens and
KB backfills were designed to be 0.75, 1.00, 1.25,
and 1.50 times their corresponding liquid limits to
define the influence of the initial water content on
the compressibility. The range of these designed ini-

tial water content values covers the water content
required to achieve target slump (i.e., -∆H = 100 to
150 mm).
A predetermined mass of kaolin or backfill with a
known initial water content was placed in a conventional consolidation ring that was 61.8 mm in diameter and 20 mm in height. The entrapped air bubbles
were carefully eliminated by tapping the ring and
backfill at regular intervals. Then, the specimens
were immersed in distilled water for 48 hours to
achieve full saturation.
In each case, two identical specimens were prepared under the same conditions with kaolin alone or
KB backfill. The symbol “BiLLjVk” denotes a specimen with BC of i%, initial water content of j times
the liquid limit and the identical specimen number of
kth. For instance, the symbols of B0, B5, B10 and
B15 represent specimens with bentonite contents of
0, 5, 10 and 15%, respectively. In addition, a third
identical specimen was prepared and then sacrificed
for the measurement of the initial water content immediately after saturation soaking step. The measured values of w0, used to calculate the initial void
ratio (e0) for each specimen, as well as w0/wL are
listed in Table 3.
Table 2. Types and properties of kaolin-bentonite (KB) mixtures.
Type of
Bentonite Specific
Liquid
Plastic
backfill* content
limit b
limit b
gravity a
(wL, %)
(wP, %)
(Gs)
(BC)
B5
5
2.66
43.9
22.9
B10
10
2.67
53.3
25.9
B15
15
2.67
61.7
29.3
*B0 = Kaolin with no bentonite and kaolin properties are given
in Table 1
a
Based on ASTM D854
b
Based on ASTM D4318
Table 3. Initial water content (w0) and ratio of water content to
liquid limit (w0/wL) for kaolin clay and kaolin-bentonite backfills tested in this study.
w0/wL Specimen
w0/wL
Specimen
w0
w0
(%)
(%)
dsignation*
deignation*
B0LL0.75
20.9 0.72
B0LL1.25
35.3 1.22
B0LL1.00
27.6 0.95
B0LL1.50
45.0 1.55
B5LL0.75V1
31.3 0.71
B5LL1.25V1
53.7 1.22
B5LL0.75V2
31.6 0.72
B5LL1.25V2
53.2 1.21
B5LL1.00V1
43.0 0.98
B5LL1.50V1
63.5 1.45
B5LL1.00V2
41.8 0.95
B5LL1.50V2
64.3 1.46
B10LL0.75V1 37.6 0.70
B10LL1.25V1 65.0 1.22
B10LL0.75V2 38.7 0.73
B10LL1.25V2 64.2 1.20
B10LL1.00V1 51.1 0.96
B10LL1.50V1 78.5 1.47
B10LL1.00V2 52.3 0.98
B10LL1.50V2 77.8 1.46
B15LL0.75V1 47.1 0.76
B15LL1.25V1 78.9 1.28
B15LL0.75V2 46.5 0.75
B15LL1.25V2 77.0 1.25
B15LL1.00V1 62.7 1.02
B15LL1.50V1 94.4 1.53
B15LL1.00V2 62.7 1.02
B15LL1.50V2 92.1 1.49
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2.3 Testing methods

3.1 Slump test results

The slump test was performed based on Yeo et al.
(2005) and Hong et al. (2011) except that distilled
water was used instead of bentonite-water slurry to
adjust the water content of the KB backfills
throughout the entire slump tests. The oedometer
tests were conducted as per ASTM D 2435, except
that the initial loading on the specimens was kept at
3.125 kPa. This relatively low loading was chosen to
avoid squeezing the soil from the gap that exists between the specimen ring and porous disks (Fan et al.
2013, Fan et al. 2014). The loading was then doubled for each incremental step (a load increment ratio of one) until a maximum loading of 1600 kPa
was reached. The duration of each loading was 24
hours.
At a given average effective vertical compression
stress (σ’ave), defined as the mean value of two successive load increments, the hydraulic conductivity
(k) for each load increment was determined following Terzaghi’s one-dimensional consolidation theory, as expressed by:

Figure 1 presents the variations of –∆H with water
content (w) of the KB backfills. It is evident that –
∆H increases approximately linearly with w. The
values of the intercept (I) and slope (S) for the regressed linear relationship of –∆H-w are also shown
in Figure 1. The water content required to achieve a
target slump (–∆H = 100 to 150 mm), wB, ranges
from 47 to 51%, 59 to 64% and 71 to 77% for B5,
B10 and B15 backfills, respectively.

k = cv mvγ w

(2)

where k is the hydraulic conductivity (m/s), Cv is the
coefficient of consolidation (m2/s) determined using
the Taylor (square-root-of-time) method, mv is the
coefficient of volume change (kPa-1), and γw is the
unit weight of water (kN/m3). This method to determine hydraulic conductivity is extensively accepted
(Sivapullaiah et al. 2000, Chai et al. 2004,
Horpibulsuk et al. 2007, Yong et al. 2009,
Horpibulsuk et al.2011, Mishra et al. 2011, Watabe
et al. 2011). The method is likely to underestimate
the hydraulic conductivity of clayey soils as reported
in previous studies (Chapuis 2012), but it can be
used to compare and evaluate the relative hydraulic
conductivity of the clayey soil-bentonite backfills
(Sivapullaiah et al. 2000).
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of the slump, compressibility and hydraulic conductivity tests for the KB backfills and,
where possible, the comparison of the results with
those for the sandy SB and SC backfills reported in
previous studies (Baxter, 2000, Yeo et al. 2005, Malusis et al. 2009, Hong et al. 2011, Fan et al. 2011,
Fan et al. 2014) are presented and discussed in the
following sections. The sandy SB backfills amended
with fine-grained zeolites and activated carbons reported by Hong et al. (2011) and Malusis et al.
(2009) are categorized as sandy SB backfills, as the
fine-grained zeolites and activated carbons used
have limited effects on the compressibility or hydraulic conductivity of the sandy SB backfills (Malusis et al. 2009, Hong et al. 2011).

Figure 1. Relationship between water content (w) and slump (∆H) for the backfills in this study.

3.2 Compression curves
Figure 2a-2d shows the void ratio (e) – effective vertical compression stress (σ’) compression curves in
semi-logarithm scale for the KB backfills and kaolin
specimens with initial water content of 0.75 to 1.50
times their corresponding liquid limits. Three characteristic parameters for the e-log(σ’) compression
curves are defined, including the remolded yield
stress (σ’yr) originally proposed by Hong et al.
(2012), void ratio at σ’ = 1 kPa (e1) and compression
index (Cc), as illustrated in Figure 3.
The σ’yr shown in Figure 3 is defined as the stress
at the intersection point of the linear portions of elog(σ’) compression curve at pre- and post-yield
states. The e1 is obtained by extending the linear
portion of the e-log(σ’) compression curve at the
post-yield state. The e1 values for the sandy SB and
SC backfills reported in previous studies (Yeo et al.
2005, Hong et al; 2011, Fan et al. 2014) are also estimated using this method. The values of Cc are determined from the linear portion of the e-log(σ’)
compression curve at the post-yield state, as shown
in Figure 3.
It is found that σ’yr and e1 are functions of the initial void ratio (e0) and void ratio at liquid limit (eL),
as shown in Figs. 4 and 5, and can be expressed by:
=
σ yr' 11.45 × ( e00.8 eL )
e1 = 1.168 × ( e00.6 × eL )
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−3.2

0.772

(3)
(4)

Figure 3. Illustration of three characteristic parameters, including remolded yield stress (σ’yr), void ratio at σ’ = 1 kPa, and
compression index (Cc), for defining compression behavior of
the soil-bentonite backfills.

Figure 2. e-log(σ’) compression curves of the kaolin-bentonite
backfills with various initial water content: (a) w0 = 0.75wL; (b)
w0 = 1.0wL; (c) w0 = 1.25wL; and (d) w0 = 1.5wL.

The high values of correlation coefficient (R)
found for Eqs. (3) and (4) (0.962 and 0.983, respectively) suggest that both σ’yr and e1 can be estimated
using e0 and eL by these two independent and unique
relationships.
The e-log(σ’) compression curves display a noticeable inverse ‘S’ shape, which is more noticeable
for the backfills with a bentonite content of 10 and
15% and an initial water content of 0.75 and 1.0
times their corresponding liquid limits (see Figure
2a-2d). This inverse ‘S’ shaped e-log(σ’) compression curve and the particular stress (i.e., σ’yr) were
also observed in the remolded clayey soils with an
initial water content of approximately 0.5 to 2.0
times their corresponding liquid limits (Sridharan
and Murthy 1986, Hong et al. 2010, Horpibulsuk et
al. 2011).
The existence of the σ’yr for the KB backfills can
be attributed to the condition that the kaolin and bentonite clays are not at fully virgin state and they are
able to sustain certain resistance to external compression stress at an initial water content of 0.75 to
1.5 times their corresponding liquid limit, as suggested by earlier researcher for remolded natural
clays (Hong et al. 2010, 2012). Therefore, the KB
backfills would exhibit an apparent preconsolidation pressure upon compression. Hence,
relatively lower compressibility is yielded when the
effective vertical compression stress is lower than
σ’yr. The resistance to the external compression
stress is also referred as the electrochemical stress
(A-R), including attractive stress (A) and repulsive
stress (R), by Sridharan et al. (1973), Santamarina et
al. (2002) and Mitchell and Soga (2005). The net
electrochemical stress, dominated by the doublelayer repulsion when the bentonite in the KB backfills is hydrated to the point where it begins to swell,
increases with an increase in bentonite content while
it decreases as the distance between the two particles
grows (i.e., increase in w0). Thus, the change in σ’yr
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with respect to bentonite content (i.e., eL) and initial
water content (e0) is well reflected by Eq. (3).

remolded soils that is suggested by Skempton
(1944).

Figure 4. Relationship between e00.8/eL and remolded yield
stress (σ’yr) for the kaolin-bentonite backfills and kaolin clay
presented in this study.

Figure 6. Variations in compression index (Cc) with bentonite
content (BC) and for the backfills presented in this study and
previous studies.

Figure 5. Relationship between e00.6eL and void ratio at σ’ = 1
kPa (e1) for kaolin-bentonite backfills and kaolin clay presented in this study.

Figure 7. Variations in compression index (Cc) with liquid limit
(wL) for the backfills presented in this study and previous studies.

3.3 Effects of initial water content and bentonite
content on compressibility

Figure 8 shows the relationship between the initial water content and Cc for the KB backfills and
kaolin specimens. Here, Cc increases linearly with an
increase in the initial water content. For a given bentonite content, the Cc values for the KB backfills
with the initial water content of 0.75 times the liquid
limit are 20 to 50% (B5), 18 to 59% (B10), and 22 to
65% (B15) lower than those for the backfills with an
initial water content of 1.0 to 1.5 times the liquid
limit.
Figure 9 presents the variations of compression
index (Cc) with e1. It can be seen that the relationship between Cc and e1 for the KB backfills and kaolin specimens along with the sandy SB (Hong et al.
2012) and SC (Yeo et al. 2005) backfills is well represented by the following polynomial function (with
R = 0.987):

Figures 6 and 7 present the variations of Cc with
bentonite content and wL for the KB backfills and
kaolin specimens at different w0, respectively, along
with the results of the examinations of the sandy SB
and SC backfills reported in previous studies (Baxter, 2000, Yeo et al. 2005, Malusis et al. 2009, Hong
et al. 2011, Fan et al. 2014). As shown in Figure 6,
Cc for the KB backfills increases notably as the bentonite content rises: the Cc values range from 0.24 to
0.37, 0.34 to 0.54, and 0.45 to 0.76 for the B5, B10
and B15 backfills, respectively. For the kaolin specimens, Cc ranges from 0.11 to 0.23. In addition, the
Cc values of various types of sandy SB backfills reported in earlier studies are slightly lower than those
of the KB backfills presented here. This is attributed
to a higher Cc value for the kaolin specimen relative =
(5)
Cc 0.13e1 + 0.056e12
to the sandy soil. Similarly, it is evident from Figure
The Cc values of the sandy SB backfills with rela7 that the Cc for the KB backfills increases as the wL
tively low bentonite content (2 to 4%) or fines conincreases. However, the Cc-wL relationship deviates
tent (20%) reported by Yeo et al. (2005) and Fan et
significantly from the empirical relationship for
:86:

al. (2014) are noticeably lower than those computed
by Eq. (5) (see Figure 9). This observation is attributed to the fact that the sand particles formed a
skeletal structure when there was a lower bentonite
or lower fines content. Such a structure is more capable of resisting effective vertical compression
stress as compared to the condition of sand particles
that exist in a clay matrix with a higher bentonite or
fines content (Watabe et al. 2011).

Figure 11a-11b shows the variations in the hydraulic conductivity with bentonite content and the
k-BC relationship corresponding to e = 0.8 ± 0.02,
respectively. The k values for the various types of
sandy SB and SC backfills reported by Yeo et al.
(2005), Malusis et al. (2009), Hong et al. (2011), and
Fan et al. (2014) are included for comparison.

Figure 10. Variations in hydraulic conductivity (k) with void
ratio (e) for the backfills presented in this study.
Figure 8. Variations in compression index (Cc) with initial water content (w0) for the backfills presented in this study.

Figure 9. Relationship between void ratio at σ’ =1 kPa (e1) and
compression index (Cc) for the backfills presented in this study
and previous studies.

3.4 Hydraulic conductivity
Figure 10 presents the variations of hydraulic conductivity with void ratio in semi-logarithmic scale. It
is evident that the e-log(k) relationship is approximately linear. Most of the k values for the KB backfills are lower than 10-9 m/s, except for the data at
the first two loading increments. In contrast, the k
values for the kaolin specimens are higher than 10-9
m/s when the void ratio higher than a range of 0.4 to
0.6. For a given void ratio, the k values for the KB
backfills with bentonite contents of 5, 10 and 15%
are approximately 15, 25 and 30 times lower than
those for the respective kaolin specimens. The effect
of the initial water content on the e-log(k) relationship is insignificant regardless of the bentonite content.

Figure 11. Variations in hydraulic conductivity (k) with bentonite content (BC) for the backfills presented in this study and
previous studies: (a) k with various e; (b) k corresponding to e
= 0.8 ± 0.02.

The results that correspond to a void ratio of 0.8 ±
0.02 are chosen because the hydraulic conductivity
values at this void ratio are available from these
studies, thus it allows for a comparison between the
different backfills. It is evident from Figure 12 that
:87:

the level of hydraulic conductivity for all types of
backfills decreases as the bentonite content increases. However, the decrease in hydraulic conductivity
with that increase in bentonite content is lower for
KB backfills (approximately an order of magnitude
decrease) than that observed for the sandy SB backfills. The hydraulic conductivity for the sandy SB
backfills decreases with the increase in the bentonite
content, with k = 10-5 to 10-7 m/s at a relatively low
bentonite content (BC < 5%) to less than 10-9 m/s
when the bentonite content is greater than 5%. At
low bentonite content, the hydrated bentonite in
sandy SB backfills may not effectively wrap the
sand particles, which leads to a relatively lower hydraulic conductivity as compared to that observed
when the bentonite content is higher. It should be
noted that hydraulic conductivity for the KB backfills containing 5% Ca-bentonite is nearly the same
as that of the sandy soil-Wyoming bentonite (i.e.,
Na-bentonite) backfills reported in previous studies.
This leads to the conclusion that the KB backfill has
the potential to be an effective alternative to the
conventional sandy SB backfill.

lin specimens noticeably deviates from that for the
KB backfills. One possible reason for the deviation
is the fundamental differences in the behavior of
the kaolin and KB mixtures. The kaolin exhibits
engineering properties similar to that of a nonswelling soil, whereas the KB mixture displays engineering properties similar to that of swelling soil
that consists of the mineral montmorillonite (Sridharan et al. 2007). A regression analysis using the
Least-Square-Root method produces Eq. (7) for the
KB backfills tested in this study with a fair R value
of 0.869, as expressed by:
e
= 5.95 + 0.52 log ( k )
eL

(7)

where k is in m/s. It is evident from Figure 12 that
Eq. (7) well predicts the hydraulic conductivity for
the KB backfills, yet it fails to predict the hydraulic
conductivity for the kaolin specimens or the sandy
SB backfills as reported by Fan et al. (2014).

3.5 Predictive method for k
Three empirical equations are assessed to predict the
hydraulic conductivity of the KB backfills: (1) Nagaraj’s generalized void ratio (e/eL) method (Nagaraj
and Miura 2001), (2) Sivapullaiah et al.’s (2000)
method, and, (3) proposed method based on the
framework of Kozeny-Carman (KC) equation. The
Nagaraj method and Sivapullaiah et al.’s (2000)
method have been used to predict the hydraulic conductivity of sand-bentonite mixtures with bentonite
Figure 12. Relationship between hydraulic conductivity (k) and
content that ranges from 5 to 80% (Pandian et al.
generalized
state parameter (e/eL) in a semi-logarithm scale for
1995, Sivapullaiah et al. 2000), while the method
the
backfills
presented in this study.
based on KC equation can be used to predict k for
most saturated soils including sandy soils and natuThe empirical method suggested by Sivapullaiah
ral clays (Chapuis and Aubertin 2003, Shen and Xu.
et
al.
(2000) is based on the observation that the e2011, Sanzeni et al. 2013).
log(k) relationship is represented by a linear funcThe Nagaraj method for predicting hydraulic
tion, as expressed by following:
conductivity is based on two assumptions: (1) the k
for sand-bentonite mixtures is of the same order=
at
(8)
e Sk log ( k ) + I k
the liquid limit state; and, (2) the two interacting soil
particles are parallel plates. The k values for the
where the dimensionless parameters Sk and Ik represand-bentonite mixtures can be expressed by (Nagasent the slope and intercept, respectively. Figures
raj and Miura 2001):
13a-13b indicates that both the Sk-wL and Ik-wL relationships are approximately linear, as expressed by
e
Eqs. (9) and (10). The high R values for Eqs. (9) and
= a + b log ( k )
(6)
eL
(10) are 0.975 and 0.983, respectively. When Eqs.
(9) and (10) are substituted in Eq. (8), it yields Eq.
where a and b are dimensionless parameters repre(11), which predicts the hydraulic conductivity of
senting the intercept and slope of the regressed linboth the KB backfills and kaolin specimens used in
ear e/eL-log(k) relationship.
this study.
Figure 12 presents the relationship between hydraulic conductivity and e/eL in semi-logarithmic =
S k 1.8wL − 0.09
(9)
scale. It can be seen that the hydraulic conductivity
I k 21.5wL − 1.76
(10)
values for all KB backfills are well generalized us- =
ing e/eL, yet the e/eL-log(k) relationship for the kao:88:

log ( kp ) =

e − 21.5wL + 1.76
1.8wL − 0.09

(11)

where wL is in %, kp is the predicted hydraulic conductivity reported in m/s. It is evident from Figure
13 that Eqs. (9) to (11) are not suitable for predicting
the hydraulic conductivity for the sandy SB backfills
reported by Fan et al. (2014).

SB or SC backfills are not available in previous
studies including Malusis et al. (2009) and Hong et
al. (2011).
Figure 14 presents the relationship between the
log(k) obtained from the oedometer tests and the dimensionless parameter log[e3×wL-6/(1+e)] for the
KB backfills and kaolin specimens. A regression
analysis using the Least-Square-Root method gives
Eq. (13) with R value of 0.872:



e3
log ( k ) 1.30 log  6
=
 − 11.73
 wL (1 + e ) 

(13)

where wL is in %. An attempt is also made to correlate log[e3×wL-6/(1+e)] to log(k) for the KB backfills,
kaolin specimens, and sandy SB backfills reported
by Fan et al. (2014), and the obtained log[e3×wL6
/(1+e)]-log(k) relationship (R = 0.859) is expressed
by:


e3
log ( k ) 1.32 log  6
=
 − 11.71
 wL (1 + e ) 

(14)

Since Eqs. (13) and (14) are very similar to each
other, it is concluded that Eq. (14) is capable of predicting the hydraulic conductivity of the KB backfills, kaolin specimen, and the sandy SB backfills
reported by Fan et al. (2014).

Figure 13. Relationship between liquid limit (wL) and intercept (Ik) and slope (Sk) form the e-log(k) relationship expressed
using Eq. (8) for the kaolin-bentonite backfills and kaolin clay
presented in this study: (a) intercept (Ik); and (b) slope (Sk).

The KC equation is commonly used to estimate
hydraulic conductivity and it is expressed by:

(12)

Figure 14. Relationship between hydraulic conductivity (k) and
e3wL-6/(1+e) in a logarithm scale for the backfills presented in
this study and Fan et al. (2014).

where Cs is the shape coefficient that reflects the
pore shape and tortuosity of the channels, γw is the
unit weight of water, µw is the dynamic viscosity of
water, SSA is the specific surface area, and e is the
void ratio. Chapuis and Aubertin (2003) and Sanzeni
et al. (2013) suggested that an inaccurate SSA value
could lead to a significant discrepancy in the predicted hydraulic conductivity value for clayey soils.
As a result, the SSA in the original KC equation is
replaced by wL because (1) wL is a basic soil parameter that is easily determined using conventional soil
laboratory testing methods; (2) SSA can be estimated
from wL using various relationships (Chapuis and
Aubertin 2003); and, (3) SSA values for the sandy

The predicted hydraulic conductivity (kp) values
using Eqs. (7), (11), and (14) are compared with
those determined by the oedometer tests, as shown
in Figure 15a-15c. Figure 15 shows that the predicted hydraulic conductivity values are generally in the
range of 1/3 to 3 times the hydraulic conductivity
measured during the oedometer tests, except for the
results of the first two loading increments. Therefore, it is concluded that all the three methods (see
Eqs. (7), (11), and (14)) are reasonably suitable to
predict the hydraulic conductivity value for the KB
backfills with bentonite content that ranges from 5 to
15%.

k Cs
=

γw
e3
⋅
µ w SSA2 (1 + e )

:89:

backfills and kaolin specimens presented in this
study, but also the sandy SB backfills reported in
previous studies.
4 CONCLUSIONS

Figure 16. Relationship between the hydraulic conductivity (k)
measured from the oedometer tests and the predicted hydraulic
conductivity (kP) using: (a) Eq. 7; (b) Eq. 11; and (c) Eq. 14.

The results reveal that the Nagaraj’s generalized
void ratio (e/eL) method provides a concise approach, yet it fails to predict the hydraulic conductivity for the kaolin specimens presented in this
study or the sandy SB backfills reported by Fan et al.
(2014). Among the three empirical equations, Eq.
(14) is better suited to predict the hydraulic conductivity for the KB backfills and kaolin specimens presented in this study as well as the sandy SB backfills
reported by Fan et al. (2014). Nevertheless, all three
empirical equations fail to predict the hydraulic conductivity for the sandy SB backfills reported by
Hong et al. (2011) and Malusis et al. (2009), as
shown in Figs. 13 to 15. Further study is needed to
investigate a better approach that will accurately
predict hydraulic conductivity of not only the KB

Soil backfills that consist of sandy soil and Nabentonite are commonly used for in-situ barriers to
control seepage and contaminant migration. However, such materials may not be easily available in
some areas. This study investigates the soil backfills
that are prepared using clayey soil and Ca-bentonite
(materials that are commonly available in certain areas, especially in developing countries such as China
and India). Soil backfills were prepared using kaolin
as clayey soil and Ca-bentonite as bentonite and they
were evaluated for slump based on slump tests and
for compressibility and hydraulic conductivity based
on a series of oedometer tests. The test results were
compared with those for the sandy SB and also limited SC backfills reported in previous studies. The
following conclusions can be drawn:
1. The slump test results indicate that the range
of water content required to achieve a target slump
(–∆H =100 - 150 mm) increased as the bentonite
content rose. The water content required to achieve
the target slump (–∆H = 100 - 150 mm) ranges from
47 to 51%, 59 to 64%, and 71 to 77% for backfills
with bentonite content of 5%, 10% and 15% (B5,
B10, and B15), respectively.
2. The compression curves of the kaolinbentonite backfills and kaolin specimens exhibited a
noticeable inverse ‘S’ shape that is attributed to the
existence of the remolded yield stress (σ’yr). The σ’yr
and void ratio at σ’ = 1 kPa (denoted as e1) had
unique relationships with the initial void ratio (e0)
and void ratio at liquid limit (eL) given by: σ’yr =
11.45×(e00.8/eL)-3.2 and e1 = 1.168×(e00.6×eL)0.772.
3. The compressibility of the kaolin-bentonite
backfills was remarkably affected by the initial water content and bentonite content. The compression
index (Cc) obtained from this study and previous
studies had a unique relationship with e1 given by:
Cc = 0.13e1 + 0.056e12.
4. The coefficient of consolidation (Cv) and hydraulic conductivity values for the kaolin-bentonite
backfills were significantly affected by the bentonite
content. Most of the hydraulic conductivity values
for the backfills presented in this study are lower
than 10-9 m/s. The results demonstrate that clayey
soil-Ca-bentonite backfills can be applied in the construction of soil-bentonite vertical cutoff walls.
5. Three empirical equations, namely the Nagaraj generalized state parameter (e/eL) method, Sivapullaiah et al. (2000) ’s method and a proposed
method based on the framework of Kozeny–Carman
equation, were applied to predict the hydraulic conductivity values for the KB backfills. The results indicate that the predicted hydraulic conductivity val:90:

ues using the proposed equations were within a
range of 1/3 to 3 times those obtained from the oedometer tests. The proposed method based on the
framework of Kozeny–Carman equation is better
suited to estimate the hydraulic conductivity values
for both the KB backfills in this study and the sandy
SB backfills reported by previous studies.
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ABSTRACT: The deformation of reconstituted clays is studied in this paper. Firstly, based on experimental
observation, an S-shaped function is proposed to describe the soil compression behavior. The proposed compression model improves the accuracy and removes the deficiencies of most existing compression models.
Then the well know Modified Cam Clay model (MCC) is reformulated based on the S-shaped compression
curve and a variable spacing ratio. The generalised MCC model is suitable for describing the stress and strain
behaviour of clays for general stress levels, i.e., p > 0.01 kPa. The performance of generalised MCC model is
demonstrated.
1 INTRODUCTION

Equation, a=0, b=1

Equation, a=1.8,b=4.5

3.5

Linear Model

2.5

Void index Iv

Clays in reconstituted states are relatively uniform
and standardized, and their mechanical properties
are also relatively simple. The study of the behaviour of reconstituted clay is hence usually used as a
foundation for further study of the soil with the same
mineralogy in other states, which is often referred as
to structured states (Burland, 1990). In this paper,
the deformation of clays in reconstituted states is
studied, examining both the compression behaviour
and shearing behaviour of the soil at various stress
levels and water contents.
From experimental observation, it is seen that the
current central assumption for constitutive modelling
of reconstituted clays, that the compression behaviour of soil is linear in the e (voids ratio) and p
(mean effective stress) space or in the e and lnp
space, is an approximation of soil behaviour, and
that the assumption is not applicable for soil for general stress level. To remove this deficiency, an Sshaped compression function is proposed. This function has the capacity of representing the compression
behaviour of reconstituted clays with p > 0.01 kPa.
Then the well know Modified Cam Clay model
(MCC) is reformulated based on the new compression function. A material constant r, the spacing ratio or the ratio of po (the maximum mean effective
stress on a yield surface) over pcs (the mean effective stress for the maximum shear stress state on the
yield surface), is introduced. The MCC model thus
generalised is suitable for describing the stress and
strain behaviour of clays for general stress levels.
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0.5

-0.5

-1.5

-2.5
0.1

1

10

100

1000

10000 100000

Effective vertical stress (kPa)
Figure 1. Compression behavior of 25 clays in reconstituted
states (Liu et al. 2013).

The new model gives essentially identical soil response as that by MCC when the compression behaviour of a soil can be assumed linear in the e and
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lnp space and the value of spacing ratio r is equal to
2.
The generalised MCC model is used to simulate
the behaviour of reconstituted clays over a wide
range of stresses. The performance of the new MCC
model is demonstrated.

Voids ratio e

AC: Virgin
yielding behaviour

AB: Elastic
behaviour

ICL

CSL

B

A
C
pcs

po

Mean effective stress p (kPa)
2a: Soil behaviour in the e - lnp space

where e and ev are the voids ratios corresponding to
a mean effective stress and a vertical effective stress
respectively. Therefore, e*100 and e*1000 are the voids
ratios of a soil at p = 100 kPa and at p = 1000 kPa.
e*v,100 and e*v,1000 are the voids ratios at v = 100
kPa and at v = 1000 kPa.
A collection of the compression behavior of
twenty five reconstituted clays is presented in a paper by Liu et al. (2013) and is shown in Figure 1. It
is clearly seen that the complete virgin compression
behavior for reconstituted clays is S-shaped. The
voids ratios at very high and very low stresses take
definite values. The currently widely used compression model, the linear behavior of soil in e - lnp
space following the Skempton’s assumption
(Skempton, 1944), gives reliable description of soil
behavior for stresses around 100 kPa to 1000 kPa,
but gives wrong answers at very low and very high
stress level, i.e., e = , for p  0, and e = - for
p  .
It is noted that the curvature of the compression
line at low stress is not unique for a clay with given
mineralogy, but strongly dependent on the water
content (Hong et al, 2010).
2.2 Proposed S-shaped function
Based on trials and errors, an elementary function is
proposed for the complete compression behavior of
reconstituted clays:

Shear stress q (kPa)

CSL

O

Yield
surface

M
Q


r =po /pcs


a

e

 p 
EXP 
b


B

pcs

A
po


0.31 
10 p   1
 2.1Cc* (2)
1

0.425 
p   EXP 0.0551p 




*
e100
for p  0.01 kPa

C

where

Mean effective stress p (kPa)

*
*
Cc*  e100
 e1000

2b: Soil behaviour in the p - q space
Figure 2. Material idealization for the extended MCC model .

2 S-SHAPED COMPRESSION FUNCTION
2.1 Experimental observation
The concept of the voids index was proposed by
Burland in terms of the effective vertical stress (Burland 1990), and is rewritten here in terms of the
mean effective stress p. The compression curve for
the same clay in the Iv ~ lnv space and the Iv ~ lnp
space are essentially the same (Liu et al, 2013). The
voids index Iv is defined as
*
ev  ev*,100
e  e100
Iv  *
 *
,
*
e100  e1000
ev ,100  ev*,1000

0.5

(1)

(3)

*
,
In equations (2) and (3), four parameters, e100
e , a, and b, describe the S-shaped compression
*
*
and e1000
are familcurve of reconstituted clays. e100
iar soil parameters while a and b are new parameters. Parameter a is non-dimensional, and parameter
b has the same unit as the mean effective stress p.
As seen in Figure 1, soil behavior is basically lin*
ear for 100 kPa p 1000 kPa. Thus parameters e100
*
and e1000
can also be related to two well known soil
parameters in the critical state soil mechanics describing the linear compression behavior of soil
(Muir Wood, 1990), i.e.,
*
1000

e* 

  ln p

(4)

where is the voids ratio at p = 1 unit and  is the
compression index. Thus,
*
e100
   ln100   4.61
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(5)

(6)

Two simulations are made and shown in Figure 1,
with a = 0 (i.e., the first part of eqaution 2 is zero),
and with a = 1.8 and b = 4.5. It can be seen that the
proposed function has the capacity to represent the
S-shaped compression behavior of reconstituted
clays. For the second simulation, compression soil
behaviour predicted is essentially linear for
10 kPa < p < 1000 kPa. Therefore the proposed
function also has the capacity to represent the widely
observed linear compression behavior.

Shear stress q (kPa)

MCC and
r=2
r=1.5 New

Therefore, strain increment can be written in
terms of the elastic component " e and the plastic
component " p as follows

d"  d" e

d" p

(7)

Data

ϯϬ
Simulation

Voids ratio e

*
e1000
   ln1000   6.91

ϮϬ

r=2.72 New

ϭϬ

Ϭ

Ϭ͘ϭ

ϭ

ϭϬ

ϭϬϬ

ϭϬϬϬ
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Mean effective stress p (kPa)

Mean effective stress p (kPa)

Figure 4. Compression behavior of Mexico City clay (experimental data after Terzaghi, 1953).

Figure 3. Variation of the yield surface with spacing ratio r.

4

122%
Simula tion

3 PROPOSED MODEL
3.1 Model framework

Voids ratio e

Following the Modified Cam Clay Model, soil is
idealised as an elastic and virgin yielding material
divided by the yield surface. Soil behaviour is assumed to be purely elastic for any stress excursion
inside the current yield surface (Figure 2). Virgin
yielding occurs for a stress variation originating on
the yield surface and causing it to change. During
virgin yielding, the current stress state of a soil stays
on the surface. The yield surface varies isotropically
with the change in plastic volumetric deformation.
The final failure state of the soil is critical state of
deformation. It is a state at which soil behaves essentially as a frictional fluid, deforming without further change in the stress state and voids ratio. Therefore the mechanical properties of soil at critical
states (Critical State Line the e - lnp space and critical state strength !) are intrinsic material properties,
independent of soil structure.
As shown in Figure 2, the virgin Isotropic Line
(ICL) is boundary of soil states in in the e - lnp
space, and is S-shaped. The curvature of CSL, the
collection of the final failure states in the e - lnp
space, is essentially the same as that of the ICL.

3
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100

1000
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Mean effective stress p (kPa)
Figure 5. Compression behavior of Keman clay with initial water content at 122% (experimental data after, Hong et al, 2010).

3.2 Elastic deformation
Elastic deformation is always induced whenever
there is a change in the stress state. As seen in the Sshaped ICL (Figure 1), the compression index for
the virgin isotropic behaviour in the e - lnp space is
not a constant, but dependent on the value of stress
p. The index is denoted as (p). It is assumed that
the ratio of the elastic compression index # over the
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virgin yield compression index  is a constant, denoted as $. Thus the elastic swelling index # is given
by the following equation,

mean effective for the stress state with maximum
shear stress q), (see Figure 2):

# p  $ p .

r

(8)

Then bulk modulus K and shear modulus G can
be worked out as
K
G

1

e p  1 e p 

#
$  p 

(9)

31  2%
1.51  2% 1 e p 
K
21 %
$ 1 %   p 

(10)

1.2
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3.4 Flow rule
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Following the MCC model, associated flow rule is
assumed. The flow rule can thus be worked out from
the yield surface, i.e. Eq. (12). Hence

)f
d" vp
)p 

d" dp )f
)q

Distortional strain εd
0.1

The new surface proposed is made up of two
quarter-ellipses (Figure 2b). The apex Q of the yield
surface is the point where the two ellipses meet.
Point Q is also the apex for both ellipses. po is the
size of the yield surface, and is equal to the value of
the mean effective stress at the isotropic stress state
on the yield surface, i.e., point A.
The surface is thus defined by the following
equation:

The influence of spacing ratio r on the shape of
the yield surface is shown in Figure 3.

ϭ

0.4

(11)

 2 2

! p po  p   q 2  0 for ' ( !
r

.
2

2r 
 !  
2
po  po  p  q  0 for ' & !

  p 
r

 r  1  
(12)

1
0.8

p o
.
p cs

(13)

f is the yield surface equation given by equation
(12). It may be noted that the flow rule is also made
d" p
 0 , and the
up of two parts. At the summit, v
d" dp
flow rule is continuous at this point.
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3.5 Hardening function
0.02

0
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0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

Distortional strain εd

Figure 6. Virgin shearing behavior at different stress level simulated by the new model.

3.3 Yield surface
The concept of spacing ratio r, originally proposed
by Schofield and Wroth (1968), is introduced to define the yield surface. It is the ratio of the po (the
value of the mean effective for the isotropic stress
state on the yield surface) over pcs (the value of the

Following that of models of Cam Clay family, the
fundamental assumption of the proposed model is
that the hardening of soil is governed by plastic volumetric deformation. A detailed study of the constitutive modeling of geomaterials based on this assumption can be found in some papers (Liu and
Carter, 2000; Liu et al. 2011).
A consequence of this assumption is that all stress
states which have the same accumulation of plastic
volumetric deformation constitute a single yield surface. Consequently, the change in size of the yield
surface is linked to plastic volumetric strain increment. The hardening function can thus be written into the following format
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1

e po p
1 e po d" p
d"v 
1  $  po v
#

1.5

(14)

Because the ICL is S-shaped, the value of compression index  is dependent on the value of the
size of the yield surface po.
With the above specification of the elastic deformation, yield surface, flow rule, and hardening function, the proposed new MCC model for general
stress levels is defined.

Shear stress ratio '

dpo 

1

ƉŽ
0.1
1
10

0.5

100

3.6 Model parameters

Table
1. Values of soil parameters for compression behavior.
_____________________________________________
Soil
e100
e1000
a
b
_____________________________________________

10000
0
0

0.05

0.1

0.15

Distortional strain εd
(a) Shear stress ratio and distoritonal strain
ƉŽ

0.015

Volumetric strain εv

Eight parameters are introduced in the MCC model
extended for general stress level. They are !, r, $,
%, e100, e1000, a and b. Four of the parameters, !, %,
e100, e1000, are well studied in the Modified Cam
Clay model (e.g., Muir Wood 1990). Parameter $
can be determined from the two well known compression parameters  and # as $  # .

Three new parameters are +, a, and b. Parameters
a and b are used to describe the ICL of reconstituted
clays, and their values can be determined if the Sshape of the line is defined. r is the spacing ratio,
and its identification can determined from the shape
of the yield surface or the distance between the ICL
and the CSL. r = 2 is assumed if no adequate data
are available for its identification.

1000

Mexico City clay 9.08
4.087
4.4
4.5
Keman
clay
1.374
0.816
3.2
3
_____________________________________________

0.005

0

0.05

0.1

0.15

-0.005

-0.015

4 MODEL PERFORMANCE

0.1
1
10
100
1000
10000

Distortional strain εd

(b) Volumetric and distoritonal strain

4.1 Compression behavior of reconstituted clays
The virgin compression behavior of Mexico City
clay (Terzaghi, 1953) and Keman clay (Hong et al,
2010) are simulated by the new model. As only virgin compression behavior is simulated, Four parameters need to be determined and they are e100,
e1000, a and b. Comparisons between the experimental data and the theoretical simulations are
shown in Figs 4 to 5. Values of model parameters
are given in Table 1.
It is seen that the S-shaped compression behavior
of reconstituted clays can be described successfully
by the proposed model. Compared with conventional
models, the voids ratio of soil at very high and low
stress can be represented rationally as well as accurately.

Figure 7. Overconsolidated soil behavior at different stress level simulated by the new model.

4.2 Influence of stress level on shearing behaviour
To demonstrate the performance of the model under
general stress level, simulations of the drained behavior of reconstituted clays for initial confining
stresses from 0.1 kPa to 10000 kPa are made. Two
groups are presented: (a) drained virgin shearing behavior at different stress levels, and (b) softening
behavior at different stress levels. All the simulations follow conventional triaxial compression tests
with the confining stresses kept constant. The initial
stress states for the tests are isotropic, i.e.,
pi = 1i = 3i. In the simulations, one set of soil
parameters are adopted, as listed in Table 2.
Six drained virgin shearing tests are presented.
Hence for all tests the size of the initial virgin yield
surface is equal to the initial mean effective stress,
:97:

i.e., po = pi = 1i = 3i. The initial stress states for
the six tests are isotropic and are pi = 0.1, 1, 10,
100, 1000 and 10000 kPa respectively. The model
simulations are shown in Figure 6. For simulations
with 3i = 0.1 kPa to 3i = 1000 kPa, it is seen that
the stiffness of soil deformation in the shear strain "d
and shear stress ratio ' space decreases with the increase of the confining stress, and that the corresponding volumetric strains increase with the increase of the confining stress. This characteristic of
drained virgin shearing behavior has long been
widely observed in sand mainly because of the convenience of the tests (e.g., Lee and Seed, 1967; Colliat-Dangus et al. 1988; Yamamuro and Lade, 1996).
However, the authors are not aware of any drained
shearing tests on clays covering such range of stress
levels that the influence of the curvature of soil
compression behavior on shearing behavior can be
investigated. For the test with 3i = 10000 kPa, it is
seen that the stiffness of soil deformation increases
but the corresponding volumetric strains decreases.
This is in consistency with the fact that soil behaves
at the range of the bottom part of the S-shaped compression curve. The compression index of the soil is
relatively low.
Six simulations for drained shearing tests on
overconsolidated clays are made. The overconsolidation ratio (OCR) is the same for all the cases, i.e.,
OCR = 5. The sizes of the initial yield surface for
the six tests are po = 0.1, 1, 10, 100, 1000 and
1000 kPa respectively. The simulations are shown in
Figure 7. Soil behavior is elastic before the peak
strength is reached. The magnitude of elastic deformation is dependent on the change in stress as well
as elastic deformation stiffness. The peak strength
predicted is mainly dependent on the OCR value. It
is seen that the expansive volumetric strain produced
in the softening process increases with the stress
level.
Table
2. Values of model parameters .
______________________________________________
!
r
v
$
e100
e1000
a
b
_____________________________________________
1.2
2
0.25
0.2
1.436 1.07
1.1 6
_____________________________________________

5 CONCLUSION
The Modified Cam Clay model has been generalized
so that the behavior of reconstituted clays for general stress levels can be included. This is achieved
by the introduction of an S-shaped compression
equation, and a spacing ratio dependent on soil mineralogy. The performance of the new model has
been demonstrated by simulating the compression
behavior of soil over a wide range of stress levels
and the drained shearing behavior. It is seen that the
generalized Modified Cam Clay model has improved the original model and extended its applicability.
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ABSTRACT: Polymer-modified asphalt (PMA) has been widely adopted instead of normal hot-mix asphalt
(HMA) for pavement repairing and new construction of high-traffic road. This is due to higher resistance to
damages that would be experienced during service life. However, preparation procedures of HMA and PMA
require the mixing temperature that is sufficiently high for decreasing bitumen viscosity to satisfy mixing
suitability but not too high to avoid damaging material. This research studied on the effects of temperature
and mixing time on tensile stiffness and fatigue properties of asphalts. Indirect tensile stiffness modulus
(ITSM) tests and indirect tensile fatigue tests (ITFT) were performed to evaluate the stiffness and fatigue
properties of asphalt mixture. Asphalt specimens were heated to temperature of either 140 ºC, 180 ºC or 220
ºC and mixed for either 10 mins or 30 mins. From test results, it was found that by increasing temperature and
mixing time, the stiffness modulus is significantly increased while the fatigue resistance is notably decreased,
particular at the high stress levels applied in ITFT.

In Thailand, asphalt-pavement roads have been
widely constructed, mostly with the normal asphalt
cement (AC) graded 60/70. However, due to a large
increase of traffic volume, many damages (e.g., fatigue cracking, rutting, etc.) have been observed
with the normal hot-mix asphalt (HMA) pavement.
As a result, polymer-modified asphalt cement (PMAC) was introduced to increase the pavement stability and prolong the pavement service life (Phromsorn 1998, Witayakul & Sunanthaphongsak 1995).
HMA and polymer-modified asphalt (PMA) are the
materials obtained by hot-mixing the selected aggregate with AC and PM-AC, respectively. Thus, the
temperature used for preparation may significantly
affect the physical properties of the asphalt obtained.
This leads to the interest of studying on the effects
of temperature and mixing time on tensile strength
and fatigue properties of HMA and PMA. These effects were evaluated by a series of indirect tensile
stiffness modulus (ITSM) tests and a series of indirect tensile fatigue tests (ITFT) in this study.

with the AC 60/70, was used for the preparation of
PMA. These two asphalt cement types were manufactured to meet the specifications by the Department of Highways, Thailand (DH-SP. 401/2531 and
DH-SP. 408/2536). A limestone aggregate of which
the gradation is shown in Figure 1 was used. Its specific gravity was 2.63 and the asphalt absorption was
0.38 %. Based on a series of Marshall, the optimum
asphalt content of 5 % was revealed (Kongkitkul et
al. 2014).
100
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2 TEST PROCEDURES

0.1

2.1 Test materials
AC 60/70 was used for HMA. PM-AC, which is the
product of mixing styrene butadiene styrene (SBS)

Aggregate (Treated):

1
Particle diameter, D (mm)

Figure 1. Gradation of aggregate.
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= 2.55 mm
= 25

10

the specimen had been left in the mould until the
temperature was lower than 60 °C. Then, the specimen was extruded from the mould and left at the
room temperature for at least 16 hours before test.
3.0
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HMA - 180N
HMA - 220L

2.8

HMA-220L
y = -0.25084x + 3.08975
R² = 0.39761

Log of stress

2.6

Figure 2. Dynamic asphalt performance tester model CRT-NU 14.
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Figure 4. Relationships between stress and pulse number from
ITFT on: a) HMA; and b) PMA.
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2.3 Test apparatus
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Figure 3. Relationships between vertical deformation and pulse
number from ITFT on: a) HMA; and b) PMA.

2.2 Test specimen’s preparations
The selected aggregate was heated to the temperatures of 140°C, 180°C or 220°C for two hours. Also,
the AC and PM-AC were heated to the same respective temperatures. Then, the aggregate and the asphalt cement which had been heated at the same
temperature were hot-mixed together. There were
two mixing times employed: i) 10 mins for specimens prepared at 140°C and 180°C; and ii) 30 mins
for specimens prepared at 220°C. In each case, ten
specimens were prepared. Each specimen was prepared by the compaction specified in the Marshall
test for 75 blows. After having finished compaction,

In this study, a dynamic asphalt performance tester
was used. It was the CRT-NU 14 model, manufactured by Cooper Co., Ltd. (Figure 2). The apparatus
was used for testing specimens in the indirect tensile
mode, for stiffness modulus determination and for
fatigue testing. The stiffness modulus of specimens
was determined by the indirect tensile stiffness
modulus (ITSM) test in accordance with BS DD 213
standard. The fatigue resistance of the specimens
was determined by the indirect tensile fatigue test
(ITFT) in accordance with BS DD ABF. A specimen
was subjected to a repeated controlled vertical stress
pulse diametrically until it fails. The failure was defined when the specimen split or the vertical deformation reached 9 mm. In each case, the tests were
performed on ten specimens with different stress
levels ranging from 50 – 600 kPa. The rising time of
the applied vertical load was 120 ms which is equivalent to the frequency of 1.33 Hz. The temperature
was controlled at 25°C during the test.
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Table 1. Stiffness modulus of HMA from ITSM tests.
Case

Stiffness Modulus of HMA (MPa)
4
5
6
7
1,400
1,174
1,100
1,050

140N

1
1,000

2
1,200

3
1,294

180N

1,183

1,534

1,205

975

1,217

1,400

220L

1,645

1,784

1,331

1,613

1,443

1,209

Average (MPa)

8
1,145

9
1,124

10
1,400

997

1,269

1,262

1,304

1,234

1,033

1,579

1,200

1,772

1,461

Table 2. Stiffness modulus of PMA from ITSM tests.
Stiffness Modulus of PMA (MPa)
Case
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
140N
727
812
1584
1400
845
1481
1735
180N
1,450
1,537
3,672
1,373
1,009
1,300
1,753

8
1352
1,399

9
1447
1,665

10
1273
1,754

220L

2,768

3,881

2,032

4,232

700

1,853

848

1,215

2,430

1,289

3 TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.2

3.1 Indirect tensile stiffness modulus (ITSM) test

3.0

Average (MPa)
1,266
1,691
2,125
HMA - 140N
HMA - 180N
HMA - 220L

HMA-220L
y = -0.34189x + 3.52149
R² = 0.40493

Tables 1 and 2 show the ITSM values obtained from
HMA and PMA, respectively. It could be clearly observed that the ITSM values of HMA and PMA that
were mixed at 220 °C for 30 mins are significantly
greater than the values when mixed at 140 °C and
180 °C for 10 mins. This shows an importance of
mixing temperature and time on the stiffness of asphalt.
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Figures 3a and 3b show the relationships between
the vertical deformation and the pulse number obtained from ITFTs with the stress level of 250 kPa
for HMA and PMA, respectively. Then, the relationships between the logarithm of stress level and the
logarithm of the corresponding pulse number, at
which the vertical deformation was 9 mm, were obtained as shown in Figures 4a and 4b for HMA and
PMA, respectively. Similarly, the relationships between the logarithm of strain and the logarithm of
pulse number are shown in Figures 5a and 5b for
HMA and PMA, respectively.
From Figures 4a and 5a, it may be seen that
HMA prepared by mixing at 220 °C for 30 mins exhibited the greatest pulse number for all the stress
levels employed in the tests. On the other hand, from
Figures 4b and 5b, it could be observed that PMA
prepared by mixing at 220 °C for 30 mins showed a
greater pulse number than the other two cases only
at the low stress or strain level. These behaviours
may be due to the followings.
1. After the asphalt cement was subjected to heat
for a long time, the oxidation was occurred which
resulted in formation of polar groups containing oxygen. And, these polar groups tend to associate into
micelles of higher molecular weight, increasing the
viscosity. Thus, the harder and less flexible behaviours are attained (Read, 1996).
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y = -0.33642x + 3.46179
R² = 0.90149
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(b)

Figure 5. Relationships between stress and pulse number from
ITFT on: a) HMA; and b) PMA.

2. Oxidation is highly dependent on the temperature, time and the thickness of the bitumen film. The
rate of oxidation increases twice for each 10 °C increase in the temperature above 100 °C (Read &
Whiteoak 2003).
3. SBS polymer modification typically results in
ductility improvements but oxidative ageing degrades this improvement significantly. This results
in hardened behaviour and, to some extent, degradation of the polymer additive.
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3.3 Crack propagation percentage
Read (1996) studied on fatigue cracking of bituminous paving mixtures. In his study, the point of
crack initiation was defined from the peak of the relationship between the number of cycles (N) normalised by the vertical deformation (i.e., N/vertical deformation) and the number of cycles (N). Figures 6
and 7 show such relationships for HMA and PMA,
respectively.

20
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80

100

Pulse number, N

(c)
Figure 6. Crack propagation percentage evaluated at stress level of 320 kPa by ITFTs on HMA at temperatures of: a) 140°C;
b) 180°C and 220°C .

0

(c)
Figure 7. Crack propagation percentage evaluated at stress level of 400 kPa by ITFTs on PMA at temperatures of: a) 140°C;
b) 180°C and 220°C.

Crack propagation percentage is an indicator for
fatigue resistance. It is based on the energy dissipation concept, assuming that the stiffness is inversely
proportional to the vertical deformation. The greater
the crack propagation percentage implies the more
ductility against fatigue cracking after the first crack
has been initiated. From Figures 6 and 7, it could be
seen that the crack propagation percentage of HMA
and PMA mixed at 220°C for 30 mins are smaller
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than those mixed at 140°C or 180°C for 10 mins,
showing the poorer resistance against fatigue cracking failure. This observation is also consistent with
the interpretations of Figures 4 and 5. That is, with
increasing the mixing temperature and time, the asphalt becomes stiffer as indicated by the stiffness
modulus from ITSM tests (Tables 1 and 2). However, this is also associated with the more brittle material-like behaviours and therefore the less resistance
against the crack propagation introduced by repeatedly applied stress.
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ABSTRACT: In pavement design, the phenomena are the stresses, strains and deflections within a pavement
structure, and the physical causes are the traffic loads and material properties of the pavement structure. An
empirical approach based on a statistical database on the observed performance is employed in pavement design. To enhance the quality and efficiency of pavement design it is necessary to elevate the comprehensive
behaviour of the pavement material. In Thailand, a hot mix asphalt (HMA) is commonly employed for asphalt
pavement. Therefore, this paper aims to present a mechanical characteristics of the asphaltic concrete based
on laboratory tests. The stress-strain and strength characteristics and distresses of the asphaltic concrete were
focused in this study. The HMA specimens were prepared according to the Marshall method, since they were
prepared according to the standard of the Thailand’s Department of Highway. The unconfined compressive
strength, indirect tensile strength, the resilient modulus, and the dynamic creep tests were carried out under
controlled temperature and moisture condition. Finally, the testing results can be used to define the empirical
equations to predict the mechanical characteristics of the asphaltic concrete specimen.
1 INTRODUCTION
Pavements are engineered structures and are an essential part of surface transportation infrastructure
such as roads, runways, parking lots and driveways.
Pavements can be broadly classified into asphalt (or
flexible) and concrete (rigid) pavements. In Thailand
and perhaps all over the world, most of the roads are
asphalt pavements. The asphalt pavements consist of
different layers, which from the bottom up are
known as subgrade, subbase, base and asphalt surface. There also are certain pavements with asphalt
surface layers on top of concrete layers. The most
important function of the pavement is to withstand
the load applied from a vehicle without excessive
deformation. The layered structure of the pavement
is meant for ensuring that the load is spread out below the tire such that the resultant stress at each layer is small enough not to cause damage. The approach in a flexible pavement is to spread the load in
such a way that the stress at the subgrade soil level is
small enough so that it can sustain the stress without
any major deformation. When the existing soil is not
stiff enough to support the stress, then there is a need
to improve the soil using ground improvement techniques. In addition, an enhancing of the asphalt surface could also reduce the stress at the subgrade soil.
In Thailand, most of the pavement design refers
to the Thailand’s Department of Highway (DOH)

standard. The surface layer of pavement (or asphaltic concrete) is typically paved by a hot mix asphalt
(HMA) mixture. The HMA is basically prepared by
combining hot aggregates and asphalt binder. Limestone and AC 60/70 asphalt are commonly employed
in Thailand. The mixture needs to be designed
properly to give it adequate stiffness, strength and
durability. A worldwide accepted method for the
HMA mixture design is referred to the Marshall
method. Since asphalt layers are directly exposed to
the environment, proper consideration of environmental factors must be made. Temperature and
moisture are two main factors affecting the properties of pavement materials significantly. The Marshall method is however unlikely to consider these
factors. Recently, the mechanistic-empirical design
approach has been developed in order to explain
mechanical characteristics of the asphaltic concrete.
In this approach, the stress-strain and strength characteristics of the asphaltic concrete can be observed
using the laboratory testing technique.
This research aims to present laboratory testing
results and analysis of the asphaltic concrete. The
HMA specimens were prepared from an AC 60/70
asphalt binder and limestone aggregate. The mixtures were designed using the Marshall method according to the Thailand’s Department of Highway.
However, to control the sample uniformity, a Superpave gyratory compactor (SGC) was employed for
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compaction of HMA specimens. The unconfined
compression, the indirect tensile, the resilient modulus, and the dynamic creep tests were carried out using a 14-kN dynamic universal testing machine
(UTM). A temperature of 55oC and a wet condition
were applied in order to simulate a severe environmental condition of the pavement surface. Moreover, the experimental results can be used to define
the empirical relationships to predict the stressstrain-strength behaviour of the HMA.

Table 2. Properties of aggregate.
Aggregate type

Limestone

Specific gravity, Gs

2.617

Bulk density, (kg/m3)

2,640

Particle size
d10 (mm)
d30 (mm)
d50 (mm)
d60 (mm)

0.18
0.90
2.60
4.75

LA abrasion value (%)

22.88

Asphaltic concrete is a heterogeneous mixture of the
three constituents of asphalt binder, aggregate, and
air voids. Therefore, the properties of asphaltic concrete are determined by the properties of the constituents and the spatial arrangement of the constituents.
In this section, the mechanical properties of constituents and the mixing method are presented.
2.1 Asphalt binder and aggregate
A penetration-graded asphalt of AC 70/60 is commonly used in Thailand for a while. The penetration
values, density, and viscosity of AC 60/70 were tested according to AASHTO and ASTM standards as
summarised in Table 1. It is noted that the penetration-graded specification is measured at 25oC
(AASHTO T49, ASTM D5). Consequently, the
stiffness of asphalts obtained from the penetration
test was solely measured under a typical pavement
average temperature. In fact, the asphalt binder is also subjected to the temperature higher than 100oC
such as mixing temperature of 150oC and paving
temperature of 135oC. To measure the viscous behaviour of asphalt in high temperature, the viscosity
test using a rotational viscometer or Brookfield test
(ASTM D4402) was adopted in the design standard.
It is because the penetration test measures the stiffness of asphalt in solid state, but the viscosity test
measures the shearing resistance of the asphalt in
liquid state. This limitation of the penetration grading was already pointed out by Roberts et al. (1996).
Table 1. Viscous behaviour of AC 60/70.
Asphalt
binder

Specific
gravity at
25oC

Penetration
at 25oC

AC 60/70

1.024

69

Brookfield test
(Pa.s)
135oC

150oC

0.328

0.170

For aggregate, limestone was employed in this
study as it is fundamentally used as a construction
material in Thailand. A 12.5-mm nominal maximum
aggregate size was selected in this study. A particle
size distribution, density, and LA abrasion value of
aggregate were tested as summarised in Table 2. A
particle size distribution curve is also plotted as
shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Particle size distribution curve of aggregate.

2.2 Marshall mix design
The Marshall method was refined by the U.S. Army
Crops of Engineers since the 1940s. This method
continues to be used widely in pavement design
jobs, and has also been used for testing of quality
control samples during construction in Thailand, the
Department of Highway specified the Marshall
method as the Thailand’s standard (DH-T 604,
1974). Following are the main steps of the Marshall
method used in this study.
When the aggregates and the asphalt binder were
selected, the hot aggregates shall be mixed with the
asphalt binder at mixing temperature of 150oC. The
asphaltic concrete specimens shall be prepared using
a Marshall (handheld) compactor with an appropriate number of blows per side (considering the traffic
level) at compaction temperature of 135oC. The
voids in total mix (VTM) and the bulk specific gravity of compacted asphalt mix (GMB) were determined
for each job mix. The Marshall stability and flow
test were carried out. The required plots in the Marshall Mix Design Method for are shown in Figure 2.
2.3 Sample preparation
The AC 60/70 together with a 12.5-mm nominal
maximum aggregate size of limestone were employed to prepare asphalt mixes in this study. The
mixture specimens were designed according to the
Thailand’s Department of Highway.
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Figure 2. Required plots in the Marshall Mix Design Method.
Table 3. Summary of experimental programme.
Test
Temperature (oC)
Unconfined compression test
Indirect tensile test
(ASTM D6931)
Resilient modulus test
(ASTM D4123)
Dynamic creep test
(NCHRP 465)

25, 55
25, 55
55
10, 25, 40, 55
25, 55
55

Loading
Monotonic load: rate of loading = 0.0006 s-1,
0.0017 s-1, 0.0056 s-1, 0.0167 s-1
Monotonic load: rate of loading = 0.0008 s-1,
0.0025 s-1, 0.0083 s-1, 0.0250 s-1
Monotonic load: rate of loading = 0.0083 s-1
Repeated load: Havesine load, frequency = 1 Hz,
amplitude = 10% of ITS
Repeated load: Havesine load, frequency = 1 Hz,
amplitude = 207 kPa
Repeated load: Havesine load, frequency = 1 Hz,
amplitude = 207 kPa
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Condition
Dry
Dry
Dry/Wet
Dry
Dry
Dry/Wet

The testing programme consists of i) unconfined
compression (UC) test (or uniaxial compression
test); ii) indirect tensile (IDT) test (or Brazilian test);
iii) resilient modulus (Mr) test; and iv) dynamic
creep test (or permanent deformation test). The test
specimens were carried out in a controlled temperature chamber. The temperatures were controlled at
25oC and 55oC as a standard reference and a hot
temperature observed on the pavement surface, respectively. For moisture sensitivity study, the test
specimens were fully soaked and kept in a controlled
chamber for 24 hours before running the test. Table
3 summarises the detail of testing conditions.

Table 4. Summary of stress-strain-strength values from the UC
tests.
Temp
(oC)

25

55



(sec )
0.0006
0.0017
0.0056
0.0167
0.0006
0.0017
0.0056
0.0167

 peak

 max

E 50

(%)
1.69
1.72
1.46
1.25
2.40
2.10
1.54
2.11

(kPa)
3017.74
4162.49
5756.71
7108.48
881.71
979.17
997.27
1364.68

(MPa)
352.13
465.92
955.52
1173.81
74.18
79.39
225.15
177.46

8,000.00
0.0167/sec

7,000.00

0.0056/sec

6,000.00

0.0017/sec

5,000.00
4,000.00
3,000.00
2,000.00
1,000.00

0.0006/sec

0.00
0.0

1.0

2.0

3.0
ε (%)

4.0

5.0

6.0

(a)
1,600.00
0.0167/sec

1,400.00

0.0056/sec
0.0017/sec

1,200.00
1,000.00
800.00

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

600.00

3.1 Unconfined compression test

200.00

The unconfined compression (UC) test was performed using the UTM under monotonic manner.
The specimens were kept in a controlled chamber
for 24 hours before running the test. The temperatures of controlled chamber were orderly set at 25
and 55oC. Two linear variable differential transformers (LVDTs) were used to measure the vertical
displacement of the specimens. To investigate the

-1

All stress-strain relationships from the UC tests
are presented in Figure 3. It is obviously seen that
the higher strain rate, the higher peak strength is observed. On the other hand, the higher temperature
results in the lower strength of asphaltic concrete.

σ (kPa)

2.4 Testing programme

effect of the loading rate, the selected strain rates of
0.0006, 0.0017, 0.0056, and 0.0167s-1 were used. All
tests were performed well to strain levels beyond the
peak of the stress-strain, typically to final strain
magnitudes which approached 5% as much as it is
possible. The UC test results can be summarised in
Table 4.

σ (kPa)

The optimum asphalt content of 4.5% was used
for all mixes. To control the sample uniformity, a
Superpave gyratory compactor (SGC) was employed
for compaction of 150-mm diameter HMA specimens. The loading ram applied a stress of 600 kPa,
and the base was rotated with a tilt of 1.25o at 30 gyrations per minutes. The number of compactions was
set according to heavy traffic, in which the final
density of the specimens is in the range of 2,400 –
2,450 kg/m3 and the air void content is around 4%.
The preparation was then completed by coring the
150 mm diameter specimens to 100 mm diameter
specimens using wet-type coring bit. Once the 100
mm specimen was obtained from the coring, the end
treatment was accomplished by cutting the top and
bottom ends of the specimen using a diamond saw
blade. After cutting, the final heights of specimens
are approximately 150 mm for the unconfined compression (UC) test and the dynamic creep test and 65
mm for the indirect tensile (IDT) test and the resilient modulus (Mr) test. The geometry of 100 mm diameter and 150 mm length was recommended for
the simple performance test in NCHRP 465. On the
other hand, the 100 mm diameter and 65 mm thick
specimens were prepared following the AASHTO
T321, ASTM D6931. All tests were performed using
the static and dynamic universal testing machine
(UTM) test system. The sample preparation and testing were carried out at the Department of Civil Engineering’s
Geotechnical
Laboratory
at
Chulalongkorn University.

400.00

0.0006/sec

0.00
0.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

ε (%)

(b)
Figure 3. Stress-strain relationships of HMA specimens with
different strain rates under UC test (a) 25oC (b) 55oC.
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Similarly, the indirect tensile (IDT) tests were performed using the UTM. However, it is known that
the stress distribution of the IDT test (or Brazilian
test) is approximately uniform at the centre of the
specimen, where the crack initiates. Therefore, two
local strain gauges were attached at the centre on
both sides of the specimen. It is suggested by ASTM
D6931 to use the rate of loading of 50 mm/min
which is equivalent to strain rate of 0.0083 s-1. To
study the effect of strain rate, the strain rates of
0.0008, 0.0025, 0.0083 and 0.0250 s-1 were controlled in this study. The specimens were confined
within the controlled chamber for 24 hours previous
to preforming the test. The controlled temperatures
were operated at 25 and 55oC, respectively. All tests
were executed well to strain levels, which were
above the peak of stress-strain, as far as possible to
final strain magnitude approaching 1.5%. In fact, only the quick test can be performed at 55oC. It is because at high temperature the specimens behave as
soft materials and they could not show the tensile
failure mode. The IDT test results can be summarised in Table 5.

In this study, the results of the resilient modulus
test at 10oC, 25oC, 40oC, and 55oC are 14.83, 6.91,
1.14, and 0.53 GPa, respectively. This result shows
that the resilient modulus decrease when the temperature increase as shown in Figure 5. Additionally, it
can be fitted with an exponential function as presented in Figure 5.
1,200.00
0.0250/sec

1,000.00

0.0083/sec

800.00

σ (kPa)

3.2 Indirect tensile test

600.00

0.0025/sec

400.00
0.0008/sec
200.00
0.00
0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

140.00
120.00

25

55

(sec-1)
0.0008
0.0025
0.0083
0.0250
0.0008
0.0025
0.0083
0.0250

 peak

 max

(%)
0.59
0.67
0.37
0.28
N/A
N/A
N/A
0.31

(kPa)
372.74
578.40
1015.24
1079.68
N/A
N/A
139.73
183.92

E 50

(MPa)
181.36
454.88
1106.25
1137.85
N/A
N/A
N/A
36.04

All stress-strain relationships from the IDT tests
are presented in Figure 4. It is similar to the UC testing results that the high strain rate and the low temperature result in the low indirect tensile strength
(ITS) values. The range of strain at peak is around
0.15 – 0.85% (roughly 0.5%). It is noted that the
clear tensile failure mode can be observed in the
specimens tested at 25oC.

σ (kPa)
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Figure 4. Stress-strain relationships of HMA specimens with
different strain rates under IDT test (a) 25oC (b) 55oC.
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3.3 Resilient modulus test
In resilient modulus testing (ASTM D4123), a haversine loading is applied to a sample to determine
the resulting deformation, and hence calculate resilient modulus, which is defined as the ratio of stress
and resilient strain. The test is generally carried out
in indirect tensile mode. The havesine load utilised
in the protocol has a period of 0.1 s, followed by a
rest period 0.9 s. The magnitude of the applied load
equivalent to 10% of the specimen tensile strength at
each of test temperature.

80.00

40.00

Mr (GPa)

Temp
(oC)

2.5

(a)

100.00

Table 5. Summary of stress-strain-strength values from the IDT
tests.
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Figure 5. Variation of resilient modulus with temperatures.

3.4 Dynamic creep test
The deformation resulting from the temperature and
rate of loading-dependent visco-elastoplastic behaviour cause rutting, and can be simulated in the laboratory using either static or repeated load creep test.
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In this study, the dynamic creep test or the permanent deformation test was performed according to
Simple Performance Test for Superpave Mix Design
which is described in NCHRP 465. The vertical
strain subjected to repeated load at a specific temperature of 25oC and 55oC, is measured during and
after the application of the load. The creep curves –
plots between permanent strain and number of cycle
are presented in Figure 6.
The HMA specimen at 25oC displayed the permanent deformation in the secondary range and did not
show the failure. Conversely, the specimen at 55oC
exhibited the failure when it was continuously loaded to approximately 5,000 cycles. In other words the
failure happened under the flow number (FN) of
5,000. Throughout the test, the secondary creep can
be fitted with a simple equation of permanent deformation (or creep equation) as shown in Table 6
for each temperature.

= 0.82 (139.73 kPa/169.00 kPa). Stuart (1986) suggested that the TSR of a good quality of asphaltic
concrete should be over than 0.7.
The dynamic creep test of the HMA specimen
was also carried out under temperature of 55oC and
in wet condition as shown in Figure 6. The relationship between permanent strain and the loading cycle
number of the HMA specimen under wet condition
can be determined. The FN and the creep equation
were observed and present in Table 6. To evaluate
the moisture susceptibility of the HMA specimen,
the ratio of flow number (FRN) – the ratio of FN of
the wet specimen to the dry specimen was determined. In this study, the FRN at 55oC = 0.6
(3,000/5,000). The result implies that the HMA under hot and damped condition has approximately
60% less rutting resistance.
4 CONCLUSIONS
This research presents a series of laboratory investigation of the asphaltic concrete behaviour. The
HMA specimens were prepared according to the
Thailand’s Department of Highway. The unconfined
compression, the indirect tensile, the resilient modulus, and the dynamic creep tests were carried out using a 14-kN dynamic UTM. A temperature of 55oC
and a wet condition were selected to study moisture
sensitivity. The experimental results can be used to
fit some empirical relationships for predicting the resilient modulus and permanent strain.

Figure 6. Relation of permanent strain and number of cycles .
Table 6. Dynamic creep test results.
Temp (oC)
Condition
FN
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Dry
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3.5 Moisture sensitivity
The test of moisture sensitivity was run to evaluate
the resistance of HMA under the moisture change. In
this research it had been tested by means of the indirect tensile test according to the standard of AASHTO T283 and ASTM D4867 and the dynamic creep
test (Kanitpong et al. 2012, Chompoorat et al. 2011
and 2012). The following are the results.
To observe the moisture sensitivity using the IDT
test, the wet conditioned specimen was tested at a
temperature of 55oC and the strain rate of 0.0083 s-1.
A tensile strength ration (TSR) – the ratio of the indirect tensile strength of the wet specimen to the indirect tensile strength of the dry specimen was determined. In this study, the TSR value tested at 55oC
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ABSTRACT: This article proposes the conceptual idea of bringing an additional technique into the process of
cement stabilisation in Thailand, that of geotextile applications. The main purpose of the geotextile application outlined in this article is the prevention of early damage from transverse reflection and block cracking;
common failure modes in modern Thailand road pavements which have been rehabilitated using cement stabilisation. There is currently a lack of advanced knowledge with regard to mixture design and proper construction skills for cement stabilisation associated with in-situ pavement recycling processes. As a consequence,
most newly rehabilitated road pavements in Thailand are facing a high degree of deterioration caused by the
drying of shrinkage cracks in the cement stabilised base course layer. Due to the weakening of the base course
layer, further pavement deterioration takes place (e.g., transverse reflection and block cracking). In Australia,
a paving fabric (i.e., a geotextile application used in a pavement’s surface) has been introduced and been
found to be effective in the rehabilitation of cracked and highly deteriorated pavements. It does this by reducing the incidence of reflection cracking and it provides a high level of performance as a waterproofing membrane. Based on Australian experience, the paving fabric technique is a viable solution for minimising premature pavement damage in Thailand’s road pavements. In addition, the adoption of this technique may be used
to treat the more severe consequences of block cracking in rehabilitated road pavements.
1 INTRODUCTION
In-situ pavement recycling with cement stabilisation
has recently gained popularity in Thailand pavement
rehabilitation and construction. With early damage
to rehabilitated pavements still occurring, Thailand
road and highway authorities and their contractors
have attempted to identify the causes of this damage.
Cement stabilised base course, produced from in-situ
recycled materials (i.e., a combination of asphalt
material from a pavement surface, and crushed rock
material from a pavement base), is currently preferred in pavement rehabilitation in Thailand due to
the ease of construction processes and no new materials or transportation being required. However, such
cement stabilised material needs to be examined to
discover whether factors involved in its manufacture, mix design, and/or construction are partly responsible for the problem of early damage to pavements. However, based on a series of cement
stabilisation studies carried out in the USA, an investigation into this problem would take considerable time in achieving results (Garber et al., 2011).
Despite this, a newly developed construction
technique exists in the USA. This has been used
successfully to hinder shrinkage cracks after micro-

cracks are generated by the compaction process in
cement stabilised base course layers (Scullion,
2002). This process may assist in finding a more
immediate solution to severe early pavement damage in Thailand. The tentative solution for Thailand
may be found in the introduction of proper construction techniques into the existing construction process
to minimise the effects of potential shrinkage cracks
in a cement stabilised base course layer. From Australia’s experience in roadway construction, geotextiles have successfully been introduced into conventional roadway construction. They can be
incorporated into an asphalt surface layer to form a
geotextile fabric (or a paving fabric) which provides
a tough and flexible membrane intended to resist potential cracking in a roadway.
The micro-crack generating technique generally
requires longer construction periods with relatively
high quality curing processes, and this would not
suit the extremely traditional construction methods
used by the majority in the Thailand roadway construction industry. In addition, the main purpose of
this technique is to prevent a potential crack and it
does not address how the generation of micro-cracks
can adversely alter the initial properties of cemented
material.
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Paving fabrics (i.e., geotextiles used in pavements) for asphalt paving have been introduced into
modern roadway construction by utilising the tensile
strength of the geotextile and the elastic recovery
properties of an asphalt binder to bridge pavement
cracks, and these inhibit reflective cracking. Furthermore, the paving fabric ensures a waterproof
surface which maintains the structural integrity of
the road pavement. Successful case studies in Australia have demonstrated that paving fabrics can extend the life of road surfaces by up to 10 years over
and above a design life of 8-10 years (Fyfe, 2009,
2010, 2011). Despite the additional costs incurred,
the benefits to maintenance programs are found either in time savings, or in the delaying of the application of a reseal to an extent twice the time frame
than that usually allocated. These elements make a
valuable contribution to effective asset management.
When introducing the idea paving fabric applications into Thailand, the advantages should be outlined. By illustrating the technique to Thailand road
authorities and the road construction industry, the
benefit of paving fabrics in providing improved
pavement performance would be understood. The
implementation of paving fabrics into Thailand’s
pavements would demonstrate an immediate and viable option for roadway rehabilitation and longevity;
improvements which are desperately needed.
2 IN-SITU PAVEMENT RECYCLING WITH
CEMENT STABILISATION
Pavement rehabilitation is a process which all highway agencies require when existing pavements reach
a poor condition where maintenance costs become
excessive, or the pavement deteriorates to an unacceptable level of service. Rehabilitation by definition requires that the rehabilitated pavement performance be superior to the original pavement, to cater
for higher traffic demands that have evolved over
the life of the pavement. In-situ stabilisation tech-

niques for improving deteriorated pavements have
long been used in the road construction industry in
many countries around the world for pavement rehabilitation (or construction). In-situ stabilisation is
generally, but not always, carried out through the
addition of a binder. Common methods of stabilisation incorporate small quantities (1–4 per cent by
mass) of binders (i.e., cements such as Portland and
Blended cement, lime, bitumen, and miscellaneous
other chemicals). To date, this technique has generally been selected for pavement rehabilitation because it has significant cost advantages, although the
social and environmental benefits (i.e., quick recovery and lack of disruption, no excavation, and no or
minimal removal of material from or into the site)
have also been recognised.
In Thailand, in-situ recycling with cement stabilisation has been recently used for rehabilitating severely deteriorated pavements. Based on the mix design procedure, the process of determining the
optimum cement and water contents of a mixture for
pavements conforms to the standard of the Department of Highway (DOH), Thailand (Department of
Highways, 2000). The process relies on an empirical evaluation of the optimum cement content, based
on the minimum unconfined compressive strength
(UCS) of 1 MPa at a 7-day curing time, and an optimum moisture content derived from a simple compaction test. It is noteworthy that consideration of
strength only (i.e., UCS values of test samples)
without consideration of long-term durability and
performance, would result in a very stiff base layer
characterised by a quite high resilient modulus. This
would not necessarily guarantee acceptable longterm pavement performance (James, 2004). For instance, in many roads and highways in Thailand,
shrinkage cracks within in-situ cement-stabilised
base course layers reflect into the surface of treatment and appear as transverse cracks with the spacing in between 1 m and 15 m, as illustrated in Figure
1.

Figure 1. Block and transverse reflection cracking causing from drying shrinkage cracks in a cement stabilised base layer in Thailand.
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Even though these cracks may not present a
pavement structural problem, they usually accelerate
degradation of the pavement by allowing water to
penetrate into the layers underneath the asphalt surface. Consequently, the transverse cracks on the surface generally create more severe block cracking,
causing a reduction in pavement support with moisture disintegrating the underlying base materials.
During the process of in-situ recycling, as shown
in Figure 2, a recycler granulates the existing pavement material while homogeneously mixing in binding agents (e.g., cement) and water at the same time.
This method produces a new construction material
mix in just one single machine pass. From a construction perspective, this technique requires precise
and skillful processes to consistently control construction conditions (i.e., adding cement and water,
compaction, curing) to assure that the final product
can provide acceptable short-term and long-term
performance. In the case of Thailand, apart from a
less effective mix design, there is a lack of fundamental understanding of the construction processes
of in-situ recycling with cement stabilisation. This
plays a major role in causing premature damage in
pavements.

Figure 2. In-situ pavement recycling in Thailand.

3 GEOTEXTILE APPLICATIONS IN
PAVEMENTS
The concept of using geotextiles in pavement seals
was first developed in the USA around 1930, and it
was introduced into Australia in the 1970s
(Alexander and McKenna, 1994). In Australia, the
main purpose of using geotextiles in pavement seals
is to rehabilitate cracked and weak pavements by reducing the incidence of transverse reflection cracking and by providing higher waterproofing performance. Furthermore, geotextile applications have
been used as an initial treatment for new pavement
in order to prevent reflection cracks on asphalt surfacing from the cemented base course layer underneath. They can also be used for the surfacing of low
quality granular pavement materials.
Geotextiles (i.e., paving fabrics) in pavement
seals are usually termed Geotextile Reinforced Seals
(GRS). GRS incorporate a layer of geotextile fabrics
into the asphalt paving to provide a tough and flexible member acting as a Strain Alleviating Membrane
(SAM) and a Strain Alleviating Membrane Interlayer (SAMI). The reinforced sprayed seal systems (i.e.,
existing pavement seals with geotextile) can then
provide better cracking resistance (Austroads, 2005).
The two roles of the geotextile fabric in GRS are
1) it reinforces the binder film to maintain integrity
and to resist cracking under limited tensile forces
and 2) it acts as a binder reservoir to enable a greater
binder application rate which reduces strain and improves waterproofing ability (VicRoads, 2008).
Based on Australia’s climate and road-life history, paving fabrics for asphalt paving were selected to
bridge the gap between an inadequate resealed surface and the idea of complete rehabilitation which
would have been cost-prohibitive. In the early
1970s, non-woven needle punched geotextiles were
used for reinforcing and waterproofing chip seals
and asphalt overlays (Fyfe, 2011). Pavement deterioration is usually the result of heavy loading, water
ingress, insufficient drainage, and pavement ageing.
Without sufficient maintenance, paved roads can
rapidly deteriorate. The escalating cost of pavement
rehabilitation highlights the need for cost-effective
solutions to fulfill two main requirements, being 1)
minor strengthening or surface improvement and 2)
substantial strengthening and waterproofing. These
two main requirements in pavement rehabilitation
may overlap into a single procedure to cope with
both waterproofing and strengthening of pavements.
This can be achieved by incorporating a paving fabric (e.g., geotextile) to form a reinforcing and waterproofing interlayer within an asphalt layer which
will provide protection for the pavement layer underneath.
A rough description of the construction of paving
fabrics with an asphalt surface is as follows. Construction is carried out by initially applying a
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sprayed bond coat and then spreading the fabric by
lightly rolling it to hold it in place. A sprayed seal
(or other paving material) is then placed over the
fabric. Figure 3 (a) and (b) shows the laying of the
fabric.

nantly on the empirical approach along with experience and basic experimentation with traditional construction processes. Thus, explanations for the damage occurring under the present conditions are
difficult to determine and assess. It seems timely
therefore to find an immediate and effective solution
for Thailand’s pavements without altering the conventional concept of pavement design and construction. As a tentative solution, the application of geotextiles to pavement in Thailand may suffice until
longer-term options are explored.
4.1 The philosophy of geotextile applications for
Thailand pavements
As previously outlined, this article presents a conceptual idea of how to use geotextiles to prevent early pavement damage such as reflection cracking in
rehabilitated pavements constructed with in-situ
pavement recycling techniques. Consequently, the
main function of geotextile use in pavements is to
provide a special barrier with sufficient strength to
withstand shear and tensile stresses created by
movements of the underlying pavement base course.
These stresses are due to traffic loading, moisture
ingress or thermal effects (expansion and contraction), where the movements generate cracks and
weakens the existing base course, extending upwards to the pavement asphalt surface. Figure 4 illustrates paving fabrics preventing a reflection crack
from an underlying base course layer.

Figure 3. Construction of paving fabrics for an asphalt pavement (modified from Australian Asphalt Pavement Association
(2008)).

4 GEOTEXTILE REINFORCED PAVEMENTS
FOR THAILAND
The process of using geotextiles in the reinforcement
of pavements is relatively untried in Thailand. This
is due to the use of fairly conventional pavement design and construction, both of which are completely
empirical. Conventional (i.e., empirical) pavement
design processes do not have the flexibility to incorporate new materials (e.g., geotextiles or paving fabrics, alternative and recycled materials) as part of a
pavement structure. In Thailand, the selection criteria for pavement materials only allows a small utilisation window for commonly used materials which
comply with traditional design and construction
specifications. The choice of these materials is generally derived from experience in design and construction. It can be said that current pavement analysis and design and construction in Thailand is
thought to be sub-standard. A number of highways
and roads are exhibiting extensive surface damage
before their designed life expiry, as a result of increasing numbers of vehicles. Pavement analysis,
design and construction in Thailand rely predomi-

Figure 4. Paving fabrics with the prevention of reflective cracking.

4.2 The proposed pavement structure using paving
fabrics
Figure 5(a) and (b) shows the proposed pavement
structure of cement stabilised base course pavements
in conjunction with the use of paving fabrics.
Figure 5(a) illustrates the pavement structure of
the thin asphalt wearing course (i.e., the overall
thinness of an asphalt layer less than or equal to 7
cm) with a paving fabric. In this case, paving fabrics
are incorporated into the asphalt wearing layer, acting as a strain alleviating membrane (SAM) which
bridges existing cracking in an underlying base
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course layer and provides, at the same time, a waterproofing layer.

4.3.2 Surface texture allowance
It is not usually necessary to introduce any allowance for either embedment or surface texture in the
application of paving fabrics. However, the application of paving fabrics onto very coarse textured surfaces (i.e., generally in excess of 2-2.5 mm texture
(VicRoads, 2012)) should generally be avoided
without the application of a pre-treatment to reduce
the coarse texture.
4.3.3 Equipment
Only a particular part of the geotextile fabric applicator is required. No additional plants or equipment
are necessary to those normally used for bituminous
sprayed surfacing operations. The fabric applicator
is made from a built-in steel frame, with existing
items in the plant such as a multi-wheeled roller, being used by the sealing crew, (see Figure 3).

Figure 5. Paving fabrics in proposed pavement treatment for
existing Thailand pavements.

Figure 5(b) shows the addition of a paving fabric
in a mid-layer of the normal asphalt wearing course
(i.e., a normal asphalt layer thickness of 10 cm for
most Thailand pavements). It acts as a strainalleviating membrane interlayer (SAMI), by which
the SAM and SAMI formed by double paving fabrics can maintain the integrity of a wearing pavement surface. This alleviates excessive strain occurring from the weakening base course, prevents the
onset of reflection cracking and minimises its extent
and severity.
4.3 Technical comments for the construction of insitu recycling pavements with paving fabrics
4.3.1 Paving fabric properties and allowances
Based on the Australian installations of paving fabrics under an asphalt layer, a 140 and 180 g/m2 Polyester non-woven needle punched geotextile with a
melting point in excess of 240˚C would normally be
used. The binder retention allowance strongly depends on the bond coat application. The bond coat
needs to be sufficient to hold the fabric in place
without bleeding through the fabric and adhering to
the types of the fabric spreading and rolling equipment. The bond coat application rate would be approximately 0.6-0.9 L/m2 (Fyfe, 2011).

4.3.4 Construction
The installation of paving fabrics should preferably
be carried out in good weather with an appropriate
ambient temperature that is not too high, in order to
prevent the consequent risk of bitumen bleeding.
The geotextile should be rolled out slowly (using a
fabric applicator) immediately after applying the
tack coat and as close behind the sprayer as practicable. The dispensing of fabric should be controlled
by adjusting the rubber spreader bar to match the
road profile to ensure wrinkle-free application. All
wrinkles smaller than 5mm can be dispersed and
smoothed by brooming (Fyfe, 2010).
Adjoining or adjacent rolls should overlap by a
minimum of 100 mm, with the overlapped join receiving additional binder. Placement of fabrics along
straight alignments may be done with ease; however,
caution should be exercised on curves of less than
100m in radius due to the risk of creasing the fabric
(Fyfe, 2011). Where the paving fabric is to be placed
around a curve, it should be ‘cut and butted’ at regular intervals along the inner side of the curve (to
minimise overlap thickness). Resulting overlaps
should be hand-sprayed with additional bitumen so
that the geotextile is fully saturated. Wrinkles larger
than 25 mm should be treated in the same manner
(Fyfe, 2011).
5 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The early damage of reverse reflection and block
cracks on recently-constructed pavements, based on
in-situ recycling techniques with cement stabilisation in Thailand needs to be urgently addressed. Using construction techniques to minimise cracking
problems appears to be the most viable option as an
immediate solution. This article introduced the idea
of geotextiles to reinforce pavements. A layer of geotextile fabrics in asphalt paving would provide a
tough and flexible member acting as a Strain Allevi:117:

ating Membrane (SAM), and a Strain Alleviating
Membrane Interlayer (SAMI), as shown in Figure 5.
The reinforced pavement systems (i.e., existing
pavement seals with geotextile) can provide more effective cracking resistance.
This proposed idea is quite new to Thailand. Further and more in-depth investigations into geotextile
applications in pavements are required. This is particularly so with regard to the use of paving fabrics
in cement stabilised base course layer. Suitable types
of pavement fabric, effective and reliable construction processes, and a long-term monitoring program
of the proposed ideas are required, along with further studies and pavement trials to prove whether or
not this is workable for Thailand.
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ABSTRACT: This research aims to study the application of geopolymer for subbase material (lateritic soil)
improvement in road construction. The experimental programs were mainly divided into four parts that include the basic properties of geopolymer paste, the basic properties of lateritic soils, and the soaked and unsoaked CBR tests of geopolymer stabilized lateritic soil. The results reveal that the compressive strength of
geopolymer depended upon the concentration of sodium hydroxide solution. The higher concentration of sodium hydroxide was added, the higher compressive strength was obtained. However, the appropriated concentration of sodium hydroxide used was 12 Molar due to the setting time of geopolymer paste closed to that of
Portland cement paste. The soaked and unsoaked CBR values increases as the percentage of geopolymer and
time increased. The unsoaked CBR was higher than the soaked CBR as commonly known. The changing tendency of CBR value was less scatter for the mixing ratios ranging from 6% to 10%. While the significant
change of CBR value was found at mixing ratio of 2% to 4%. Therefore the appropriated proportion for the
mixing ratio between geopolymer and lateritic soil under unsoaked and soaked conditions were in between
4% to 6%.
1 INTRODUCTION
Soil stabilization is the alteration of one or more soil
properties, by mechanical or chemical means, to create an improved soil material possessing the desired
engineering properties. There are three purposes for
soil stabilization. These include increasing strength
of an existing soil to enhance its load-bearing capacity, permeability improvement and enhancement of
soil resistance to the process of weathering and traffic usage among others. The mechanical and physical techniques of soil stabilization are based on decreasing the void ratio by compacting or physically
altering the grain size factions involving the adjustment of the particle size composition of soil. The
chemical technique is also a common soil stabilization approach, since it produces a better quality soil
with higher strength and durability than mechanical
and physical techniques. The chemical techniques
are dependent on reaction between chemical additives and soil particles which then produce a strong
network that bind the soil grains. Mineral polymers
are class of amorphous to semi-crystalline materials
formed at near ambient temperature. Chemically,
mineral polymers consist of cross-linked units of
AlO4 – and SiO4 tetrahedral, where charge balancing
cations (Na+, K+, Li+, Ca2+, Ba2+) are provided by
alkali metals (Davidovids,1991). Sodium hydroxide
in a solution is a white, odorless, non-volatile solu-

tion. It doesn’t burn but highly reactive. It reacts violently with water and numerous commonly encountered materials, generating enough heat to ignite
nearby combustible materials. Its principal advantages are that it can easily react with water which
results into a powerful compaction aid giving a
higher density for the same compaction effort. Sodium hydroxide reacts very effectively with soil rich
in aluminum (Alshaaer, 2000). This paper describes
the study of geopolymer and Portland cement treated
lateritic soil. The mechanical properties of the treated lateritic soil with respect to mix proportion were
investigated such as setting time, unconfined compressive strength and CBR values. The experiment
examines the suitability of mineral polymerization
techniques on lateritic soil taken from Saraburi province. The geo-polymer includes fly ash; sodium hydroxide and sodium silicate were used at different
percentages to find the setting time that closed to the
setting time of cement with W/C equal to 0.5. The
cement and geo-polymer treated lateritic soil specimens were prepared and tested in laboratory.
2 SOIL STABILIZATION
There are two general soil stabilization methods that
include mechanical and chemical stabilizations. The
effectiveness of stabilization depends upon the ability to obtain uniformity in blending the various ma:119:

terials. Mixing in a stationary or travelling plant is
preferred; however, other means of mixing, such as
scarifies, plows, disks, graders, and rotary mixers,
have been satisfactory. The method of soil stabilization is determined by the amount of stabilizing required and the conditions encountered on the project. An accurate soil description and classification
is essential to the selection of the correct materials
and procedures. In the construction and maintenance
of transportation facilities, geomaterials which are
soils and rocks—must be stabilized through chemical and mechanical processes. Chemical stabilization
includes the use of chemicals and emulsions as
compaction aids to soils, as binders and water repellents, and as a means of modifying the behavior of
soil. It also includes cement stabilized clay for deep
mixing and grouting (Horpibulsuk et al., 2004;
2011). Chemical stabilization can aid in dust control
on roads and highways, particularly unpaved roads,
in water erosion control, and in fixation and leaching
control of waste and recycled materials (Graves and
Smith, 1988). Mechanical stabilization includes
compaction, and fibrous and other nonbiodegradable reinforcement of geomaterials to improve strength. In applying these techniques, it is
necessary to ensure the properties of stabilized geomaterials and their mixtures as applicable for use in
the design of foundations, embankments, shoulders,
subgrades, bases, and surface courses. However, as
technology advances and economic conditions
change, many more chemical agents will be introduced into subgrades to improve their compatibility,
durability, and strength. At the same time, more performance-based testing will be necessary to prove
the effectiveness of these stabilization agents. In addition, there are chemicals being used today in the
petrochemical industry whose use in soils is as yet
unexplored. Another area for research is such processes as injection and spray-on techniques for more
economical treatment. Application of recycled and
waste products has improved chemical and mechanical stabilization techniques. Such waste materials as
fly ash, slag, and rubber tire chips (Osipov and Filimonov, 2002; Youwai et al., 2004). Past research
has shown that the strength and load-bearing capacity of subgrades and sub-base materials can be improved through the inclusion of non-biodegradable
reinforcing materials, such as fibers, geotextiles, geogrids, and geocomposites. Use of these materials
can improve the performance and durability of future highways and may reduce the cost of construction.

3 METHODOLOGY
3.1 Material
The materials used for the laboratory mineral
polymerization analysis are lateritic soil from Saraburi province, fly ash from Mae Moh power plant,
Lampang province. Besides, sodium hydroxideand
sodium silicate is also used in fluid form. Engineering properties and soil classification are carried out
on the soil sample include Atterberg’s limit (ASTM
D4318), grain size analysis (ASTM D422) and
specific gravity test (ASTM D854). Modified compaction test (ASTM D1557) and California Bearing
Ratio tests (ASTM D1883) were also conducted on
the soil sample.
3.2 Geopolymer
The geopolymer include fly ash, sodium hydroxide
(NaOH) and sodium silicate (Na2Sio3). The proportion of geopolymer paste trial in this study is shown
in Table 1. The selected geopolymer was investigated through setting time of the mixed paste that close
to that of cement with water cement ratio (W/C) of
0.5 by Vicat. The concentration of NaOH varied
from 2 Molar to 20 Molar. The ratio of NaOH to
Na2SiO3 varied from 1:1, 1:2, 1:3 and 1:4, respectively. The geopolymer used consists of 2%, 4%,
6%, 8%, and 10% by weight of dry soil.
Table 1. Mixed proportion of geopolymer 1000 g.
Symbol
65FAO 12M(1)
65FAO 12M(2)
65FAO 12M(3)
65FAO 12M(4)

Fly ash
65% (g)
650
650
650
650

Mix proportion
Solution 35% (350 g.)
Na2SiO3 (g)
NaOH (g)
175.00
175.00
233.33
116.67
262.50
87.50
280.00
70.00

4 TEST RESULTS
4.1 Soil classification
From grain size analysis and Atterberg’s limit test,
the soil specimen was classified as A-2-6(0) according ASSHTO M145 as shown in Table 2, while using USCS, the soil was classified as GC (clayey
sand with gravel). This type of soil can be categorized as fair to good material for road embankment
construction that is selected or subbase material.
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Table 2. Properties of lateritic soil.
Properties
Textural composition
Gravel (4.76 mm.-75 mm.), %
Sand (0.075 mm.-4.75 mm.), %
Fine (  0.075 mm.), %
Physical properties
Liquid Limit, LL, %
Plastic Limit, PL, %
Plastic Index, PI, %
Specific gravity, Gs
Classification
AASHTO soil classification system
Unified soil classification system

Test results
48.99
38.71
12.30
30.27
15.34
14.93
2.68
A-2-6(0)
GC

4.2 Chemical and physical properties of the fly ash
Fly ash type-F from Mae Moh power plant in Lampang province, without fine improvement was used
in this experiment. The general appearance was gray
power and spread easily with specific gravity of 2.02
and a chemical composition as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Chemical composition of fly ash.

4.3 Properties of the geopolymer paste
4.3.1 Setting time of geopolymer paste compared to
cement paste
In this study, setting time of geopolymer with concentration of sodium hydroxide varied from 2 Molar
to 20 Molar was conducted by using a Vicat needle
(ASTM C191) . The trial ratio of sodium hydroxide to sodium silicate was 1:1 to 1:4. The setting
time of cement with water cement ratio (W/C) of 0.5
was found to be 105 minutes. Thereafter, the setting
time of geopolymer mixed proportion was compared
to that of cement paste. It was found that the closest
setting time of geopolymer paste to cement paste
was 110 minute which belonged to geopolymer with
12 Molar of NaOH and mixing ratio of Na2SiO3
(gm.) to NaOH (gm.) is 1:3. In this paper, the symbol of the selected geopolymer represented by
65FA0 12M (3). Moreover, It was found that the setting of geopolymer paste was increased with the

concentration of a solution of sodium hydroxide.
When compared to the mixing ratio by weight of sodium hydroxide to sodium silicate solution ranging
from 1:1 to 1:4, it was found that the setting time of
geopolymer with the mixing ratio of solution 1:1 exhibited the setting time longer than those of solution
with mixing ratio 1:2, 1:3 and 1:4, respectively.
It can be concluded that, the higher the concentration of sodium hydroxide solution, the longer the
setting of geopolymer was attained. In addition to
fly ash and sodium silicate, the concentration of sodium hydroxide solution played an important role to
setting time of geopolymer. The setting of geopolymer compared to cement is shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Setting time of geopolymer paste and cement paste.
Geopolymer
(Molar)
2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
cement

1:1
NA
35
60
100
150
220
300
340
390
440
105

Setting time (minute)
1:2
1:3
NA
NA
30
20
50
25
60
45
100
65
135
110
150
120
200
130
240
140
310
165
105
105

1:4
NA
15
20
30
55
70
90
110
120
130
105

4.3.2 Unconfined compressive strength
The unconfined compressive strength test was conducted by mixing geopolymer of 10, 12, 14, 16 and
18 Molar, respectively. The proportion between sodium hydroxide to sodium silicate is 1: 3 and the
specimens were cured at 1, 3, 7 and 14 days. The
specimens were casted in cylindrical mold with diameter of 3.5 cm and height of 7 cm, and then cured
at room temperature before testing. It can be seen
that the compressive strength increase as concentration of geopolymer increase. Likewise, the concentration of sodium hydroxide in geopolymer increases, the unconfined compressive strength increases as
well. The test results are shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Unconfined compressive strength of geopolymer
paste.
Curing
period
(days)
1
3
7
14
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10M (3)
(kPa)
5,902
9,192
11,476
13,769

Geopolymer proportion in 65FA0
12M (3) 14M (3) 16M (3)
(kPa)
(kPa)
(kPa)
9,475
9,603
10,731
11,177
12,795
13,412
13,853
15,124
15,394
16,568
17,996
18,424

18M (3)
(kPa)
11,048
14,074
15,872
20,515

4.4 Compaction and CBR of lateritic soil before
improvement
The modified compaction was conducted in the laboratory and the optimum moisture content was
9.2% and maximum dry density 2.08 g/cm3. Then
the soaked and unsoaked CBR according to ASTM
D-1557 were conducted on the lateritic soil standard
CBR by controlling the optimum moisture content of
9.2%. The test results are shown in the Table 5.
Table 5. CBR test results of lateritic soil before improvement .
CBR test results
Soaked Test Results
PercentSwell (Maximum) %
CBR at 0.1 in. Penetration %
CBR at 0.2 in. Penetration %
Unsoaked Test Results
Percent Swell (Maximum) %
CBR at 0.1 in. Penetration %
CBR at 0.2 in. Penetration %

Modified compaction
1 day
3 days
0.97
18.96
27.58

1.23
11.17
17.39

37.24
58.05

42.37
62.05

4.4.1 Soaked and unsoaked CBR of geopolymer stabilized lateritic soil
Figures 2 to 5 show a comparison between soaked
and unsoaked CBR after 1 day and 3 days. The results show that the unsoaked CBR is higher than the
soaked CBR at percentage of geopolymer of 2% to
4%. On the other hand, the difference between the
soaked and unsoaked CBR is not significant at percentage of geopolymer of 6% to 10%. However, in
case of geopolymer over 4%, the soak CBR slightly
decrease and close to the unsoaked CBR. Therefore, it can be concluded that the effective proportion of geopolymer to stabilize lateritic soil should
not less than 4%.

Figure 3. Relationship between percentage of geopolymer and
CBR at penetration depth of 0.2 inch after 1 day.

Figure 4. Relationship between percentage of geopolymer and
CBR at penetration depth of 0.1 inch after 3 days.

Figure 5. Relationship between percentage of geopolymer and
CBR at penetration depth of 0.2 inch after 3 days.
Figure 2. Relationship between percentage of geopolymer and
CBR at penetration depth of 0.1 inch after 1 day.
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4.4.2 Laboratory CBR of Geopolymer stabilized lateritic soil
The soaked and unsoaked CBR of both lateritic soil
and geopolymer stabilized lateritic soil were conducted in laboratory according to ASTM D-1883.
The percentages of 65FA0 12M geopolymer to
weight of dry lateritic soil are 2%, 4%, 6%, 8% and
10%. In each mix, two specimens were prepared and
tested after 1 day and 3 days.
Figures 6 to 7 show the influence of time and percentage of geopolymer on percentage of CBR at
penetration depth of 0.1 inch and 0.2 inch. When the
percentage of geopolymer used in stabilized lateritic
soil varied from 0% to 4%, it was found that the percentage of CBR at 1 day is higher than that of 3
days. On the other hand, the percentage of CBR at
3 days is higher than that of 1 day when the percentage of geopolymer used in stabilized lateritic soil
varied from 4% to 10%. Therefore, it can be concluded that the curing period of soaked CBR have an
influence on the percentage of CBR.
Figures 8 to 9 show the influence of time and percentage of geopolymer on unsoaked CBR at penetration depth of 0.1 inch and 0.2 inch. After 3 days, the
CBR is higher than that of 1 day for all percentage
of geopolymer. It indicated that the curing period
have an effect on percentage of CBR. Besides, the
percentage of unsoaked CBR is higher than that of
soaked CBR due to the absorbing potential of soil
that significantly decrease shearing resistance of
soil. For soaked condition, the percentages of geopolymer have an effect on CBR improvement which
slightly decreases as geopolymer content is higher
than 4%.

Figure 7. Relationship between soaked CBR and geopolymer at
penetration depth of 0.2 inch after 1 day and 3 days.

Figure 8. Relationship between unsoaked CBR and geopolymer
at penetration depth of 0.1 inch after 1 day and 3 days.

Figure 6. Relationship between soaked CBR and geopolymer at
penetration of 0.1 inch after 1 day and 3 days.

Figure 9. Relationship between unsoaked CBR and geopolymer
at penetration depth of 0.2 inch after 1 day and 3 days.
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Figure 10. Relationship between soaked CBR and geopolymer
at penetration depth of 0.1 inch and 0.2 inch after 1 day.

Figure 13. Relationship between soaked CBR and geopolymer
at penetration depth of 0.1 inch and 0.2 inch after 3 day.

4.4.3 Laboratory CBR of geopolymer stabilized lateritic soil at penetration depth of 0.1 inch and
0.2 inch
Figures 10 to 13 show relationship between geopolymer
and CBR at penetration depth of 0.1 inch and 0.2
inch. The CBR at penetration depth of 0.2 inch is
mostly higher than of 0.1 inch especially at geopolymer ranging from 0% to 4%. While the lateritic
soil with geopolymer ranging from 6% to 10% exhibit similar CBR after 1 day and 3 days.

Figure 11. Relationship between unsoaked CBR and geopolymer at penetration depth of 0.1 inch and 0.2 inch after 1 day.

Figure 12. Relationship between soaked CBR and geopolymer
at penetration depth of 0.1 inch and 0.2 inch after 3 day.

4.4.4 Prediction of CBR for geopolymer stabilized
lateritic soil
Figures 14 to 17 show relationship between CBR ratio (geopolymer stabilized soil to CBR of lateritic
soil) and geopolymer and the exponential function
equation was proposed. If the CBR of lateritic soil
and percentage of geopolymer to weight of dry soil
are known, one can predict the CBR of geopolymer
stabilized soil. The predicted equation are tabulated in Table 6.

Note: CBRun at 0.1=18.96%,

CBRun at 0.2=27.58%

Figure 14. Relationship between soaked CBR ratio and geopolymer at penetration depth of 0.1 inch and 0.2 inch after 1
day.
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Note: CBRun at 0.1=42.37%,
Note: CBRun at 0.1=11.17%,

CBRun at 0.2=62.05%

CBRun at 0.2=17.39%

Figure 15. Relationship between soaked CBR ratio and geopolymer at penetration depth of 0.1 inch and 0.2 inch after 3
days.

Figure 17. Relationship between unsoaked CBR ratio and geopolymer at penetration depth of 0.1 inch and 0.2 inch after 3
days.

5 CONCLUSIONS

Note: CBRun at 0.1=37.24%,

CBRun at 0.2=58.05%

Figure 16. Relationship between unsoaked CBR ratio and geopolymer at penetration depth of 0.1 inch and 0.2 inch after 1
day.

1) The so-called 65FA0 12M (3) geopolymer
used in this study composed of 65% of fly ash and
35% of mixture between NaOH and Na2SiO3. The
combination by weight of NaOH and Na2SiO3 is
1:3 and the concentration of sodium hydroxide is 12
Molar. The setting time of geopolymer depend on
sodium hydroxide content. The selected setting
time of geopolymer is 110 minute which close to the
setting time of cement paste with water cement ratio
(W/C) 0.5 of 105 minute.
2) The geopolymer specimens with 10, 12, 16 and
18 Molar of NaOH for unconfined compressive
strength test were prepared and cured until 3, 7 and
14 days. The tests were performed and found that
the compressive strength of geopolymer increased as
NaOH content increased.

Table 6 Predicted equation of soaked and unsoaked CBR .
Testing CondiPenetration
Time (Days)
Predicted Equations
r2
tion
(inch.)
0.97382
1
%CBR im/%CBR un = 4.58392 – 3.59993Ղ-0.4375 G (4-1)
0.1
-0.87177 G
3
%CBR im/%CBR un = 4.72209 – 3.7136Ղ
(4-2)
0.97751
Unsoaked CBR
1
%CBR im/%CBR un = 2.93992 – 1.92283Ղ-0.54887 G (4-3)
0.97382
0.2
3
%CBR im/%CBR un = 2.94794 – 1.9453Ղ-1.10684 G (4-4)
0.94341
-0.35318 G
(4-5)
0.97552
1
%CBR im/%CBR un = 9.07417 – 8.16882Ղ
0.1
3
%CBR im/%CBR un = 15.9689 – 15.4153Ղ-0.37236 G (4-6)
0.89496
Soaked CBR
-0.35676 G
(4-7)
0.98038
1
%CBR im/%CBR un = 6.65857 – 5.62725Ղ
0.2
3
%CBR im/%CBR un = 10.6945 – 10.0355Ղ-0.35014 G (4-8)
0.89484
%CBRim = %CBR of improved soil; %CBRun = %CBR of unimproved soil; G = Percentage of Geopolymer Added (%)
%CBRun is illustrated in Figs. 14 to 17.
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Although the unconfined compressive strength of
specimen with 18 Molar of NaOH provided highest
compressive strength compare to the 12 Molar of
NaOH specimen but the setting time is quite long
and the geopolymer paste is in semi-liquid form.
Therefore, the geopolymer paste with 12 Molar of
NaOH was selected due to proper setting time and
easier compaction.
3) The comparison between soaked and unsoaked
CBR of the lateritic soil and the geopolymer stabilized lateritic soil have been made. The so-called
65FA0 12M (3) geopolymer paste of 2, 4, 6, 8 and
10% was blended with lateritic soil. The results revealed that the higher the geopolymer added, the
higher the CBR was obtained. Especially in the
range of 2% to 6% of geopolymer, the CBR values
increased very rapidly. While the geopolymer content ranging from 8% to 10%, the CBR values increased slowly and not much different. The results
indicated that the geopolymer stabilized lateritic soil
provided higher CBR value much more than lateritic
soil and can be properly used as subbase material for
road work construction.
4) The exponential function equation was proposed from the relationship between CBR of improved soil and unimproved soil. If the CBR of lateritic soil and percentage of geopolymer by weight
of dry soil are known, one can possibly predict the
CBR of geopolymer stabilized soil.
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ABSTRACT: Simi-empirical equations for predicting lateral pile movement due to adjacent braced excavation in Bangkok subsoil are developed. Both two dimensional (2D) plane strain problem and three dimensional (3D) case by considering the corner effect as plane strain ratio, are considered. The analytical between lateral pile deflection and influencing parameters are derived from multiple-linear regression analysis in
conjunction with the transformation technique of the artificial data. These data are generated from a large
number of 2D and 3D finite element (FE) analyses of pile adjacent to deep excavation using the reasonable
soil models and parameters. The soil model for clays in the analyses is specially paid attention to soil stiffness
at small strain range. The predicted results of maximum pile deflection with the proposed equations are in
good agreement with FE analysis data.
1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Deep Excavation
Urban development often involves the construction
in close proximity to the existing structures. The cutand-cover excavations are commonly used for
basement construction of the buildings and development of underground transit facilities. The possibility of causing damage to the adjacent structures is
one of the main design constraints in these projects.
An appropriate assessment is necessary to prevent or
minimize the damage. To date, many researchers
have focused on the lateral movements of the retaining wall system and predictions of ground movement during the construction. The ground movement
must be lower than the allowable limits in order to
avoid nearby structures damaged. Several studies
have been conducted to understand the mechanism
of deep excavation works and influencing parameters on the ground movement. The magnitude of the
settlement and lateral wall movement and their distribution depend on a number of factors, e.g., soil
profile and its geotechnical engineering properties,
stiffness of wall and support system, the construction procedure, techniques and workmanship and duration of excavations, boundary conditions of excavation area. There have been many studies on lateral
wall movements and surface settlements in excavations with empirical, analytical, and numerical approaches (e.g., O’Rourke,
1981; Peck, 1969;
Clough and O’Rourke, 1990; Hashash and Whittle,
1996; Kung et al. 2009). In recent years, in order to

mitigate the large amount of lateral wall movements
and surface settlement, concrete diaphragm walls as
retaining structures, preloading of struts, the topdown construction method, and soil improvement
are often implemented.
1.2 Lateral pile movement due to ground movement
When superstructures are supported on pile foundations, proper assessment of the pile response to the
deep excavation is necessary. Although an excavation will result to both vertical and lateral soil
movements, the latter component is considered to be
more critical as piles are typically designed to carry
on the vertical loads. The lateral loads imposed by
soil movements would induce bending moments and
deflections on the pile, which may lead to structural
distress or even failure.
Many researchers have demonstrated that the
nearby existing piles can be seriously distressed
from the lateral soil movements due to excavation
activities (Finno and Lawrence, 1991; Poulos and
Chen, 1997; Leung et al. 2000). Few theoretical
methods have been developed (e.g., Poulos and
Chen 1997) to evaluate the pile response to these
movements. These methods do not consider the nonlinearity of the soil and behavior at small strain levels which should be taken into account in analysis of
excavation using rigid retaining wall as reported by
many previous studies (e.g., Whittle et al. 1993).
Thus, the improved method that considers these
shortcomings for estimating the pile response is
needed. In this study, semi-empirical equations to
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predict the pile movement from nearby deep excavation using diaphragm wall as support are developed
based on reliably artificial data. These data are generated from FEM analyses with a reasonable model
of nonlinear, stress-strain behavior of soils at small
strain levels verified by measurement data.
2 METHODOLOGY
2.1 Concept for development of simplified models
A large amount of data is required to develop the
prediction models for various conditions. It is practically impossible to instrument existing piles to investigate their responses and physical model tests
are costly and time consuming. FEM with representative soil models and assumptions is adopted to
meet this challenge. FEM is often used to model
complex soil-structure interactions. Although the
analysis of ground movement due to braced excavation is commonly performed as a two dimensional
(2D) problem, three-dimensional (3D) effects caused
by the higher stiffness at the corners of an excavation lead to smaller ground movements near the corners. This so-call “corner effect” is well recognized
in engineering practice and may be represented as
plane strain ratio (PSR), defined as the maximum
movement in the center of an excavation wall in
three-dimensional condition normalized by that
computed by a plane strain simulation (e.g., Finno et
al. 2007). The response of pile foundations when
subjected nearby excavation is thus affected by the
corner effect. The analyses in this study are then
conducted by means of both 2D and 3D simulations
of interaction between the existing pile foundation
and deep excavation using the continuum finite element PLAXIS programs. The study is performed in
two categories. The first one is to develop the prediction models of the pile response due to excavation in 2D plane strain problem. While the models
for prediction of PSR to cooperate with the previous
models are developed in the latter category for 3D
problem. To develop the models, the multiple linear
regression method is adopted.
The soil profile used in the analyses is typical
Bangkok soil profile consisting of approximately 1.5
m of sedimentary crust underlain by 22.5-m thick
clay layer. This total clay layer including 9.5 m thick
soft clay, 4 m thick medium clay and 9 m thick first
stiff clay, overlies the first sand layer.

reveal that the key parameters influencing the response of pile include excavation dimension, excavation support conditions, pile dimension and clearance between pile and wall. The entire analyzed
results are reported in Rukdeechuai (2009). There
are six factors including excavation depth, excavation half width, thickness of diaphragm wall, thickness of bore pile, depth of bore pile and clearance
between pile and excavation that are included in the
FEA in 2D problem in this study to generate the artificial data of maximum pile deflection.

Figure 1. Reference hypothetical cases for generating artificial
data for 2D analysis .

For 3D problem, typically, sizing of excavation
and distance from the corner are the prime factors
that affect the characteristic of the wall deformation
(Ou et al. 1996, 1993). The length of complementary
wall (B), length of primary wall (L), the distance
from the corner of diaphragm to the single pile (d)
and excavation depth (He) (see Figure 2) are then
considered in the parametric study for regression
analysis in this study.

2.2 Hypothetical cases
The stages of excavation and construction sequence
of hypothetical cases are shown in Figure 1a)–1c).
Four stages of excavation are assumed to be at 2, 5,
8 and 11 m. The locations of floor slabs are assumed
to be at 1.85, 4.85 and 7.85 m.
The preliminary analyzed results together with
those of previous researches (e.g., Goh et al. 2003)

Figure 2. Reference hypothetical cases for generating artificial
data for 3D analysis .

2.3 Finite element mesh and boundary conditions
Figures 3 and 4 show the geometry of the problems
and the meshes used in 2D and 3D FE this study, respectively. For 2D mesh, the extension of the mesh
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is 100 m in horizontal direction to ensure that there
will be no influence from the boundary conditions.
In vertical direction, the model is extended to the
bottom of the bottom of the first sand layer. Only
one half of excavation width has been modeled. The
diaphragm wall, basement slab and pile are modeled
with plate element.

and previous laboratory tests. Tables 1 and 2 summarize the material parameters used in the numerical
analyses. The accuracy of simulations for geotechnical work in Bangkok subsoil by the selected models with the calibrated material parameters has been
validated with measured data of well-documented
case histories of tunnel excavations, deep excavations and pile load tests (Rukdeechuai et al. 2009).
Table 1. HSsmall soil model parameters for Bangkok clays
used
in this study.
______________________________________________
Soft clay Medium clay
Stiff clay
______________________________________________

Figure 2. Reference
Figure 3. Example of finite element mesh for 2D analysis.

The dimension of the mesh in transverse direction
is also 100 m for 3D problem as shown in figure 4.
Six-node brick, four-node shell and two-node beam
elements are used to model the soil, diaphragm wall
and pile, respectively. In this study, the interface is
not prescribed between the pile/wall and the soil.
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Table
2. MC soil model parameters.
______________________________________________
Number
Weather crust
Sand
______________________________________________
6000
80000
Ec [kPa]
Qc [-]
0.32
0.3
cc [ kPa]
8
0
Ic [q]
22
36
Rinter
1
0.7
_____________________________________________

2.5 Numerical modeling procedure

Figure 4. Example of finite element mesh for 3D analysis.

The boundary conditions adopted for the analyses
are displacement restraints with roller supports applied on all vertical sides and pin supports applied to
the base of the mesh. The water table is assumed to
be located at 1 m below the ground surface. All the
analyses are based on the undrained condition.
2.4 Constitutive model and model parameters
A linear elastic material model is used for the pile
and the diaphragm wall. The clay layers are modeled
as so-called Hardening Soil with Small strain stiffness (HSsmall), meaning they are assumed to be
elasto-plastic with stress dependent stiffness and
shear dilatancy properties (Schanz et al. 1999). The
soil stiffness at small strain is also considered in the
model. The sand layers are assumed to behave as
elastic-perfectly plastic materials as described by the
Mohr–Coulomb (MC) model. The soil properties
used in the analyses are mainly determined from
correlating local investigated data with comprehensive in situ tests of MRT projects (Prust et al. 2005)

In all analyses of this study, the initial stress condition is established using the K0 of each layer. Each
analysis is then performed in 3 stages. A wished-inplace concrete pile and wall are introduced in the
first step. The second stage concerns the application
of the pile axial loading, which is the design working load determined from the ultimate capacity of
the pile divided by the safety factor of 2.5, to a concrete pile. Any excess pore pressure induced in the
ground is allowed to dissipate completely prior to
deep excavation in the next step. The third stage
concerns the deep excavation activity, which is
modeled by consecutively deactivating the soil elements situated in the excavation zone as an actual
excavation sequence. The quantities of interest in
this study are the lateral pile movement.
The ranges of parameters incorporated in the
FEM numerical analyses are summarized in next
section.
3 DEVELOPMENT OF PREDICTION MODELS
3.1 Investigation of pile response due to nearby
excavation
Since the collection of history record of pile movements due to adjacent excavation is almost unavaila:129:

ble, the validation of FEM for generating the artificial data could be solely done by means of verification with excavation induced soil movement from
green field data. This work was referred to the previous study on the maximum lateral wall movement
prediction due to brace excavation in Bangkok subsoil (Rukdeechuai et al. 2009).
3.2 Evaluation with existing model
Poulos and Chen (1997) developed a series of design
charts to predict the maximum deflection and bending moment of a single pile due to excavationinduced lateral soil movements, with specific attention being focused on braced excavation in clay layer. Based on their parametric studies, the maximum
pile deflection can be approximated by using the following equations:

U max

c  k EIw
c  kkc  ksc
Ub  kcuc  kdc  k Nc

(1)

where ȡb is the basic deflection and all kc values are
correction factors. All values can be determined
from the charts proposed in their study.
25

Maximum lateral pile movement from Poulos Chart (mm)

2

R =0.68
COV= 0.35
20

also noted that, for long distance, the small strain
would play an important role on both the ground and
pile movement.
3.3 Semi-empirical equations for plane strain
consideration
Before performing regression analysis, each of the
six input variables is transformed to have the linear
relationship with the maximum pile deflection. The
form of the transformation function is established
through numerous trial-and-error analyses with an
objective of maintaining a uniform and simple functional form across all input variables. It is observed
that all relations between the maximum lateral pile
movement and each influencing parameter have a
parabolic relation. Therefore, the parabolic function
as shown in equation (2) is suitable for transforming
the variables.
X = t(x) = ax2 + bx + c

(2)

where x = each of the input variables (B/2, He,
ln(EI/h4ave.Ȗw)wall, ln(EI)pile, depth of bore pile, clearance between pile and excavation); and X= transformed variable. The coefficients a, b, and c for each
variable are obtained through error minimization and
listed in Table 3.
Table
3. Coefficients for linear transformation of six variables.
______________________________________________
Variables (x)
Applicable ____________________
Coefficients of Eq. (1)
_

15

range
a
b
c
______________________________________________
B/2 (m)
10-30
-0.0051 0.3319 6.1779
He (m)
5-11
0.0066 0.3171 7.4529
ln(EI/h4.Ȗ w) wall 6.11-7.65 -0.2932 1.7530 12.4683
ln(EI) pile
10.16-14.33 0.2210 -5.1208 39.3827
Depth of Bore pile 18,23,27
0.0267 -1.1070 21.4505
Clearance between 0.3-20
0.0043 -0.5061 13.0157
pile
and
excavation
_____________________________________________
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0
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20
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Figure 5. Comparison between maximum lateral pile movement from FEM hypothetical cases and charts proposed by
Poulos and Chen (1997).

Figure 5 compares the values of maximum pile
lateral movement calculated by the charts and those
obtained from FEA for all cases. From the figure, it
is seen that, by over all, predictions from the charts
tend to give larger values compared to the FEA results. The charts do not give the value in the range of
3-7 mm but give the prediction only in the range of
2-3 mm as seen in the bottom left corner in the figure. It is found that those data belong to the cases
when the distance of pile and wall is larger than 20
m. These long distances exceed the maximum value
of 16 m in the charts. The error may come from the
interpolation of the curve in the chart. It should be

The developed regression equation is shown in
equation (3). Parameters of semi-empirical equation
from the regression are listed in Table 4.
įhm (mm) = b0 + b1X1 + b2X2 + b3X3 + b4X4
+ b5X5 + b6X6

(3)

Figure 6 shows the maximum pile deflections
computed using equations (2) and (3) versus respective values obtained from FE analysis. From this
figure, equations (2) and (3) are shown to be efficient for estimating the maximum pile deflection
giving high coefficient of determination (R2) and
low coefficient of variation (COV). However, for the
range of maximum pile deflection less than 4 mm,
the equation under-predicts the values from FEA.
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PSR = ABS (E + E 1X1 + E 2X2 + E 3X3 + E 4X4

Table
4. Coefficients for Eq. (3) from the regression.
______________________________________________
Number
X
b
______________________________________________

+ E 5X5)

0
-51.0520
1
t(B/2)
1.0140
2
t(He)
0.9120
3
t[ ln(EI/h4ave.Ȗ w)]
0.9120
4
t[(ln(EI)]
1.0430
5
t(Depth of pile)
1.0210
6
t(clearance)
0.9750
_____________________________________________

Figure 7 shows the result of PSR computed using
equation (5) versus 1236 cases of PSR from the hypothetical cases. Equation (2) and (5) are shown to
be an effective model for estimating the PSR with
high R2. However, at the corner of excavation which
the PSR is lower than 0.2, the semi-empirical equation gives the scattering values both over and under
prediction.
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Figure 6. Performance of prediction by Equation (3) comparing
to FEM hypothetical cases.
Table 5. Coefficients for Linear Transformation of Five Variables
for case 3D (PSR).
__________________________________________________
Variables (x)

Applicable

Coefficients of Eq. (1)
____________________
_____
range
a
b
c
__________________________________________________
L/B (m)
0.33-1 0.083 -0.7452 0.9409
He (m)
5-11 -0.0004
0.0098 0.5242
Depth of pile
18,23,27 -0.0009
0.0429 0.0984
Clearance between
1-20 -8Ė105
-0.0173 0.7157
pile and excavation (m)
Distance
from corner (m) <(B/2) -0.0014
0.070 0.0637
__________________________________________________

3.4 Semi-empirical equations considering corner
effect
In this section, the study is extended to the ratio between lateral pile movement in 3D and 2D which is
called PSR as indicated in Eq. (4). The values of
PSR for maximum lateral pile movement are represented for the corner effect.
PSR = į3D/ į2D

(4)

The empirical formula for PSR is also developed
using regression analysis. The functional form as
shown in Eq. (2) is adopted for transformation. The
coefficients a, b, and c for each variable are obtained
through error minimization. They are listed in table 5.

0.0
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1. 0

1.2

PSR from FEM analysis

Figure 7. Performance of prediction by Equation (4.6) comparing to FEM hypothetical cases.
Table 6. Parameter of semi-empirical for predict lateral pile
movement
in case 3D (PSR).
______________________________________________

Number
X
ȕ
______________________________________________
0
-1.963
1
t(L/B)
0.668
2
t(He)
0.332
3
t(Depth of pile)
1.439
4
t(Clearance)
1.011
5
t(Distance
from
corner)
0.929
_____________________________________________

For 3D condition, semi-empirical equations (2)
and (3) for 2D prediction and (5) for PSR are used
together for predicting the maximum lateral pile
movement. Figure 8 shows the comparison of maximum lateral pile movements in 3D condition computed using the developed equations versus 1236
cases from FEA results. The developed equations
have been shown to provide reasonable agreement
for the maximum lateral pile movement in 3D condition.

The developed regression equation is shown in
equation (5). Parameters of semi-empirical are
shown in table 6.
:131:

Maximum lateral pile movement from Regression analysis (2D+PSR)
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Figure 8. Performance of prediction by Equation 4.3 and 4.6
comparing to FEM hypothetical cases.

4 CONCLUSIONS
Two and three dimensional finite element analyses
are employed to carry out series of parametric study
for generating the artificial data of maximum lateral
pile movement due to nearby braced excavation in
soft clay. The following key parameters were varied:
excavation dimension (B, L and He), excavation
support conditions (E, I and h), pile dimension (EI)
and clearance between pile and wall. The semiempirical equations for predicting lateral pile
movement can be obtained from regression analysis
of the artificial data in conjunction with transformation technique. The predictability of the equations
is assessed by comparing the computed results with
those from FEA. The comparisons show that the
developed equations can provide reasonable agreement for the maximum lateral pile movement in both
2D and 3D conditions. However, this study deals
with only one soil profile, more data with varying
soil properties are necessary in further study for
more general equations.
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ABSTRACT: The objective of this study is to assess the performance of sludge mixed with the commercial
grade Portland cement type I for use in reducing permeability of fractures in sandstone. The results indicate
that the suitable mixing ratios for sludge:cement (S:C) are 1:10, 3:10, 5:10 with water-cement ratio (W:C) of
1:1 by weight. These proportions yield the lowest slurry viscosity of 5 Pas. For S:C = 3:10, the compressive
strength and elastic modulus are 1.22 MPa and 224 MPa which are similar to those of bentonite mixed with
cement. The shear strength of grouted fractures varies from 0.22 to 0.90 MPa under normal stresses ranging
from 0.25 to 1.25 MPa. Permeability of grouting materials is from 10-17 to 10-15 m2 and decreases with curing time. The S:C ratio of 5:10 gives the lowest permeability. In-situ flow test has been performed to assess
the hydraulic performance of the grout. The proposed sludge-cement grout can reduce the permeability of
rock fractures around test holes by about two orders of magnitude.
1 INTRODUCTION
The increasing amount of the water treatment sludge
from the Metropolitan Waterworks Authority of
Thailand (MWA) has called for a permanent solution to utilize or dispose of the sludge from the Bang
khen Water Treatment Plants. The MWA report
(2009-2007) indicates that the plant produces sludge
with the maximum capacity of 3.2×106 m3 per day.
The sludge has been collected from the water treatment process. The increasing rate of the sludge is
about 247×103 kg per day. Several studies have been
carried out on the sludge by many researchers (Benoît et al. 1999, Kraus et al. 1997, Moo-Young et al.
1996, Wang and Tseng 1993). One of the solutions
is to mix the sludge with cement to minimize
groundwater circulation in rock mass. The groundwater in rock mass is one of the key factors governing the mechanical stability of slope embankments,
underground mines, tunnels, and dam foundation. A
common solution practiced internationally in the
construction industry is to use bentonite mixed with
cement as a grouting material to reduce permeability
in fractured rock mass (Akgün and Daemen 1999,
Fuenkajorn and Daemen 1996, Ran and Daemen
1991, Schaffer and Daemen 1987). Knowledge and
experimental evidences about the permeability of the
grouts formed by the sludge-mixed cement in fractured rock have been rare. The objective of this study
is to assess the performance of sludge mixed with
the commercial grade Portland cement for reducing
permeability in saturated fractured rock. Laboratory

testing is performed to determine the strengths and
permeability of the sludge-cement and bentonitecement mixtures. In-situ flow test is performed to
assess the permeability of the sludge-cement grouts
in rock fracture.
2 SAMPLE PREPARATION
The testing materials used in this study are (1)
sludge with particle sizes less than 75 Pm, (2) commercial grade bentonite, and (3) commercial grade
Porthland cement type I. The fractures in sandstone
collected from Phu Kradung formation are artificially made by applying a line load to induce a spitting
tensile crack. The shapes of the sandstone samples
are 152.4×152.4×152.4 mm3 block and 100 mm in
length. Bentonite is from America colloid company.
Figure 1 shows the particle size distributions of the
sludge used here. The chemical compositions of
sludge are given in Table 1. The basic mechanical
properties of the mixtures are determined to select
the appropriate proportions of sludge-to-cement ratios. The sludge-cement ratios (S:C) of 0:10, 1:10,
2:10, 3:10, 4:10, 5:10, 6:10, 7:10, 8:10, 9:10 and
10:10 by weight are prepared with water-cement ratios (W:C) of 0.8:1, 1:1 and 1.25:1. The bentonite cement ratios (B:C) are 0:10, 1:10, 2:10, 3:10, 4:10,
and 5:10 by weight with water-to-cement ratios
(W:C) of 1:1. Mixing of all grouts is accomplished
using a blade paddle mixer as suggested by ASTM
C938. The mixtures are placed in a 54 mm PVC
:133:

mold. They are cured under water at room temperature (ASTM C192). Viscosity measurement follows,
as much as practical, the ASTM D2196. The results
are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Dynamic viscosity of S:C and B:C.
Figure 1. Grain size distribution of sludge.
Table 1. Chemical compositions of sludge.
Compositions
Measured value by weight (%)
Na2O
0.26
MgO
1.11
Al2O3
25.43
SiO2
60.05
P 2O 5
0.50
SO3
0.59
Cl
0.08
K 2O
1.77
CaO
1.01
TiO2
1.01
Cr2O3
0.03
MnO
0.63
Fe2O3
7.20
NiO
0.01
CuO
0.01
ZnO
0.03
Br
0.04
Rb2O
0.02
SrO
0.02
Y 2O 3
0.01
ZrO2
0.05
BaO
0.10
PbO
0.03
LOI. at 1,025 °C
0.01
total
100

and lateral deformation are monitored. The maximum load at the failure is recorded. The compressive
strength (Vc), Poisson’s ratio (Q), elastic modulus (E)
are determined. Figure 3 shows the uniaxial compressive strength for the S:C and B:C with W:C =
1:1. The Poisson’s ratio and elastic modulus for the
specimens with the diameter of 101.6 mm are shown
in Figures 4 and 5. The maximum compressive
strengths for the S:C and B:C are similar.
3.2 Direct shear testing
The maximum shear strengths of grouting materials
in sandstone fracture are determined by direct shear
testing. The test procedure is similar to the ASTM
standard (D5607). Three-ring shear test apparatus is
used. All specimens are cured for three days before
testing. Laboratory arrangement for the three-ring
shear test equipment is shown in Figure 6. The constant normal stresses used are 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0 and
1.25 MPa. The shear stress is applied while the
shear displacement and dilation are monitored for
every 0.2 mm. The shear strength as a function of
normal stress is shown in Figure 7. The angles of
friction and cohesion for all mixtures are similar
(Figure 8 and 9).

3 LABORATORY TESTING
3.1 Uniaxial compressive strengths
The uniaxial compressive strength, elastic modulus,
and Poisson’s ratio of the grouting materials are determined. The results indicate that the suitable mixing ratios for the S:C are 1:10, 3:10, 5:10 and for the
B:C are 1:10, 2:10, 3:10 with the W:C of 1:1 by
weight. These proportions yield the lowest slurry
viscosity of 5 Pas and the highest compressive
strength. Preparation of these samples follow, as
much as practical, the ASTM standard (D7012,
C938, C39). All specimens are cured for 3 days before testing. During the test, the axial deformation

Figure 3. Uniaxial compressive strengths for B:C and S:C.
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and connected to a high precision pipet for measuring the outflow. The coefficient of permeability is
calculated from the flow rate based on the Darcy’s
law. The results are presented in Figure 11.

Figure 4. Elastic modulus for B:C and S:C.

Figure 5. Poisson’s ratio for B:C and S:C.

Figure 7. Shear strength of sludge mixture (a) and bentonite
mixture (b).

Figuer 6. Laboratory arrangement for three-ring direct shear
test.

3.3 Permeability testing of grouting material
The procedure for determining the grout permeability follows the ASTM standard (C938, C39). The
water flow tests are conducted using a test mold at 3,
7, 14 and 28 days of curing. The test mold has an inner diameter of 101.6 mm with a length of 152.4
mm. The prepared specimen is sealed between two
acrylic platens with the aid of O-ring rubber and
epoxy coating (Figure 10). Inlet port is installed at
the end of the mold and connected to a water pressure tube pressurized by nitrogen gas at about 13.8
kPa. Air bubbles are bled out before measuring the
per meability. Outlet port is installed at the other end

Figure 8. Cohesion of B:C and S:C.
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tures, D is diameter of the injection hole at the center
of the upper block, Hc is the constant head used for
the test. Figure 13 shows the hydraulic conductivity
of grouting materials in 2 mm fracture apertures.

Figure 9. Friction angle of B:C and S:C.

Figure 10. Permeability testing of mixtures.

3.4 Permeability testing of grouting materialin
fracture
The permeability of sludge- and bentonite-mixed
cements in artificial fractures is determined. Constant head flow tests are performed. The normal
stresses are from 1 to 4 MPa. The injection hole at
the center of the upper block is 12 mm in diameter
and 101.6 mm in depth. The tests are conducted by
injecting water into the center hole of the rectangular
block specimen. The grouting materials are injected
into the fractures. The fracture apertures are 2, 10,
and 20 mm. The grouting materials are cured for 3
days. The constant head is ranging between 13.8
and 551.7 kPa. The constant normal stresses are
0.25, 0.5, 1.0, and 1.25 MPa. The laboratory arrangement of the constant head flow test is shown in
Figure 12. The results indicate that the normal stress
can reduce the permeability of grouting materials in
fracture of sandstone. The hydraulic conductivity
(K) is calculated from the measured flow rate (Q) as
follows:
K

Qln 2mL /D
2SLH c

(1)

where K is hydraulic conductivity, Q is flow rate of
water through the mixture, m is square root of the ratio between the conductivity perpendicular and par
allel to the hole (in this case, m is equal to 1), L is
the thickness of grouting material in fracture aper-

Figure 11. Hydraulic conductivity as a function of curing time
for pure cement, (a) sludge-cement mixture, (b) bentornitecement mixture.

Figure 12. Permeability testing of grouting materials in rock
fracture aperture.

4 IN-SITU TESTING
4.1 Site description
The in-situ flow test is conducted at the Siam City
Cement Public Company Limited (SCCC), located
in the central region of Thailand in Suphanburi prov:136:

ince (Figure 14). The rock type is limestone of Ordovician age. A total of 181 fractures were mapped
showing that the fractures are mainly in three different orientations: 209/24q, 319/61q, and 070/79q (Fig.
15). The average fracture apertures are 2-50 mm
with JRC of about 11. The rock is classified as medium strong. The uniaxial compressive strength of
intact rock is 42.93±7.41 MPa. Two vertical test
holes are drilled with 10 m. apart. The borehole diameters are 54 mm. Figure 16 shows the core samples of limestone. Rock quality designation of core
samples is shown in Figure 17. The quality of the
rock is classified as fair.

Figure 14. Test hole drilling in limestone quarry.

Figure 15. Discontinuity of limestone mass at the test site.

Figure 13. Hydraulic conductivity as a function of normal stress
for fracture apertures 2 mm, (a) sludge-cement mixture,
(b) bentornite-cement mixture.

4.2 Permeability before grouting
The fracture permeability is measured by constant
head flow tests using double packer method. The
test interval is 1 m. which is under groundwater table. The injection water pressures using in this test
are from 0.05 to 0.45 MPa. The flow rate is monitored every 2 minutes. The hydraulic conductivity is
calculated from the measured flow rate as follows
(Tsang 1992, Indraratna and Ranjith 2001):

Figure 16. Core samples of BH-01 (a) and BH-02 (b).
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(3)

Figure 17. Rock quality designation of limestone, (a) BH-01, (b) BH-02.

where K is hydraulic conductivity, eh is equivalent
hydraulic aperture, ȝ is the dynamic viscosity of
the water, q is water flow rate through the fracture,
'P is injecting water pressure into the center borehole, r is radius of flow path, r0 is radius of the radius injection borehole, Ȗw is unit weight of water.
The results indicate that the average hydraulic conductivity of BH-01 is 1.77u10-3 cm/s for BH-02 is
4.19u10-4 cm/s.
4.3 Grouting
The mixing ratio of sludge-cement S:C of 1:10 by
weight has been selected for testing due to the
small aperture of the fractures. Grouting of fracture in borehole BH-01 and BH-01 is made under
an injection pressure of 1 MPa. The flow rate of
slurry is 1.67 cm3/s. The grout for BH-01 is made
from 3 to 13 m and for BH-02 from 10 to 20 m.
Figure 18 shows photograph taken from the grouted borehole.
4.4 Permeability after grouting
Permeability of the test borehole is re-measured after grouting. The flow tests are conducted at 7, 23,
36, and 50 days curing time. The water pressures
using in this test are from 0.05 to 0.45 MPa. The
hydraulic conductivity is calculated from Equation
2. Hydraulic conductivity of the borehole after
grouting is shown in Figure 19. The hydraulic
conductivity decreases with curing time. The hydraulic conductivity after 23 days curing for BH-01
are in the range from 3.74 10-5 to 8.90 u10-5 cm/s
and for BH-02 are from 3.90 10-5 to 8.97 u10-5
cm/s. After 23 days the hydraulic conductivity remains constant. The maximum decrease of the hydraulic conductivity before and after grouting is
about 2 orders of magnitude.

Figure 18. (a) Fractures in borehole, (b) Fracture in filled
with mixture.

5 COMPARISONS
This section compares the hydraulic conductivity
results with those obtained elsewhere. Table 2
shows the hydraulic conductivity of various mixtures. The results show that the hydraulic conductivity of sludge-cement mixture is similar to those
of other mixtures. Table 3 shows the hydraulic
conductivity before and after grouting in rock
mass. The grouting materials elsewhere can reduce
the hydraulic conductivity in fractures by about 1-3
orders magnitude (Funehag 2004, Houlsby 1985,
Zuomei and Pinshou 1982, Bell et al 1982). The
maximum decreases for the sludge-cement mixtures are two orders of magnitude. The sludgecement mixtures have the mechanical and hydraulic properties equivalent to those of other mixtures,
suggesting that the sludge can be used as a substituted material to mix with cement for rock fracture
grouting purpose.
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Figure 19. Hydraulic conductivity before and after grouting along borehole depth; (a) BH-01 and (b) BH-02.
Table 2. Hydraulic conductivity of grouting materials.
Grout Type

Characteristics

Bentonite slurry
Bentonite slurry
Bentonite slurry
Bentonite slurry
Ethanol-bentonite
Cement-bentonite
Cement-bentonite
Cement-bentonite
Cement
Cement
Cement-sludge

6% solids
20% solids
17% solids
20% solids
Eth:B = 8:1
W:S = 4:1
W:C:B = 4:1:1
W:C:B = 2:1.5 :0.04
W:C = 1:1.5
W:C= 0.89-0.53
W:C:S = 10 : 10 : 1

Hydraulic Conductivity
(cm/s)
1.0 × 10-5
1.0 × 10-8
4.8-9.9 × 10-5
1.7-6.9 × 10-5
5.60 × 10-7
1.0 × 10-6
5.0 × 10-8
1.3 × 10-4
4.3 × 10-4
1.0 × 10-5-1.0× 10-7
1.4 × 10-6

Table 3. Hydraulic conductivity of rock mass before and after grouting.
Hydraulic conductivity (cm/s)
Grouting material
Rock mass
Depth (m)
Before grouting
After grouting
Cement
Gneiss
2-7
3.00 u 10-6
5.00 u 10-8
-4
Cement
Granite
0-9
2.10 u 10
5.00 u 10-5
Cement
Limestone
5.00 u 10- 6
4
Cement
Soil
12-15
3.16 u 10
5.00 u 10- 2
Silica sol
Gneiss
2-7
3.00 u 10-6
1.10 u 10-9
-3
7.68 u 10-5
Cement-sludge
Limestone
12-13
9.69 u 10

6 DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
The sludge is classified as elastic silt with over
90% of its particles smaller than 0.047 mm. This
study aims to determine the minimum slurry viscosity and appropriate strength of the grouting materials. The results indicate that the suitable mixing ratios for sludge-to-cement (S:C) are 1:10, 3:10
and 5:10, and for bentonite-to-cement (B:C) are
1:10, 2:10 and 3:10, with water-cement ratio
(W:C) of 1:1 by weight. For the sludge these proportions yield the lowest slurry viscosity of 5 Pas
and the highest compressive strength. For S:C of
3:10, the compressive strength and elastic modulus
are 1.22 MPa and 224 MPa which are similar to
those of the B:C. Permeability of the grouting materials measured from the one-dimensional flow
test with constant head is from 10-17 to 10-15 m2 and
decreases with curing time. The mixture with the

Sources
Baroid, (1994)
Baroid, (1994)
Ran and Daemen, (1991)
Ran and Daemen, (1991)
Chegbeleh et al., (2009)
Vaughan, (1969)
Vaughan, (1973)
Schaffer and Daemen, (1987)
Schaffer and Daemen, (1987)
Baroid, (1994)
This study

Sources
Funehag, (2004)
Houlsby, (1985)
Zuomei and Pinshou, (1982)
Bell, (1982)
Funehag, (2004)
This study

S:C of 5:10 by weight gives the lowest permeability. The permeability of the grouts measured by
radial flow test in fractures with apertures of 2, 10
and 20 mm ranges from 10-16 to 10-14 m2. The insitu flow test results indicated that the sludgecement mixture can reduce the rock fracture permeability by about two orders of magnitude.
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ABSTRACT: Ground-source heat pump (GSHP) systems efficiently heat and cool buildings using sustainable
geothermal energy accessed via ground heat exchangers (GHEs). In closed loop systems, GHEs comprise
pipes embedded in specifically drilled boreholes or trenches or even built into foundations, all within a few
tens of metres from the surface. In the State of Victoria in Australia, more than 85% of the electricity is generated from brown coal. Thus, given that GSHP systems operate at a coefficient of performance of about 4,
the substitution of commonly used electrical heating and cooling systems with geothermal systems could significantly reduce energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions. This paper presents an overview of the
principles of the technology and the various factors that affect GHE performance and consequently the capital
and operating costs of these systems. The article also provides an overview of direct geothermal energy research and demonstration projects undertaken by the University of Melbourne in Victoria. Consideration will
be given to common design methods and why it is important that more research and development needs to be
directed at the performance of ground loop systems, particularly for conditions encountered locally.
1 DIRECT GEOTHERMAL SYSTEMS
Since the industrial revolution, the rate of growth of
the human population and associated annual per capita energy consumption has been exponential (Glassley, 2010). Mitigating the environmental impacts of
an ever-growing human presence on the planet has
become inextricably linked with finding renewable
energy sources with low greenhouse gas emissions.
Geothermal energy is a versatile and near inexhaustible resource capable of satisfying these needs. Geothermal energy can be used for the provision of heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) to residential, commercial and industrial buildings as well
as for power generation (de Moel et al., 2010, Johnston et al., 2011, Glassley, 2010).
Outside the volcanic regions of the world where it
is readily available near the ground surface, geothermal energy can be accessed in two ways. One
indirect form involves heat extracted using water
from boreholes drilled to several kilometres below
the surface, where temperatures exceed 175ºC, to
generate electricity with turbines. Although this
source of power has enormous potential, we are still
several years from producing electricity on a commercial scale. The other is the direct form, which is
well established outside Australasia (Amatya et al.,
2012, Banks, 2008, Brandl, 2006, Preene and Pow-

rie, 2009, Loveridge and Powrie, 2012, Lee et al.,
2012).
Direct geothermal energy systems use the ground
within a few tens of metres of the surface as a heat
source in winter and a heat sink in summer for heating and cooling buildings with the help of groundsource heat pumps (GSHPs) (Figure 1). The ground
temperature at these depths is normally close to the
mean atmospheric temperature, far below the much
higher temperatures required for power generation,
which are typically above 175°C.

Figure 1. A direct geothermal energy system in heating (winter) and cooling (summer) modes. Borehole not to scale.
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Close to the ground surface (to about 5-10 m
depth), the ground temperature is strongly influenced by the ambient temperature, and temperature
fluctuations due to seasonal variations can be significant. With increasing depth, the average thermal
gradient is about 25oC to 30oC increase per kilometer (Banks, 2008), primarily due to heat flux from
within the core of the Earth. Thus, within the first
couple of hundred metres below the ground surface,
the ground temperature becomes relatively constant
and is initially close to the mean atmospheric temperature for the particular location being considered.
Therefore, the ground tends to be warmer than the
atmosphere during winter and cooler during summer, a generalisation that applies for most locations
around the world regardless of geology.
As an example, Figure 2 shows ground temperature observations for approximately two years at one
of our experimental sites in Parkville (the main University of Melbourne’s campus). The figure provides
an indication of the naturally occurring variations in
ground temperatures at the site, illustrating this important feature of direct geothermal systems: the air
temperature in Melbourne varied between 2.3°C and
41.1°C over the period shown in Figure 2, but below
approximately 10 m, the ground temperature was
roughly constant at 18.6°C, making a ground a good
source or sink of heat throughout the year.

2.1 Circuits
In any direct geothermal energy system, one can
identify two main circuits connected via a ground
source heat pump. Thus, the three key elements are:
(i) the primary circuit, (ii) the ground source heat
pump (GSHP), and (iii) the secondary circuit.
The primary or ground circuit comprises the
ground heat exchanger system that is in intimate
contact with the ground such that the selected carrier
fluid can extract or reject heat.
Connected to this primary circuit is the secondary
circuit within the building or industrial process that
requires to be heated or cooled, and where this
thermal energy is distributed.
In winter, the GSHP extracts heat from water (or
other carrier fluid) circulating in the ground loops,
upgrades the heat, and delivers it to the building or
industrial process that requires heat. The cooled
fluid is reinjected into the ground loops to heat up
again and complete the cycle. In summer, the
reverse happens with the GSHP extracting excess
heat from the building and rejecting it to the ground.
Thus, a GSHP simply moves large quantities of heat
between the building and the ground via GHEs, and
it does so very efficiently due to the year-round
narrow temperature range of the ground.
The primary and secondary circuit should be
carefully designed with consideration of the
component that links the two, that is, the ground
source heat pump.
A more detailed description of the primary
circuit, of great interest to geotechnical engineers, is
provided next, together with the basic principles of
functioning of heat pumps. The secondary circuit is
really the focus of building services and mechanical
engineers and for most cases is treated and designed
following standard guidelines common to air-source
heat pumps and other conventional heating,
ventilation and cooling systems. Therefore, fewer
details are included in this article in regards to the
second-ary circuit.
2.2 Primary circuit: Ground Heat Exchangers
(GHEs)

Figure 2. Ground temperature variations, at selected depths,
over time in Parkville (Victoria), Australia.

2 CIRCUITS AND KEY COMPONENTS
In this section, the primary and secondary circuits
are introduced, together with a description of the key
components of a typical direct geothermal energy
system.

Direct geothermal systems can be realized with open
or with closed loop systems (Preene and Powrie,
2009).
Open loop systems use groundwater directly as
the heat transfer fluid while closed loop systems circulate a heat transfer fluid through absorber pipes
embedded in the ground. Open loop systems require
favourable hydrogeological conditions primarily in
terms of hydraulic conductivity and mineralogy;
closed loop systems can be used almost anywhere
and the circulating fluid is never in direct contact
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with the ground. An open loop system involves water being removed from the ground and returned after heat has been extracted or added. Clearly, considerable care must be directed at the location of the
return system so that the discharge water does not
affect the intake temperatures. One of the major advantages of these systems is that relatively large
volumes of water can be handled, leading to large
quantities of heat exchange; moreover, under favourable hydrogeological conditions, open systems
are simpler and more thermally efficient than closed
ones. However, open systems can be subjected to
some operational problems such as clogging or biofouling in the wells and heat exchangers. Clogging
may be due to re-precipitation of dissolved minerals
caused by the temperature fluctuations and reprecipitation of ironmanganese hydroxides (Brandl,
2006). In addition, the usual need for submersible
pumps leads to increased maintenance costs during
operation. Given these operational and environmental consequences, this paper focuses on closed loop
systems, which show more potential for widespread
application.
In closed loop systems, ground heat exchangers
(GHEs) are typically placed vertically or horizontally. GHEs comprise pipes or ground loops placed in
(i) small diameter vertical boreholes, typically
drilled to between 30 m and 100 m or even deeper
(Figure 3), (ii) in shallow trenches between about 1
m and 2 m deep, provided there is adequate space
beside the building to be serviced (Figure 4), or (iii)
in the foundations (or any other earth-contacted
structure) of residential, commercial and industrial
buildings (Figure 5).

Typical ground heat exchangers consist of one or
more U-shaped loops made of high density polyethylene (HDPE) pipes, generically called absorber
pipes, which are inserted into the boreholes (or
trenches) (Figures 3 and 4). The heat is transferred
between the surrounding soil/rock and the heat carrier fluid primarily via conduction through the ground,
the grout and the pipe walls. Heat transfer by convection then dominates within the carrier fluid in the
pipes. In the case of horizontally placed GHEs, either U-shape loops or “slinky” configurations are
typically used. The slinky configuration seeks to
maximise the length of HPDE pipe per linear metre
of trench (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Horizontal GHE system with a “slinky” configuration
of HDPE loops before backfilling, Main Ridge (Victoria), Australia.

Figure 5. Energy piles: pile reinforcing cages fitted with multiple HDPE U-shaped loops, Monbulk (Victoria), Australia.

Figure 3. Grouted borehole GHE(s) containing 50 m double Ushaped HDPE loops, Parkville (Victoria), Australia.

Horizontal systems tend to be less thermally efficient than vertical systems because they are subjected more to daily and seasonal temperature variations. This translates into longer lengths of pipe (and
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land) required. However, as illustrated in Figure 2,
there exists some time shift in temperature at relatively shallow depths (e.g., 2 m – typical of horizontal systems) that may become advantageous in certain locations. In addition, provided that there is
enough surface land available, a horizontal system
will cost less to install than a vertical one (trenching
is much cheaper than drilling), cost savings that typically outweigh the increased running costs due to
lower thermal efficiency.
Clearly, in these closed GHE systems, the carrier
fluid does not come in direct contact with the
ground, minimising environmental risks and mineral
precipitation issues. Moreover, as there is no extraction of water from the ground, there is no need to
obtain extractive licensing (Johnston, 2012).
The carrier fluid is typically water or a waterantifreeze solution (e.g., propylene glycol, methanol,
and ethanol), the latter only used when sub-freezing
temperatures are expected to be achieved in heating
mode; this is rarely the case in Australia, but common in North America, Korea and Northern Europe.
2.3 Ground- Source Heat Pumps (GSHPs) and
circulation pumps
In heating mode, the secondary circuit (e.g. space
heating system) usually requires higher temperatures
than that of the ground when operating. Conversely,
the secondary circuit typically needs lower temperatures that that of the ground when operating in cooling mode to fulfill its function. At first glance, the
use of the cooler ground to heat a building (or
warmer ground to cool the building) may appear to
defy the second law of thermodynamics (heat flows
from hot to cold, if left to itself). Heat pumps overcome this apparent restriction by enhancing the
ground-sourced thermal energy with electrical or
mechanical work, thus “pumping” heat while also
upgrading the thermal energy to adequate levels.
Figure 6 shows a schematic representation of a
heat pump operation in heating mode, and illustrates
the basic operating principles, which are described
next.
Heat transfer occurs in fluids when they change
temperature and/or phase. Heat transfer associated
with phase changes is typically much greater than
that corresponding to only temperature changes.
Heat pumps make use of the properties of refrigerants, which can change phases at suitable operating
temperatures and pressures, to achieve efficient heat
transfer.
In Figure 6, liquid refrigerant absorbs heat from
the relatively “warm” water coming from the GHEs
(i.e., the primary circuit acting as a heat source) via
an internal heat exchanger.

Figure 6. Heat pump cycle: schematic representation in heating
mode. The refrigerant inside the GSHP interchange heat with
the water from the GHEs and the building.

Here, the refrigerant changes from liquid to gas at
the evaporator, cooling the water in the process. The
“cooled” water is reinjected into the ground to warm
up again. Obviously, the refrigerant must initially be
cooler than the water arriving from the GHEs (so
heat flows to it) and have a boiling point (at relatively low pressure) below the entering water temperature. The now warm refrigerant gas then passes
through a compressor, which increases the pressure
and temperature of the refrigerant gas. The much
hotter, high pressure refrigerant gas leaving the
compressor must be hotter than the secondary circuit
(i.e., the heat sink), so that heat flows from the refrigerant to the heat sink. At this higher pressure, the
refrigerant gas will now condense, but at a much
higher temperature than at which it boiled. Thus,
when the refrigerant gas reaches the condenser, it
condenses and releases heat. The hot, high pressure
liquid refrigerant then passes through an expansion
valve which returns the pressure and temperature of
the liquid to its original conditions prior to the evaporator. The process is reversed in cooling mode as
refrigerant condensation heats the circulating fluid in
the primary circuit, which is re-cooled by the
ground.
It is important to note that GSHPs require energy
input (mainly to the compressor but also to pumps
that circulate fluid within the circuits) to move heat
around the system. However, the energy input required is typically small compared to the heat output: GSHPs typically produce around 3.5-5.5 kW of
thermal energy for every 1 kW of electricity used.
The ratio of these values defines a “coefficient of
performance” or COP. GSHP COPs of between 3.5
and 5.5 are common and tend to be higher than airsource heat pumps’ COPs throughout the year. This
is due to the fact that heat pump efficiency also increases as the temperature difference between the
heat sink and heat source decreases (Banks, 2008),
these temperature differences fluctuates dramatically
more when the heat sink/source is the air as oppose
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to the ground (Figure 2). GSHPs are thus generally
more efficient than air-source heat pumps; the seasonally averaged ground temperature will always be
closer to the desired ambient building temperature
than the air is.
2.4 Secondary circuit: building to be serviced or
other process needing heating and/or cooling
The secondary circuit delivers the necessary heating
or cooling and distributes it throughout the building
to be conditioned or to any other process or utility
that requires this thermal energy; for instance,
greenhouses (heating), ice rinks (cooling), dewatering (heating), data centres (cooling), among others.
In fact, the building or industrial process defines
the heating and cooling demands, for which the local
(historical) weather patterns play a crucial role.
The distribution system used can take a number
of forms, with either water or air commonly used as
the transfer medium, or with refrigerant systems. In
a residential environment, water gives hydronic
heating in the floor slab, through radiators or
through fan coil units mounted at appropriate locations around the building and air is usually delivered
through ducts located under the floor or ceiling or
both. Proper fresh air intakes and return ducting
form part of this latter air system too.
These distribution schemes are typically the same
as conventional systems and details of these may be
found in standard heating, ventilation and airconditioning (HVAC) references. One must note that
GSHPs may deliver hot air or water at temperatures
marginally lower than that of other conventional
HVAC systems, and thus due consideration must be
taken for the design of ducting and piping in the
secondary circuit. The heating and cooling demand
of a building can also be determined by well establish procedures found in the HVAC literature. The
estimated heating and cooling demands are a function of many factors including the climate, construction forms and orientations, materials used for the
building itself, the effects of sun and shade, ventilation, lights and appliances, people present and their
activity and building use and purpose. For new
builds, there are opportunities to engineer some of
the above factors in such a way that heating and
cooling demands are reduced and if possible, balanced, so that the GSHP systems become more economical to install and operate.
3 BASES OF DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE
The design of direct geothermal systems is a multidisciplinary process with many interactions between
different components of the system. The design pro-

cess includes (i) the estimation of thermal demands,
(ii) the selection of GSHPs and configuration and
(iii) the design of the layout, number and length of
GHEs and header manifold. Commissioning of the
system completes the installation. These are briefly
described in this section.
3.1 Estimation of thermal demand
The estimation of the thermal demand to be satisfied
by the geothermal system is done following standard
HVAC guidelines. “Above ground” design inputs
include local climate, building layout and use to establish the magnitude, duration and frequency of the
thermal loads applied to the ground.
Thermal load estimation procedures and software
that follow the recommendations set by ASHRAE
(2009) Handbook of Fundamentals or by ACCA
(2006) Manual J or Manual JAE are recommended
(IGSHPA, 2011).
3.2 Selection of GSHPs and configurations
There are a number of factors that influence the selection of a GSHP. The main factor is the capacity of
the pump for the heating and cooling loads estimated
for the building. When heating loads are much higher than cooling loads, a moderate over-sizing may be
justified; however, the GSHP should not be oversized by more than 25% of the design cooling load
(recommended 10-15%) (Oklahoma-Univ, 1998).
Once a GSHP (or group of GSHPs) is selected, its
specifications have to be carefully inspected. In order to obtain the system most suited for a given application, there are a number of factors which have
to be considered. These may include (Johnston,
2012):
 The entering water temperature (EWT) to the
GSHP which in turn controls the leaving water
temperature (LWT). The LWT is the lowest at
design heating conditions and will determine if
antifreeze is needed in the ground loops and the
potential for freeze heaving of the ground.
 The COP of a given GSHP is also a function of
the EWT. The EWT is the temperature at which
the carrier fluid returns from the GHEs (or Tout).
A careful balance between the pipe length design
of the GHEs and the predominant operating COP
must be achieved to attempt maximising COP
without incurring prohibitive GHE installation
costs (due to increased drilling or earthworks).
 The flow rate of the carrier fluid in the ground
loops which will determine the pipe sizes, achieving turbulent flow without excessive head loses
that would require a bigger circulation pump.
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 The airflow characteristics for a ducted air system
or the water flow characteristics of a hydronic
system.
 There are many other factors which may need to
be considered but their discussion is beyond the
scope of this article. Refer to the ASHRAE
Handbook for more details (ASHRAE, 2012).
3.3 Layout, number and total length of GHEs
The use of vertical or horizontal systems is perhaps
one of the first decisions that have to be made in any
direct geothermal installation. The decision is based
primarily on land availability as hinted earlier.
If the building is a large commercial or industrial
building with significant foundations including large
diameter piles, then it is almost certain that these elements will be fitted as energy piles. However, for
buildings located on relatively good founding materials, then other forms of GHEs would have to be
considered, and these may not be as economically
viable as the former situation.
Horizontal systems are rarely adequate for this
form of building given the usually high thermal
loads. However, in the case of residential buildings,
horizontal GHEs are often a cheaper alternative than
vertical GHEs (CGC, 2010). However, if there is inadequate space for a horizontal system, it may be
necessary to consider a vertical system (combinations are possible as well).
It then becomes necessary to decide on how long
the total ground loop must be. Once this is determined, and having decided on the length of each
borehole or trench, the number of boreholes or
trenches can be established. As a first approximation, and to guide the designer, a rule of thumb of
about 40 to 60 watts per metre of GHE may be used
to get an idea of the length and number of vertical
GHEs required. This figure should only be used as a
guide since there are a number of factors which
could have a significant influence on the GHE performance, including the geology, soil/rock thermal
properties and their variation, location, elevation,
orientation of loops, borehole/trench size, backfill/grout character-istics, pipe sizes and spacing and
most importantly, the balance and relative magnitude between the heating and cooling thermal loads
exchanged with the ground. More sophisticated
methods of loop design may be found in design
manuals such as (IGSHPA, 2011) and (CGC, 2010).
There is also a variety of commercial software available for this purpose such as TRNSYS, EED and
GLD. These are based on different models such as
the infinite source line model and the finite length
linear source model.

The general principles in the estimation of GHE
loop lengths can be demonstrated by considering the
method used by IGSHPA. For a geothermal system
in heating mode, and for a single U-shaped loop in
each GHE, the total required length of vertical boreholes L is given by (IGSHPA, 2011):
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where Qh is the GSHP heating capacity at design
heating conditions, COP is the coefficient of performance at design conditions, Rb is the thermal resistance of the borehole, Rg is the thermal resistance
of the ground, Fh is the run fraction of the GSHP
during the design heating month (i.e., the proportion
of the time the pump has to run to provide the required heat), T is the steady state ground temperature
at the borehole location, and EWTmin and LWTmin are
the entering and leaving water temperatures. Note
that LWTmin is close to the minimum temperature
that will be experienced by the ground and it is important that this is adequately above 0°C otherwise a
water-antifreeze solution will be needed as carrier
fluid in the ground loops.
The specifications of the selected GSHP(s)
should provide the values of Qh, COP, EWTmin and
LWTmin. Fh can be established based on the use of
the building. Rb can be estimated as:
Rb
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where kgrout and kp are the thermal conductivities of
the grout and pipe respectively, do and di are the outside and inside diameters of the ground loop pipes
and SFb is a dimensionless shape factor which attempts to capture the effects of pipe separation and
placement within the GHE (Table 1), the diameter of
the borehole db, and the outside diameter of the pipe,
do; and can be estimated using Table 1 and the following expression:
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The thermal resistance of the ground outside the
borehole can be estimated as:

Rg
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where dg is the diameter of the ground around the
borehole beyond which there is little change in temperature (usually taken as about 5 m), and kg is the
thermal conductivity of the ground.
Table 1. Coefficients to estimate SFb (IGSHPA, 2000).
Configuration
Į
ȕ
20.10

-0.9447

17.44

-0.6052

21.91

-0.3796

As an example, it may be instructive to estimate
the total length of GHE required to heat a typical
house in Melbourne where the peak heating demand
is 15 kW. Consider a single U-shaped loop inserted
into a 114.3 mm diameter (4.5 inches) borehole, using HDPE piping of 25 mm outside diameter and
wall thickness of 2.27 mm. The thermal conductivities of the ground, the grout used and the HDPE are
2.2, 1.5 and 0.45 W/(m°C) respectively. The manufacturer’s data sheets of the selected 15 kW GSHP
indicate
that COP = 4,
EWTmin = 7°C and
LWTmin = 4°C. The run fraction of the pump will be
0.6 in this example. The far-field ground temperature in Melbourne is typically around 18°C (Figure
2). Based on these data and using equations (1) to
(4), the required total GHE length is approximately
310 m. This could be provided with 6 vertical GHEs
to a little over 50 m length and about 5 m apart.
Now it is necessary to consider the influence of
the relative amount of heating energy and cooling
energy taken from the ground. Where the heat taken
out in winter equals the heat rejected to the ground
in summer, no correction is necessary. However,
where the heat taken out exceeds the heat replaced in
summer, there could be a progressive reduction in
ground temperature to not only reduce system efficiency but also to cause potential ground freezing
problems. Based on the above assessment for the
house in Melbourne, if the total heating energy taken
from the ground per year were 20 MWh and the total
cooling energy 12 MWh, the IGSHPA design method suggests that the unbalanced ground load correction factor would be about 1.1 which would require
the total GHE length to increase to about 342 m. The
greater the imbalance, the greater would be the increase in GHE length.

For a geothermal system in cooling mode, the
processes followed to determine the total length of
boreholes are similar to those outlined for heating.
It may be of interest to note that using the above
data with the EED software, using 6 GHEs spaced at
5 m in a 3 x 2 grid pattern, 286 m of GHE length (or
6 GHEs to about 48 m) was estimated as being adequate. If double U-shaped loops were to be used in
each GHE, then the total length of ground loops
would be reduced to around 242 m which suggests 5
boreholes to about 48 m would be required.
4 RESEARCH AND DEMONSTRATION
PROJECTS FOR VICTORIA (AUSTRALIA)
In this section, an overview of direct geothermal energy research and demonstration projects undertaken
by the University of Melbourne in Victoria is presented. This basically includes (i) a number of instrumented full scale pilot demonstration projects
with vertical and horizontal GHEs and (ii) modelling
of common and alternative GHEs using newly developed state-of-the-art finite element models and
simpler but robust spreadsheet type programs. The
full scale physical and numerical models involved in
these projects allow studying the effects of GHE
configuration and actual (typical) heating and cooling demand patterns in Victoria on ground energy
system performance, and investigate the potential to
improve existing design techniques, particularly for
the “below-ground” components.
4.1 Sustainable Energy Pilot Demonstration
(SEPD) Program
The University is collecting data on the performance
of direct geothermal systems for a range of different
conditions, such as geology, climate, ground loop
and borehole geometry, encountered in Victoria
(Australia). Some new and retrofit buildings have
been selected to cover a range of conditions typically encountered. While most of the buildings are residential, some other types of construction are also
used. These will provide important data with respect
to the overall physical performance of direct geothermal systems from a range of building types and
the associated capital and operating costs along with
the socio-economic energy demands of a range of
buildings and the characteristics of their pattern of
use by the occupiers. The program has been running
for 2 years. At this point in time, there are around 15
properties which have their geothermal systems
monitored, as shown in Figure 7. There are many
other individuals who have indicated their willing
participation across Victoria.
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Figure 7. Map of Melbourne and surroundings (Victoria, Australia) showing locations (solid circles) where individual full scale geothermal projects are being instrumented and monitored to date (May 2014).

This includes several homes, both new and retrofit
with various geothermal systems: horizontal, vertical
and even closed loops in a dam.
It is envisaged that the monitoring will continue
for at least another 2 years. Typical instrumentation
focuses on the GHE performance and includes:
 Temperature of the ground with depth down the
GHE loops,
 Temperature of the water flowing in and out of
the loops and GSHP,
 Temperature within the building,
 Temperature of the outside air,
 Flow rate of the water to and from the GSHP,
 Power consumption of the GSHPs.
A data logger is used to collect and transmit these
data through the internet. Further details about the
program can be found elsewhere (Narsilio et al.,
2012, Johnston et al., 2014).
The analysis of these experimental data will be
used to advance Australian design guidelines for
ground heat exchangers. The factors requiring assessment include the geometrical arrangement of
components, the materials used, the importance of
orientation, depth and component spacing, carrier
fluid types and flow rates, and the operating characteristics of the heat pumps used. A comprehensive

in-ground thermal performance database for Victorian conditions will be developed and contrasted
against the more heating dominant and established
markets of Europe, North America and Korea.
These current multi-instrumented field facilities
are unique in Australia and, overall, the largest field
instrumented exercise in direct geothermal research
in the world to the authors’ knowledge.
4.1.1 Vertical GHE systems
Given that available land space in urban areas is limited, and that the land lot size in metropolitan Melbourne is typically not large enough for a horizontal
system to fit, vertical GHE systems dominate in
(Melbourne) urbanised environments.
The largest and more comprehensively monitored
vertical GHE system to date in the SEPD program is
located in Parkville, a few hundred metres north of
downtown Melbourne (and on University premises),
where Silurian mudstone of different weathering degrees are encountered (thermal conductivity is estimated to be 2.6 W/(mK) and heat capacity, 1.6
MJ/(m3K)). The new building that is serviced (Elizabeth Blackburn School of Sciences) has a total
floor area of approximately 1,500 m2 and is used for
education of students in the final two years of their
high school (Figure 8 – top). A vertical GHE system
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comprising 4 borefields with 28 double U-shaped
loops installed down to 50 m below ground surface
(Figure 8 – bottom) provides up to 120 kW (heating). This primary circuit extends over an area of
about 700 m2 below and around the building footprint, and involves a total of approximately 5,600 m
of 25 mm HDPE piping connected to 4 x 30 kW
Climate Master heat pumps. The GSHPs are connected to a buffer tank that distributes the thermal
outputs to the secondary circuit in the building. Each
of the 4 borefields can be remotely isolated with
valves with actuators and a variable speed circulation pump allows (limited) fluid flow rate variations,
to assess thermal performance under various operation conditions.
The system, especially its underground part, is
heavily instrumented with close to 250 temperature
sensors and other monitoring equipment to study its
performance. This will allow a detailed study of the
performance of a commercial-scale geothermal system under local climate and geological conditions.
As an example, typical temperature output data
for 1 of the 4 borefields recorded over a period of 12
hours is shown in Figure 9. The borefield comprises
7 GHEs with double U-shaped loops of pipework
each. The difference between the water temperature
going into the ground Tin (or LWT) and the water
temperature coming back from the borefield Tout (or
EWT) indicates the thermal energy exchanged with
the ground. At a flow rate of approximately 120
L/min for the one borefield (i.e., 8.6 L/min per Ushaped loop), 27 kW of heating and 25 kW of cooling on average were obtained from the ground. One
salient feature of the demand pattern in Melbourne is
the frequent swing in air temperature and the consequent need for both heating and cooling within short
periods of time. Even in yearly thermally unbal-

anced cases, this swing prompts a short-term thermal
recharge of the ground around the GHEs.

Figure 8. The Elizabeth Blackburn School of Sciences in
Parkville: facade of the completed building (top – March 2014)
and installation of a 50 m GHE under the building footprint
during its construction (bottom – March 2013).

.

Figure 9. Some typical data retrieved from the Parkville vertical GHE system at the Elizabeth Blackburn School of Sciences.
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4.1.2 Horizontal GHE systems
Horizontal GHE systems tend to be less expensive to
install due to the reduced costs of (shallow) trenching in comparison with drilling. However, horizontal
systems tend to be less thermally efficient and thus
require longer GHE pipe lengths than vertical systems. Nevertheless, if land is available, then this option is usually preferred to lower capital costs. This
is particularly the case for most of the instrumented
buildings located on relatively large lots away from
the more urbanised areas.
The largest and more comprehensively monitored
horizontal GHE system to date in the SEPD program
is located in Main Ridge on the Mornington Peninsula, approximately 90 km south of Melbourne,
where basaltic clays are encountered (thermal conductivity is estimated to be 1.3 W/(mK) and heat capacity, 2.9 MJ/(m3K)). The buildings that are serviced have a total floor area of approximately 700
m2. A horizontal “slinky” GHE system, 2 m be-low
the ground surface extending over about 1,560 m2
provides the 70 kW (heating) load required for the
buildings and its swimming pool through approximately 4,800 m of 25 mm HDPE piping (i.e., primary circuit) (Figure 4) and the use of 3 Mitsubishi
heat pumps. Two interconnected horizon-tal GHE
primary circuits have been installed in trenches of 25
m (small field) and 44 m (large field) in length, with
two different pitches in each slinky circuit and
valves in each line of loops to allow as-sessing the
effects of loop spacing on performance (Figure 10).
Figure 11 shows typical recorded data at this site.
The top of the figure shows the progressive temperature gain between inlet and outlet (measured outside
the HDPE pipes), as a function of distance normalised by the total length of the “slinky loop lines”
(i.e., 25 and 44 m). These few degrees gained from
the ground are upgraded by the GSHPs, delivering a
total of about 42 kW heating, of which about 30 kW
are obtained from the ground.

Figure 10. Instrumented horizontal “slinky” GHEs placed 2m
below the ground surface, with different pitches. There are two
field circuits of 44 m and 25 m ground loop lengths.

4.2 Detailed numerical modelling of GHEs
Despite fairly recent advances in both analytical and
numerical modelling, one of the major limitations is
that no detailed models of GHE components appear
to have been developed and used to predict system
performance and truly consider all the variables that
affect the system. A few notable exceptions have only been published in recent years (Al-Khoury et al.,
2010; Lee et al., 2010). Without such a detailed
model, it is likely that geothermal systems cannot be
designed, installed and operated in a fully efficient
way. Moreover, full scale prototyping and testing

Figure 11. Some typical data retrieved from the Main Ridge
horizontal GHE system.
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of all different variations and combinations of influencing parameters, even to the scale envisioned in
the previous section, would be too expensive and
difficult to achieve in a reasonable timeframe. To
overcome these limitations and complement the experimental program, a numerical model based on
first principles has been developed and implemented
using finite element methods.
Heat transfer around and in the GHEs is modelled
primarily by conduction and convection. Heat conduction occurs in the ground (soil), concrete or grout
and pipe wall, and partially in the carrier fluid; while
heat convection dominates in the carrier fluid circulating in the pipe. It is assumed that there is no
groundwater flow in the ground, a condition that can
be easily relaxed in our modelling. The governing
equations for fluid flow and heat transfer are coupled numerically within the finite element package
COMSOL Multiphysics to evaluate the performance
of the GHEs.
The fluid flow in the pipes is modelled by the
Navier-Stokes equations in laminar regime and by
the Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes equations
(RANS) in turbulent regime (a k-İ turbulent type
model), to save computational time. The velocity
field u, found by solving these governing equations
is coupled with a generalised governing equation for
heat transfer:
U m C p ,m

wT
wt

 U m C p,m uT

 k T  Q
m

L/min (Re § 427) to about 2.6 L/min (Re § 2,558)
results in about 87% increase in the power that can
be obtained per metre length of this GHE. However,
beyond this threshold flow rate (abandoning the laminar flow regime) the increase trend becomes flatter
and only a slight change is observed in the GHE
thermal efficiency.

(5)

where ȡm is the density of the given medium (i.e.,
fluid or solid) in kg/m3, km is the thermal conductivity in W/(m°K), Cp,m is the heat capacity of the medium in J/(kg°K), and Q represents an external heat
source in W/m3. Note that solid can refer to soil,
concrete, grout, or any other solid.
This model has been recently validated against a
few available analytical solutions, and full scale experimental data. The model is capable of accurately
predicting GHE performance in both laminar and
turbulent regimes, homogeneous and heterogeneous
ground profiles, and adequately flexible to explore a
number of different pipe placement configurations,
ranging from well known U-shaped pipe configurations to spiral, W-pipes and others; in both steady
state and transient conditions.
An example of a 3D FEM model of a 0.6 m diameter energy pile with 3 U-shaped loops (25 mm
diameter HDPE pipe), 30 m deep and corresponding
FEM mesh (top view) are shown in Figure 12.
Figure 13 summarises numerical results from
multiple steady-steate detailed simulations on this
energy pile GHE. Increasing the flow rate from 0.45

Figure 12. Example of an energy pile with 3 U-shaped loops.
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Figure 13. Effects of fluid flow rate and inlet temperature on
power per unit length of 0.6 m diameter GHEs with 3 U- loops.

Figure 14. Effects of fluid flow rate and inlet temperature on
power per unit length of 0.6 m diameter GHEs with 3 U- loops.

The figure also indicates that lower carrier fluid
inlet temperature and therefore, larger temperature
difference between the ground (Tfarfield = 18°C) and
the carrier fluid results in higher unit power yield
from this GHE. It is observed that, regardless of the

flow rate, unit power increases about 55% when inlet temperature decreases from 4°C to -4°C.
Decreasing the fluid inlet temperature, improves
the conductive heat transfer process between the fluid and the ground, while increasing the flow rate influences the convective heat transfer within the fluid. Therefore, varying the inlet temperature will always have nearly the same effect on the heat transfer process regardless of the flow rate.
The total length of pipe in GHEs calculated following the IGHSPA guidelines could be implemented in either a larger number of GHEs but shallower
in depth or fewer at deeper depths. Drilling of a shallower borehole is usually simpler and cheaper than a
deeper one. The model presented earlier can be used
to simulate GHEs of various depths. Figure 14
shows some of the numerical results of such an example, with energy pile depths ranging between 30
and 200 m, again, 0.6 m diameter GHE with three
0.025 mm diameter loops embedded within. The fluid flow rate is in turbulent range at about 11 L/min at
each loop. The carrier fluid temperature at the inlet
is kept constant at 2˚C for simplicity. Numerical results reveal that even though the overall power (W)
gained by the longer GHE is higher due to achieving
a significantly higher fluid temperature at the outlet
of the pipe, shallower GHEs shows higher unit power (W/m). In longer GHEs, the fluid temperature distribution along the depth of the GHE is non-linear.
The rate of the fluid temperature rise reduces while
getting deeper in the inlet pipe as shown in Figure
14 and fluid temperature may even drop flowing up
the outlet pipe. The GHE wall temperature distribution along the depth is also shown in the figure. In
longer GHEs (e.g., 200 m long) the temperature difference between the carrier fluid and the GHE wall
gradually decreases with depth and less heat is
gained per unit length of the GHE. Therefore, the
average power gained from each unit length of the
shorter GHE is higher than that of the longer GHE.
The last example showing the versatility of the
FEM model involves a study on long term effects of
the GHE separation in borefields with energy piles
and 3 U-shaped loops under realistic Melbourne
conditions. Figure 15 shows the computed average
fluid temperature for GHEs with different separations. It is observed that these GHEs reach steady
state conditions of operation within about 3 years
and that relatively close GHEs (e.g., 2 m and 5 m
separations) results in low minimum average fluid
temperature in each year (i.e., -10.9˚C and -4.1˚C).
Further increase in GHE separation enhances the
minimum fluid temperature, but at a reduced rate,
suggesting much lower thermal interference between
GHEs.
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Figure 15. State-of-the-art finite element transient numerical studies: Computed changes of the average fluid temperature
(Tin+Tout)/2 for tripe U-loop GHEs in a borefield with different GHE separations under typical Melbourne weather conditions.

Note that the maximum fluid temperature does
not change as much as the minimum fluid temperate,
this is due to the heating dominant loads required for
Melbourne. Even though GHE separation of 5 to 8
m is recommended in design guidelines (IGSHPA,
2010), further increases in the distance between the
GHEs in GHE-field still may lead to a better long
term thermal performance.
Simpler, yet robust, spreadsheet type programs,
called V-CFES (Colls, 2013) and H-CFES have also
been developed for typical vertical and horizontal
GHEs. These are faster to run than the detailed FEM
models and provide some of the same insights for
common single U-shaped loops and horizontally
placed slinky GHEs.
5 CONCLUDING COMMENTS
There is no doubt that direct geothermal energy is
becoming an important sustainable, economic and
highly effective technology for heating and cooling
buildings. This is particularly so as the world comes
to terms with climate change and the need to considerably reduce our dependence on fossil fuels. This is
principally true when considering the rapidly rising
cost of these fuels as carbon taxes are introduced and
as we all accept the need to reduce our emissions of
carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases.
While this relatively new technology has gained a
great deal of acceptance over recent years in other
parts of the world, there is still a need to reduce the
capital costs of installation to make it even more attractive in emerging markets. Presently, in Australia
and New Zealand, because the direct geothermal in-

dustry is in its infancy, the costs of installation are
still high. It follows that the sooner we can mobilise
acceptance and demand, knowledge and expertise,
training and accreditation, the sooner the trades, professions, developers, architects, regulators, politicians and the general public can have a mature direct
geothermal industry providing clean, efficient and
cost effective heating and cooling for our buildings.
The technologies associated with the “aboveground” components of these geothermal systems
are relatively well understood. While there is still
always scope to improve these, it is the “belowground” component of geothermal energy systems
which is thought to represent the best opportunity to
reduce costs. Current GHE design methods are comparatively crude with clear indications that systems
are often significantly overdesigned. In order to address this shortcoming, the University of Melbourne,
alongside other (geotechnical) groups around the
world, have commenced a number of projects to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the technology for a
range of different conditions and to develop more effective guidelines for the design and operation of
GHEs. This article attempted to capture some examples of the direction that research is taking in those
regards.
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ABSTRACT: In the course of Shanghai’s urbanization, underground structures were or are being constructed
in deep underground. Underground construction may change geological environment, so the interaction between geological environment and underground space development should be concerned. Land subsidence
and long-term behavior of shield tunnel are two typical geohazards related to the underground space development of Shanghai, which was discussed in this paper. Urban construction was considered as the primary reason for land subsidence in recent years in Shanghai. The blocking effect on groundwater seepage of infrastructures should be considered during the evaluation of land subsidence. Furthermore, Long-term settlement and
leaking behavior are two typical georisks of shield tunnels in Shanghai. The behavior of long-term settlement
of tunnel in the soft deposit of Shanghai is larger. The leaked volume of the first river-crossing tunnel (Dapu
Road Tunnel) is much higher than the allowable value. Leaking behavior can also affect long-term settlement
of tunnel. The leaked volume and leaked point are two important factors impact the settlement of ground and
tunnel

1 INTRODUCTION
The Shanghai Administrative Region is surrounded
by Jiangsu Province and Zhejiang Province in the
north and west, Hangzhou Bay in the south and East
China Sea in the east, as illustrate in Figure 1. The
elevation of the ground surface of Shanghai is from
2.2 m to 4.8 m over sea level (SGEAEB 2002). Except for several little volcanic massifs, most part of
the deposit is formed in the Quaternary Era. Located
on the estuary of Yangtze River, Shanghai has
formed a very complicated quaternary deposit which
consists of an alternated multi-aquifer-aquitard system (MAAS).
In the course of Shanghai’s urbanization, underground structures such as metro tunnel, underground
pipelines, pile foundations, and municipal facilities
were or are being constructed in deep underground
and are tending to conduct in deeper places recently.
The depth of pile foundation of high-rise buildings
even reaches 100 m. The maximum depth of the excavated underground space reaches 41 m (Yu and
Zhu 2008). By the end of 2010, 11 lines of the running metro lines in Shanghai with the total length of
410 km have been constructed. There are 12 rivercrossing tunnels till 2011 with 9 more river-crossing
tunnels under construction and planned to be constructed (Bai et al. 2011). Underground construction

may change geological environment and some
changes cannot be recovered. Some geological disasters, for example, land subsidence, instability of
foundation pit, piping or quick-sand, settlement of
metro tunnel, and long-term deformation of pile
foundation, may occur during the construction and
operation of infrastructures. The interaction between
groundwater environment and underground space
development should be concerned.
The objectives of this study are i) to introduce the
characters of the multi-aquifer-aquitard system
(MAAS) of Shanghai; ii) to discuss the behavior of
land subsidence in Shanghai due to the blocking effect on groundwater seepage of underground structures; iii) to illustrate long-term behavior of the
shield tunnel in Shanghai.
2 GEOLOGICAL AND HYDROGEOLOGICAL
ENVIRONMENT IN SHANGHAI
The land in Shanghai is a soft deltaic deposit with
some isolated outcrops of bedrock. The area of the
bedrock outcrops is about 2.5 km2, most of which is
buried under quaternary and tertiary sediments at a
depth of over 300 m. As shown in Figure 1, the quaternary deposit in Shanghai primarily consists of a
phreatic aquifer group (Aq0) and five artesian aqui:155:

fers (AqI-AqV) with very high groundwater pressure
head that are separated by six aquitards (AdI~AdVI)
with very high compressibility and humus content.
The phreatic aquifer group consists of a phreatic aquifer (Aq01) and a low-pressure artesian aquifer
(Aq02).
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Figure 1. Shanghai hydrogeological profile (adapted from Xu et
al. 2008, 2012a).

The buried depths of the subsoil strata, which are
related to geotechnical engineering practices, reach
100 m (Shen et al. 2010, Tan and Wei 2011). According to the physical properties and the forming
era, from top to bottom, the soft deposit can be divided into 9 engineering geological layers including
a top weathered crust layer, a first sand layer, a first
soft clay layer, a first hard soil layer, a second soft
clay layer, a second hard soil layer, a second sand
layer, a
third soft clay layer, and a third sand layer (Xu et al.
2009, Shen and Xu 2011).
Figure 2 shows the relationship among engineering geology, hydrogeology, and bearing strata of
build ing foundations and municipal facilities. Many
municipal facilities were built directly in the top
weathered crust layer or in a treated top layer. Middle-high rise buildings (20 to 30 m) often adopt the
second stiff clay layer or the second sand layer as the
bearing stratum for their pile foundations, and high
rise buildings (over 30 m) generally adopt the second
sand layer as the bearing strata for their pile foundations. Super-high rise buildings (over 100 m) and ultra-high buildings (over 200 m) usually select the
third sand layer as the bearing strata for pile foundations. Other underground facilities (e.g. subway tunnels) usually adopt the first and second soft clay and
AqI as the bearing strata (SGEAEB 2002). The buried depth of the tunnel under the Huangpu River is
30 to 40 m, which includes AqI. Besides the building

foundations, there are many diaphragm walls that are
used as retaining structures for excavations constructed in the deposit at a depth of 30 to 50 m.
Figure 3 illustrates the buried depth of the city facilities for Shanghai. The buried depth of metro tunnels is generally 9 to 15 m, below the facilities of
electricity, gas, water and telecommunications. The
corresponding soil layer is the first soft clay layer
(layers Ĺ and ĺ) for most of the tunnels and the
first sand layer (layer ĸ3) for the others. However,
the metro tunnels that are constructed under existing
tunnels or crossing below the Huangpu River may
reach 15 to 25 m in depth, within the second soft
clay layer. In this case, foundation pits for metro stations are excavated to a greater depth, reaching the
second sand layer (layer Ľ). For example, the excavation depth of Yishan Road Station, the transfer
station of Line No. 3, Line No. 4 and Line No. 9,
was 29.7 m and the retaining wall was constructed to
a depth of 62.9 m (Wang et al. 2009). Figure 5
shows the horizontal distribution of the layer top and
the thickness of different soil layers (e.g. layer ĸ3,
Ĺ, ļ, Ľ), where the metro tunnels and stations
are constructed.
Figure 4 shows the physical and mechanical
properties of the soil layers. The physical properties
(grain size distribution, unit weight, void ratio, water
content and consistencies) were obtained based on
laboratory tests following the Chinese standard,
which is similar as the British Standard (BSI 1990).
The compression index was obtained from a standard oedometer test; shear strength was obtained from
the field vane shear test, hydraulic conductivity for
the sandy soil of the aquifers were obtained from
pumping tests, and that for clayey soils was obtained
from oedometer tests. According to the Unified Soil
Classification, layers ĸ, Ļ, Ľ, and Ŀ have a
fairly high sand content and are classified as sandy
layers. The other layers are classified as clay layers
which have high silt content.
Soft deposit in Shanghai is rich in groundwater.
All of the above mentioned underground structures
will change the hydrogeological conditions in
Shanghai. There are some undesirable phenomena
encountered in the geotechnical engineering practice
in Shanghai and the related induced-geohazards, e.g.
quicksand and piping hazards, pumping-inducedhazards and recharge-cutoff hazards, seasonal variation of water table, and methane gas hazard. Land
subsidence and long-term behavior of shield tunnel
are two typical geohazards of Shanghai, which will
be discussed in detail in this paper.
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Upper Pleistocene Q3

Holocene Q4

Geological profile

Thickness
(m)

Depth of layer
top (m)

(1) Top weathered crust layer

0.5~2.0

1.5~4.0

(2) First sand layer

2.0~3.0

3.0~20.0

(3) First stiff clay layer

1.0~5.5

1.0~11.5

(4) First soft clay layer

3.0~15.0

5.0~20.0

(5) Second soft clay layer

15.0~20.0

10.0~25.0

(6) Second stiff clay layer

20.0~30.0

1.5~6.0

(7) Second sand layer

28.0~35.0

10.0~22.0

(8) Third soft clay layer

40.0~50.0

20.0~40.0

(9) Third sand layer

61.0~77.0

20.0~60.0

Hydrogeology

Foundation strata
Natural foundation
Short pile foundation

Phreatic aquifer
Aq0
Artesian
aquifer with
low pressure

Underground structures such as metro,
tunnel, and underground space
Main layer of pile foundation
Middle-high rise buildings

AqI

Middle-high (7-9 storeys)
and high rise buildings ( 10
storeys or 24 m)

AqII

Super-high rise buildings
( 100 m)

Figure 2. Engineering geology, hydrogeology, and foundation strata in Shanghai (adapted from Xu et al. 2012a).
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Figure 3. Cross sectional view of underground structures in
Shanghai (adapted from Shen et al. 2014).

3 BEHAVIOR OF GROUNDWATER SEEPAGE
AND LAND SUBSIDENCE IN SHANGHAI
Groundwater pumping was considered to be the primary reason for land subsidence in Shanghai. From
1921 to 1965, the pumped volume of groundwater
increased annually, causing land subsidence. Since
1966, some measures have been adopted to minimize land subsidence to less than the allowable value of 5 mm/year, e.g., decreasing the groundwater
withdrawn volume, adjusting the groundwater withdrawn layer in the aquifers, and conducting artificial
recharging. During the period of 1972 to 1989, the
average subsidence rate (vs1) was 3.6 mm/year,
which was within the allowable range. However, the
average subsidence rate from 1990 to 1995 was 9.97
mm/year, which is nearly 2 times greater than vs1.
The average subsidence rate from 1996 to 2009 was
12.09 mm, which is 3 times greater than vs1 and is
much greater than the allowable value. In other
words, during the 1990s, land subsidence accelerated

although the net withdrawn volume of groundwater,
which is equal to the difference between groundwater withdrawn volume and recharged volume, did not
increase.
3.1 Blocking of groundwater seepage from pile
foundation
In Shanghai, piles for deep foundations are usually
installed into AqI and/or AqII, and the base of the
excavation for an underground basement may reach
a depth below AqI (Xu et al. 2009, Xu et al. 2012b,
2013). Both AqI and AqII are confined aquifers with
high groundwater levels, and the groundwater level
must generally be lowered during excavations by
dewatering inside or outside the foundation pit. Consequently, it is important to predict the flow rate for
future excavations based on the hydraulic conductivity of the sandy soil with embedded piles. Since piles
are generally made of very low-permeability materials such as concrete and steel, the existence of piles
may change the overall behavior of seepage in an
aquifer (Jiao et al. 2006, Nishigaki 2010, Xu et al.
2012b, 2013).
In order to evaluate the seepage ability of an aquifer with low-permeability inclusions, the effective
medium theory (EMT) method is widely used to calculate the equivalent hydraulic conductivity keq of
the heterogeneous medium. Ma et al. (2014) indicated the keq values for the rectangular layout pattern
follow the EMT prediction line very well. However,
the triangular dots are all below the EMT prediction
line, which means that the EMT overestimates keq
values for the triangular layout pattern of piles.
Hence, it might be inappropriate to apply the EMT
to determine the equivalent hydraulic conductivity of
an aquifer with piles embedded in different layout
patterns.
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Figure 4. Geotechnical profile and soil properties in Shanghai (adapted from Shen et al. 2014).

In order to consider the layout pattern of piles, a
correction factor is proposed in modified effective
medium theory based on the streamline method by
considering the seepage path. The streamline method
was first presented to calculate the hydraulic conductivity of a binary sand-clay system (Begg and King
1985). Figure 5(a) shows the streamline in an aquifer
with a rectangular layout of piles. By approximating
the streamline to straight lines, the seepage path in a
triangular layout is depicted in Figure 5(b). For a
rectangular layout, the seepage length of each row of
piles is 2r+l2. For a triangular layout, the approximate seepage length based on the streamline theory
is 3r+l2, where r is the radius of each pile and l2 is
the distance between each pile.
Based on the streamline method, the seepage
paths vary for different layout patterns. For a sand
layer with piles in the triangular layout pattern, the
correction factor D can be calculated from the following equation:
Į

2nr  n  1 l 2
2r  2  ȕ n  1 r  n  1 l2

decreases when the volume replacement ratio increases.
(a)
r
seepage
path

seepage length of
each row of piles
2r+l2

l2

rectangular layout
l1

(b)
r
pile
l2

real
seepage
path

(1)

where n is the number of pile rows in the flow direction; E is the pile layout pattern factor, where for a
rectangular layout, E = 0, and for a triangular layout,
E = 1.
With an increase in volume replacement ratio f0,
the distance between piles, l2, decreases. Figure 6
shows the relationship between volume replacement
ratio, f0, and correction factor D calculated from Eq.
(1). As shown in Figure 6, the correction factor D

l1

pile

seepage length of
each row of piles
3r+l2

simplified
seepage
path
triangular layout

Figure 5. Calculation of the length of streamline: (a) rectangular layout pattern, and (b) triangular layout pattern (adapted
from Ma et al. 2014).

With regard to the correction factor, D, the modification of the equivalent hydraulic conductivity of
an aquifer considering piles kmeq is expressed as follows:
kmeq D keq
(2)
where keq is the predicted value from the effective
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medium theory.
The values of equivalent hydraulic conductivity,
kmeq, are calculated using the modified effective medium theory for both rectangular and triangular patterns, shown in the dashed line in Figure 7. As
shown in this figure, the modified effective medium
theory results can predict the equivalent hydraulic
conductivity of an aquifer with a triangular layout of
piles very well by considering flow path changes due
to different pile layouts.
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According to the investigated data, the cumulative
subsidence increased with increases in the cumulative net withdrawn volume of groundwater until
1980. However, since 1981, the cumulative subsidence continued to increase even though the net withdrawn volume decreased, which indicates that net
withdrawn volume is not a crucial factor for land
subsidence. Once the net withdrawn volume exceeded a given value, limitation of the withdrawn volume
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Figure 7. Comparison between calculated results based on
modified EMT method and tested results (adapted from Ma et
al. 2014).

3.2 Influence factors resulting in the development of
land subsidence
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Figure 6. Volume replacement ratio vs. correction factorD
(adapted from Ma et al. 2014).
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0.9

had no effect on subsidence in the urban centre. The
mechanism of the phenomenon that settlement increases whereas net withdrawn volume decreases
needs to be further investigated.
In fact, urbanization and the development of
many underground structures have occurred in the
MAAS of Shanghai since the 1980s. Regarding urbanization-induced subsidence, many researchers initially focused on land subsidence due to engineering
construction (Cui et al. 2010, Gong et al. 2005, Tang
et al. 2008). The mileage of rail track started at 15.21
km in 1996 and reached 355.05 km in 2009. Most of
the rail system goes through underground tunnels.
The floor area of buildings also increased annually.
Figure 8 shows the variation of the floor area and the
cumulative subsidence for each year since 1966.
Since 1980, the annual rate of subsidence in the
three periods was 3.84, 9.97, and 12.09 mm/year,
corresponding to an increasing floor area of the
buildings higher than 8 storeys of 0.58×106,
2.30×106, 13.17×106 m2/year, respectively. To investigate the relationship among floor area, mileage of
rail track, and cumulative subsidence, regression
analyses were conducted. Figure 9 shows the regression analysis between floor area and cumulative subsidence. As seen in Figure 9, there is a strong correlation between floor area and cumulative subsidence.
This relation can be fitted by an exponential function
with a very high coefficient of correlation. The construction of infrastructure (e.g. building foundations
and rail tunnels) has contributed to land subsidence
in Shanghai since 1980.

vs=12.09
vs=3.84 vs=9.97
AD 1980 AD 1989 AD 1995
vs=Annual rate of subsidence (mm/year)
6 2
vf=Annual increase rate of floor area (×10 m /year)
Cumulative subsidence in urban centre
Floor area (>8 storeys)

1970

1980

1990

AD Year

2000

200
300
400

Figure 8. Floor area vs cumulative subsidence (adapted from
Xu et al. 2012a).

3.3 Influence factors resulting in land subsidence
with urbanization
Table 1 tabulates the influence factors resulting in
land subsidence with urbanization of Shanghai. The
factors, which might influence the acceleration of
land subsidence since 1980 fall into the following
three categories: i) additional loads in subsoil, including building loads and dynamic loads; ii) construction of underground structures, including con:159:

struction of tunnels and foundation pits; iii) longterm reductions in groundwater levels, which may be
caused by leakages of tunnel linings, cut-off of
groundwater flow due to the existence of underground structures in aquifers and reduced replenishment of groundwater from suburban regions.
Data between 1980 AD to 2009 AD

1.70
1.75
1.80

St

0.26e  As

45.04

 1.97


Cumulative subsidence St (m)

1.65

2

1.85

R =0.993

Xu et al. (2012b) performed a series of numerical
analyses and concluded that the effect of the impervious wall on the groundwater flow is controlled by
the depth of the impervious wall under the artesian
aquifer, the width of the impervious wall, and the
distance of the impervious wall from drawdown
border. Based on Xu et al. (2012b), the rate of subsidence in the urban area could be increased when
the existence of underground structures was considered in the analysis. As shown in Figure 10, when
the ratio of the volume of the underground structure
to the volume of aquifers Aq02, AqI or AqII increases by 10%, subsidence increases by about 5%, 8% or
20%, respectively.
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3.4 Evaluation of land subsidence via consideration
of underground structures penetrated into
aquifers
Underground structures will cut off the flow of
groundwater and change the flow velocity and flow
direction, which causes continuous reductions in
groundwater levels in the AqI and AqII layers in the
urban centre of Shanghai. Some studies have suggested that the foundations became a type of barrier
to groundwater movement (Johnson et al. 1984, Jiao
et al. 2008, Nishigaki 2010). The existence of a large
number of piles for high-rise buildings and tunnels
in AqI and AqII reduced the groundwater recharge
area from the surrounding areas to the urban centre.
This change might have reduced the recharged
groundwater volume from the surroundings and consequently might have caused the reduction of the
groundwater head in the urban centre.

JS (%)

60
40

Table 1. Influence factors resulting in land subsidence with urbanization of Shanghai (adapted from Xu et al. 2012a).
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Figure 9. Floor area and cumulative subsidence (adapted from
Xu et al. 2012a).
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Figure 10. Volume ratio of underground structures in each aquifer vs increase rate of subsidence by considering distributed
underground structures (adapted from Xu et al. 2012b).

4 LONG-TERM BEHAVIOR OF SHIELD
TUNNELS IN SHANGHAI
Tunnels in the soft deposit of Shanghai are generally
excavated using shield method. In shield tunnels, the
tunnel lining usually consists of precast concrete
segments forming into rings (ITA 2000).The structure of shield tunnels is sensitively reacted to the
ground movement, especially in the soft ground. It is
often observed that the tunnel structures suffer longterm deformation in both longitudinal and circumferential directions during its running (Chen and
Zhan 2000, Grantz 2001). The induced problems
may include distortion of the track, cracks within the
segments, leakage of groundwater and even soils, etc.
4.1 Long-term settlement to the metro tunnels
Shanghai metro system is one of the fastest-growing
systems in the world. The first metro tunnel was
opened in 1995. By 2010, Shanghai metro system
incorporates 11 lines and 267 stations with the total
operating length of about 410 km, as depicted in
Figure 11. Field measurements on tunnels in Shanghai were conducted since the completion of the first
metro line.
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leakage volume varied from 0.5 to 0.9 L/m2/d, much
greater than the allowable value of 0.01 L/m2/d in
Shanghai. Although two major tunnel maintenances
were conducted in 1989 and 2009, the leaked volume of Dapu Road Tunnel is still much higher than
the allowable value.
Figure 14b depicts the leaked volume of the second Dapu Road Tunnel, which was completed in
2009. The average leaked volume in the whole tunnel fluctuated within 0.5 L/m2/d, with relatively high
value during summer. The volume of water leakage
in the shield tunnel was stable under the allowable
value. Conversely, the leaked volume in the rectangle tunnel was relatively great with a maximum value of 1.1 L/m2/d.

Figure 12 shows the measured results of cumulative settlement along Metro Line No. 1. As shown in
Figure 10, there has been substantial settlement since
its running in 1995. At the end of 2010, the average
cumulative settlement of Metro Line No. 1 reached
111 mm. Differential settlement was found in the
longitudinal direction, with the maximum being 295
mm near the People’s Square Station, and the minimum being 0.8 mm near the Shanghai Indoor Stadium Station. Two significantly large settling basins
formed around the Hengshan Road Station and from
South Huangpi Road Station to Xinzha Road Station.
4.2 Leaking behavior of shield tunnels under
Huangpu river of Shanghai

4.3 Long-term settlement behavior of ground
around shield tunnel due to leakage of water

Many highway tunnels and overlying bridges are
constructed across Huangpu River to connect the
western part and eastern part of Shanghai. There are
only two river-crossing tunnels in last century, i.e.,
Dapu Road Tunnel and East Yan’an Road Tunnel.
Dapu Road Tunnel, the first river-crossing tunnel in
Shanghai, was opened in 1970. East Yan’an Road
Tunnel includes the northern line opened in 1989
and the southern line opened in 1996. River-crossing
tunnels were widely constructed in the 21st century.
The distribution of river-crossing tunnels crossing
Huangpu River is depicted in Figure 13. There are
12 river-crossing tunnels till 2011 with 9 more rivercrossing tunnels under construction and planned to
be constructed (Bai et al. 2011). All of the existing
river-crossing tunnels were constructed using shield
method except Outer Ring Tunnel.
Figure 14a shows the average leaked volume of
the old Dapu Road Tunnel from May, 2010 to May,
2011. The leaked volume in shield tunnel ranged
from 0.3 to 1.1 L/m2/d, and the average value of

The causes of tunnel settlement and deformation in
soft deposits have been discussed, including land
subsidence, variation of ground water table, leakage
of tunnel, dynamic response of train, etc. Tunnel
leakage is an important factor that cannot be neglected. Shanghai metro is constructed by shield method,
in which the lining is consisted of 6 segments.
Fieldwork shows soil and ground water may leak
from the joints, cracks, and the grouting holes of
segments. The leaked volume is initially small and
the tunnel deformation is usually neglected. When
the leakage develops, original differential settlement
may aggravate and will lead to further leakage of
water even soils. The leakage of soil and groundwater causes ground movement around tunnel, the settlement of tunnel long-term ground loss around tunnel and thus results in the settlement of ground
surface over the tunnel.
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Figure 11. Map of Shanghai metro system (adapted from Shen et al. 2014).
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Figure 12. Long-term settlement of Metro Line No. 1 (adapted from Shen et al. 2014).
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Figure 13. Distribution of the river-crossing tunnels under Huangpu River in Shanghai (adapted from Wu et al. 2014).

A series of numerical analyses were concluded to
show the effect of water leakage on the long-term
settlement of ground and tunnel deformation. The allowable leaked volume for the tunnel with a length
of 100 m is 2.0h10-6 m3/s in Shanghai. Figure 15
shows ground settlement due to leakage of water
with different leaked volume. Ground settlement increases with the increase of the leaked volume.
When the leaked volume is within the allowable value, the maximum ground settlement is about 20 mm.

Figure 16 shows tunnel settlement due to leakage of
water with difference leaked position. The tunnel
settlement is the smallest when the water is leaked
from joint 1 which is located on the top of the tunnel
and it is the largest when the water is leaked from
joint 3 which is located on the bottom of the tunnel.
The leaked volume and leaked point are both impact
the settlement of ground and tunnel.
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Figure 14. Leaked volume of the old and second Dapu Road
Tunnel (adapted from Wu et al. 2014).
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1) The Quaternary deposit in Shanghai primarily
consists of a phreatic aquifer group and five artesian
aquifers that are separated by six aquitards. In this
MAAS groundwater system, there were induced
geohazards, e.g. quicksand and piping hazards,
pumping-induced-hazards and recharge-cutoff hazards, seasonal variation of water table, and methane
gas hazard.
2) Pile foundation has the blocking effect on
groundwater seepage. Effective media theory can
considered this blocking effect EMT predicts keq of
an aquifer with a rectangular layout of piles very
well, but it does not work well for a triangular layout
of piles. A modified EMT method considering pile
layout patterns provides a better prediction of keq for
an aquifer with a triangular layout of piles. The proposed modified EMT could be applied to excavations surrounded by existing pile foundations.
3) Land subsidence is the main geohazard of
Shanghai. Except for groundwater pumping, urban
construction was considered as the primary reason
for land subsidence in recent years in Shanghai. The
blocking effect on groundwater seepage of infrastructures should be considered during the evaluation of land subsidence.
4) Long-term settlement and leaking behavior are
two typical georisks of shield tunnels in Shanghai.
This kind of soft subsoil condition in Shanghai is unfavorable to metro construction and settlement control. The behavior of long-term settlement of tunnel
in such soft deposit is larger. Field measures showed
that the leaked volume of Dapu Road Tunnel is
much higher than the allowable value. The leaked
volume and leaked point are two important factors
impact the settlement of ground and tunnel.
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ABSTRACT: This paper gathers the research work on the frame element with lateral interfaces. Several
frame elements with lateral interfaces have been formulated by the author for the last ten years and have
found a wide spectrum of engineering applications ranging from the problems of soil-geosynthetic interaction
to nanobeams resting on elastic substrate medium. The general formulation of the frame element (bar and
beam) with lateral interfaces is first discussed. Two conventional applications on geotechnical-engineering
problems, namely: soil-geosynthetic and soil-pile systems are then presented. Finally, two novel applications
on nano- and micro-engineering problems, namely: nanowire-elastic substrate and microbeam-elastic substrate systems are discussed.
1 INTRODUCTION
The interaction problem between structures and their
surrounding medium has long been recognized and
found a wide spectrum of geotechnical-engineering
applications, e.g. underground tunnel, highway
pavement, shallow foundation, pile foundation, etc.
Generally, there are two alternatives to represent
mechanical responses of the surrounding medium,
namely: (i) the continuous medium model; and (ii)
the mechanical subgrade model. The former approach provides the most complete data on stress
and deformation variations within the surrounding
medium but is prohibited by its requirement of extensive computational resources. The latter approach
simplifies the governing physics of the surrounding
medium but retains its salient features by modeling
it as a series of springs following the Winkler foundation model (Winkler 1867). As a result, the Winkler-foundation model has long been considered as
an attractive alternative since it provides a good
compromise between complexity and simplicity.
More refined foundation models are presented in
Limkatanyu et al. (2013a and b).
In this paper, several frame elements with lateral
interfaces proposed by the author are gathered together. The frame element with lateral interfaces
consists of a bar or beam and smeared lateral Winkler springs (tangential or normal). These frame
models are employed by the author to study several
geotechnical-engineering problems, for example: the
soil-geosynthetic system (Limkatanyu 2004), beamfoundation system (Limkatanyu and Spacone 2006;

Limkatanyu et al. 2013c), soil-pile system (Limkatanyu et al. 2009), shallow foundation (Limkatanyu et al. 2012), etc. Recently, these frame
models have been enhanced with the ability to account for the small-scale and size-dependent effects
inherent to micro- and nano-sized structures (Limkatanyu et al. 2013 d; Limkatanyu et al. 2014). This
enhancement could be achieved by employing the
higher-order continuum-mechanics theories and expands the model application to micro- and nanosized structural systems.
2 FINITE FRAME ELEMENT FORMULATION
Figure 1 shows two types of frame models with lateral interfaces, namely; bar and beam elements. The
finite element formulations of these two onedimensional elements are practically the same. The
general form of their stiffness equations can be written as:

[K B + K s ] U = P

(1)

where KB and Ks are, respectively, the frame (bar or
beam) and surrounding-interface contributions to the
total element stiffness matrix K; and the vectors U
and P contain the element end displacements and
forces, respectively. More detailed derivation of these frame models with lateral interfaces can be found
in Limkatanyu (2004), Limkatanyu and Spacone
(2006), Limkatanyu et al. (2009), and Limkatanyu et
al. (2013c).
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Figure 1. Finite frame element with lateral interfaces.
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3 SOIL-GEOSYNTHETIC INTERACTION
In this section, the bar-interface element (Figure 1 a)
proposed by Limkatanyu (2004) is employed to
study a series of pullout tests (Figure 2a) on Nylon
6/6 inclusions conducted by Abramento and Whittle
(1995). The hyperbolic model (Figure2b) proposed
by Clough and Duncan (1971) is employed to model
the interface between soil and geosynthetic material.
In this study, only the correlation study of the test
ASPR 59 is presented.
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Figure 2. (a) Soil-reinforcement system; (b) Hyperbolic interface model (Limkatanyu, 2004).

Figure 4. Tensile stress distributions along geogrid (Limkatanyu, 2004).

4 SOIL-PILE INTERACTION
The frame element with lateral deformable supports
(Figure 1 b) proposed by Limkatanyu et al. (2009) is
employed to perform correlation studies of one of
the experimental data from a series of full-scale
CIDH pile tests by Chai and Hutchinson (1999).
This pile labeled as Chai-Hutchinson Pile #1 is
shown in Figure 5. The fiber-section model is employed to model the pile sectional responses. The
uniaxial constitutive library developed by Limkatanyu (2002) is used to model the hysteretic response of each constituent fiber (concrete and steel).
A series of 1-D springs continuously placed along
the pile length are employed to represent the soils
surrounding a pile. The monotonic p-y curve proposed by Reese et al. (1974) and hysteretic rules developed by Arnold et al. (1977) are combined to
formulate the cyclic p-y model.
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Figure 3 shows the correlation study between the
experimental and numerical results and indicates the
proposed model can capture well the experimental
results both in the views of strength and stiffness.
Figure 4 presents the correlation study of the local
response. Clearly, the proposed model can predict
well the tensile stress distributions for various levels
of pullout forces.

Confined Concrete: f c' = 45.4 MPa
Steel:

f y = 421 MPa

Modulus Subgrade: nh = 27500

4

Figure 3. Pullout force vs. displacement responses for ASPR
59 (Limkatanyu, 2004).
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Figure 5. Geometry and loads of Chai-Hutchinson specimen #1
(Limkatanyu et al. 2009).
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Figure 6. Experimental and numerical responses of ChaiHutchinson Pile #1 (Limkatanyu et al., 2009).

This section presents the bar-interface element (Figure1 a) enhanced by Limkatanyu et al. (2013d) with
the ability to account for the small-scale and sizedependent effects. This enhanced bar-interface element is employed to study the characteristics and
behaviors of the nanowire-substrate system shown in
Figure 8. The response of the bar bulk material follows the nonlocal constitutive relation proposed by
Eringen and Edelen (1972) while that of the surface
layer satisfies the surface elasticity theory proposed
by Gurtin and Murdoch (1975 and 1978).

Figure 6 correlates the experimental result with
Elastic Substrate
the numerical result obtained with the proposed
P
model with dragging-gapping effects. It is obvious
Elastic Substrate
that the proposed model could represent well the initial stiffness, peak lateral load, and hysteretic feaL
tures of the system.
Varying Parameters
Figure 7 shows the moment and curvature proL/D =
10 − 120; ( e0 a ) =
0 − 100 nm; K s =
1 − 10;
files of the pile at different loading cycles. As preFixed
Parameters
sented in Figure 7, the depth-to-maximum moment
=
=
Exx 76
GPa; E xxs 1.22 nN
/ nm; σ xxs 0 0.89 nN / nm;
(plastic-hinge location) predicted by the proposed=
model is 1.25 m (3.08 D). This value is in good
Figure 8. Nanowire-elastic substrate system: parametric studies
agreement with the test observation of maximum
(Limkatanyu et al. 2013d).
damage to the pile at 1.09 m (2.69 D).
Parametric studies of the nanowire-substrate system in Figure 8 are performed to show the sizedependent effect on the effective Young’s modulus
of the system. The slenderness ratio L / D is used to
define the nanowire-diameter parameter and varies
from 10 to 120. The nonlocal parameter (e0a) ranges
from zero to 100 nm. The following nondimensional parameter K s varying from 1 to 10 is
used to define the substrate-stiffness parameter:
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He and Lilley (2008) suggested the following
equation to compute the effective Young’s modulus
EBeff :

G. L.
M axim um Observed Damage

Ks =

0.45

Curvature (1/m )

(

)

ks / EBeff AL / k s EBeff A

(3)

The end displacement uend of the nanowiresubstrate system is first computed using the proposed model, then, EBeff is obtained by solving (3).

Figure 7. Moment and curvature profiles at different cycles
(Limkatanyu et al. 2009).
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when nonlocality is neglected. This is due to the nullification of the substrate stiffness induced by the
disappearance of the nonlocal scale-parameter as
shown in Limkatanyu et al. (2013 d).
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This section presents the beam-foundation element
(Figure 1b) equipped with the ability to account for
the microstructure and size-dependent effects. The
response of the beam bulk material follows the modified couple-stress theory proposed by Yang et al.
(2002) while that of the surface layer satisfies the
surface elasticity theory proposed by Gurtin and
Murdoch (1975 and 1978). This enhanced beamfoundation element is employed by Limkatanyu et
al. (2014) to study a cantilever aluminium beamelastic substrate system shown in Figure 10.
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increasing nonlocal scale-parameter, particularly for
higher value of substrate-stiffness parameters. Consequently, nonlocality and nanowire-substrate interaction are necessary for characterizing the sizedependent effect on the effective Young’s modulus
of the system. It is also noticed that variation of the
effective Young’s modulus EBeff with diameter D is
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Figure 9. Variation of effective Young’s modulus with nanowire diameter and nonlocal scale-parameter for various elastic
substrate stiffness (Limkatanyu et al. 2013 d).

Figure 9. presents variation of the effective
Young’s modulus EBeff with the diameter D and non-

local scale-parameter ( e0 a ) for nanowires embedded
in substrate media with different substrate-stiffness
parameters K s . Generally, effective Young’s modulus increases with decreasing nanowire diameter and

z
b = 2h

L = 20h

Beam: (Aluminium
) E 90
GPa; ν 0.23
=
=
(Aluminium)
LengthLength-Scale Parameter: l = 6.58 µ m
Surface Layer: µ0 =
−5.4251 N / m; λ0 =
3.4939 N / m; τ 0

h

Beam Section

=
0.5689 N / m;

Figure 10. Cantilever Aluminium Beam on Elastic Substrate
Medium (Limkatanyu et al. 2014).

In all analysis scenarios, the beam cross-section
shape is rectangular with a constant width-to-depth
ratio b/h of 2 and the beam length L is kept to be
20h. Effects of the length-scale parameter l on the
beam-deflection responses with different elasticsubstrate stiffnesses ks are investigated by varying
the beam depth h as a function of l. Therefore, the
effective sectional flexural rigidity (IE)eff, effective
sectional shear rigidity (GA)eff, and beam length L
also depend the value of l. To reflect the substratestiffness effect and to normalize different values of
the applied load P, the following two nondimensional parameters are introduced:
k s = k s L4 / ( IE )eff and P = PL2 / ( IE )eff
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(4)

In this simulation, the value of the normalized
load parameter P is kept to be 1 while the normalized elastic-substrate stiffness parameter ks varies
from 0.2 to 10.
The beam deflection responses with different
normalized substrate-stiffness parameters ks obtained with the proposed model and the classical
beam model are compared in Figure 11. The beam
depth h is expressed in terms of the length-scale parameter l and varies from l to 4l. The classical beam
response is simply obtained by neglecting the microstructure (l=0) and surface-energy effects
( λ=
µ=
τ=
0 ).It is clear from Figure 11 that
0
0
0
when compared to the classical beam model, including the microstructure and surface-energy effects
consistently results in a stiffer beam-elastic substrate
system. Figure 11 also indicates that the beam deflection responses obtained with the proposed model
and the classical beam model are significantly different when the beam depth h approaches the lengthscale parameter l ( h= l = 6.58 µ m ) . However, this
difference in the beam deflection responses decreases when the beam depth gets larger
( h= 4=l 26.32 µ m ) , especially with a stiff elastic
substrate medium. Thus, the microstructure and surface-energy effects become dominant when the
beam depth approaches the value of the material
length-scale parameter, especially with a weak elastic substrate medium. This finding is in good agreement with that numerically observed by Park and
Gao (2006) and Gao and Mahmoud (2014) and experimentally observed by McFarland and Colton
(2005).

(a) ks = 0.2

(b) ks = 1

(c) k s = 5

(d) k s = 10

7 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents the state-of-the-art review of
several frame elements with lateral interfaces proposed by the author for the last ten years. These
frame elements have found a wide spectrum of engineering applications ranging from geotechnical- to
nano-engineering problems. They have been proved
to be a good alternative to model coupled systems
due to their excellent compromise between complexity and simplicity.

Figure 11. Normalized beam deflection vs. normalized beam
distance for various normalized elastic substrate stiffness
(Limkatanyu et al. 2014).
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